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INTEODUCTION.

VICTOE HUGO'S LAST DAYS.

Since the last pages of the following work were

written, an event has occurred which has given to

the subject a new and pathetic interest. The news

of Victor Hugo's death has sounded throughout the

civilised world, with the due accompaniment of funeral

oratory ; loud panegyric from some, doubtless a ma-

jority— censure or reserved praise from others. On

one point only is opinion undivided—namely, that the

man who has just passed through the dark portals was

one of the greatest figures of the century, and will

continue, by his writings and example, to exercise a

wide and at present incalculable influence on the

future of Europe. Now that death has given com-

pleteness to his work, the occasion seems to ask from

us a few words more, by way, if not of final estimate,

at least of farewell and tributary lamentation— one

small note more in the world-wide dirge rising in
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many tongues round that bier which lies ^ in solemn

state, with its sumptuous funeral draperies, under the

massive pillars of the Arc de Triomphe.

Yet perhaps the most poignant element of grief—the

bitter feeling of irreparable loss that has followed

many great men, snatched away untimely to their

grave—has no place here. It is no half-told tale (in

spite of some works which have not gone beyond the

the title) that Hugo has left us, but one at the end of

which Finis, in the fullest sense of the word, may be

written. No broken pillar need stand with symbolic

pathos over his grave, but one towering and elaborately

complete to the last flourish on the last leaf of the

sculptured capital. And not only has his life, which

has exceeded the average even of those who live long,

allowed him to utter to the final syllable his message

to men, but its later years have united with singular

felicity the repose welcome to old age, and the honours

and public attention of one still in active career. " II

est entri vivant dans rimmortaliU." He has not had

to wait for immortality, but has gone on living while

his name became a legend.

From such an eminence and with such a career

behind him, we might think Hugo had beyond most

men the chance of surveying life comprehensively, .and

leaving us with some large and almost final judgment

on its value. It is a curious fact, therefore, that, con-

trary to the general rule of great men, no utterance

breathing the smallest degree of scepticism or dissat-

1 31st May 1885. t
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isfaction with life has ever escaped from him, unless

we go back to some verses written in his thirtieth

year,—those poems of ' Peuilles d'Automne,' which are

little more than the wanton melancholy of a stUl

youthful poet. Later poems, such as the " Epopee of

the Worm," which might seem to contradict this state-

ment, are merely the sceptical stage of a conception

of life which, as a whole, has no scepticism in it. In

reality there is never the least cry of vanitas vani-

tatwm, nor any of that peculiar pathos, nor any of that

peculiar humour, which comes from its presence in the

spirit. The sad commonplace which has come pro-

founder with the cry of every great man from Boethius

to Carlyle, receives no support from him. So powerful

is the optimism of a life spent in high and successful

energy, and so true it is that all philosophy comes

from the heart, the finest logic being only a bad trans-

lation of that voice.

But it deserves mention also, as having something to

do with this ever-radiant optimism of Hugo, that even

on the small human side of things he was a singularly

fortunate man. Love, family affections, friendships to

choose amongst the best, honours official and unofficial,

all these were his in due season and degree. Even the

disastrous wave of 1851 did not overwhelm what was

substantial in any of these. His old age has been

passed quietly and happily in the midst of all the com-

forts and attentions which loving hands, though not

those of earlier years, could bestow. His own chil-

dren, it is true, are dead, with the exception of the
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youngest, Adfele, who, still more unfortunate, is the in-

habitant of a madhouse. But the Lockroys,^ who live

in the house next him, and his old and true friends

MM. Vacquerie and Meurice, have been, one may

say, part of his household, and, since the death of

Madame Drouet, have borne the chief share of social

responsibilities and the management of his affairs ; and

more than all, his grandchildren—the Georges and

Jeanne—whom he adored and has immortalised, have

grown up in his house like fair young sprouts round

the old and gnarled trunk. "Adieu, Jeanne, adieu !
"

were his last words,—the last of many farewells which

the octogenarian had made in his long way through the

world,—he who had known Chateaubriand and Charles

X., Lamartine and Beranger, Thiers, Napoleon III., and

G-ambetta. This lingerer on the stage, this potent

visionary, this antagonist of kings and popes. Death

came up with him at length and rode away with him

into the past— into silence and the haze without

bounds, as he himself has sung, to the mystery that

wrings its coils under the veil, to the serpent whose

lick wastes the stars :

—

" All mystfere qui tord ses anneaux sous des voiles

Au serpent inconnu qui Ifeche les dtoiles

Et qui baise les morts !

"

Old age had left him, thanks to his sound constitu-

tion, most of the pleasures to which his simple habits

^ Mme. Lockroy, widow of Charles Hugo, and mother of the Georges

and Jeanne referred to, married M. Lockroy, an eminent Radical

Deputy and iournalist.
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—curiously simple in such a man—had accustomed

him. The morning hours, between six and eleven,

were given to work amongst his manuscripts—to the

last one of his keenest pleasures—generally in his bed-

room, where his desk, somewhat high (for he liked not

to stoop), stood at the window, his elegantly furnished

study being less used ; then after breakfast a saunter

or a ride, mostly on the imperial of an omnibus, through

the streets of Paris; sometimes to the dark old quarters

—
' the homes of the people '—sometimes, if a pastoral

idyllic mood urged, to the avenues of the Bois de Bou-

logne. His tastes were more robust than fastidious,

and the vicinity of the Opera-House, or the presence of

elegant vehicles and Parisian dandies did not hinder

him from hearing the ' flutes of Hcemus ' or seeing

Virgilian satyrs dance in the glades of the fashionable

suburb. Then home by four o'clock for two hours'

work before dinner, after which a few intimate friends

were received ; or if it were Thursday, a larger gather-

ing of Parisian notabilities and illustrious visitors. At

such times his conversation, always poHte and suffi-

ciently ready, easily grew eloquent, especially when he

was taking his swing on some favourite subject. He

was rather fond of epigrammatic finish in his judg-

ments; but to our mind his sayings want the best

French flavour, and betray that air of effort which mars

much of his literary accomplishments. His charac-

terisation of M. Thiers in 1871 as 'the man of the

minute,' may stand as an example.

From the strife of the political arena, from the daily
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parliamentary battle at least, Hugo had for long held

aloof, and even exercised a judicious reserve of speech

and attitude, recalling that of earlier years before the

fierce battle with Imperialism began. His attend-

ances in the Senate were rather those of a spectator

than an actor; and the manifestoes and funeral ora-

tions which from time to time came from him, were

no more than were required to show that the great

champion of liberal thought in France had not de-

serted his post. Indeed, they were mostly the breath-

ings of a pacific if ardent and hopeful spirit—often

pleadings for mercy on behalf of some political unfor-

•tunate: his last act of that kind was, we believe, a

petition on behalf of Guglielmo Oberdan, the Italian

Irredentist of Trieste. But except for such perform-

ances—and even these, within the last few years, had

ceased with the waning vigour of the poet—Hugo had

wisely recognised that into this daily contest of the

political parties he could not safely enter. A great

liberal force he could not but be, silent or otherwise

;

but as an homme politique his immediate following had

never been of the wisest or most reputable—never,

perhaps, even considerable in mere point of numbers.

He could not be at once a gTcat poet and a party

strategist. Amongst the many opposites he was able

to reconcile in his life and character, this one alone,

after repeated trials, he had found intractable.

Yet there is no doubt that in the unbounded en-

thusiasm which Hugo's work has called forth, as well

as in the work itself, the political element counts for
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much. The more than royal pomp of these magnifi-

cent obsequies prepared for him—that cortige in which

statesmen, diplomatists, generals, with a whole army

behind them figure, is no tribute to mere literary merit.

To find any parallel to it, any so imposing national

apotheosis, we must go to another of the Latin peoples,

to Italy, and see the legend that they have made there

of Garibaldi; and it is worthy of note that, in both

these cases, the public opinion of each nation supports

the other in a greater amount of hero-worship than

the ordinary Englishman or German can easily under-

stand. There is a radical difference here between the

Teutonic and the Latin race, and Victor Hugo belongs

emphatically to the latter. It is not only the clear

sculpturesque forms of his thought, seizing things in

large traits, regardless of small reservations—not only

his ardour, his confidence, his love and appreciation of

the Latin peoples, that prove this, but the whole fund

of ideas in his life and work is the expression of the

Latin consciousness as it heaves yet under the impulses

of the great Eevolution. For these meridional peoples,

with their fervid and hopeful temperament, and their

ancient Eepublican traditions, the Eevolution has been

something different than for the northern races. "We

accepted its effects reaching our shores later, and with

less tempestuous movement. They have been formed,

have taken new birth and character in the heat of the

struggle. The great revolutionaries—Danton, Mazzini,

Garibaldi, or Hugo, are their popular legends, and ex-

alted beyond all comprehension of the Englishman or
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German, who weighs them in some severer balance.

The standard used, indeed, is a different one. The

northern races, impressed with the value of organisa-

tion, prize more highly a disciplined activity which

does its work in recognised channels without too much

disturbance of the ordinary economy. They rate some-,

what less the superb sallies, the happy audacities, the

condottiere-like achievements which the Latin peoples,

suspicious of rulers, and restless under discipliae, are

apt to consider their highest traditions. The names

we have mentioned have for the Latin peoples some-

thing of the value of a protest against the superior

solidity or potency of organisation in the Teutonic

races, against Teutonic morality and Teutonic ideals.

Popular sentiment in France or Italy has now and

then admired a Beaconsfield or a Moltke, and has on

occasion called the Grand Chancellor of the German

Empire by flattering names; but when a great day

comes, and the secular ode is to be sung, they forget

all about such men of order and rule, and would name
the century from their heroes. Garibaldi or Hugo, the

cavalier and the poet of humanity, as the organs of

the popular party call them. It is in vain that a social

and political stratum amongst them, which has learned

to appreciate another form of merit, tries to stem the

tide. It fights a losing fight against the strength of

national tendencies and popular traditions. These

figures of revolution, with their wild utterance and

uncompromising attitude, are the only possible heroes

of the Latin races whose heart, less wise, perhaps, than
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generous, turns with something like indifference, or

even suspicion, from merit that is too officially

crowned.

But if for the Latin peoples generally Hugo is a

typical hero, representing fully their sharp scorn of

conventions, their distrust of governing classes, and

their deep sense of universal right—for France he is

all that and something more. In him all Frenchmen

find the proof that France has been the support of

liberal and humanitarian ideas in the century of their

birth ; to them he is the sign, as Eenan puts it, that

liberalism is the national work of France. With the

Napoleons in her past, not to speak of Guizots and

Veuillots, this might have been doubted ; the reactions,

it might have been said, have been as potent and as

long-lived as the progressive impulses. But with

Hugo there at the end of the century as Eousseau

and the Eevolution are near the beginning, there is no

longer a doubt. He completes the ideal of modern

France as Csesar did that of Eoman conquest, or Nel-

son that of England's supremacy on the seas. That

is why Frenchmen of all ranks and opinions—even

those, and they were many, who distrusted and

dreaded his utterances while he hved—gratefully ac-

cord him unprecedented national honours now that he

is dead.

That he could thus represent in his own life and

work France's place amongst the nations, and in a

manner consolidate that, is the better part of Hugo's

greatness. The virtues he had—courage, fortitude.
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candid speech, and uncompromising fidelity to a lofty

ideal—all had their root here ; and for the sake of

these, France will overlook some weaknesses that were

scarce less gigantic than his virtues.

Nor was this work of Hugo's any the easier that

in his time there was little or nothing to add to the

doctrines already enunciated by the thinkers who had

preceded him. In this respect no great original crea-

tion was possible, nor for such semi-philosophic work

had he any talent. But to refresh and renew the

principles of the great revolutionary thinkers, as he

has done, in a time when they were hackneyed and

somewhat discredited, and to give them a setting in

new and splendid forms of art and eloquence was a

work of no less magnitude than to discover them.

Since Eousseau, what word has been spoken for nature

which will compare with the ' Songs of the Streets and

Woods ' ! after Volney, what note so new in the revo-

lutionary view of history as ' The Legend of the Cen-

turies '
! after Voltaire, what name but Hugo ! His

very death may be counted as a fresh triumph for his

cause. This demogorgon of radicals, this inveterate

enemy of priests and kings—the two pivots of the old

world—dies not in obscurity, or disgrace, or defeat, but

triumphant as a setting sun, awing even voices will-

ingly hostile into sUence.
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VICTOE HUGO.

CHAPTEE I.

OEIGIN AND EARLY SUKKODNDINGS — A SOLDIEe'S CAEBBR
UNDER THE EMPIRE—LES PETJILLANTINES—EDUCATION—
RESIDENCE IN SPAIN—LITEEAET BEGINNINGS.

ViCTOE Hugo was born at Besan9on, in the third year

of the present century, the tenth year of the Republic

as the registers of that time dated. His father, who

was then in command of the brigade stationed in the

town, was of an old Lorrain family ; his mother a Ven-

dean, who, like Madame de la Eochejaquelin and other

royalist ladies, had fled to the wilds in the times of

the Eevolutionary terror. The elder Hugo, whose

qualities as a soldier had gained him the friendship

of Moreau and Joseph Bonaparte, had unfortunately

fallen into disfavour with the implacable First Con-

sul. Having no hope of promotion, therefore, in

France, Major Hugo was glad to accept a pressing

invitation which Joseph Bonaparte, then newly in-
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stalled in tlie conquered kingdom of Naples, gave Mm
to enter the ISTeapolitan army. His chief service there

was the command of an expedition against the patri-

otic banditti, who, from the cover of the impassable

ravines and mountains of Calabria, still maintained an

obstinate warfare against the invaders. In this diffi-

cult enterprise Hugo was completely successful, having

at last hunted to earth and captured the chief of these

bands, the famous Fra Diavolo. As the reward of his

energy in this affair, he received a regiment, and was

made Governor of the province of Avellino.

Hither, too, now that Colonel Hugo's position was

established, came Madame Hugo, with her three sons,

Abel, Eugene, and Victor, the last only five years old.

The boys were delighted with the journey, with the

sunshine and deep blue skies, and the picturesque

cities of the new land where their home was to be.

Victor's mind, in particular, preserved its impressions

of the silvered Adriatic, the pontifical glory of Eome

and Naples " glistening in the sunlight, and bounded

by the azure sea." Not less were they pleased with

their new home itself, the old marble palace at Avel-

lino, grand and spacious, which Governor Hugo had

selected as his residence ; although to Madame Hugo,

accustomed to the trim comforts of a Parisian resi-

dence, the old walls, whose crevices were the familiar

haunt of lizards and the numerous tribes of Italy's

insects, had doubtless a less inviting appearance.

Under the First Empire, however, a soldier's career

was fast and full of changes, Western Europe being
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little else than a huge camping-ground for Napoleon's

armies, and the distribution of provinces as familiar

to his generals as to a Eoman of the later Republic.

Some months after Madame Hugo's arrival, King

Joseph, much against his will, was transferred to

Spain by his imperious brother. Colonel Hugo having

decided to follow the fortunes of his protector, the

boys had, sorrowfully enough, to leave their home in

the old palace, made glorious for them by all the

military pomp and bustle of a Governor's residence,

and the freedom of the fine woods and ravines of

Avellino, for the confinement of city life in Paris.

For to Paris it had been decided, on account of the

still insecure state of the Spanish conquest, that

Madame Hugo and the children should return. The

abode, however, which the mother—a woman of much

resource and management—selected for herself and

her boys, was not without its attractions. It went by

the name of " Les PeuUlantines,'' so well known to

readers of Hugo's earlier poems. It was an old con-

vent taken from the nuns at the time of the Eevo-

lution, with large rooms and great windows, a fine

garden (almost a park) full of foliage and the songs

of birds, and making a delightful theatre for children's

sports. Here were passed two pleasant years, some

figures of importance in the annals of the Hugos

mingling with the family group at the FeuUlantines.

One of these was General Lahorie, godfather of Victor,

then proscribed by the relentless Emperor for his con-

nection with Moreau's conspiracy, and for a time peace-
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ably hidden at Les Feuillantines in the guise of a poor

relation and preceptor for the children, a frank old

veteran, Ion enfant, who could play games with the

young Hugos, tell good stories, and also help Victor

with Tacitus and Virgil. Also an occasional playmate

for the boys, Mdlle. AdMe Foucher, the daughter of an

old friend of the family, not held of much account

in these days by the young gentlemen in their

sports, but well known afterwards as Madame Victor

Hugo, and the object of much complimentary verse

from the young poets of the romantic circle.

In later years Hugo often recurs to the joyful days

at Les Feuillantines. In the last poem of the volume,

' Les Eayons et Ombres,' readers will find a pleasant

description of his boyish sports and studies. Worthy

of notice, too, is the hint there given of the firni, if

gentle, maternal rule under which these three un-

usually vigorous and spirited boys were reared. Other

testimony to the character of Hugo's mother is not

wanting. Among the glimpses of the interior at Les

Feuillantines which we find in a life of Victor Hugo,

written by his wife, here is one sufficiently illustra-

tive :
" Madame Hugo had a good many little tyran-

nical ways. Thus, she would scold when her little

corps returned from the wars (in the Feuillantines

garden) with dirty shirts and torn trousers. She' had

taken great pains to dress her sons in good, stout,

brown cloth in winter, and strong linen in summer;

but no cloth or linen was ever made that could resist

the fury of their games." The elder Madame Hugo,
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indeed, in the unsettled state of Major Hugo's affairs,

had to study points of economy and discipline some-

what more than was ever necessary to the wife of the

successful poet and dramatist. Left much alone in the

management of her children, Madame Hugo showed a

self-reliant and original character. As far as books

and lessons went, she allowed her boys to be educated

after a somewhat freer fashion than the ordinary

training of school and college ; but, on the other hand,

she insisted on a good deal of practical discipline even

at a late age. We hear of the young Hugos being

regularly set to do solid work in the large garden, and

even made thoroughly efficient in the dyeing of clothes.

In return, they had their own way in the library,

wandered thronghfabliaux and romances without num-

ber, and even set their youthful speculation to work

on the writings of Eousseau, Voltaire, and Diderot,

their mother being of opinion that " books had never

yet done anybody any harm."

The result, although Madame Hugo barely lived to

see it, has done something to justify her method, about

which at times she had her apprehensions. To those

most interested it gave iu their later life abundant

satisfaction. Victor Hugo himself has recorded in

more than one fine poem Ms gratitude for the choice

his mother made between the free mode of education

at Les Feuillantines and the severer routine of college

studies.^ In other cases, it is true, the experiment

might be more hazardous. The discipline of college

' Les Rayons et Ombres, poem 19 ; and Voix Int^rieures, 29.
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General, and, as Governor of the province of Guadal-

axara, was maintaining with success a fierce warfare

with one of the most renowned of the guerilla

captains. El Empecinado. In 1811 the success of the

French arms in Spain seemed so well established that

Madame Hugo might again venture to join her hus-

band ; and the family left Les Eeuillantines to take a

somewhat prominent place in the short-lived pomp of

the new Court at Madrid. While there, the Hugos

inhabited the Masserano Palace, belonging to the

Prince of that name, who seems to have vacated it

for the General's family, on what terms we know not,

but with some pardonable display of offended dignity.

Thus for a second time was Victor, though too young

to be a conspicuous figure, hung upon the fringes of

high military and Court life, and the tone thus given

to a mind of itself sufficiently disposed to fasten on

the highly coloured side of the world, may be traced

in the vein of Spanish romance which runs through

many of his early works, ' Les Orientales,' ' Hernani,'

' Euy Bias.' The great portrait-gallery, which, amongst

all the amplitude and splendour of the Masserano

apartments, most delighted him, is said to have given

the suggestion for the famous gallery scene in

'Hernani.' For the younger sons, however, Eugene

and Victor, all this magnificence was turned into ashes

by the announcement that they were to be sent to a

seminary. The seminary was a sort of private college

for the sons of the nobility, and was managed by two

monks, Don Basilic and Don Manuel, who appear to
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have themselves constituted the whole teaching staff;

a secluded, gloomy sort of establishment, modelled

according to all accounts on high principles of Spanish

pride and indolence.

Victor's experience of Spanish ways, however, was

not destined to be of long duration. In the spring of

1812 French affairs were looking so ill in Spain, that

General Hugo thought it prudent to send his family

back to France ; and after a rather difficult journey

under an armed convoy, Madame Hugo and her

children found themselves once more at Les Feuillan-

tines. In due course came the invasion of France by

the Allied armies, the abdication of Napoleon, the exile

at Elba, and the events of the Hundred Days, termin-

ating in Waterloo. The great figure, whose shadow

had so long lain across the path of king and peasant

alike, was at length removed from the scene. With

the fall of the Emperor the fortunes of the Hugos,

gilded for a while by some remote rays of the imperial

grandeur, sank again into obscurity. General Hugo,

who,, in the latter days of the Empire, had once more

entered Napoleon's service, and had made himself

obnoxious to the restored dynasty by a too prolonged

adherence to the imperial cause, was removed from

his command. He now came to Paris with the inten-

tion of preparing a career for Ms children. Victor and

Eugene were accordingly once more sent to a school,

the Pension Cordier, with the view of preparing them

for the Ecole Polytechnique. Here the somewhat

irregular education which the boys had received was
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supplemented by three years of steady drill in the

usual subjects. At the end of this course, however,

Victor refused the offers made by his father to start

him in a profession, and announced his intention of

making a literary career.

Young as he was, Victor had already made many

attempts both in verse and prose. From all accounts

the three years at the Oordier Pension must have

been occupied fully as much with verse-making as

with the prescribed studies—" every possible kind of

verse," writes his wife, or the author of ' Hugo

Eacont^,' " odes, satires, epistles, tragedies, fables,

epigrams, translations, &e., even a comic opera." So

that the young Victor might be said to have already

served a faithful if illicit apprenticeship to the muse.

He now began to feel his way towards a public by

presenting his pieces at the annual competitions of

the French Academies of Letters. Three odes which

he thus made public in the years 1818, 1819, and

1820 at the Acaddmie des Jeux floraux at Toulouse,

received the prize ; and with these and various con-

tributions to the ' Conservateur Litt^raire,' a journal

established by his brother Abel and some friends,

Victor Hugo may be considered as having entered on

his public career as a writer—a career which now

holds the first place in the annals of contemporary

literature, and which in general interest and signifi-

cance for this century may rank with that of Goethe.
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CHAPTEK II.

THE RESTORATION—THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY AND THE REV-

OLUTION—CHATEAUBRIAND—ROMANTICISM AND LIBERALISM

IN THE CHURCH—LAMENNAIS—A DEFENDER OP THE FAITH.

Hugo's literary career thus commenced under what is

called the Restoration. Few epochs have less right to

their name. All that the sovereigns of Europe were

able to restore to France was an old and somewhat

wearied Bourbon, who, indeed, in character and ideas,

belonged much more to the France of the past, to the

eighteenth century, than most of those who, either as

friends or enemies, surrounded him. Nowhere was

the difference between the old and the new France

more significant than in literature and in literary

circles, and amongst these, perhaps nowhere so marked

as in that literature which was conservative in its

spirit and aims.

At Court the names of the old nobility were again

heard of, and were alone in honour ; but the Court had

ceased to be a real centre of social or political life. In

the provinces a fierce conflict was going on between

the rich bourgeoisie and the ancient nobility struggling
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to reinstate themselves in territorial power and influ-

ence ; in the Chamber, M. de Vill^le was endeavouring,

amid increasing difficulties, to educate an aristocratic

party in the modes of parliamentary conquest ; but in

the freer and more sensitively assorted world of litera-

ture, the rent that had been made in the continuity of

the national life was undisguisable.

The eighteenth century had seen memorable con-

flicts, both literary and philosophical, but at bottom

there was a fundamental agreement in ideas about life

amongst those who fought over minor points of taste

and logic. The spirit of the age, which found its full-

est expression in Voltaire, was a cynical compromise

between the new truths they were conscious of, and

the old world, to the manners and usages of which

they were attached. The Voltairean churchman, the

Voltairean courtier, and the Voltairean philosopher,

might have little faith in the divinity either of Church

or king, but, like men who have small faith in any-

thing, they were little inclined to overturn institutions

in place of which they had nothing to put. They dif-

fered, but they understood each other, and, with the

reserves which their particular interests made neces-

sary, they were in sympathy with each other. Char-

acter, habits, and views of life being thus similar, a

fusion of the literary and social worlds took place,

which gave French society a solidarity contributing

not a little to its brilliancy and force. The higher

grades of society were in perfect affinity with the men
of letters and philosophers, and had acquired from
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them a fine and instructed taste in literature and art,

while the lettered race had in their turn been taught

an appreciation of social amenities, and a tolerance for

other standards than their own—qualities which do not

readily belong to their profession. This fusion of liter-

ary and social elements was thoroughly in accord with

the genius of the nation, with its lively social tempera-

ment, its qiaick perceptions, its active and facile intel-

ligence, and its turn for wit and satire. The effect

on French society was seen in the growth and in the

importance of the salon, that institution where the

forces of society and those of literature met as on com-

mon ground, and whose judgments on every matter of

religion, politics, art, and literature were none the less

influential, that they emanated, like the vague dictates

of fashion, from no formally recognised authority.

The influence on French literature of this alHanee is

to be seen in the polished clearness of style, the fine

common-sense as of a literature ever mindful of its

worldly audience in the salons, and the general absence

of all tendencies to mysticism and literary exaltations.

But, on the other hand, in a social state so full of in-

justice as was that which preceded the Eevolution,

this union between the world of society and that of

literature could not be effected without considerable

sacrifice to the deeper spirit of the latter. In both,

indeed, it implied a sceptical basis. What literature

might gain in style, in clearness, and in brilliancy of

presentation, it was apt to lose in depth and earnest-

ness, and in the magical power of high ideal art. Its
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best art took the form of clever raillery and satire,

and its philosophy was such as might be talked out at

a drawing-room sitting.

Into this soil the plough of the Eevolution had gone

deep. At the commencement of the century the

great Parisian salons had disappeared or lost their im-

portance. Of that brilliant world there survived but

the fragments which once or twice a-week still gathered

in the rooms of Madame d'Houdetot and a few aged

Academicians. The new salons that arose with the

Eestoration had a specially artistic or a specially polit-

ical tone, and possessed little significance beyond that

of a party reunion. If the old organisation of Parisian

society could have held its ground anywhere against

the new tendencies which divided it since the Eevo-

lution it would have been in such salons as those of

Madame de Eumford and Madame de Eecamier. To

that of the latter, Chateaubriand, as the central figure,

gave the desirable literary prestige. In most respects

Chateaubriand, the first great literary name of France

since the Eevolution, was the very antithesis of the

spirit of the eighteenth century, but he furnishes, per-

haps, the most characteristic type of the period of

transition. By his name and family traditions, by his

professed political faith and his personal relations with

royalty, and, still more profoundly, by his radical in-

difference to political ideals, which made his acceptance

of any rather a matter of taste and circumstance than

of settled conviction, he belonged to the past. He had

served the Empire, but became a bitter enemy to it
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when he reahsed that under Napoleon even the author

of ' Een6 ' and ' Le Gdnie du Christianisme ' could play

but a very secondary part. Afterwards, in the service

of the Bourbons, his restless vanity made him a diffi-

cult and troublesome adherent ; and, on his dismissal,

he rallied that formidable opposition which eventually

drove Charles X. from the throne. As a writer, there

were in Chateaubriand the elements of a great tempo-

rary success, as weU as the stuff out of which a higher

and more durable kind of success is made. In his

novel of ' Een^,' he was the first to give expression to

that consuming fire of passion and unrest, the mad

desire to torture the finite till it should yield an im-

possible infinite, which marked the first wild move-

ments of the enfranchised European mind. Planted

in the not uncongenial soil of German idealism and

romance, this gave us Goethe's ' Werther,' and, in the

harder ground of English realism and love of conven-

tions, Byron's poetry of passion and Byron's satire.

But both of these—the first in the thoroughness of its

reflective self-analysis, and the second in the vigorous

sincerity of its scorn—contained the germs of a higher

thought. The work of Chateaubriand was not so sin-

cere, and consequently not so exhaustive, as to lead

the way to a fuUer and better solution of life. He is

anxious to make use of the truths of nature so far as

they will give more play and freedom to his pencil,

but he is equally anxious to bring his work into a

superficial appearance of accord with the orthodoxy of

his time. Hence at once his sentimental exaggeration

B
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of nature in its aspects of feeling and passion, and his

sentimental use of religion as a cover and as a counter-

weight to the same, neither more than half true even

to himself, each holding to the other no sounder rela-

tion than that of a reaction from excess. Chateau-

briand's malady was that of his time; and his iirst

great work, ' Le G^nie du Christianisme,' appeared at

a moment of general, though as yet superficial, reac-

tion in favour of Catholicism.

In 1802 the Church was just rising from the blow

which the Eevolution had dealt at the influence of the

priesthood. It was once more receiving the official

support of the Government; the concordat between

Church and State had been arranged, the places of

worship reopened, and the whole machinery reorgan-

ised. But to reinstate the Church officially was one

thing, and to restore it to its former influence another,

requiring a work of inward adaptation to new circum-

stances which lay within the sphere of Napoleon or

Chateaubriand's powers as little as it entered into

their designs. Neither indeed aimed at more than

regaining for the Church as much credit as would

serve to establish it with outward decorum. For this

work the genius of Chateaubriand was excellently

fitted. In the wide fields of Church history, which

had seemed to the eighteenth-century philosopher

little else than an unfruitful collection of fables and

deceptions, it was easy for Chateaubriand to bring

into relief in the histories of saints and martyrs, in

Scripture and in tradition, the poetic aspects which
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the followers of Voltaire had left in the shade. Philo-

sophers of that now ancient school might laugh at a

defence which was founded more on rhapsody than

on argument, and even the more rigid of the orthodox

might find something dangerous and illogical in this

plea for Christianity on the score of its beauties ; but

Chateaubriand's great works, 'Le G^nie du Christi-

anisme,' ' L'ltineraire,' and 'Les Martyrs,' dressing

Christianity in new colours of romance and poetry,

appeared just at a time when the mass of French

readers, fatigued by Voltairean cynicism and the ex-

cesses of disbelief under the Terror, were prepared to

welcome such a brilliant justification. The ' G^nie du

Christianisme ' had a success which made the author

at once one of the most prominent figures of the time.

This was the work of a man but half in earnest

with the Church. With the advent of the Eestora-

tion, when institutions had again a breathing-space

to consider their relations to the world around them,

it was felt that another kind of effort was required

if the Church was to regain her ancient influence.

Before the Eevolution, its authority had been accepted,

along with the whole monarchical constitution, as an

established fact. It had been closely allied with the

old nobility of France. Its fundamental doctrines

—

the idealism that lies at the centre of every great in-

stitution—had not been obtruded on the social world.

Its position had been rather tacitly recognised than

seriously discussed, and the gap between its severe

thepries and the easy practice of its adherents had
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been bridged over, partly by the work of the casuists,

and partly by the compromise which the common-

sense of the practical world is accustomed to make

between an active life and an ideal one. This easy

attitude was no longer possible. If the Catholic

Church was to become once more a centre of real

power in Prance, it must make new efforts to bring

itself to the level of the world around it. The old

and apparently decayed tree must send forth fresh

leaves. The result was a remarkable attempt to de-

velop a side of the Church which might meet the new

liberal and democratic spirit of the time—an attempt

to which neither genius nor devotion was wanting.

In their journal 'L'Avenir,' Lamennais, and his two

disciples Lacordaire and Montalembert, faced the

revolutionary spirit with its own weapons. Adopt-

ing the cry of absolute liberty, they strove to wrest

the educational system from the hands of the Gov-

ernment, and, under plea of their right, to set up

schools of their own, to bring it under the control

of the priesthood—a plea which has remained the

cTuval de bataille of the Church ever since.

Perceiving the danger that threatened the monarch-

ical system in Prance, they laboured to destroy the

general identification of the Church and the old

regime, and to bring to the front the popular and

democratic element, which, buried under centuries of

Papal incrustations, undoubtedly lies at the root of

the religion whose first professors were the scorn of

the opulent and powerful.
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The central figure of this movement was the Abb^
Lamennais. Born at Saint-Malo, the birthplace of

Chateaubriand, under the melancholy skies and severe

horizons of the Breton country, he had the same

ardent temperament, the same tendency to make
ecstasy and reverie the basis of life, and something

of the same irritable egoism, which characterised the

author of 'Le Gdnie du Christianisme.' But in

Lamennais these qualities were more finely directed

by a mind purely devoted to truth, and rather

under the sway of ideal systems than that of tem-

porary interests and passions. The Catholic clergy,

however, soon began to have their doubts of this

coadjutor, who spoke a language and was actuated by

a spirit suspiciously akin to those of their inveterate

enemies, the Eepublican apostles of liberty. To them

he seemed to be making religion a cover for the propa-

ganda of the Socialists. At best, he was in their eyes

one of those dangerous dreamers who ill accord with

the policy and discipline of the Church. After much

dissension, and a journey to Eome, made by Lamen-

nais and his two friends in the hope of securing the

authority of the Head of the Church for their work,

the matter ended by a formal condemnation, in an

encyclical letter from the Pope, of ' L'Avenir ' and its

doctrines, though without mention of names. Lacor-

daire and Montalembert submitted unconditionally

and in their hearts : not so, as we might suppose, the

man to whom his ideas, the fruit of long intellectual

travail and sufferance of heart, had grown dear. And
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Catholicism lost its most brilliant and gifted writer,

as the current of things drew Lamennais gradually

into the vanguard of Eepublicans and Socialist

writers.

" A rash speculator, and extremely ignorant of his-

tory," says Guizot, with all the instinctive disKke

of a haughty, reserved, anti-popular nature, fond of

authority iu practical affairs, and in intellectual mat-

ters tending to compromises, for the ardent, melan-

choly, meditative Abb^. But Lamennais knew history

just in the way that Guizot did not—not as a compli-

cated development of political machinery, but as the

long record of the often quenched, often relumed hopes

of men in their struggle to realise an ideal traced ia

obscure but ineffaceable characters on the ground-

work of human nature itself.

So ended the attempt of Lamennais to unite Ca-

thoHcism with the forward movement of thought in

France. He had sought to give it a new basis on

the liberal 'and democratic philosophy of the age, as

Chateaubriand had sought for it new colours of senti-

ment and romance. Lamennais had tried to reform it

after its original mould. Chateaubriand contented him-

self with gilding and repainting it to the taste of the

time. It is true that to this task the latter brought

that magnificent style which is his best contribution to

literature,—a style noble and opulent, which had just

begun to heave with the greater spirit of the nine-

teenth century, but which, not yet broken into mere

tossing and turbulence of movement, had preserved
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something of the pure outlines of the language of

Bossuet.

It was this work of gathering the sentimental and

romantic forces of the age about the traditions of the

past that, more than any political support which, in

his fluctuating and restless career, he gave either to

Church or king, has identified the name of Chateau-

briand with the ancient Eoyalism and Catholicism of

France. All the waywardness of Chateaubriand, his

fierce liberalism in the ' Ddbats,' his coquettings with

the National and the Eepublican party, never made

the Papacy or the Bourbons forgetful of this great

work. Somewhere about the year 1843, in those bril-

liant " Chroniques Parisiennes" wliich Sainte-Beuve

wrote for the 'Eevue de Suisse,' among the on dits

of the Parisian world which he sends to his " dear

Oliver," the editor, is one that the Pope is to have

Chateaubriand crowned with laurel d la Petrarch—in

which rumour that by no means credulous critic thinks

there may be something. Some such tribute indeed

the Pope might well owe to Chateaubriand. The grand

romantic Catholic works, ' Le G^nie du Christianisme,'

' Le P^lerinage,' and ' Les Martyrs,' are amongst the

few known modern books which the sage censorship of

the Church dares to stamp "a I'usage de la jeunesse"

;

and the great works of Chateaubriand, if they now

count for little in the busy world of men, have still a

large circulation, and an undisputed prestige as prizes

in Catholic seminaries.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE ODES—ROYALIST AND CATHOLIC SENTIMENT—PROSPECTS

—

THE CLERICAL ALLIANCE.

It was in this Eoyalist-Catholic current of literature

that the young Hugo, who in the year 1820 had just

come to Paris, was first caught. In the original pre-

face to the Odes, which he published in 1822, he says

that they are meant " to speak the language of con-

solation and religion to an old society which has come

forth reeling from the orgies of atheism and anarchy."

He is full of ardour for religion, which as yet he tends to

identify with the Catholic Church—and for order, which

for him means the rule of the Bourbons. Voltaire and

ISTapoleon are names of hate to him who was afterwards

to apostrophise the genius of his country in the line

—

" O drapeau de Wagram, pays de Voltaire !

"

The author of ' The Genius of Christianity ' is for him

a luminary that can be put in the balance agaijjst

the Eevolution. "After the Eevolution, Chateau-

briand arises, and the proportion of things is kept." ^

^ " Aprte la Revolution Chateaubriand s'flfeve, et la proportion est

gardfe."—Preface to Odes.
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He looks upon himself as a pupil in the school of

Chateaubriand and Lamennais (the latter was still the

Catholic dogmatist), and sees in their work, as in his

own, a sign of the renascence of order in letters and

institutions—of the rise of a new religious and mon-

archical society on the ruins of revolution. More

especially is his muse consecrated to the service of the

loyal dead, the victims and heroes in the struggle.

Odes to the Maidens of Verdun, to Mademoiselle de

Sombreuil, on the Surrender of Quiberon, on the birth

of the Due de Bordeaux ; odes to Liberty the august

Sister of Kings, to La Vendue—dearer to him then, as

he afterwards said, than France itself ; odes in which

he sees the angel of wrath chasing the culpable century

of Voltaire into the abysses of eternity,—show how

busily the young poet was engaged in making green

and beautiful again the blackened and wasted fields

where the Eevolution had passed.

To Hugo's young ideas the great conflict of the

Eevolution has left on the one side a starry choir of

royalist heroes and martyrs, on the other a discom-

fited crew of sophists and atheists. The monstrous

edifice constructed by the latter has gone to pieces,

—

sole monument of it left, the man on the rock of St

Helena, a solitary fragment of a world submerged.

Discarded faiths are welcome home again, and a new

Europe, fair in arts, literature, and society, is rising out

of the unsightly past.

It would be unfair to press too much the rhapsodies

of a youth of twenty. Much is due to the associations
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of Les Feuillantines and the influence of a strong-

minded mother of a decidedly royalist creed, tem-

pered, however, in her by something of Voltairean

philosophy. The reminiscences, too, of the Imperial

rule were not of the brightest. The inveterate dis-

taste which the autocrat had shown for his father ; the

studied neglect of the elder Hugo's claims to honour

and promotion ; the spectacle of such hardy veterans

of France, who had seen the Eepublic, bent, as Hugo

at this time describes them, under the yoke of the

tyrant; the proscription and execution of his god-

father General Lahorie,—all contributed to excite in

the young poet's mind a strong reaction in favour of a

more equable and constitutional rule. When we read

his ardent lines at this time on the benefits of royalty,

we must keep in mind that it is this contrast between

the government of a wise and considerate monarch

careful of his people's interests, and the relentless

autocracy of the Emperor, that he seeks to bring into

light. It is no idol of absolutism that he admires, but

an ideal of mild paternal rule that had been long absent

from France :

—

" Oh, que la Royaut^, peuples, est douce et belle !

—

A force de bienfaits elle achfete ses droits."

The distinction is made even in the unpublished essays

of his school-days, in one of which he remarks—" The

more one loves kings, the more ought one to hate

tyrants."

To this attitude the influence of the writings of

Chateaubriand has given, perhaps, a warmer colour
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than was quite natural. Catholicism and monarchy

were seen under the idealism which the author of

'Le Genie du Christianisme ' had shed about them.

Chateaubriand was then the great, almost the sole,

luminary in the literary horizon, and the mind of the

young poet of the ' Odes and Ballads ' naturally caught

and reflected something of the glow which was all

around. Hugo's career bears throughout the mark of

a highly susceptible and impressionable nature, quick

to take the colour of the life around him, and all un-

guarded by those iron-cast systems of thought which

enable men of another mould to traverse unsympa-

thetically all. currents of thought foreign to their own.

The growth of such a nature, till it reaches maturity,

is but a continued overlaying of old intellectual strata

by new. Amidst all changes, however, and possi-

bilities of change, there is in Hugo the fixed centre of

a soul which seeks truth with devotion ; and after all,

that is the only kind of consistency which has any

real value. Of the poet's devoir in life especially, he

has a high conception, and quotes with admiration

Milton's great utterances on that subject. In this

strength of moral purpose and loftiness of aim lay

the solid guarantees of a great future for Victor Hugo,

for his talent was a kind of natural force organised by

no special intellectual faculty, and, apart from such

moral direction, would but have gone brilliantly astray.

With regard to his worldly prospects at this time,

doubts frequently assail him. For one thing, poetry

does not seem, notwithstanding the recent success of
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Lamartine's ' Meditations,' to be much in demand in

the metropolis. Booksellers are reluctant to displace

other and more lucrative ware in their windows by a

volume of odes. So much, too, hangs on success, and

even on speedy success. Mdlle. Ad^le Foucher, whom
we heard of as a little girl at Les Feuillantines, is now

a grown young lady, and attends with no small interest

the result of Victor's war with fates and mortals in

Paris. Were there only one's self to consider, the

battle could be fought out under almost any condi-

tions, and with stoical acceptance of results. For a

philosopher the tub of Diogenes will in extremities

suffice, but the tub of Diogenes will not possibly hold

two. For two long years, we learn from ' Victor Hugo

Eacont^,' he led an active though feverish and excited'

existence, " full of dreams, hopes, and anxieties." In

such a struggle there would be many alternations of

hope and depression, but on the whole he seems to

have looked on this doubtful future with a hopeful

and undaunted spirit.

" Nothing," he writes, " is to be despaired of, and a

little check does not damp great courage. I neither

conceal from myself the uncertainties nor even the

gloomy prospects of the future ; but I have learned

from a strong - minded mother that one may to a

certain extent command events. Many walk with

trembling steps on firm ground ; but when one enjoys

a quiet conscience and possesses a legitimate object,

one must walk with a firm step on ground that sinks

and trembles."
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But if the chances in high literature were—as they

must ever he—doubtful, the prospects of a pseudo-

literary career in connection with the dominant parties

in the State were at this time unusually good, had

Hugo been" inclined for that kind of work. The

clerical party in particular was on the outlook for

clever young men with literary or oratorical talent to

support and popularise its cause, and seems to have

made some overtures to Victor on this subject. A
friend of this period, the Due de Eohan, a grand

seigneur whom a sudden bereavement and want of

fit occupation had disposed towards ecclesiastical

orders and an occasional sojourn in a monastic cell,

persuaded the young poet, still in the first flush of

Catholic idealism, to visit the Abb^ Fraysinous, then

a prominent figure in the arena of ecclesiastical politics.

The Abb4, a clever, worldly sort of man, who under-

stood men from the point of view of diplomacy and

intrigue, advised Hugo to try the political arena, and

promised him the powerful support of the clergy.

Victor, however, was not much impressed by the

mundane sagacity of his counsellor, and declined his

proffers.

Of more importance was the next religious adviser,

to whom his friend, seeing that a different kind of

influence was required, introduced him.' This was

the Abb6 Lamennais, at that time still an orthodox

defender of the faith, and best known as the author

of the famous ' Essay on Indifference in matter of

Eeligion '—a work in which he attempts, with great
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vigour of style, and an able though narrow logic, to

prove that the authority of the Church is the only

possible basis of political order and religious faith.

Intellectually, Lamennais was still under the nar-

rowest traditions of the Eoman Church.' His views

of historical facts were those of a Eoman seminarist.

But the influence of the man Lamennais was a much

greater and much richer thing than that of his books.

His was a passionate, devout nature, risen in earnest

protest against an era of indifferentism and material-

ism which he saw had begun, and for which he had as

yet found no cure but submission to the authority of

the Church. Submission he accordingly preaches with

his whole soul, as one who never doubted that the

Church was, by grace of God, exempt from the tenden-

cies to error which he saw in humanity—a mistake

not likely to be made by better educated Guizot,

looking on history with the practised eyes of a Cabinet

Minister, but for all that the only logical theory of the

ordained priest which has ever been presented.

To Lamennais, then, as the chief luminary in the

religious world, Hugo, with his friend the Due de

Eohan, proceeded. Curiously enough, it was at Hugo's

old home, Les Feuillantines, that Lamennais was then

living. He has been described as a "little, meagre

man, of apparently feeble constitution, but with eyes

full of strange fire, and a cliff-like brow bespeaking

genius,"—" the terrible and austere visage of the great

Lamennais," says George Sand. Little care was taken

of the outer man—" old grey coat, shirt of brown linen.
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black silk cravat now little better than a rag, faded

blue stockings, and coarse hobnailed shoes." " Dear

Abb^," said the Duke, presenting Victor, " I bring

you a penitent." The interview, as described in the

anonymous Life of Hugo, wears throughout too much
the air of a Eomish ceremony to seem instructive to

the Protestant mind. At bottom, however, we may
conceive Hugo—then but twenty years of age, and

already somewhat startled at some aspects of the

Parisian world to which his friend, the dramatist

Soumet, had introduced him—as not unwUling to hear

the word of a sage upon the life which was opening

to him. But the problem of life is ever a new one for

every man capable of finding any problem in it ; and

the young poet soon found that the best that saints or

sages could give him was the infinite but vague en-

couragement of their own struggle in the world. The

friendship thus begun continued, but without reaching

any great degree of intimacy, to the end of Lamen-

nais's life. So far, however, was it from yielding the

results which the dominant party might then have

expected from it, that both Lamennais and Hugo had

in a few years ceased to see in King and Pope the

symbols of order and religion, and were both destined

to become in their different ways the chief names on

the opposite side.
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CHAPTER IV.

EAELY POETIC MOTES—THE BALLADS—MEDIEVALISM—EASTERN

THEMES

—

'LES ORIENTALES'—THE IDEAL EAST.

The merit of Hugo's first contribution to poetic liter-

ature, the 'Odes and Ballads,' composed mostly between

the years 1820 and 1825, has been long lost sight of

in the splendour of his maturer work. Of the earlier

odes, indeed, nothing very favourable can be said.

They are remarkable for a certain vigour and richness

of language, but in general there is more facility than

fineness of invention. Hugo, in fact, was the author

of many volimies before he reached his higher notes.

His genius, rich and complex, full of new and almost

heterogeneous elements, preluded on many different

keys before it gave forth a full and harmonious tone.

Even in these youthful poems, however, one may see

what promise there lay for French literature. The

richness of imagery, the not ungraceful freedom and

novelty of expression, and the really melodious line,

free from all the stiffness and languor that beset the

Alexandrine in less skilful hands, show genius, if still
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in a smouldering and smoky condition—jets of flame

forcing their way through amidst much crackling and

combustion of green wood. Already in some of the

later odes, such as that on the Euins of Montfort

I'Amaury, and that to Eamon, Duke of Benavente,

we can see more completeness of conception and more

gathered skiU ; but it is in the Ballads particularly,

where the themes admit of lighter and more fanciful

treatment, that we first get pure and sustained notes,

of a fine quality if not yet very fuU in tone. In these

he is more master of the material ; and the delicate

graces of his style, the tender turns of his fancy, and

his power over the word, come fully out. We may
notice, too, his treatment of these subjects, taken

mostly from medieval history or legend. There is

nothing too fixed or positive in it, little support is

sought from local realism or historical framework ; but

it is the fantastic, credulous spirit of the olden time

itself, with its loves and wars, superstitions and faiths,

that moves in these songs. They are true breaths

from a bygone age—leaves floated hither from a

sunken Gothic world. Hear, for instance, the chant

of this Celtic giant, no inapt type of Hugo's genius :

—

" O guerriers, je sijis n^ dans le pays de Gaules,

Mes aieux francMssaient le RHn comme un ruisseau,

Ma mere me baigna dans la neige des p61es

Tout enfant, et mon pfere aux robustes dpaules

De trois grands peaux d'ours decora mon berceau.

Dans la poudre et le sang, quand I'ardente mel^e

Broie et roule une arm^e en bruyants tourbillons,

C
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Je me l&ve, je suis sa course dchevelde,

Et oomme un cormoran fond sur I'ond troubles,

Je plonge dans les bataillons !

! quand men tour viendra de suivre mes victimes,

Guerriere ! ne laissez pas ma ddpouille au corbeau
;

Ensevelissez-moi parmi des monts sublimes,

Afin que I'etranger chercbe en voyant leur cimes

Quelle montagne est mon tombeau ! " ^

The large-limbed monster is perfectly set to music

here. It does not matter much that the strain is a

wild hyperbole, and that the careful historian might

be at a loss to assign a date to this gigantic warrior.

The note, trying as it is, is perfect and sustained, and,

dated or not, the Celtic giant is a true emanation from

a wild warring life of the past. In this short poem,

moreover, we may note a fundamental element in

Hugo's poetic talent—a power of expressing the phy-

sically grand without labour. His art does not lose

' " warriors, I was born in the antique Gallic lands

;

My fathers in their course took the Rhine at a bound

;

My mother bathed me in the snows of northern strands

At my birth ; and my sire, whose mere stride shook the ground.

With three great skins of bears wound my cradle around.

In the dust and blood of battle, when blent in war-array,

A host in the struggle is rolling and rending.

Then I rise, and in the thick of the fiercely mixing fray.

As a cormorant that swoops on the ocean's stormy way,

I plunge in the ranks of the contending !

Oh, when my day has come to follow those I've slain.

Warriors, my carrion shall not rot on the ground ;

But bury me amongst those mountains high and bleak,

So that the stranger, when he sees a distant peak.

May be told that there is my mound !

"
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but rather gains in fineness and simplicity from the

vastness of the materials he occasionally chooses. In

this direction he has a power of remote poetical sug-

gestion akin to Milton's power of dealing with the

great legendary spaces in history. His song, Hke that

of the great English poet, seems at times to reach us

from a height where his vision and language have lost

the habitual limitations of men. This is the grand

bass chord in Hugo's lyre—fully developed, however,

only in his later poetry, especially in his great poem

"The Legend of the Centuries," where he traverses

with unfailing vigour and variety of invention the

immense legendary wastes of the past, filled with

obscure and gigantic shapes which can neither be

touched too definitely nor left vague.

Eeaders of Hugo's poetry may remember the closing

lines of " La Confiance du Marquis Fabrice," ^ where

the weird legendary tone of the story is finely resumed

at the end in a felicitous example of this faculty of

expressing a sublime vastness.

In the very moment of a treacherous and bloody

triumph, at the table of the banqueting-hall filled by

his warriors, the head of the tyrant King Eatbert has

been struck off by an invisible hand. The astonished

courtiers had not seen the mysterious weapon which

dealt the blow, only—

" Seulement, ce soir-li, becliaiit pour se distraire

H&aclius le Chauve, Abb^ de Joug-Dieu, frere

1 La L^gende des Sifecles, Prem. S^r.
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D'Acceptus, archeveque et primat de Lyon,

Etant aux champs avec le diacre Pollion,

Vit dans les profondewrs par les vents remuees

Tin archange essuyer son ep^e aux nuees.''

There is the real colour of the early centuries here.

Indeed the basis is probably a small and insignificant

suggestion from Gregory of Tours, improved by the

perfect art which Hugo shows at his best in these

cunningly wrought lines.

Side by side with the large and flowing manner

which is peculiarly his own, we may notice also a

power of the subtlest grace—a fineness of touch which

can render beauties delicate and difficult to seize as

the iridescent gleam on an air-bell. What quaint

turns of fancy and nice choice of word and phrase

are there not, for instance, in the ballad, " A Trilby,

le Lutin d'Argail " ? The fantastic movement of the

theme is supported with wonderful lightness and

ease :

—

" C'est toi, Lutin ! Qui t'amfene ?

Sui ce rayon dn couchant

Es-tu venu ? ton haleine

Me caresse en touchant

!

A mes yeux tu te r^vfeles
;

Tu m'inondes d'etinoelles

!

Et tes fr^missantes ailes

Ont im bruit doux comme un chant."

Noticeable, on the other hand, for a fine dramatic

depth and vigour of conception, are such ballads as

"Pas d'Armes du Eoi Jean" and "La Fiancee du

Timbalier.'' In the former, the warlike humour of a
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feudal age, its range of feeling in art and beauty, and

even some reflection of its social pressure, are very

skilfully brought out. For mere skill of hand it is

worthy of notice. In form an imitation of the Minne-

singer's art, it is as deft in movement and as choice in

rhymes as if it had been sung at Hermann of Thu-

ringia's table or at the Court of the Hohenstauffens.

The curt truncated phrase expresses baronial hrits-

querie and imperiousness to the life :

—

" Nous qui sommes,

De par Dieu

Gentilshommes

De haut lieu,

II faut faire

Bruit sur terre,

Et la guerre

N'est qu'un jeu."

In " La Fiancee du Timbalier " we have a good

example of his peculiar power with rhythm. A story

of feudal warfare, its measure suggests exactly the

continued fanfare of trumpets and passing of mounted

cavaliers which are recorded in the tale. The Duke

of Brittany is returning from the wars. The good

folks of some Breton town have turned out to see his

army pass, and amongst others the betrothed of a

drummer in the Duke's service, who expects to see her

lover in the procession :

—

" ' Le due triomphant nous rapporte

Son drapeau dans les camps froissd

;

Venez tous sous la vieille porte

Voir passer la brillante escorte,

Et le prince, et mon fiancd

!
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' Mes sceurs, a vous parer si lentes,

Venez voir prfes de mon vainqueur,

Ces timbales dtincelantes

Qui, sous sa main toujours tremblantes,-

Sonnent et font bondir le coeur !

' Voici les chasubles des pretres

Les h^rauts sur un blanc coursier,

Tous, en souvenir des ancetres,

Portent I'^cusson de leurs maitres

Peint sur leur corselet d'acier.

' Admirez I'armure persane

Des Templiers craints de I'enfer

;

Et sous la longue pertuisane,

Les archers venus de Lausanne,

V^tus de buffle, arm& de fer.

' Le due n'est pas loin : ses bannieres

Flottent parmi les chevaliers

;

Quelques enseignes prisonniferes,

Honteuses, passetlt les derniferes. . . .

Mes soeurs ! voici les timbaliers. . .
.'

EUe dit et sa vue errante

Plonge, Wlas ! dans les rangs presses

;

Puis dans la foule indiflf&ente,

EUe tomba, froide et mourante . . .

Les timbaliers dtaient passes." ^

1 II
< Triumphant the Duke marches homeward,
With flags in the field grown older

;

Haste ye to see his brilliant guard,

Haste ye all to the old port ward,

To see the prince pass and my soldier !

' Haste, my sisters, dallying like brides

Over their tresses,—haste and greet

My hero, the timbalier that rides

With the war-drums sounding at his sides,

—

Oh, the heart bounds to hear them beat

!
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In all this we have as yet, it is true, little more than

the fantastic and unformed thought of a youthful poet

travelling far in remote and ideal lands in search of

fitting themes, and readily caught up in all the great

spiritual currents of the time,—first by the Eoyalist

and Catholic reaction ; then by the romantic idealism

of the middle a.ges, plus heaux sinon meilleurs; then,

later on, as we may see in " The Two Isles " and the

" Ode to the Column," by the '' Napoleonic Legend,"

or, more properly, by that ideal of France as the pre-

mier nation of Europe, which it is not easy to detach

from the history of Napoleon I., and which, as much

as anything else, proved fatal to the less brilliant and

powerful regimes which followed the First Empire.

' Look where the priests come in white vests,

The heralds on their gay steeds wheel.

All bearing their master's crest,

Ancestral renown to attest,

Painted on their corselets of steel.

' Admire the armour Persian-wrought,

Of the Templars dreaded of hell

;

And with halberts bravely in port,

Steel-armed and in stout buff-coat,

The bowmen of Lausanne ye know well.

' The Duke advances, his standard

Floats high among the cavaliers,

Strange ensigns pass in the rearward,

Gay banners their masters could not guard. .

Sisters, here are the timbaliers. ..."

So she spoke, with glances darting

O'er the ranks, alas ! pressing on
;

Then, 'midst the crowd unremarking.

She sank cold, the life breath parting. . . .

. The timbaliers were gone !

"
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The same romantic fancy drew Hugo in ' Les

Orientales ' to the Eastern world in search of themes.

In its highly coloured scenes he has the same scope

as in the feudal world of the past. Life there is in

appearance greater in action and passion, because it

is more natural and less moulded by the pressure of

a highly conventional society such as that of the West.

The dervish ; the favourite sultana ; the chant of the

Turkish pirates ; the wild hate and wild love of oriental

Spain, well beloved of Hugo ; dialogues between poet

and caliph, between pasha and dervish; the word of

the Lord being stUl, as of old through Wathans and

Jonahs, sent direct to kings and rulers in these coun-

tries, or at least stiU capable of being decorously so

represented ; the Albanian mountaineer and the Arab

of the desert,—such are the figures and scenes that

at this date throng the stage of the poet's world.

In his preface to the ' Orientales ' he tells us that

" it seemed to him that a great poetry shone for us

afar off there. There, in truth, all is great, rich, and

fertile. ... It seems to him that hitherto we have

been too much accustomed to regard the modem epoch

in the century of Louis XIV., and antiquity in Eome

and Greece. Should we not have a higher and wider

view of things, in studying the modern era in the

middle age, and antiquity in the East ? " Hugo, as

has more than once happened to him, here gives a

higher theory of his work than it realises. In his

' Orientales ' the poetry of Eastern life goes nowhere

deeper than the sparkle and colour of its surface.
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which is painted at times with something of the hard

vigour of Byron ; at times—as in " Sara la Baigneuse
''

and " La Captive "—with the softer and more delicate

graces of the school of poUes-ciseleurs. As a sample

of his work at this period, we give a stanza from

"La Captive." The subject is a captive at Smyrna,

half in love with her Eastern prison for those soft

.(Egean breezes :

—

-'&'-

" Mais surtout quand la brise

Me touclie en voltigeant,

La nuit, j'aime etre assise,

Etre assise en songeant.

L'ceil sur la mer profonde,

Tandis que pale et blonde

La lune ouvre dans I'onde

Son dventail d'argent."

In these last lines we seem with exquisite art to

wake as from the half - unconscious melancholy of

reverie.

It is worth notice that both Goethe and Emerson

appear to have had a like high conception of a great

poetry of the East. For them, however, its value lay

more consciously in the counterpoise which the calm

and more purely meditative character of Eastern

thought furnishes to the vigorous, bustling, practical

culture of Europe, much immersed in temporary in-

terests of many kinds—social, political, and industrial.

Both were men who set great store on inner freedom

of spirit, and sought to rise in their outlook on life,

not only above the limitations of national habits and

thought, but even above the deep-seated mental ten-
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dencies of race, and the pressure, enormous though

unfelt, of the atmosphere of European culture and

civilisation. More than once in his ' "West-Ostlicher

Divan,'—a work in which Goethe's calm wisdom works

under a canopy of oriental culture as beneath its

native sky,—does the poet of Weimar enforce this

contrast between the pure intellectualism of Eastern

thought and the truculent militant culture of the

West :—

" Grant it, the poets of Eastern lands

Are greater than we here in the West

;

But in one thing at least we equal them quite,

And that is—hating onr neighbour with all our might."

Such a view of the East must, of course, be held with

many reservations in favour of the greater vitality

and more positive and progressive life of the West;

but it may be useful as affording a point of view from

which to criticise the huge, restless, industrial civilisa-

tion of modern Europe. A similar sentiment seems

to have been in Mr Matthew Arnold's mind when he

wrote :

—

" The East bowed low before the blast

In patient deep disdain

;

She let the legions thunder past,

And plunged in thought again."

Hugo's ideas on this subject are characteristically

different, and are rather part of a temporary enthusiasm

—which had also invaded the painting of the time

—

for the richness and glow of Eastern colouring, than of

a grand comparison between civihsations. The differ-
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ence indicates Hugo's weak side—the element wanting

in a poetic genius, in other respects of the fullest and

completest. The philosophic faculty, so prominent in

Goethe—which compares tilings so effectively by their

intellectual significance, and which likes to generalise

the phenomena of life in pregnant sayings and maxims

—is wanting in Hugo ; and to an age so imbued with

the style and thought of the Germans, and so accus-

tomed, therefore, to seek this element in poetry, its

absence in Hugo's works has contributed as much as

anything else to the qualified esteem in which they

are held in certain cultured circles. Neither in his

' Orientales ' nor elsewhere has Hugo been success-

ful in bringing out the profounder significance of

the East. That with him remains, as it were, hidden

under merely pictorial aspects. He seems, indeed, to

have caught his inspiration from the art of the

painter, and his imagination remains enchained to

the forms of mosque and minaret, and the picturesque

irregularity of Eastern cities.

Hugo's pictures, indeed, if they as yet lack the re-

flective element which has its value in poetry, do not

always want the profound reason that underlies all

good art. But at present, more occupied with the

artistic side of poetry, he seeks that higher aspect

unconsciously and at hazard amidst the instincts of

the artist.

In the poet the artist and philosopher meet, and he

may use the methods of both to represent his thought.

In the ' Orientales ' Hugo is inclined to be the mere
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poet-artist. Goethe, on the other hand, tended to

make poetry a philosophy—not, however, as inferior

poets of his style do, a mere drapery for philosophic

thought : his form is always essentially necessary for

the full significance of the matter. But his verse

often seems as if it might easily cast its poetic gar-

ments, and walk as well in the garb of plain prose

—

sermo pedestris. In this as in almost every other

essential respect, the two great poets of our century

stand in complete antithesis to each other.
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CHAPTEE V.

THE LITERARY CONFLICT— CLASSICS AND ROMANTICS— THE

FRENCH ACADEMY—LITERARY REFORM— THE " ciNACLE "—
TRADITIONS OF FRENCH LITERATURE—" ABSOLUTE LIBERTY "

—ART AND " POETIC ARTS."

With the publication of the ' Odes and Ballads/ and

of a successful but inferior novel 'Hans of Iceland,'

Hugo may be said to have got over the first struggle

of a literary career. King Louis XVIII., as a sort of

reward for the support given to Eoyalist traditions

in these early poems, had bestowed on the poet a

pension of 1000 francs—shortly afterwards augmented

by a second of 2000 francs. On the strength of the

first pension and his improved prospects, he had mar-

ried Mdlle. Foucher, the companion of his early years
;

and the young couple were now comfortably estab-

lished in the Kue de Vaugirard, No. 90.

To a great poet, even if he lived in isolation and in

an environment outwardly calm, life could never be

other than a severe struggle in the slow evolution of

ideas from one stage to another,—a long-continued

effort to express in a fitting form a new spirit which
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finds all previous modes of expression lame and im-

potent for its needs, and in fact suddenly become ob-

solete for the liigher purposes of thought. The his-

tory of this struggle, though it may be read in large

characters in the devSlopment of literature, remains

mostly obscurely recorded in the life of the man who

has been the most potent instrument for thus fixing

in our general speech new methods and new results

of thinking. For the best part, indeed, it is a history

which is unrecordable, lying in an inward and in-

communicable travaU of spirit upon language—in ap-

pearance the most plastic of mediums, but really the

most refractory to new impressions. It was Goethe

himself who estimated his work in these terms, " In one

thing I am almost a master, the writing of German."

In the case of Hugo, who was an ardent advocate

of what he called liberalism in style and language,

many things contributed to give his work, instead of

the healthfully unconscious action of a natural tend-

ency, the exaggerated character of art worked out to

suit the necessities of a theory. For one thing, the

great conflict which for some years agitated the lit-

erary and even the social world of France, stood in

essential though undeclared connection with the polit-

ical questions of the time, and was, in fact, the fore-

runner of the political contest about to commence.

Great interests often encounter one another at first on

partial issues ; and under the fiercely debated question

of the Classic and Eomantic style in art, lay really

another question as to the extent of the influence
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which the new democratic elements in the nation

were to have on art and literature, and, consequently,

on the life of the people. As Hugo himself has said,

" when one breaks ground in a question of art, the first

blow of the pick lays open literary problems ; the

second, social problems." Thus, notwithstanding tei^^

porary disturbances and reactions, the whole weight

of Conservative opinion in politics tended to range

itself on the side of the Conservatives in literature,

and inevitably gave to a literary contest something of

the heat and excitement of a pohtical one.

On the literary question, Hugo had almost from the

outset found himself at variance with the high tradi-

tions of French literature. In another country this

would probably have had no greater result than a war

between the poet and some ancient critics, which

would have been forgotten as soon as it was over, and

after which the former would have been left to con-

tinue in freedom and repose the development of his

talent, and would probably, under the mellowing and

refining influences of time, have brought it more into

line with the classic works of French literature. But

in this as in all other respects, Hugo's work was

destined to be performed always under the strain of

revolution, and to be disagreeably accentuated by the

necessity of constant opposition. In France, a coun-

try whose institutions are in other respects the most

favourable to progress and development, the tradi-

tions of literature are, by a curious but perhaps not

inconsistent exception, supported by an organisation
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which, in real influence and historical fame, has no

parallel amongst the literary institutions of the world.

Founded by Eichelieu at the very opening of the

classical period in literature, the French Academy has

always been recognised as the chief authority in literary

matters, and this in spite of the fact that its members

have been chosen oftener for their political and social

than for their literary eminence. It is remarkable

that France, that country of revolutionary progress,

has succeeded in developing in the Academy one of the

most solid and least objectionable of Conservative in-

stitutions, the influence of which by its very nature is

incapable of much abuse. Slow as it may occasionally

be to recognise literary merit, particularly of a new

order, and often making ridiculous if not wilful errors

in its choice of candidates, there are yet few names

of great eminence in literature which have remained

outside of its ranks. That fact in itself is a sufficient

guarantee for the general solidity of the Academical

opinion. No one can fail to observe in the articles of

its average literary members the good taste and free-

dom from eccentricity, the cultured breadth of view,

and the finely moderated tone, which connection with

an honoured and powerful corporation communicates

ft to an ordinary literary talent. No doubt, on the

I
whole, it is kindlier and more beneficial to mediocrity

v than to genius, and it is certain that in a country less

advanced in society and politics its influence would

be much less advantageous, perhaps almost wholly

bad ; but after all deductions, it must remain, even in
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the eyes of the instructed Eadical, the noblest kind

of Conservative organisation that could form itself in

the midst of a nation. Thus constituted, the Academy

has always watched jealously over the purity of the

French language and literature, and has been apt to

look with disfavour on all innovations and new

methods. Such was the influence against the whole

force of which Hugo was to contend.

The question over which Classics and Romantics'

fought with such fervour was in reality a grave one,

involving important issues in life and morals ; but at

the first it seemed to present itself as a simple matter

of literary reform—a question of style, or even of

vocabulary.

The language which the young French writers of

the nineteenth century found in their hands, was the

language bequeathed to them by the great men of the

eighteenth century, Voltaire and the Encyclopedists.

At the hands of these writers, distinguished more for

their philosophic than for their poetic power, it had

undergone a process which tended to banish the more

simple and direct expressions of the old Gallic idiom,

the words which carry colour and sentiment. For

these were substituted a more artificial style of phrase,

and words better fitted to express the philosophical

relations of things, and appealing more to the under-

standing than to the senses. And as philosophic

thought makes its impression by a clear and logical

arrangement of ideas rather than by images and

pictorial expressions, the weight of the work was

D
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thrown upon the disposition of phrases and the con-

struction of periods. Almost the only poetical ele-

ment that remained was a certain brilliancy of phrase,

natural to the quick wit or esprit which has always

been a characteristic of the national genius. Hence

arose a style, polished, brilliant, and clear -cutting,

admirably adapted for epigram and the satirical and

complimentary verse that Voltaire wrote so well, and

for the half-philosophic, half-artistic works of Diderot,

but quite uniitted to carry the wealth of colour and

feeling that higher poetry requirfes. It was a fine

and flexible instrument for the philosopher—that is,

for the philosopher of the time, for the higher abstrac-

tions of later German metaphysic have developed a

philosophical language which lies almost outside of

literary art; but it was not delicate or sensitive

enough for the poet. In short, the language of the

eighteenth century was the natural vehicle for the

spirit of the eighteenth century. That was a fine

and critical spirit, of keen observation and powerful

in analysis, and in its aims comprehensive and ele-

vated, but narrow in its philosophical method, and

incapable of understanding the rich complexity of

the spiritual and sensuous nature of man. It tended,

therefore, to reject many liigher truths which could

find no place in its imperfect system, and, with all its

elevation, was remarkably deficient in tenderness and

pity, and the finer spirit of love.

Very different was the spirit of the age that fol-

lowed. For a quarter of a century the roll of the
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drum and the rumble of cannon had been incessant

in France. Wars and revolutions, and the enthusiasm

and suffering that accompany them, had stirred to

their depths the hearts of men; and the symbols of

new faiths and new ideals had passed with the badges

of the Eepublic and the eagles of Napoleon through

the astonished countries of Europe. Liberty, Frater-

nity, Equality! It is an old, and, it would seem, a

discredited watchword now ; but it was new then, and

under its spell the ancient edifice of Eoyalist and

Catholic France went rushing to the ground. Even in

the war-cry of Napoleon—Empire, G-lory, and Destiny

—there lay a deeper and more hopeful idealism than

inspired the author of 'Eameau's Nephew,' or the

philosophic historian of 'Les Euines.' From the

troubled times of the Eepublic and the Empire,

France came forth with a changed and deeper spirit,

a spirit which naturally sought out another language

and other forms of art than those in which the cen-

tury of Voltaire revealed itself. It was in the wor]£s~

ofC^hateaubriand that the new spirit first announced

itself iu literature. If in his political attitude and

opinions he was part of a reactionary movement, his

style and the latent influences of his thought were

essential contributions to a literary revolution. He

was the first who opened the gates of French liter-

ature for the freer phrase, the lavish and glowing

descriptions, and in general for the romantic~"spirit

with all" its train of mysticism, exaltation, and_ sublim-

ity. It is curious to notice in the chorus of criticism
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approving and disapproving which hailed ' Atala ' and

'Le Genie du Christianisme,' the invincible distaste

which the fine-scented critics, trained in the literary

traditions of the eighteenth century, showed for a

writer who made Atala say of her lover that " he is

ieautiful as the desert with all its flowers and all its

breezes" and spoke of the moon as
" spreading through

the woods the great secret of melancholy which she loves to

reveal to the ancient oaks and to the antique coasts of the

seas." These were critics, however, who adhered to the

philosophical as well as the literary tradition of the

past ; and it is not less curious to see how ready critics

of another type more or less under the influences of

the eighteenth century in their literary tastes, but

opposed to its philosophy, were to overlook offensive'

novelties of style for the sake of the general tendency

of the work. Experienced writers like M. de Bonald,

as well as solid young men like Guizot, at that time

dangling about some of the older salons, and picking

up the literary graces to ornament a career, were quick

to recognise that in Chateaubriand's style alone, with

its fine power of rendering mysterious sentiment, its

tendencies to reverie and to portray the grave and

elevated aspects of things, there was something capable

of undermining, in the public estimation, at least, the

philosophy of Voltaire.

But the innovations of Chateaubriand, important as

they seemed in the eyes of the older critics, lay rather

in a freer use of phrase and figures than in any de-

cidedly new manipulation of the language. In his
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choice of words, and in the general reserve of his style,

he remained within the literary tradition of the past.

While the critical warfare over Chateaubriand's works

was subsiding, and the distinguished author himself

was playing a more conspicuous part in the political

world as diplomatist and minister, the Academicians

were startled by a fresh literary movement, more rad-

ical in its nature and of more formidable dimensions.

As far back indeed as the year 1820, the ' Meditations

'

of Lamartine had sounded a new note in poetry ; and

though the genius of the poet was of a kind too deli-

cate and individual to form the centre of a great liter-

ary movement, there was much in the loose and flow-

ing graces of his muse to awaken the sense of novel

and untried chords in poetry. But in a few years

more the development in literature had reached a

stage when it began to be more conscious of its nature

and tendencies, and consequently to theorise and de-

fend itself on new principles of criticism. The result

was a league of all those in the various departments of

art and literature whose sympathies were with the new

movement. The centre of this was the famous " C6n-

acle "—a literary reunion which dated from the foun-

dation of the Muse Franqaise in 1823, by Hugo, De
Vigny, Nodier, Deschamps, and others. In the summer

evenings of 1827, a group of young artists, journalists,

and poets were in the habit of assembling at different

houses, but most frequently at the gardens of " Mother

Saquet "

—

la in^re Saquet—a place of entertainment

in the suburbs—to discuss, in familiar social reunion.
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questions of art and literature. Nearly all were men

whose names stood afterwards in the first ranks of

contemporary art ; and there were some whose reputa-

tion was to be European,—the sculptor David; the

painters Boulanger and the Deverias; that finest of

wits, Sainte-Beuve, then still in the enthusiasm of

youth and poesy, and not yet the judicial and some-

what satirical critic of the later development of the

Eomantic school; Alfred de Musset, indifferent enough

about theories and morals of art, though not disin-

clined to spend some of his wit and genius in brilliant

literary antics that would shock the sober and conser-

vative gentlemen of the Academy, but destined also to

pass ere long out of the central current. Occasionally,

too, the versatile Nodier, the melancholy Eabbe, and

the brothers Deschamps—stout champions in the crit-

ical journals and reviews. Lastly, the chief figure in

the literary group, Victor Hugo—" notre grand Victor,"

as Sainte-Beuve used at this time to call him—a half-

Teutonic type in this brUliant assembly of Parisian

wits, impressing with all the earnestness and enthusi-

asm of his nature a moral and theoretical character on

the movement. Besides these names, however, as the

conflict gained prominence, almost all that was young

and hopeful in these days was ere long on the side of

Eomanticism, and eager to trail a pike in the great

war against classical traditions.

In literature, the aim of the new sbliool was to en-

large the poetic vocabulary by the use of words which

the critical taste of the preceding age had pronounced
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inadmissible, particularly in the higher kinds of poetry,

and to substitute the direct and natural word

—

h mot

propre—for the artificial periphrase which had so long

been in vogue. They felt that the language of litera-

ture bore too much the imprint of the thought of an-

other and more reserved age, and that for their own

use it was lacking in freedom and naturalness. As

Schlegel remarked, there were many things which

could not be mentioned at all in French poetry ; and

long before him, Voltaire had made a similar observa-

tion.^ They sought to expand it beyond those limits

which had sufficed for the philosophic elegance of

Voltaire, or for the majestic simplicity of the great

writers of the seventeenth century. The literary stores

of early French literature, of the old Gallic idiom in

Montaigne, Eabelais, and Villon, were ransacked for

analogies and examples, to which the new school added

an audacity of turn and expression, and also an eleva-

tion of thought, all their own.

As far as language went, their views were not dis-

similar to those with which Wordsworth and Cole-

ridge, in their efforts for literary reform, had made the

English public acquainted ; but while the Englishmen

had in their favour those great models in English

literature— the writers of the Elizabethan age, to

' " II n'eet rien que le Dante n'expriinfi,t, k I'exemple des anoiens ;

maia nous, comment pourrions-nous aujourd'hui imiter I'auteur des

Georgiques, qui nomme sana detour toua lea instruments de I'agricul-

ture ? ... lis (nos bons poetes) ont embelli la langue Franfaise
;

mais ils en ont resserrd lea agr^ments dans des bornea un peu ftroites."

—Discours k I'Acad^mie.
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whom they so frequently appealed— the Eomantic

school had to make their way against all the great

traditions of French literature, and to overcome the

long-established authority of the great authors of its

most brilliant epoch. The only tradition in their

favour was the ominous one of Eonsard and the other

sixteenth-century reformers of the " Pleiad." In pro-

portion, therefore, as the prejudices in favour of re-

serve in style and language, and in general of the ob-

servance of all literary etiquette as laid down by the

great Boileau, " Legislateur du Parnasse," were strong

in France, and lay deep in the national spirit as it had

been formed by the powerful but highly conventional

literature of " the Great Century," so the reaction tend-

ed to assume a violent and exaggerated character. It

seemed as if all precepts and principles in literature

were to be thrown in a body to the winds. As pre-

viously Malherbe, overlooking the fact that the de-

corum of words must be determined almost wholly by

the context, had laid too much stress on their charac-

ter, considered abstractly and in themselves, and Boi-

leau too much on abstract general rules of composition

;

so now the new writers were in danger of forgetting

that there are principles at all, and even proprieties

which, although they do not constitute the essence of

poetry, may much enhance its value.

Among the voices raised on behalf of this absolute

liberty in literature, Hugo's was the highest and most

uncompromising. "We hear every day," he says in

one of his polemical prefaces which is of the year
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1826, " of the dignity of one kind of literature, of the

proprieties of another, of the limits of this kind and

the freedom of that: tragedy forbids what the Twvel

allows ; the song tolerates what the ode proscribes, &c.

The author of this book " (' Odes et Ballades,' third edi-

tion) " has the misfortune to understand nothing of all

that. ... It seems to him that what is really true

and beautiful is everywhere true and beautiful ; what

is dramatic in a novel will be dramatic on the stage

;

. . . that iinally and always, the only true distinction

in works of art is that of the good and the bad."

Hugo seems here to overlook the fact that art has

not quite the freedom of nature ; that an artistic pro-

duct differs from a natural one in being presented to

us as a complete whole, imitating nature indeed, but

in reality leaving out many elements according to the

range of the medium employed. Hence a work of art,

in comparison with nature, must always be a conven-

tional whole, and come under a law of harmony which,

compared with the harmony of nature, appears as nar-

row and limited as nature is richer and more complex

than art. To the artist, therefore, there is a gain in

observing certain limits which in one sense are not

natural—that is, they are not in nature objectively

viewed, but they are in mind, in the laws of our

aesthetic perception. In spite of Hugo's protest, there

is no doubt that dramatic freedom and familiarity of

style would be out of place in the ode, as would beau-

ties of description and fine trains of reflection which

might be faultlessly beautiful in other poetic forms.
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It is true indeed, and in this lies the significance of

Hugo's protest, that it is impossible to say beforehand

what a great artistic genius, with new ideas at his

command, and using the new methods which art is

continually developing, may be able to do with ma-

terials which have hitherto been judged and been

found incongruous. This is the unknown factor

which makes all " Poetic Arts," whether of Horace or

of Boileau, mere philosophical reviews of a past stage

of literature, and of little or no avail for the future.

If there was something objectionable in Hugo's man-

ner of stating his doctrine, on the whole his attitude

against the older school of criticism was a sound one

;

and considering what he was afterwards to accom-

plish, we need not quarrel too much with the unusual

formula, "I follow conscience"

—

Je suis conscieTwe—

-

which at this time appears in his theory of art. It is

partly the assertion that the perceptions of a true

artist contain a higher reason than the abstract rules

of the critic, and partly it points to the unconscious

way in which every great force works out an end or

reason latent in it ; for even in the individual life, con-

sciousness is but a light moving fitfully on the surface

of a great deep.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE DRAMA AND THE CRITICAL SCHOOL OF BOILEAU—TRAGEDY
UNDER THE " GRAND MONARCH "—REACTION IN FAVOUR OF
FREER ART—TALMA.

It was not, however, the merit of his critical prefaces,

nor even that of his ' Odes and Ballads,' which gave

Hugo a worthy title to the chieftainship of the

" Bomantiques," as the writers of the new school were

called. The question was to be fought out on a

different ground, that of the drama.

Amongst other nations the drama, as being in the

best sense a popular form of literature, had freely

i adapted itself to the tastes of the time and of the

people to whom it was presented; but in France a

great critical literature rising contemporaneously with

a great art, and consolidated by its organisation in the

famous Academy, had steadily impressed upon the

drama the high but somewhat mythical traditions of

an origin in Greek tragedy. In their admiration for

the purity of genres, and for the weU-conceived but by

no means universal conditions of Greek art, they had

sought to banish from serious dramatic literature
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everything that was not in accord with the single

high-wrought dramatic tone with which Sophocles

conducted the gigantic figures of (Edipus or Ajax

across the Greek stage. The lyric note which swells

with such fine superfluity in Shakespeare; the light

line which Calderon bends so easily to the quick play

of sentiment and passion, and his frank and catholic

morality ; the reflective power and meditative freedom

of the dramatic literature of Germany,—all these, with

their tendency to draw the severer structure of the

ancient drama out of shape, were, as far as possible,

pressed out of the French theatre by the taste of a

critical school more distinguished for its sense of

measure and proportion than for its appreciation of

other qualities. The rigid observance of the division

between tragedy and comedy alone, and the standard

of taste in details that naturally accompanied it, im-

plied an enormous limitation of the method and ma-

terials at the command of the dramatist ; and when to

this we add the train of more mechanical rules con-

ceived in the same spirit, the dramatic unities of time,

place, and action, the use of the high-stepping Alex-

andrines encumbered with metrical restrictions which

drew it into monotone and periphrase, it is evident

that French tragedy was an essentially artificial

growth, and sure in all but the very ablest hands to

degenerate into affectation and untruth. Even in the

ablest hands, indeed, it proved singularly incapable of

sustaining itself.

As a merely literary form, the drama is as free as
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any other kind of literature, and there have been many-

attempts to reach ideals of dramatic work different

from those intended for stage representation. Less-

ing's reflective drama, "Nathan der Weise," Goethe's

" Tasso " and classical " Iphigenia," were forms which

were in special sympathy with the new artistic and

philosophic culture of the time, and found outside the

stage a natural audience in the numerous literary and

aesthetic circles of Germany. But that the drama of

Corneille and Eacine should have developed, under

all its restrictions, so much life and vigour as to be-

come the national drama of a great nation, was due

not only to the artificial support of a powerful critical

literature, but also to the fact that it had an excep-

tional basis, not, properly speaking, in the national

life, which is better represented by the incomparable

comedians of France from Moli^re to Beaiunarchais,

but in the life of the brilliant, refined, and all-pre-

dominant aristocratic circle that filled the Court of the

" Grand Monarch."

The age which had Louis XIV. for its king, and

Bossuet for its preacher, saw monarchy and Catholi-

cism under the most brUliant aspect it was capable of

assuming. AU the glory and power of a great nation

were concentrated as they have rarely been at the

Court of the Grand Monarch. Himself the most ex-

alted figure in Europe, his Court was crowded with

men great in every department of life, and content

that that greatness should appear as minor rays about

the glory of a throne: warriors, statesmen, savants,
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and high ecclesiastics—all the pomp of a great feudal

nobility compressed into the circle of a Court; and

hanging round this assemblage as resplendent satel-

lites the great orbs of French literature—Corneille,

Bossuet, Eacine, and Molifere. Assuredly a Court un-

paralleled for grandeur both in show and substance.

No wonder that Bossuet, dazzled, universal historian

as he was, by the converging effulgence of all things

around him, cries aloud in one of his sermons, " I in-

trigue not for favour, I am not paying court, but I

feel—I feel the happiness of my country, and I render

thanks to God." There were black spots enough un-

der this shining surface if the Bishop of Meaux had

thought of looking for them ; but the thin soil of this

courtly civilisation was exactly that on which such

stately flowers of culture and poesy as the funeral

orations of Bossuet and the tragedies of Eacine might

flourish.

But for the age that followed, the centre of great

influences lay outside of the Court, in Voltaire and

the coterie of Encyclopedists ; and the French drama,

while still preserving its traditions as to form, had lost

the support of a suitable contemporary life, without

gaining much from the spirit of an age rather philoso-

phic than poetic. The tendencies inherent in its form

to coldness and artificiality, came into relief when the

spirit within was no longer the exalted Catholicism

and Eoyalism of the seventeenth century, but the cold,

clear, philosophic intellect of the age of Voltaire.

In these later times the classic drama had, in the
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hands of Casimir Delavigne, sunk into a state of

evident feebleness. Even outside of the C^nacle,

where the ^names highest in honour were those of

Shakespeare and Beethoven, and in circles little under

purely literary influences, a feeling in favour of a

freer manner in art, especially in those arts which

are in more immediate sympathy with the general

public, such as the dramatic and operatic, was gaining

ground. Just then, for the first time, Shakespeare's

plays were being acted with success by English actors

to a Parisian audience. "Hamlet raises his hideous

head," announced a critic of the old school in his

journal. At the Odeon Theatre, another novelty in

"Weber's " Freischiitz " was being given. There, too,

or at some other Parisian theatre, was the musician

Berlioz, then earning his bread, unknown to fame, as

a chef d'orchestre, with visions of " crescendos spreading

like conflagrations," and a whole world of wild roman-

tic music fermenting in his head, to appear later

victoriously wrought out into such famous works as

the " Symphonic Fantastique " and " Condamnation de

Faust." In painting, at the salon of 1824, Delacroix's

famous picture, the ''Massacre of Scio,'' had startled

the followers of the classical school in that art ; and

the spiritual and melancholy genius of Ary Scheffer,

painter of souls, as Guizot calls him, had naturally

embraced the new creed. Even in sculpture, David,

an enthusiastic member of the C^nacle, strove to give

that severe art something of lyrical and romantic

feeling.
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On the stage, Talma, now an old man, was still the

great figure. He too, after a lifetime spent in repre-

senting the heroic personages of the classical drama,

would fain have had something more natural—and

indeed, by various devices and innovations in scenery

and costimie, had long sought to bring the dignified

tragedy of Corneille and Eacine nearer the actual

truth of life. " More truth—I want more truth," he

complaiued to Hugo, whom he met about this time at

the table of Baron Taylor of the Th^^tre Fran^ais

;

and related to the young poet how he had once

horrified the Parisians by playing Marius with bare

legs. Hugo comforted the old tragedian by confiding

to him the conception of a new drama, which was to

be the very mirror of nature in its free mixture of all

the elements of life, and even recited some parts from

" Cromwell," on which he was then at work. Talma

approved heartily, and promised his powerful support.

But the old actor did not live to see the rise of the

new drama, and died not long afterwards, without

ever having got nearer to truth than the Shakespeare

of Ducis and playing Marius with bare legs.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE MANIFESTO OP THE ROMANTIC SCHOOL—HUGO'S THEORY
OP THE GROTESQUE—THE GROTESQUE IN ENGLISH LITERA-

TURE— THE DRAMA OP ' CROMWELL ' — HUGO AND THE

CENSORSHIP.

In October 1827, what may be called the public mani-

festo of the new school, laying down a comprehensive

theory of the movement with its aims and aspirations,

appeared in the famous preface which Hugo published

with the drama of ' CromweU.' The young leader of

the Eomanticists is not contented with simply remov-

ing the restrictions which the critical school of Boileau

had put upon art, but ventures boldly upon the hazard-

ous work of making a theory of his own. Sketching

rapidly and cleverly—for Hugo was a practised critic

—the appearance of what he calls an element of gro-

tesque in modern literature, he dwells on the powerful

and impressive use of it in the work of Dante, Shake-

speare, and Mnton. As he treats it, the grotesque may

be said to consist of all that is painful, sorrowful, and

even horrifying to the imagination : in its material

aspect, therefore, it is whatever is ugly or deformed.

£
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This element exists in nature side by side with what

is noble and beautiful ; and the art that can find no

fit expressioii for it is so much the poorer, and even

lacks one of the most potent means of heightening the

effect of what is beautiful and sublime -.-^

" The fertile union of the grotesque and the suhlime is that

which has given birth to the modern genius, so complex, so

varied in its forms, so inexhaustible in its creations—and in

that quite the opposite of the genius of the ancients in its

uniform simplicity. The grotesque of the ancients is hidden

and timid ; but in the spirit of the moderns it plays, on the

contrary, a rSle of immense importance. It creates the deformed

and the horrible—^the comic personage and the buffoon. It has

discovered for modern art the awesome dance at 'the Sabbat of

witches in the gloom, . . . and these hideous figures invoked

by the austere genius of Milton and Dante. It has given us

Scaramouch and Crispin and Harlequin, the sorceresses of

'Macbeth,' and the Mephistopheles of 'Faust.'

" This contact with deformity has given to the sublimity of

the modern genius something purer, grander, more sublime, in

short, than we find in the beauty of antique art."

For the English reader Hugo's theory is easily

illustrated. Perhaps no literature furnishes so many

examples of the grotesque in high art as our own.

From its rise in Chaucer—who paints with the same

inimitable power the heroic knight and the drunken

miller, and puts the gentle graceful figure of the

Prioress beside that of the Wife of Bath,—through the

ideal world of Spenser, teeming with the fantastic

creations of the medieval mind, to its matured power

in Shakespeare, whose limitless art contains all forms,

and with whom, one might think, thought had swept
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the domain of the grotesque, had not Milton, with a

last supreme effort of conception, enlarged it till it

hung full of gloomy splendour and nameless horrors

on the borders of chaos and ancient night,—no poetry

can show such masterly combinations of sublime and

grotesque elements.

Considered more deeply, indeed, the grotesque in

art, whether tragic or comic, is the gleam of the human

spirit -on an abysmal profundity of evil which comes

not wholly within the compass of intelligence ; it is a

luminous margin on an outer kingdom of darkness.

Is not the vacant gabble of Launcelot Gobbo a laugh

caught on the great face of the Inane itself; and in

what latitudes of darkness must Shakespeare have

clutched for the soul of Eichard III. ? The frenzied

discourse in that hovel where three immortal madmen

mingle their babble with the flouting of the storm

without, is it not a window open on high seas of the

grotesque, but a grotesque which includes the subtlest

play of reason and the finest element of the beautiful ?

In this Shakespeare is but the highest expression of

the Enghsh genius, at once solid and real and pro-

foundly ideal. From Chaucer to Carlyle and Haw-

thorny, the great traditions of Enghsh Uterature are in

favour of a bold alliance of the grotesque and the

sublime. The powerful hands of our great dramatist

alone have cracked the narrow moulds of Greek art

for ever, and thrust poet and artist out on a wider sea.

But it is one thing to say that there is here a new

and fertile domain for art, and another to venture upon
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it with success. If we leave one kind of reason behind,

it is but to seek a higher. "We may grant to Hugo, or

not, that "" all that is in nature is in art " ; but the

more freedom is taken, the more is genius required

—

the more incongruous the materials appear, the more

skill is needed to compound them into a real work of

art. The drama of ' Cromwell,' it may be admitted,

does not reach the ideal of the preface. It has fine

passages and some vigorous strokes of character. Its

stage shows a mixture of life carefully prepared accord-

ing to the recipe of the Eomantic school ; all tones

—

gay, grave, sublime, and grotesque—are freely used.

Buffoons, astrologers, fortune-tellers mingle in the

crowd with stern Koundheads and gay libertines erst

of Whitehall. Light lyrics from the rhyming cavahers

of Charles and the incantations of the sorcerer appear

alongside of sublime orations from Milton and the

exalted harangues of republican idealists; but all

hangs loosely on the action of the drama, like heavy

ornament. It is the vigorous but crude and forced

work of a young poet overloaded with- his matter.

The length of ' Cromwell,' however, and the number

of personages that figure on its stage, made it unsuit-

able for public representa^on ; and though a sharp

paper warfare arose over it in the critical journals,

the great public contest did not take place tUl the

appearance of the famous ' Hernani ' some two years

after.

In the interval, Hugo was occupied with the

' Orientales,' which he published in 1828, and with his
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drama of ' Marion de Lorme.' The suppression of this

drama by the censorship, is a fact which of itself

sufficiently indicates the democratic tendency which

was already finding its way into his work. In ' Marion,'

the free manner in which the profligacy of the courtiers

and the arbitrary rule of Eichelieu were exposed, doubt-

less gave offence at the Court of Charles X. But the

action of the censorship was ill-advised. It tended to

create amongst the younger authors a feeling against

a king too much under the sway of the clerical party

and the Jesuits, and united journalists and writers of

all parties, indignant at the restrictions put upon liter-

ature, with the Eomanticists in disapprobation of the

Legitimist policy. In the matter of theatrical censor-

ship, indeed, Hugo had plenty of trouble for some

years to come, and the history of his communications

with the ministers both of Charles and Louis Philippe

is a revelation of the sense of insecurity which haunted

these monarchs.

In ' Hernani,' which was ultimately allowed to pass,

not a few lines were struck out, not because they con-

tained any general reflections against royalty, but

evidently because an anti-royalist sentiment which

was strictly dramatic in ihe mouths of the banditti

and the revolted nobles who figure in the play, might

too readily find an echo in the audience. One of those

lines, in which the brigand Hernani uses an expression

natural enough to one in his position, " Think you,

then, that kings are sacred to me ? " had to be changed

into, " Think you, then, that for us there are any names
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sacred?" An instructive glimpse, this, into the deli-

cate precautions taken to fence about a throne in the

midst of this mobile and satirical people of Paris, and

a singular testimony, also, to the importance of the

theatre there.

The fertile and flowing genius of Hugo, however,

did not suffer much from the repressive measures of

authority. 'Marion de Lorme' had been suppressed

in July 1829 ; and in September of the same year

' Hernani,' the best and most successful of his dramas,

was completed. It was received with acclamations by

the literary circle to whom, in the ordinary custom, it

was first read, and was immediately accepted by the

Th^§,tre Frangais. And now, on both sides, prepara-

tions commenced for the contest that was impending.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

' HEENANI '—INITIAL DIFFICULTIES—THE CLAQUE—THE YOUNG
LEGIONS AT THE THEATEE—A BATTLE—A CONTESTED VIC-

TOEY.

Feom the outset Hugo's drama was beset with hin-

drances and obstacles of all kinds. Even at the stage

recitals, the actors, who had imbibed the classical pre-

judices around them, worked in a half-hearted manner

at their parts, and Mdlle. Mars, the chief lady at the

Theatre Franqais, and a ruling power there, drove

Hugo nearly frantic with her querulousness and im-

pertinence. Everything that is new has to struggle,

with more or less labour, into its place in the world.

In the case of individuals, the conflict is eased by the

fact that Death, equally busy with Birth, is continu-

ally making room for the new. Institutions, however,

and corporate interests of all kinds—social, political, or

artistic—make a harder fight. Even when at heart

quite defunct, the assemblage of vested iaterests which

have grown round them give a semblance of life, and

they stand like the ancient oak, strong as ever in ap-

pearance, though rotted inwardly.
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Amongst the multitude of those connected with

theatrical affairs—actors, critics, stage-workmen, cla-

queurs—none were willing to recognise that the old

classical drama was in a state of hopeless decay, and

almost all ranged themselves in a more or less hostile

attitude towards the new play. At the French thea-

tres it was customary to support new ventures by a

powerful body of claqueurs, or men regularly organised

to make applause ; but it was found that even these

poor mercenaries, unwilling to consider themselves

mere machines, and attached by use and wont to the

plays of Delavigne and the classical dramatists which

they had so long been accustomed to applaud, could

not be depended on to fight for 'Hernani.' Yet in

face of the furious opposition that was to be encoun-

tered, something of the kind was necessary. The

Academicians, who had gone so far as to petition the

king to forbid the appearance of any drama from the

Eomantic school,—Charles wittily replied that he had

only his place in the boxes,—would be sure to exert

all their influence to make the new play a failure. In

these circumstances, Hugo and the directors fell upon

the expedient of making a free pit, which should be

filled by the friends of the new school, who were

mostly to be found amongst the young and enthusi-

astic art-students in Paris. Nothing could be more to

the mind of these young legions themselves than this

muster in force for an open defiance of the old

perruques or big-wigs of the .Academy. When the

rappel was beaten throughout the studios and the
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various art -workshops of Paris, the enthusiasm was

unbounded. The difficulty was to select amongst the

number of volunteers; and it was an envied distinction

to have received one of those slips stamped "hierro"

which signified that the bearer was enlisted for the

campaign with the Eomantic army.

On the 25th February 1830, people passing in the

Eue de Eichelieu were astonished to see assembled

early in the afternoon, at the door of the Th^§,tre

rran9ais, hundreds of strange - looking youths, long-

haired, long-bearded, with fantastic moustaches, and

dressed in every sort of style except that which was

customary—in Spanish cloaks, doublets, caps d, la

Henri III., and mostly without shirt-collar, a badge of

the hourgeoisie which the ultra-Eomantics had for-

sworn,—in short, in the fashion of every epoch but

their own. ' Prominent among this motley crowd of

artists, sculptors, architects, and authors, and in a sort

captains of different sections amongst them, were

Louis Boulanger; Gerard de Nerval, translator of

'Faust,' and later a collaborateur with Heine, who

describes him as " rather a soul than a man " ; Petrus

Borel, famous mostly for a magnificent beard ; enthu-

siastic Ernest de Saxe-Coburg, happily transplanted

from a doubtful footing at a petty German Court to

the cosmopolitan circles of Paris ; and, conspicuous

among the conspicuous, youthful Th6o Gautier, flaming

in the scarlet doublet which has become legendary,

with silver-grey trousers, and hair that fell in long

locks on his shoulders.
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In the eyes of these enthusiastic youths the con-

test about to commence was one between the lovers of

poetry, of liberty, of the ideal, against all that repre-

sented the worldly and conventional elements of so-

ciety. More than forty years after, Th^ophile Gautier,

grown old and full of wise saws and sad reflections,

writes with an after-taste of youthful feeling about this

great moment :

—

" 25th February 1830.—That date is written in flaming char-

acters on the background of our past, the date of the first repre-

sentation of ' Hernani ' ! That evening determined our career.

[Gaiitier had been hesitating between literature and painting.]

There we received the impulse that holds us forward still after

so many years, and which will carry us to the end. Long years

have flown past since then, but the fascination is ever the same

for us. We abate nothing of the enthusiasm of our youth, and

every time that the magic sound of the horn [of Hernani] re-

sounds, we raise our head like an old war-steed ready to begin

again the conflicts of yore."

By some mistake in the arrangements, this young

army of Eomanticists had to wait six hours before the

commencement of the play. There are certainly few

audiences whose enthusiasm could survive such a trial

as six hours' waiting in the dimly lighted interior of

a large theatre ; but, qu'on est lien d, vingt ans—one

is full of resources at twenty. Scenes from the new

drama were recited with enthusiasm ; songs were sung

which next day adverse critics in the journals declared

were of a doubtful character, both as to, politics and

morals ; and finally, as the hour of dinner approached,

the theatre was turned into a vast dining-hall. Benches

were used as tables, handkerchiefs served as napkins,
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sausages, bread, and other edibles made their appear-

ance ; and when the time for opening arrived, the de-

corous bourgeoisie, pouring into their seats in the boxes,

were astonished and indignant to find what seemed

an orgie of Bohemians going forward within the walls

of the sedate and respectable Theatre rran§ais.

The demand for tickets had been enormous. All

that was brilliant and notable in Parisian society was

there—politicians, artists, authors, journalists, men of

the world, and men of letters. So difficult was it to

procure tickets, that celebrities like Benjamin Con-

stant and Thiers had applied direct to Hugo. When
the curtain rose, expectation, intense on both sides, for

a while kept the peace ; but ere long the unwonted

freedom of the language and the dramatic situations

began to call forth the sneers and hisses of the ad-

verse party, answered by thunders of applause on the

part of the young men. At times the conflict became

a purely physical one, in which the youth and enthu-

siasm, and occasionally, it must be added, the indomi-

table impudence, of the Eomanticists, generally carried

off the victory against the forces of irony, cynicism,

conservatism, and envy in the supporters of the older

dramatic school.

The vigorous acting of Joanny, an old soldier who

had served under Hugo's father, and who alone of the

actors had much enthusiasm for his part, that of Don

Euy Gomez, carried the gallery scene successfully

through ; and the great monologue of Charles V. at

the tomb of Charlemagne drew a tumult of applause

from the majority of the audience. The last scene, in
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which the part of Dona Sol was powerfully rendered

by Mdlle. Mars, also secured the general approbation of

the house ; and when the curtain fell, the new school

could congratulate itself on a considerable though

hard-won victory. Hugo went home with the con-

sciousness of a great dramatic future before him ; and

the gathered bands of Bohemia dispersed to their

studios and lodgings, to rehearse gleefully far into the

night the critical moments of the fray,—how grandly

Diveria led the assault there, or Borel here—how the

audacious wit of Gautier and Saxe-Coburg carried

dismay into the ranks of the Phihstines. Hoc fugerent

Graii, hacpremeret Trojana juventus.

In such manner was the temporary victory which

the suffrages of a temporary public can give, secured

for 'Hernani.' For the judgment which gives final

victory, it had naturally longer to wait, and to pass

through all the reactions and oscillations to which

critical as well as general opinion is subject in these

matters. The best, the only decisive victories, are not

those of a day, but slowly detach themselves from the

years, when all that has less strength and persistence

has crumbled away. Time, that devours meaner things,

gives to what is destined to last the indefinable halo of

legend and history. As Goethe has remarked, a book

may have its history (Urlebtes), of which no critical

opinion can rob it ; and apart altogether from its mer-

its, 'Hernani' has a prominent place in the history

of French literature. Half a century has rolled away

since that contest, and much that was then making
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noise and tumult in the world, literary or social, lies

silent now and forgotten in the waste places of the

past, while ' Hernani ' still remains in tlie tide of the

times, as that which men continue to find of profit.

Thirty years afterwards, when a revival of this

drama took place, its author being then in exile at

Guernsey, the performance went forward amidst con-

tinued rounds of applause. Its most persistent oppo-

nents had passed away, and the greater part of the

literary world had come to accept the literature of the

new school at least as an accomplished fact.

In 1830, however, the victory continued a contested

one, still requiring some support from the Bohemians

of the studios ; and after thirty-two representations to

crowded houses whose enthusiasm for the contest did

not seem to abate, ' Hernani ' was withdrawn. Similar

battles took place over the other dramas of Hugo,

with the exception of ' Lucrezia Borgia,' which was a

complete success at the Theatre Porte St Martin.

For the next twelve years Hugo continued to write

for the theatre, and ' Le Eoi s'amuse,' ' Marie Tudor,'

' Angelo,' ' Euy Bias,' made for the most part much

the same profitable but tumultuous advent on the

stage. It is noteworthy, however, that in his later

dramas the basis of Hugo's dramatic popularity had

changed, and that ' Euy Bias ' and ' Les Burgraves

'

found support more in the boxes, and opposition more

in the pit; and in this we think the latter again proved

itself the better judge.
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CHAPTER IX.

CHAEACTERISTICS OF 'HEENANi'—HUGO's HISTOEICAL FIGUEES

—HIS CONCEPTION OF CHARACTEE—HISTORICAL PROPEIETY.

In the drama which won a sort of public victory for

the Eomantic school in France, it is curious to see how

far we have left behind the traditions of the " great

century." Those royally draped personages who had

so long kept the boards with imperial speech and mien,

seemed suddenly to become as mythical as the fabled

heroes of antiquity. Great characters are indeed

brought upon the stage ; but so far from being shown

only in the heroic vein, they are exhibited, with the

new school, oftener in what we might call an unhis-

toric, and even sometimes anti-historic aspect. In

the drama of ' Hernani,' for instance, we see a great

historical figure of the sixteenth century, the Emperor

Charles V. ; and we first make our acquaintance with

him there in the character of a jealous lover, who

bribes the duenna of the lady, and conceals himself in

a press to watch the reception of a successful rival,

the brigand Hernani. This is in the first act, and the

situation is ere long complicated by the appearance of
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the guardian and husband-to-be of the lady. This is

Don Euy Gomez, a nobleman of great name and val-

our, but of advanced years. Charles, who as yet is

only King of Spain, brings the whole company, him-

self included, cleverly out of a difficult situation by

declaring that he had come in secrecy to take counsel

with Don Gomez regarding the impending election to

the imperial crown, and that Hernani is his attendant.

After some interrogations and expressions of surprise,

not unnatural, on the part of Don Euy Gomez as to

how the king made his way to the lady's chamber,

questions which do not find the ingenuity of Charles

at fault, the veteran hidalgo appears satisfied, and falls

into an animated discussion with the king on matters

of high state policy. As the personages leave the

stage, a covert exchange of menaces takes place be-

tween the king and the brigand.

To this free treatment of historical names the style

and ordinary details correspond. In some of its quali-

ties, indeed, the style comes near the standard which

Hugo had laid down in the preface to ' Cromwell.' It

is bold, animated, vivid, and familiar, full of accents

and phrases which had before been the property only

of comedy, but readily capable of elevation when re-

quired. But for all that, and notwithstanding the

freer versification, it does not lie so close to nature as

the " language of MoU^re," and its freedom when ele-

vated is better than its interpretative power when it is

familiar. As an example of the familiarity of style

and thought which Hugo on occasion uses in this
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tragedy, we give part of the dialogue which takes

place between the king and Hernani in the chamber

of Dona Sol :

—

" Don Carlos. Chaoun son tour, messire ;

Parlous franc. Vous aimez Madame et ses yeux noirs
;

C'est fort Wen. J'aime aussi Madame, et veux connaltre

Qui j'ai vu tant de fois entrer par la fenetre,

Tandis que je restais h, la porte.

Hernani. En honneur,

Je vous ferai sortir par ou j'entre, seigneur.

Bon Oar. Nous verrons. J'oflfre done mon amour k Madame.

Partageons, voulez-vous ? J'ai vu dans sa belle ftme

Tant d'amour, de bontd, de tendres sentiments,

Que Madame, a coup sur, en a poxir deux amants.

Or, ce soir, voulant mettre k fin mon entreprise,

Je me couche, j'ecoute, k ne vous cfler rien,

Mais j'entendais trfes-mal et j'dtouffais tres-bien ;

Et puis je cMffonaiiais ma veste a la fran§aise.

Ma foi, je sors."i

That is evidently a considerable distance from the

easy, graceful turns in the dialogue of the great dram-

^ " Don Carlos. Every one in his turn, sir
;

Let us speak out. You are in love with Madame and her black

eyes;

That's well. But I too love Madame, and would fain know
Who it is that I see so often find an entrance by the window,

While I find none at the door.

Hernani. By my honour,

I will make you go out the same way as I enter.

Don CoA-los. We shall see. I am a suitor then for

Madame's favour. Let us share, if you like. In her fine soul

I have seen such stores of love, of goodness, of tender sentiment.

That Madame has, I am sure, enough for two lovers.

Now, this evening, wishing to bring my project to an end, I

Hid myself here and listened,—^for I'll not make a

Secret of it,—^but I heard very poorly, and was in decided danger

Of choking, not to speak of my doublet getting rufBed

Like a Frenchman's. By my faith, I started out."
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atists. The wit is forced, artificial in the highest

degree. But, generally speaking, it is when the char-

acters are historically great, and the situation intense,

that the natural note in the Eomantic drama gives it a

new range of thought, and a far freer nlovement than

was possible within the limits of the old French

drama. In the monologue of Charles at the tomb of

Charlemagne, we have a favourable specimen of Hugo's

graver style. We give a few lines from this famous

scene :

—

" O ciel ! etre ce qui commence *

Seul, debout, an phis haut de la spirale immense !

D'une foule d'^tats I'un sur I'autre etag^s,

Etre la clef de voiite, et voir sous soi rangds

Les rois, et sur leur tete essuyer ses sandales
;

Voir au-dessous des rois les maisons fdodales,

Margraves, cardinaux, doges, dues a fleurons
;

Puis ^veques, abbds, chefs de clans, hauts barons
;

Puis clercs et soldats ; puis loin du faite oti nous sommes

Dans I'ombre, tout au fond de I'ablme,—les hommes.

Les hommes ! c'est-^-dire une foule, une mer,

Un grand bruit, pleurs et cris, parfois un rii'e amer.

I " heaven ! to be at that eminence,

Alone, and at the height of that spiral immense !

To see beneath the states ranged in stage under stage,

To be the key-stone, and see bending in homage

The heads of kings, and under kings the long array

Of mighty feudal houses in the pride of sway

;

Margraves, doges, dukes, haughty cardinals,

Bishops and abbds, barons, chiefs and seneschals
;

Then, beneath, clerks and soldiers ; then, far from our height,

Away in the darkness, at the depth of th' abyss, quite,

—

Men !—the crowd, that is, a sea aye in storms or smiles,

A great noise, groans and tears, a bitter laugh by whiles.
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Ah, le peuple !—ocean !—onde sans cesse dmue,

Oil I'on ne jette rien sans que tout ne remue !

Vague qui broie nn trSne et qui berce un tonibeau !

Miroir oh rarement un roi se voit en beau !

Gouvemer tout cela !

"

The general tendency of work like this is unmistak-

able. The whole grandeur of the social edifice of

Europe is here gathered together and reflected in the

person of one man, whose life is constantly presented

on a level with that of ordinary men. It is an old

text that Hugo preaches from— Vide quamparvula sajpi-

entia ! (See what little wisdom governs a world !) and

the saying of the Swedish chancellor meant probably

nothing more than Hugo does here,—not that excep-

tionally little wisdom is to be found amongst the

counsellors of state, but that the vast mechanism of

kingdoms turns on the same small pivots, and receives

impetus and check from the same petty accidents of

feeling and situation, on which we count in the ordi-

nary and unhistoric affairs of men. But if the text is

an old one, there is a modern note in the discourse.

In that " Ah, the people
!

" the democratic heart of the

poet has burst forth, and passes rather beyond what

we should expect from Charles V.

The manner in which Hugo handled great historical

Ah, the people !—mighty ocean whose restless mind
Is swayed to and fro by every lightest wind !

The wave that laps the throne and rooks the kingly tomb.

The mirror where monarohs may ofttimes read their doom !

To govern all that !

"
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personages like Charles V., Francis I., or Mary Tudor,

was specially distasteful to the severer school of

critics. His dramas, indeed, are in no proper sense

historical. Not only are the scenes and situations

unhistoric, but in general they tend to obscure the

traditional character of great names. It may be

said that the propriety of such quasi revelations is

doubtful, and that we have a right to expect that such

glimpses as we may get of historical figures should be

in keeping with the public side of their life, and even

with the legendary colour which time has given to

their names. It is not the dramatist's business to

overturn these traditions, but rather to use them.

Hugo has been accused of defacing history in this way.

A witty critic has said of his historical personages,

that they do not seem to be aware of the names they

bear. There is considerable point in the remark ; and

the best that can be said on the author's behalf is,

that he is already working, perhaps somewhat outside

of the dramatist's province, at a new tradition of these

high personages, and one which is not without its

truth. For our own part, we should be inclined to

object not so much to the positive untruth of what

is shown us, as to its undue prominence amongst

other qualities which require representation by the

laws of human nature as well as by those of historical

propriety.

The drama of Hugo is not, as adverse critics have

said, a mere drama of intrigue, in which the person-

ages on the stage have no further play of character
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than that required to work out the situation of the

moment. In his dramas the situations rise naturally

enough out of the characters ; but it is in the char-

acters themselves that we are conscious of something

strained and. unnatural—of a false theatrical relief

which they receive in being made the mere exponents

of a violent passion or tendency, which leaves no room

for the full play of nature in them. In 'Le Eoi

s'amuse,' for example, it is not so much Francis I.

that we see, as a light heedless voluptuary, abso-

lutely without other qualities, let alone those which

we expect to find in the conquered of Pavia ; in

' Lucrezia Borgia,' not so much Lucrezia Borgia, in

spite of that well-conceived scene with the Duke of

Ferrara, as an embodiment of maternal passion before

which all other considerations of heaven or earth not

only give way, but cease to exist or show themselves

;

in Don Euy Gomez, not so much the full figure of

a CastUian noble, as an infatuate pride unleavened by

any other elements of humanity.

Within these limits Hugo works with great power

and effect. His conceptions are vigorous, and contain

much truth, moral and other, as to the nature and

power of the passions. But it is not the truth of pas-

sion as it works in the human breast, swaying and

bending to circumstance, relaxing, relenting, and anew

gathering force, that he can paint for us; what he gives

us is really an abstract history of the length and

breadth, height and depth, of a passion, when every-

thing else has been cleared out of the individual to
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make room for it. "With what labour and artifice is the

transition of Charles V. from the dominion of one

passion to that of another effected ! And yet it is the

best conception of the kind in Hugo's dramatic work.

Usually, when two tendencies meet in one of his

personages, each is satisfied as if it alone existed. The

soul is given up alternately to both, and no communi-

cating current runs between, exercising a reflex and

modifying influence on each. Triboulet's profound

love for his daughter, and his visions of a happy old

age with her in some peaceful corner of the provinces

remote from Court -life, the tender ecstasy of his

sorrow which makes him so gentle and considerate

towards her, count for nothing in his heart when he

deals with others. That deep fund of idealism sends

not forth a single bubble to the surface, when the

question of the assassination of the king is before him

with all its terrible accessories. In his dramas Hugo*

does not seem to penetrate to the centre of a char-

acter, but to work from the outside according to a

theory, and only at certain stages to introduce him-

self, when he is then inclined to strain a part to the

injury of the whole. Hence he is, deepest in mono-

logue ; and though vivacious in dialogue, mostly only

by the external clash of the situation. In general, it

is as a lyrical poet, by his fine command of language,

and the power with which he carries his imagination

into accessories, that he lifts his dramas above those

of the playwright. A strong intense situation is the

most favourable to his genius. There the vigour of
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his imagination and his poetical fulness carry him

victoriously through. At such times he is master of

all tones, and passion, and tenderness
;
pity and despair

are fused with wonderful power in an atmosphere

made electrical with strong feeling. But, generally

speaking, the skeleton of Hugo's theoretical construc-

tion in his dramas is too easily seen below the move-

ment of the surface : the determined way in which

everything makes towards a preconcerted end or effect

is too obvious. If the ideal of the Eomantic drama

was to be as natural as possible in its representation

of life, life does not so hasten, a straight and undevi-

ating stream, to its end, but, making here a leap and

there a detour, rolls at one time swift and strong, and

at another languid and pensive, as if it stayed to

catch the full reflection of the heavens above—and the

force of the fate that draws it onward is felt none the

less. Consider, for instance, the effect of that night

scene in the tent of Brutus, and that demand for

music before the tragic morrow. There we have the

working of a full dramatic genius. ^

In this severe concentration of the interest, where

the dramatist seems to refuse to glance aside at any

other characteristics of human nature than those that

are the immediate theme of the play, Hugo shows the

old French tendency to the abstractness and clearness of

^ " Brutus. Bear with me, good boy, I am much forgetful.

Canst thou hold up thy heavy eyes awhile.

And touch thy instrument a strain or two ?
"

—Julius Owsar, act iv. sc. 3.
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a systematised art, rather than to the depth and com-

prehensiveness of a more natural one, and holds more

of the old classical drama of France than of the

theatre of Shakespeare and Calderon. Naturam tamen

expellas

!



CHAPTER X.

THE PDNCTION OF THE DKAMA—HnGO'S RANGE AS A
DRAMATIST—DEMOCRATIC TENDENCIES.

In the drama of ' Hernani,' Hugo had given the public

what he intended to be the first of a series of works

of similar aims and import,—" the Moorish portal," as

he calls it, " to a great Gothic edifice." In it, as in

'Cromwell,' his attention had been mostly occupied

with the literary aspect of the question. The mask

and cothurnus of the old French stage were to be

abandoned, and human nature to appear in its native

mixture of strength and weakness, pettiness and gran-

deur. But beneath the literary question, as he him-

self has remarked, there lay a social, or a politico-social

one. This latter seems gradually to have risen into

greater prominence in his mind when the first struggle

for freedom in dramatic form was over.

His success as a dramatist had brought him into

close contact with the great public. He was no longer

merely the first figure of a literary cinacle, whose mem-

bers were but struggling into reputation; he had
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become a Parisian celebrity, the dramatic poet of the

day, amongst a people who most honour and appre-

ciate that form of literary merit. He stood now be-

fore the crowd as one pedestalled, a thousand voices

rising in applause or hostility around him—a position

difficult to keep, and still more difficult to resign. In

this the dramatic poet is very differently situated from

the maker of meditative poems or epics,- or from the

philosophic thinker. Their fame lies not so much in

the popular mouth. Their course is only across the

great heavens, where they are constellations for the

most part unobserved by the masses, and on which

men meditate alone and in silence. But the dramatist's

fame in its first aspect lies in the eyes of the great

public, and, depending on their suffrages, is constantly

won and constantly contested. There is something

intoxicating for a great poet in this near contact of

his ideals with the popular mind. His genius is fired,

and the struggle has an ardour all its own. New
rivals are ever appearing ; and the charm of novelty,

which is almost legitimate in this sphere, continually

threatens to draw the regards of the public away from

established reputations. Long ago JEschylus, weary

of the conflict, retired from the fervid world of Athens

and the festivals of Bacchus to the Sicilian shore ; and

on the same stage where Hugo now figures, the great

Corneille before him had felt—Titan though he was

—

the strain of these exciting contests.

Hugo seems to have accepted the success of ' Her-

nani ' as indicating that a great career lay open to him
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on the stage. He welcomes without reserve the close

contact into which his new work brings him with the

people, and it is evident he is somewhat under the in-

toxication of the footlights
;
yet all this in a noble way,

and one very characteristic of the enthusiastic, confid-

ing, confident temperament of the man. Visions unroll

themselves before him of a great work of social, political,

and moral education to be accomplished by means of

the drama. The theatre is to be an instrument for pre-

paring the people for a higher civilisation. The poet,

too, is he not a priest, or still more, a prophet who

should speak direct to the great masses of humanity ?

To this work, then, Hugo sets himself with the noblest

resolutions, which he announces—for this also is char-

acteristic of him—in a sufficiently loud way :

—

" The theatre," he writes in the preface to his 'Luorezia Borgia,'

" it cannot be too often repeated, has an immense importance in

our time—an importance which tends to increase steadily with

the progress of civilisation. The theatre is a rostrum. The
theatre is a professor's chair. The theatre speaks loud and

strong. . . . The author of this play knows that the drama,

without exceeding the limits of art, has a natural mission, a

social mission, a human mission. When he sees every evening

this intelligent and progressive people which has made Paris the

mother city of progress, range itself before the curtain which is

about to rise and reveal his thought, ... he interrogates

himself severely as to the tendency of his work, for he feels him-

self responsible, and he does not wish that this crowd should one

day be able to bring him to account for what he has taught them
The poet, too, has his cure of souls. The multitude must not

leave the theatre withouto arrying with it some lesson of profound

and austere morality. He hopes therefore, with the aid of God,

never to bring on the scene (as long, at least, as these serious times

last) any but matters full of instruction and counsel."
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In this manner does Hugo announce himself as a

poet-prophet sent to Paris in the nineteenth century.

It is not difficult to imagine the flight of polite sneers

and epigrammatic witticisms that this new utterance of

Hugo's would draw from the accomplished Academicians

and men of letters. " Prophets and mystics," writes

Sainte-Beuve to his Swiss editor, "are not relished

here." Sainte-Beuve was only half right, and mistook

the elegant world of doctrinaire politics, and the let-

tered circles of the reviewing profession, for that great

Paris of the people which has in the nineteenth cen-

tury accredited more prophets and mystics to the rest

of Europe than all the other great cities taken together.

In truth, if a modern St Paul were to appear in these

times, he might do well, after mature consideration of

London and Berlin, to betake himself to Lutetia Paris-

iorum, where, notwithstanding an abundance of doubt-

ful appearances, he would be likely to find the best

audience. In that bright shrewd world of Parisians, so

distrustful of high moral pretensions, below a surface

of light scepticism, epigrammatic brilliancy, and an

incorrigible habit of raillery even for things which at

heart they respect, there is a fine intelligence, a chival-

ric enthusiasm for ideas, and a candour and openness

of mind which a new apostle would find more fruitful

soil than the duU formalism of Berlin or the thick

mundaneity of London.

Even at this time, indeed, the Parisians are not with-

out a genuine apostle in theAbbeLamennais—ill-bestead

at present—the fiery-tempered but devout and deeply
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meditative man, in an element of clericalism, Jesuitism,

and political opportunism, and soon to throw himself

into the arms of the democratic brotherhood, and preach

with tongue of fire the cause of the " disinherited "

—

mesfr&res les dishiriUs, as Prudhon, that other prophet

of Socialism, calls them. Below all this there is a cer-

tain ferment of spirits which bodes ill for the present

establishment of things—"the dull sound of approaching

revolution," with the movement of which, as yet sub-

terranean, Hugo from his watch-tower can see the sur-

face of Europe undulating—a movement which, it is not

difficult to foresee, will have its grand eruption in the

city of Paris, when there wUl be no want of apostles,

true or false.

Hugo, with all the affinity of genius for the deep

spiritual movement of the time, was quick to feel the

change, which was necessary not only in the style but

in the subject-matter of the drama, if it was really to

become a new national drama, representative of the

new national life. The lofty heroes of CorneiUe and

Eacine—Agamemnon, Augustus, Mithridates, and the

Cid, personages whose life could be fitly exhibited only

on a plane far above the ordinary level—had been ap-

propriate spectacles for an age whose significance was

summed up in the figure of the Grand Monarch. The

fortunes of these great historical figures, that fill by

themselves the otherwise, almost blank walls of the

past ages, were properly represented as involving a

high and severe morality, in which the freer play of

nature and the more subtle returns of character were
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disregarded. It is not that these figures of the old

classical drama lack the touches of nature, but there

is a conventional reserve in their display of it which

had become alien to modern sentiment. This reserve

—

the pudeur scenigue which has been so much admired

in the noble old French drama—accorded as little with

the genius of Hugo as with the temper of the time.

The personages whom we see on Hugo's stage, the Tri-

boulets, Marions, Lucrezias, require a freer kind of treat-

ment, and he trusts to the splendour of his imagination

to raise scenes and figures not in themselves noble to

the height of tragic beauty. In this respect his art

already clearly betrays the influence of democratic

ideals. His aim is to vindicate the. innate beauty of

human nature, even in types hitherto considered only

as ignoble and despicable. New and larger ideas of

humanity are to correct the unbending and conventional

morality of the older drama. In Victor Hugo, democ-

racy had found a sacer vates, even while his political

attitude was yet reserved and cautious. Thus is it al-

ways. We move onward according to the deep and

slowly revealed tendencies of our nature, in a manner

and towards an end of which we are at the time only

half conscious.

In the dramas which followed ' Hernani,' the develop-

ment of this social idea, equivalent to a sort of new

democratic Christianity, becomes a marked feature ; and

indeed it is in this moral aspect that we must look for

the ultimate significance of his theory of the sublime

and the grotesque. Instead of the heroic names which
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for centuries had been the stock-in-trade of tragic

writers, he brings upon the stage as heroes and heroines

persons of the most doubtful and even degraded char-

acter,—the light-minded courtesan Marion de Lorme,

the iierce and unchaste Lucrezia Borgia, the diseased

and deformed buffoon Triboulet. On such miserable

and defective types of humanity his imagination broods

till something of the primitive -divine element which

may linger in them reveals itself to him. This he

seizes upon, and makes it the main source of interest

in the drama. The morality of this procedure has been

found fault with, as tending to make ideals out of char-

acters sunken in vice ; but it should be kept in mind

that he does not seek to palUate their crimes, nor in

any case does he let them escape their doom at the

hands of inexorable fate. In this respect the morality

is austere though compassionate, nowise condoning the

crime—exacting the retributive account from the crim-

inal, yet bringing him, by some finely touched traits,

within the circle of the human, from which we had

ejected him as a monster. The paternal love that

could refine the soul of the buffoon Triboulet, the

purifying affection in Marion de Lorme and in Lu-

crezia Borgia, the rich idealism that lights up the

clouded and deformed life of the Hunchback of Notre-

Dame, have all so far the same meaning, that they ex-

emplify the worth of human nature and its fine possi-

bilities even in degraded and sunken types. They are

revelations of a noble or divine element in it, which the

worst circumstances cannot annihilate.
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This, it must be admitted, is a naiTOw range of dra-

matic power ; but within these limits there is a genuine

creative force of genius. These morally and physically

distorted beings are not the products of a morbid mind.

N"or are they studies of disease with a merely scientific

interest, as so many of Goethe's creations are. They

show what a man of large and healthy nature, and with

ample faculty, has to give in the way of pity and sym-

pathy to fellow-creatures irremediably injured by fate.

He has sought to awaken in us a genuine interest and

compassion for the humanity in them, and to give a

real poetic colour to types which have hitherto lain

beyond the nice touch of higher art.
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CHAPTEE XL

' LE ROI S'AMUSE '—THE TYPE AKISIOCRAT IN HUGO'S DEAMAS
—TEIBOULET AS HEEO—THE NEW SOCIAL IDEAS MORAL
TEACHING.

Foe the study of the new social ideas which as yet

only in their moral aspect had begun to influence the

work of Hugo, the most valuable of his dramas is ' Le

Eoi s'amuse.' In the opening scenes of this play we

see the glitter of life at the Court of Francis I. A
brilliant crowd of Court gallants and gay dames of

fashion, Court balls and suppers, the dance and the

song, love and intrigue, exquisite persiflage on the part

of gentlemen too well-bred to touch the serious side of

things, smiles and coquetry from the ladies,—all the

elements and all the appearance of a continual revel,

—a central figure in the throng, the king, exhibited as

a thoughtless voluptuary of the facile, good-natured

kind. In slight relief amongst these general types of

Court-life, but in no marked dissonance with his sur-

roundings, is the figure of the poet Clement Marot,

light-hearted maker of epigrams and rondeawx which

are much in the Court taste. It is not, however, on
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any of these that the chief interest of the drama is

thrown, but on a figure that stands in strange contrast

with the gay world around it—that of Triboulet, the

Court buffoon, a man deformed alike in body and mind,

an object of contempt and contumely to all who know

him.

In the earlier scenes of the play the malicious and

spiteful side of Triboulet's character is made promi-

nent. He uses his licence as a jester to take it out

of these courtly loungers, and in general of the whole

world, which is the natural enemy of the poor de-

formed buffoon. Savants, poets, courtiers, Triboulet

will none of them, and can too easily perceive, from

the sad vantage of a position which finds no con-

sideration amongst men, that they are all rogues or

fools. He is ever ready to guide the king's fancy in

a direction dangerous to them, and avenges himself for

their contempt by exciting the light-brained, amorous

Francis to new prey at their expense. We find him

hinting to the king that the royal amours lack, perhaps

in their facility, a zest which is desirable. Is there

not a real conquest possible amongst the Court ladies ?

" But, sire, at times your Majesty must feel a void,

'Mongst all the dames around not to know one

Whose eye says proudly No, whose heart in weaker tones

Says Yes !

"

A delicate touch, that, to come from such a deformed

and abject being as Triboulet. So thinks the king,

who asks sharply, " Qu'en sais tu ?
"—

" What dost thou

know of it, thou poor wretch? Thinkest thou no

G
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woman in the world loves me for myself ? " " Without

knowing who you are ? " demands Triboulet, incredu-

lously. " Yes," replies the king, thinking to himself

of the young bourgeoise in Bussy Alley. Triboulet,

little suspecting that his jealously guarded daughter is

the woman in question, infers with satirical assurance

that she must be " of the people," and advises Francis

not to meddle with the wives of the burghers, who
" are not so easy to deal with on these matters as les

gentilshomTnes,"—and finally suggests instead, " there is

Madame de Coss4" a lady who had had a good deal of

the king's attention at the ball. The king, however,

has his difficulties. " There is the Count de Coss6,"

a jealous and somewhat uncompromising husband.

"There is the Bastille," callously replies the jester.

Francis cannot, however, make up his mind to that.

"Well, make him a duke then," is Triboulet's last

word.

There is a ferocious cynicism in the poor jester's

speeches here ; but bitter and inhuman as they are, we

feel there is a sort of justice in them. In Triboulet's

satirical wit the destructive egotism of the king and

the debasiag sycophancy of the courtiers, mostly only

too glad to sacriiice honour for title and office, are

reflected in their naked ugliness. The buffoon is

within his right in speaking of them as they are. His

coarse cynicism has the savour of salt in the corrupt

refinement around him.

But there is a darker thread still to unwind in the

heart of Triboulet. He has not been the mock of a
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thoughtless world so long, without souring towards the

good as well as the evil in it. He vents his hate upon

the one as recklessly as upon the other ; for, in the bit-

ter enmity of his heart, he sees all men alike merciless

to him. In the fifth scene the last black touch is given

to the character of the Court buffoon. That scene

shows us M. de St Vallier, an aged chevalier of ancient

family, " sang de Poitiers, noble depuis mille ans," who

has come, with his white hairs and clad in deep mourn-

ing, to reproach the king for the dishonour of his

daughter, Diana de Poitiers. On his entrance, the old

Count of St Vallier is greeted first by Triboulet, who,

with a fool's licence, takes the word out of the king's

mouth, and in an outrageous speech makes sport of

the mission which has brought the indignant father to

Court. The speech of the Count, who deigns to notice

the jester's ebullition only in an incidental way, is

a characteristic effort of Hugo. It is vigorous and

direct. The passionate sense of dishonour in the old

noble's heart pours itself out in a torrent of well-aimed

invective and reproaches. But in him, too, the strong

and harsh lines which Hugo loves in portraiture are

noticeable. The reproaches are too well reasoned, the

invective too sustained. We are made to feel that

there is very much of the great seigneur, and very

little of the father, in the speech. There is never a

tremble in it, no sob or cry, such as is wrung from the

heart when a deep chord of love is to pass out of it for

ever. The stern pride of the aristocrat rings alone in

every phrase. It is " Diana of Poitiers, Countess of
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Br^z^," with all her titles, that has suffered dishonour.

For him his daughter exists no longer. " Sire," he

says to the king,

" I come not here to seek my daughter,

—

What shame has touched is henceforth nought of mine.

Keep her.''

Hugo has been at pains to set before us more than

once the imposing ideal of manhood which the old

aristocracy tended to develop. In the Euy Gomez of

' Hernani ' and the Count de St Vallier of the present

drama, we see aristocrats of the grand chevaleresque

type—men with a high sense of honour, and a strict

though narrow ideal of duty, but defective in human-

ity. The sense of honour is based, not on the natural

dignity of man, but on the pride of long descent and

high rank ; and the ideal of duty is a conventional one

that belongs to themselves as superior to other men.

In the drama of ' Hernani,' when King Charles insists

with threats that Don Gomez shall surrender to him

the brigand chief, who for the time has found hospita-

ble shelter in his castle, the proud Spaniard takes the

king to the hall where are ranged the portraits of his

ancestors, and pointing to them one by one and enu-

merating their famous achievements in war and policy,

asks if he, Don Euy Gomez, the last of his race, is to

stain the long lustre of this ancestral record by an act

so dishonourable. But all that does not prevent the

high-minded hidalgo carrying his implacable jealousy

so far as to bring about the death of his ward and her
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husband ; and to satisfy his resentment, the fortunes

of the noble houses of Silva and Arragon, united in

Hernani and Dona Sol, sink into black night.

This severe and narrow ideal, as we see it in Don
Euy Gomez and St Vallier, enlarged by no ideas of

humanity or religion, unsoftened by any natural sen-

timent, is what Hugo presents to us as the highest

general form of aristocratic development. In both

cases the same strong typical outline, in which all

fine individuality is lost, gives that disagreeable prom-

inence to the theoretic skeleton so characteristic of

Hugo's art.

We have already seen what Triboulet is. Vile by

nature, he is made viler by his profession. There is

no single circumstance about him, inwardly or out-

wardly, which could give him any title to self-respect.

In him, therefore, there is no adventitious help to

virtue. If any ray of it shine forth there, it is of the

purest, free from alien matter or motive. For, by

decree of nature as by that of men, he is an outcast

from humanity. 'No one happy gift to satisfy soul or

sense has nature given to Triboulet. He does not

share with men even their coarser pleasures or vices.

He seems neither a lover of wine nor a miser. He
stands an isolated and bitter spectator of the world

around him. It is as he says to the king, '' I laugh in

my sleeve at the ball, at your games and your amours

;

my part is that of a critic, while you are at your enjoy-

ment; you are happy as a king is, sire, and I as a

hunchback may be." " Heureux—comme un bossu."
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Triboulet sums up his unhappy existence in that phrase.

So it seems at least. But the veil is to be raised that

still hangs over a portion of this miserable and well-

nigh inhuman life. On Triboulet's gloomy path through

the world there fell once one bright ray—" rayon de

paradis tombd dans mon enfer." A womanly soul had

taken pity on him, and had found it needful to love

him for his very misery and loneliness, and her love

was that which had iirst brought light into his sombre

existence. She died, passing away like what Triboulet

might have thought a bright dream, but that she left

behind her a daughter, his and hers, to preserve, Vestal-

like, from utter extinction, the soft fire of love in the

jester's heart. This daughter Triboulet keeps carefully

guarded from the attempts of Court or city gallants, in

a secluded dwelling in Bussy Alley. There, away from

the jests and gibes of the courtiers, the bitter soul of

the buffoon softens into something human, and even

exhales itself, under the mQd rain of filial caresses, in

tears and tender fantasies.

Here the contrast between Triboulet the buffoon

and Triboulet the father becomes a startling one. The

same Triboulet who had no bounds to his mockery of

the old Count de St Vallier's mission, who would have

Madame de Coss6 carried off and Monsieur sent to the

Bastille, shows when in the company of his daughter a

most delicate sense for the ideal of grace and maiden-

hood he sees in her. While with her he feels that

there is a divine power in the world, and is constrained

to appeal to its protection.
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" Dieu ! dans cet asile

Fais croitre sous tes yeux, preserve des douleurs

Et du vent orageux qui fl^trit d'autres fleurs,

Garde de toute haleine impure, meme en reve,

Pour qu'un malheureux p&re, k ses heures de treve,

En puisse reapirer le parfum abritd,

Cette rose de grace et de virginity ! " ^

Violent as the contrast is between the two aspects

of Triboulet's character, we do not think the poet

goes beyond nature here. In the outer world Tribou-

let has so little to hope or fear from men, is so httle

dependent on them for happiness or good offices of

any kind, that he scarcely regards himself as of the

race. They, the whole world in which he Hves his life

of buffoon, may despise him, but nothing of that kind

can vex him further. Amongst them he is content

with the rdle of a spirit of evil and malice. But the

stoicism with which he confronts hazards there, goes

to the ground before the thought of the daughter he

loves. Here he touches a something iafinite in hfe,

and in her presence the lips of the hardened Triboulet

move tremblingly in prayer, " Mon Dieu, merci
!

"

The weakness in the conception of Triboulet does

not consist in the fact that there are two sides to his

character, but in the harsh way in which these two

sides stand apart in his soul. At length they are

^ " Oh grant it, God, that in this spot secure

This graceful rose may bloom free from all pains.

From wasting winds of passion, from the stains

Of impure breaths, and even in fancies chaste,

—

That her unhappy father thus may taste

The sweet delights of home which she perfumes."
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brought together in an accidental manner. The young

gallants at the Court of Francis, eager to repay Tri-

boulet for many a malicious turn, discover at last the

one spot where he is vulnerable, and think it a good

joke to revenge themselves by carrying his daughter

forcibly off to the Court, where she falls a prey to the

violence and art of the king.

The next day the jester appears as usual in the

ante-chamber, where the courtiers gather of a morn-

ing to await the appearance of the king. Triboulet,

who is not without his suspicions as to the authors of

his misfortune, soon divines from the behaviour of

the young nobles that his daughter is in the palace,

in the king's chamber indeed, at that very moment.

He attempts to force his way in, but is withheld by the

courtiers. In despair the jester then turns upon them

with the savage and bitter eloquence of his tongue:

" Couriisans ! courtisans ! demons ! race darriTde ! " He
reproaches them scornfully, " What need had you to

take my daughter? Are there not lords enough

ready to reach the good graces of the king through

their wives and sisters ? . . . Shame that the blood of

Charlemagne, a Montmorency, a Pardaillan, the great-

est names in France, should have stooped to rob a poor

man of his daughter ! . . . But no, it cannot be that

descendants of these proud houses could have fallen

so low. . . . Vous Stes tous bdtards !

"

So continues Triboulet, with rage as if of a brute

animal wounded, and throws himself again against the

door of the king's chamber. But his force is exerted
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in vain. " All agaiast me !

" he cries, the sobs now

breaking through his speech. " Marot "—turning

suddenly to the maker of roundelays, who stands by,

—" Marot, you have often made sport of me ; but if

you have still a soul, the inspiration of the poet, a

heart that is with the people, under that livery, tell me
where they have her ! She is hidden there, is she

not ? Oh, amongst those demons ! Let us make com-

mon cause ; are we not of the people, and brothers ?

"

But Marot can do nothing, if he wished, and the

jester, with the agony of despair in his heart, turns in

a last appeal to the courtiers :
" See, my lords, I ask

pardon at your feet. Have pity on nie ; I am ill. I

would have taken the joke better another time ; but,

look you now, I have sufferings in my body that I do

not speak of. One has his bad days, when one is so

ill-made as I am. Many years now I have been your

buffoon. I ask pardon, mercy ! This poor Triboulet,

who has given you many a good laugh ! Truly, I don't

know what more I can say to you. Give me back my
child, my lords

;
give me back my daughter." And so the

speech of the jester wanders movingly in his distraction.

We shall but briefly indicate the concluding scenes

of the third act, in which Blanche, tlie jester's daughter,

escaped in disorder—" iperdue, 6gar6e, en (Msordre
"—

from the chamber of the king, appears. The subject is

one which only the fine touch of the highest poetry can

safely meddle with. Those who have read Calderon's

drama, ' The Alcalde of Zalamea,' may compare what

the soft grace of the Spanish poet's style has done to
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cover a still freer treatment of a similar subject.

Hugo wants much of Calderon's skill, but there is a

finer reserve in the conduct of his drama. The deli-

cacy in the poor buffoon's reception of his daughter

is finely marked :

—

" Oui, pleure,

Chfere enfant, je t'ai trop fait parler, tout k I'heure

N'est-ce pas ? pleure bien. Une part de douleurs

A ton age, parfois, s'^coule avec les pleurs.

Verse tout, si tu peux, dans le coeur de ton pfere.

Blanche, c[uand j'aurai fait ce qui me reste k faire.

Nous quitterons Paris. Si j'dchappe pourtant

!

Quoi, suffit-il d'un jour, pour que tout change tant
!

" '

On one side Triboulet is but the old type of French

popular hero, " le pUMien rusi" who plays his mali-

cious tricks on great dignitaries and simple folks, of

consummate wit and effrontery, without scruple or

sense of honour, and never at a loss for lies and

evasions. But in the nineteenth century a new demo-

cratic ideal of man has been reflected on him, and

there are heights and depths in his consciousness

which Panurge never knew. He has become at once

worse and better. He is no longer at ease in Ms own

character. The rdle of clever rogue does not sit

lightly upon him. He has become morose, bitter, and

^ " Yea, weep, my child
;

But now I made thee tell too much, and foiled

Thy modest speech. Yea, weep, for at thy age

Oft sorrow doth itself with tears assuage.

Pour out thy woes then in a father's heart

;

And, Blanche, when once I have performed the part

Which still remains to do, we'll quit this place.

What ! in a day all things so changed in face !

"
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calculating in his malice. He works confusion and

disaster, not out of mere gaiU de cceur and that he

may have matter to laugh, but because he hates his

position and the world that has made him what he is.

Thus has this representative plebeian type been en-

larged, and the transformation, and to some extent

elevation, of the hopelessly immoral and undignified

old popular hero been effected. Not that in Triboulet

there is any achieved success, any numerical gaia to

the kingdom of good. Triboulet remains a very cer-

tain sianer still. It is but that there is some light

where before was but deep darkness—light arisen in

a soul thrown out from the great womb of being, so

clogged by evil conditions that it might seem radically

worthless and incapable of good, and the dissolution

of the evil elements which mischance had brought

together in its individuality the best fate it could

meet. It is on such types of the outcast and the

" disinherited " that Victor Hugo loves to spend the

force of his genius, and with perhaps more success

than would at first appear ; for if his art loses much by

being strained to fit a theory, or rather by its innate

tendencies towards such contrasts, he forces us to con-

sider anew what, natural funds of good, on which we

might found hopes of improvement, remain to human

nature even at its worst. And in these days, when a

thread of scientific fatalism is apt to mingle with our

views on such subjects, Hugo's teaching is as oppor-

tune as it is true. Indeed it is essentially a revival of

the purer traditions of Christianity.
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CHAPTEE XII.

THE NEW TRAGIC PATHOS— INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT ON
DRAMATIC LITERATURE — GOETHE'S AUDIENCE — GERMAN
CULTURE

—

Hugo's audience—Parisian cosmopolitanism.

There is, no doubt, some truth in the objections

Goethe was wont to urge against the work of the new

French school. They began to declare, he says in

those conversations which he held with Eckermann

shortly before his death, the representation of noble

sentiments and deeds tedious, and attempt to represent

all sorts of abominations. Victor Hugo, in particular,

he charged with the tendency to "afflict the reader

with types of the unsupportable and hideous." Be-

tween the calm and philosophic artist, the scientific

physiologist of humanity, and the impetuous, enthusi-

astic, mystery-loving poet of democracy, there was a

natural antipathy. But it is curious to find the sage

of Weimar making the same objections to Hugo's

work which De Quincey was, just about that time,

in his review of 'Wilhelm Meister,' raising against

the Bohemian rout, crazy play-actors and harpers,

and morbid womanhood, as the English critic looks
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at them, which Goethe had introduced to the

public.

The truth is, that Goethe belonged very much to the

movement which he thus reprobated. Although stop-

ping short at a scientific and artistic interest in these

types of what is morally or physically deformed, he

is never tempted, as Hugo is, under the influence of a

moral idea to raise them into the region of the heroic

or sublime. For the rest, the sublime is not native

ground to Goethe. But the really remarkable feature

in the new French literature is the change in the

centre of interest. The tragic pathos which was

formerly found in the fatal disasters encountered by

lives naturally destined for a noble and triumphant

career, is now sought in the painful struggle which

beings, to whom fortune has left little but some in-

alienable instincts of the heart, have with their miser-

able destinies. The tragic interest lies always in the

doubtful struggle of these primitive instincts, arriving

at some consciousness of an ideal in themselves, to

rescue the whole nature from the force of habit and

the net of circumstances which an unhappy past

weaves around a life. In Hugo's novels especially,

this struggle of a soul combating darkly amidst the

obscurations and hindrances which fate has crowded

upon it, is powerfully put before us. From such an

art we are not to expect the graceful ideals of classic

literature, nor even the aesthetic limitations which

were natural to Goethe's treatment of such matter.

Its instinct and its intention were to extend the
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domain of the beautiful and the heroic in literature

;

and in any view, its result has been to enlarge the

range and increase the methods of art—and that means

to enlarge our consciousness as to the value of life.

It is curious also to compare the external conditions

under which the drama of Goethe and that of Hugo

developed themselves, and which indicate the different

influences at work on the genius of the two poets.

The audience for which a poet writes may be more or

less of an ideal one; but even when most ideal, there is

always some local audience, which, scattered or assem-

bled, vaguely known or seen face to face, reflects the

character of that other, and counts for something in

many a tone which wiU have grown obscure to other

ages, and many an omission which time will have

made into a gap.

Hugo's audience, though in some respects, as we

have seen, critical enough, differed much in its culture

and sympathies from that of Goethe. In Germany,

Lessing, Herder, Winckelmann, and others, had formed

in that theoretical and meditative nation a peculiar

public, composed of literary and aesthetic coteries,

which took their tone from the numerous centres of

literary and philosophical activity spread throughout

the country, at Halle, Jena, Berlin, and other places.

It was a highly and comprehensively cultured audi-

ence, amongst which such masterpieces of the reflec-

tive drama as ' Tasso,' ' Iphigenia,' and ' Faust ' arose

—an audience whose lives were in fine sympathy

with the intellectual struggle and subjective develop-
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ment of life depicted in these works. The public

for which Hugo wrote had, contrariwise, taken a

greater part in the social and political movement of

Europe than in that which was purely intellectual.

It had a narrower sense in matters of art and litera-

ture, but it was cosmopolite in its social elements, and

had the free and large life of a great European centre.

The audience for whom ' Iphigenia ' and ' Eaust

'

were written was, it has been said, everywhere at

home except at home. The interests of Athenian art,

the wisdom of the ancient Indians, all phases of the

historical development of humanity which had found

expression in great epochs of art and literature, the

wisdom of Sadi, the wit of Lucian, the art of Sopho-

cles, and that of thfe sculptor of the Laocoon, were

familiar to it. But on the other hand, full as it was of

new ideas and theories, with which Herders, Haamans,

Baaders, and Hegels had inundated every domain of

speculation, its contact was imperfect and unintelligent

with the new pulse of Hfe which had begun to beat in

the social and revolutionary movements of Europe.

It represented but the intellectual side of progress.

Nowhere, on the other hand, did the practical and

social side of the movement make itself felt so power-

fully as in the country which had thrown up, in the

successive eruptions of revolution, a Philippe Egalit^, a

Mirabeau, a Danton, and a Napoleon. France, which

in point of literary activity was just then inferior to

Germany, remained yet, as Goethe admitted to Ecker-

mann, the most iutelligent people in Europe. France
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indeed is, and has long been, the nation which has

shown most sympathy for social and political interests,

not confined to its own horizon, but the common inter-

est of Europe, and, with all its errors, has done most

to assert the rights of humanity against conventions

which had for centuries degraded men till they had

become unconscious of their degradation.

It was not, then, in " these men of the Glole" whom
Goethe, from the political darkness of a German prin-

cipality, so much admired,—the doctrinaire party of

Guizot and Villemain, who, under a formal political

Liberalism, sought to suppress real questions of social

progress,—that the hope or the strength of France lay.

Goethe's mistake here was as profound as it was char-

acteristic. It was in the work 6t the man whom he

judged so severely that the gi-eater traditions of France

were to find their full representation in literature.
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CHAPTER XIII.

LYRICAL POETEY—'LES PEUILLES D'AUTOMNE,' ETC.—HIS

LIFE AND HIS POETRY.

DuEiNG the
, years from 1830 to 1843, over which

Hugo's career as a dramatic author runs, he had pub-

lished at intervals four volumes of poetry, ' Les Peuilles

d'Automne,' ' Chants du Cr^puscule,' 'Voix Int^rieures,'

and ' Eayons et Ombres.' From these, far more than

from the dramas, we can learn something of the mould

the poet's mind was taking in these years. A reflec-

tive and somewhat sombre melancholy characterises the

earlier poetry of this period. This mood might at first

seem strange in one whose career had been full of suc-

cesses, who at the age of thirty years, and in the spring

of a robust manhood, had won almost all in the way of

fame and happiness that the world has to give. But this

plenitude and satisfaction of his ambitions only brought

him all the sooner face to face with the profounder

problems of life, and left him more leisure to reflect on

the changes which time works within, more room for

the feeling that the years take away more than they

H
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bring. Within, in the way of hopes and affections,

even of tender illusions, what has not been lost in this

fast-flowing stream of life ! His mother, the brave

strong-minded mother to whom he owed so much—his

father, that veteran in the campaigns of the Eepublic

and the Empire—with many other friends of his youth,

—sleep oblivious of his further career, as of all earthly

affairs. His ancient ideals of Eoyalism and Catholi-

cism, too, have departed, leaving but " poetic and reli-

gious " ruins behind them.

" Whither so fast away, youthful years ?

Quickly ye fly, with all youth's hopes and fears."

Sunt lacrymce rerum is his cry. The flight of time

and what it carries with it, the inanity of human

hopes and ambitions sent to sleep in the tomb, are his

meditations. The light themes of his earlier poetry,

with its fantastic and romantic melancholy, have given

place to the lines full of grave and meditative beauty,

which welcome the return of a friend saddened by

years and experience from a long voyage in the East,

or those which chronicle the death of Eabbe, " Severe

historien dans la tombe endormi."

In looking over the poems of this period, the general

impression we receive is that of a man in earnest medi-

tation on the life around him as well as that within

him, and using his art rather as an aid in this, as the

instrument natural to his mind, than as an end in it-

self. Songeur, one may see, is his favourite word for

this side of himself—a word well expressing the rapt
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gaze he directs on things, and not without a hint, too,

of the way in which his thought exhales itself in

visions. The very variety of his themes indicates the

moralist. He takes no care to manage his talent, but

attacks all subjects

—

quicquid agunt homines—with

the indifference of a phDosopher for whom there are no

considerations of art. He is a man of large and healthy

nature, whose abundant faculty turns easily to every

side of life—a mind capable of reflecting in its limpid

depths the whole spectacle of human affairs.

But, on one side, we still feel a want in Hugo's

poetry. The thought which it contains is not of potent

quality. On the whole, it comes from a fund of ideas

which are rather commonplace than otherwise. It is

not well organised, and seeks the mysterious, unfath-

omable side of things, only to fall back foiled in the

attempt to win a definite result from them. The best

side of his thinking lies entirely latent in the descrip-

tive power with which the things themselves are put

before us. This descriptive power—and here we use

the term in its widest sense— is of singularly fine

quality, fresh, varied, and subtly penetrative. For

the present one must judge of Hugo's profundity as

an interpreter of life by this power, rather than by the

more logical movement of his thought, which has had

much less training.

In other respects the robust character of Hugo's

talent is evident in the vigour and reality of his themes.

He tends steadily to the real world of things, or at least

to those aspects of them which are commonly felt and
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have a universal interest. The territory of his genius

is no nebulous region like that of Lamartine's, through

which the poet's spirit cleaves, with delicate quivering

radiance, a thin way of light for us, but the broad sun-

lit fields of the working world. His art is but the

finer expression of the ordinary occupations and medi-

tations of men. But the fineness of that expression

makes him a potent moralist, even if a commonplace

one. He notes the changes which other men have for-

gotten, the sudden growth of novelties which they have

ceased to remember were not always there, the un-

heeded subsidence of things once great, the evolutions

which Time is privily conducting through the portals

of the days.

The cannon of the Invalides are silent when Charles

X. dies in exile, forgotten by the capital where his

fathers and he had ruled ; but Hugo does not forget

the descendant of the great Louis, and in verses that

change and mix their strain as they recall the glories

of Versailles, of St Cloud, and the Louvre, the stately

homes of the Bourbon, " where a Corsican has sculp-

tured his eagle," he sings the dirge of him whose last

resting-place is not among the royal tombs in grey St

Denis :

—

" Eien qui ne tombe et ne s'efface,

Mystdrieux abime oh. I'esprit se confond,

A quelque pieds sous terre un silence profond

Et tant de bruit k la surface."

So often does he use this kind of theme, that one

might think he was pleading with his mobile country-
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men for more consideration for the men and traditions

that pass so rapidly amongst them from reputation to

oblivion. Now it is the destiny of Napoleon and the

Arc de Triomphe that is his text, now that of Louis

XVII. or Charles X., or the memories that gather round

an old chateau of the times of Louis XIII. :

—

" temps evanouis ! splendeurs dclips^es

!

soleils descendus derrifere rhorizon !

"

Again, it is a word addressed to the rich and powerful,

to the brilliant crowd that fills the ball-room of the

Hotel de Ville, to remind them that in this same city,

away in the dark faubourgs, there is another popula-

tion, ill housed and ill fed, savage and ignorant—

a

population that may some day have the fancy to in-

quire how its accounts are kept by its brethren of the

State saloons.

At another time it is a message to the contempla-

tive soul that has inward as well as outward difficul-

ties to struggle with, such as we have in the poems

of a meditative character addressed to Mdlle. L.

B. (MdUe. Louise Bertin, daughter of the editor of

the 'D^bats,' a lady of high culture and accomplish-

ment)—poems which, though they seek to give re-

assurance and consolation, rather reflect the doubt and

indecision in the poet's own mind at this time. These

verses to Mdlle. L. B. are all of the same cast, and

look as if they were a poetic summary of discus-

sions carried into deep seas of thought, whence few,

even of Delian divers, return with pearls in their
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hands. What can you believe ? Ame, que croyez-vouz ?

—eette question sombre, a question to which Hugo has

no very definite answer. Just escaped from the tra-

ditions of a Church which has dogmatical solutions or

suppressions of all the spiritual problems of life, he

tends to regard any obscurity in which the ulterior

destinies of men are shrouded as a malady of life.

The poems of this time show him still in that grave

monument of transition which weighed so heavily on

the spirits of the time. To every man, indeed, there

comes the time when the hopes and ideals of his earlier

years, if they do not leave him altogether, lose at least

that freshness and brightness which are about the

dawn of things. The old enthusiasms may subsist, the

old beliefs live on ; but the enthusiasm and belief are

modified by the knowledge that all truths must in

time lose or change their meaning. To this age in

particular, which a better acquaintance with the his-

tory of human affairs in the past has taught to put

less absolute trust in the watchwords of their time, the

reaction from enthusiasm is inevitable. For its larger

horizon and deeper sense of life, it must pay with

diminished faith and earlier resignation. Other ages

have fought for the truths they had sight of, never

doubting that they were eternal ; but the great spirits

of this epoch have worked valiantly on in doubt, and

often in despair, with a growing consciousness of the

inane at the surface of human things, of the fragment-

ary nature of the truths and creeds and parties that

war together on the battle-field of the world—a con-
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sciousness which has been but hardly balanced in the

best by the sense of a deep divine travail below.

To Hugo, such a period had now arrived, and the

scattered members of a sad-coloured philosophy may

be gathered from these poems. To a friend who had

returned from travels in the East he writes :

—

"Ami, vovis revenez d'un de ces longs voyages

Qui nous font viellix vite et nous changent en sages,

Au sortir du berceau.

De totis les oceans votre course a vu I'onde,

Hflas ! et vous feriez una ceinture au monde

Du sillon du vaisseau.

Voyageur, voyageur, quelle est notre folie !

Qui salt combien de morts a cbaque beiire on oublie

Des plus chers, des plus beaux ?

Qui peut sa-voir combien toute douleur s'dmousse,

Et combien sur la terre un jour d'herbe qui pousse

Efface de tombeaux t"^

Sounding the abysses of Ufe, he finds them un-

fathomable—as far, at least, as the destinies of the

individual are concerned. The history of great and

^ " You come, my friend, from one of these long voyages

Which make us old so soon, and change us to sages.

Our day not well begun.

Of each ocean your course has seen the watery waste,

—

Alas ! the furrow that your vessel's keel has traced

The world around has run.

voyager, voyager, what folly then is ours !

Who knows the memories that every hour devours

Of our bravest and best ?

How quickly, who knows, our dearest griefs wiU pass ?

Who knows the dead effaced by a day's growth of grass

On the grave where they rest ?

"

—Femlles d'Automne, 6.
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small, of Napoleon as of the day-labourer, is that of

a dim struggle with half-visible powers, at the end of

which Fate will write Vanitas !

" De quoi demain sera-t-il fait 1

L'homme aujourd'hui seme la cause,

Demain Dieu fait mftrii I'efifet.

Demain, c'est le cheval qui s'abat blanc d'^cume ;

Demain, O conquerant, c'est Moscou qui s'allume,

La nuit comme un flambeau.

C'est votre vieille garde jonchant la plaine

Demain, c'est Waterloo ! demain, c'est Sainte-Hdlfene
;

Demain, c'est le tombeau." ^

Yet in this very element of uncertainty lies the

spring of the highest human effort. Lessing did not

put the case too strongly when he declared for pursuit

rather than for possession of the truth. In the pur-

suit lies the real education and development of man.

If we could see the white light of truth, which shines

everywhere the same, the whole edifice of human

civilisation, which rests entirely on the broken side-

lights which reach man, would sink into the undis-

turbed repose of the Eternal. Unbelief is certainly

' " To-morrow—who knows what it will bring ?

To-day man is sowing the seed,

To-morrow God's harvest will spring.

To-morrow, the war-steed prancing o'er the plains
;

To-morrow, conqueror, 'tis Moscow in flames,

A torch lit in the gloom.

To-morrow, 'tis the Guards that pass the Beresina
;

To-morrow, Waterloo ! to-morrow, St Helena
;

To-morrow, 'tis the tomb.
—Chants du Cr4pu,scide, 2.
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a malady when it means want of belief in anything

that is required to make life useful or noble; but

there is much to believe and hold fast although we

may not be able to give a categorical answer to certain

questions which Church catechisms resolve with such

clearness and facility. From Moses to Goethe there

is evidence enough of a divinity in life in which not

to believe is fatal ; but for the rest, the heavens will

not fall though this or that credo crumble away.

Towards some such conclusion Hugo is at times

evidently tending, if we read below the plaintive

emphasis natural to one who but a few years be-

fore had sung with full voice the rejuvenescence of

Catholicism :

—

" Puisq[iie Dieu I'a voulu, c'est qu'ainsi tout est mieux !

Plus de clart^ peut-etre aveuglerait nos yeux.

Souvent la branche casse oil trop de fruit abonde.

Que deviendrons-nous si, sans mesurer I'onde,

Le Dieu vivant, du haut de son ^ternitd,

Sur I'humaine raison versait la vdrite ?

Le vase est trop petit pour la contenir toute :

II suffit que chaque Sme en recueille une goutte,

Meme k I'erreur melde ! . . .

Enfants ! r^signons-nous et suivons notre route.

Tout corps tratne son ombre et tout esprit son doute." ^

^ " Since God has willed it so, it must be for the best ! More light,

it may be, would dazzle our eyes. The branch that is too heavy with

fruit often breaks. What should become of us, if God, from the

height of His eternal being, poured truth in unmeasured floods on the

human spirit ? The vase is too small to receive the whole, and for each

soul it is enough to gather a drop, even mingled with error. . . .

Children, let us resign ourselves, and follow our path. Each body

brings its shadow with it, and each spirit its doubt."—A. Mdlle.

L. B., Voix Int^rieures, 28.
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The spectres that haunt higher lives, and the woes

and wants that wreck lower ones, are represented,

—

the former in poems to Dante (" Quand le poete peint

I'infer, il peint sa vie"),^ to Byron,^ of all English

contemporary poets the most accessible to the Con-

tinental mind, and much admired by the Eomantic

school—and the latter by such psychological studies

as that of the exhausted voluptuary, " II n'avait pas

vingt ans,"^ or that of the joyless man of wealth, "A
un Eiche."*

Amidst those darkly coloured pictures of life we

may notice where he finds consoling aspects. Like a

nest fairly built and furnished on the barren side of

the cliff, the domestic interior of the poet affords him

a solid centre for a happy and active life. In such

poems as " Je me fais bien petite dans mon coin prfes

vous," ^ " Pendant que la fenetre ^tait ouverte,"* and

"Aux Enfants,"'' we have a pleasant glimpse of him

cheerfully at work under the domestic sunshine. To

these influences, indeed, Hugo owes some of his finest

poems. No poet has entered with such full sympathy

and intelligence into the wonderland of children's

life, its joys and miseries and fantasies, and none

has touched so finely the tender chords which attacli

adult life to that infantile world.

• Voix Int&ieures. 2 Peuilles d'Automne, 11.
5 Chants du Crepuscule, 10. ^ Voix Int&ieures, 19.
^ In ' Les Contemplations,' but written before exile.

" Voix Int&ieures, 9. t Ibid., 22.
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" Le bruit joyeux qui fait qu'on reve, le ddlire

De voir le tout petit s'aider du doigt pour lire,

Les fronts pleins de candeur qui disent toujours oui,

L'^clat de rire franc, sinc&re, dpanoui.

Qui met subitement des perles sur les Ifevres,

Les beaux yeux naifs, admirant mon vieux Sfevres,

La curiosity qui cherche k tout savoir,

Et les coudes qu'on pousse en disent : Viens done voir ! " ^

English taste with the element of Eoman reserve in

it, may not follow him with pleasure in such poems

as " Le Eevenant," ^ where he seems to rifle the mater-

nal breast of its secrets ; but when he brings together,

as he has so often done, the extremes of age in the

grandfather of many years, and the grandchild whose

time in the world may yet be counted by months, there

is a quiet felicity and depth in his work, a natural

and perfect command of the subject, which makes his

art here essentially distinct from that in his more

laboured if more sublime essays.

He loves, too, to consider the refuge which the

world of art provides for the contemplative nature

of man. His thoughts go back to the early efforts of

artists to express their sense of the spirit that moves

^ " The joyous noise that throws one into reverie ; the ecstasy

of seeing a very little man help himself with his finger to read

;

the bright faces full of candour that always say ' yes '
;

the burst of laughter, fresh, sincere, unrestrained,

which brings of a sudden rows of pearls on the lips
;

the fine ingenuous eyes admiring my old Sevres
;

the curiosity that would fain know everything,

and the elbow-push that the one gives the other, as he says.

Come and see
!

"

^ Contemplations, 23.
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in the world and in the soul of man. The mystery

which the visionary eye of Albert Diirer—"the old

painter, melancholy and meditative of spirit"—saw

in nature ; the music of Palestrina, ancient master in

the universe of sound ; the pastoral melodies of Virgil,

"the master divine"; and in these later times the

sublime statuary of David,—are expounded as revela-

tions of the meaning which lies beneath the face of

nature and the technical form of art. The function

and source of artistic inspiration are everywhere the

same. He knows the inner movements of most other

arts as well as his own, and can divine the secrets of

the master in music or sculpture, just as Handel can

interpret for us the language of Isaiah, and drain with

cunning alchemy the wild spirit of the Hebrew pro-

phet into an orchestral score. Even Berlioz himself,

the most eloquent of musicians, could not have de-

scribed the mingling harmonies of the orchestra more

finely than Hugo has done :

—

" !^coutez ! dcoutez ! du maltre qui palpite ;
^

Sur tous lea violons I'archet se precipite.

L'orchestre tressaillant rit danis son antre noir,

Tout parle. C'est ainsi qu'on entend sans les voir,

La soir, quand le campagne dlfeve un sourd murmure,-

Hire les vendangeurs dans une vigne miire.

' Listen, oh listen ! at the master's measured beat
;

O'er all the violins vague sheets of music sweep.

The orchestra's quivering laugh runs along the strings,

And from its corner dark some tiny clarion siDgs.

All has voice. So one hears in the country at eves

The laughter of the vintagers at work amidst the leaves

;
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Comme stir la eolonne tod frgle chapiteau,

La Mte dpauouie a montd sur I'alto,

Les gammes, chastes soeurs dans la vapeur cachdes,

Vidant et remplissant leurs amphores penchdes,

Se tiennent par la main et chantent tour k tour.''

And as the graceful scroll surmounts the pillar's height,

The flutes ascend in alto on their airy flight.

The sisters sweet of chords, guardians of melodies

Refill and pour their urns, veiled from the gaze,

And linking hand in hand take up the chant in turn.

—Rayons et Omhres, 35.
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CHAPTEE XIV.

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PROBLEMS ON THE HORIZON—THE POET

OF PARIS—CHARACTERISTICS OF HIS LYRICAL GENIUS.

From the examination which we made in the last

chapter of the poetry of this date, it is evident that

the period was one of much doubt and hesitation in

Hugo's life. Art-problems had been partially dis-

posed of ; but grave social and political questions were

thrusting themselves forward, and with regard to these

his attitude is far from being finally adjusted. He
has left the Old, but has not grasped the New with

sufficient conviction. His sympathies are clear, but

are not supported by any great store of ideas or prin-

ciples. His career shows he is to some extent a man

who waits in these respects, and allows certaia prob-

lems to work themselves out in his life.

For one thing, the latter part of Louis Philippe's

reign was not a time of inspiration or enthusiasm.

The dynasty of the elder Bourbons, with its old aristo-

cratic environment, had been swept away; but the

most hopeful had to recognise that the ideal was as
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far off as ever. The State was in the hands of men
who were bent on obliterating every idea that belonged

to the days of the Eevolution,—the idea of the sov-

ereignty of the people—the idea of France as the

enlightener of Europe—the idea of social evolution.

They were men of the haute bourgeoisie, closely con-

nected with high financial circles, and studious of the

sentiments of the Exchange. The farthest horizon of

their views included nothing beyond peace at any

price, and the prosperity of trade and of all who were

fortunate enough to be connected with trade. They

were careful to recognise and support the interests

of every section of the great middle class—of the

professions, the press, the university, the commercial

circles, higher and lower. But beyond this, nothing.

It was, as a clever Italian critic has said, the bour-

geoisie form of the imperial panevi et circenses.

In the midst of this general relaxation, Hugo, whose

genius seeks always some great actuahty to stimulate

it, found a sort of subject in the idea of the great

city in which he dwelt,-—Paris with its triumphal

columns and arches, its revolutions and imperialisms,

its spectacles and phases, and particularly its great

future as the centre of new ideals. But as yet there

is no fiercely democratic note in his poetry. Look

over these volumes from 'Feuilles d'Automne' to

' Eayons et Ombres,' and you will find nothing more

definite than an occasional vague salutation to Pro-

gress or Liberty, and some murmurs about the mystery

of life. The poetry of this period has less of the po-
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lemical element in it than any he ever afterwards

wrote. But for that very reason, it is the period of

some of his happiest lyrical inspirations. His verse

is less meagre in thought than in his early work, and

is more melodious than in his later. There is more

tenderness, more flow, and more grace. These vol-

umes may be read with pleasure by many readers who

have less sympathy with him in his austerer and

profounder poems. It is a time of free poetic impulse

with him, when he comes nearest the lyrical art of

Lamartine and De Musset, with less fineness but more

vigour and reality in his note. He is no longer the

poet of Eoyalism and the Eestoration, nor of Orien-

talism, nor even of Eomanticism, at least in the fervent

militant aspect it wears in his dramas; and he has

not yet become the strenuous prophet of advanced

ideals, the vates of democracy. At present, as we have

said, he belongs in a special sense to Paris and the

Parisians. He is the poet of the great city, brimful

of its life and traditions, drawing his themes and his

iaspiration from its streets, the reflection of its hu-

mours and heroisms. He is Horace chanting the vic-

tories at the Metaurus and Actium, chronicling the

passage of men and things at Eome, moralising its

destinies, and singing its secular ode. Not since Ho-

race sang Eome, and Dante Florence, has a great poet's

life—and this holds true from end to end of Hugo's

career—been more curiously interwoven with that of

a great city.

And after all, the city is a great one. It has been
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for more than one age the centre to which the eyes of

men from all quarters of Europe have turned in hope

or in apprehension. Doubtless to many well-disposed

persons, to whom the roar of machinery and the

thousandfold clanking of shipbuilding-yards are the

most promising kinds of noise, London or Liverpool or

Glasgow will seem more admirable places ; and their

repute, indeed, is that of cities more single-minded and

devoted to the business of money-making—a business

requiring much steadiness and order, and the avoid-

ance of sudden changes. It is a favourite maxim

with people of this turn, " Happy is the country that

has no history." What wisdom may lie in this dictum

we may leave undisturbed. The benefits of a quiet

political life are not to be doubted. At the same time,

it is true both of individuals and nations that it is in

the storm and stress of their lives that the basis is

aid of all that is great and enduring. It was no

quiet period, that of England in the seventeenth cen-

tury under her Hampdens and Pyms and Miltons

;

but it was then that the lines of political progress

and constitutional freedom were laid down which she

has followed ever since with success.

As for Hugo, although in these days his attitude is

one of reserve and caution, and that of a spectator

rather than an actor, he is too true a son of the Eevo-

lution to doubt but that all the turmoil and conflict

will ultimately issue in a higher civilisation. On this

furious maelstrom of parties and sects, where all cur-

rents of thought mix confusedly and strive for mas-

I
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tery, he looks with anxiety, but with hope. He knows

well the foibles of this city of revolutions, the weak-

ness of this mobile and excitable " people of Paris "

;

but in their visionary programmes, their wild out-

breaks on behalf of ideals that can be realised only

in the slow processes of time, he loves to see the spirit

of what is noble and good. He admires the lively

and sympathetic intelligence which has so often

stirred them to do battle, and not quite unsuccess-

fully, for mere ideals. Nowhere does the idea of the

thinker so rapidly take root and pass into action.

In a fine poem, the fourth of the ' Voix Intdrieures,'

we see what colour the Napoleonic legend is taking in

Hugo's mind, and how readily it blends with the

democratic ideal of the city of Paris. The soldiers

of " quatre-vingt-seize " and of " mil-huit-cent-onze
"

(1796 and 1811) are alike the offspring of Parisian

• ideals, the protest of Paris against the elder divinities.

The first part of the poem moralises over the Triumphal

Arch, whose lofty front is said t6 need only the legen-

dary halo which time will give it to complete its glory.

Then changing the meditative flow of the Alexandrine

into a quick chant, the poet sings the city by the Seine:

—

"Oh, Paris est la citd mfere !

^

Paris est le lieu solennel

Oil le tourbillon ^ph^mfere

Tourns sur un centre dternel!

^ " Paris ! city maternal

!

The sacred home of the storm

That rolls round a centre eternal

With a fury each age new-bom.
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Paris ! feu sombre ou pure dtoile

!

Morne Isis couverte d'une voile

!

Arraign^e k rimmense toile

Oil se prennent les nations

!

Fontaine d'urnes obsddde

!

Mamelle sans cesse inond^e,

Oil pour se nourrir de I'ld^e

Viennent les gdnNations

!

Quand Paris se met b. I'ouvrage

Dans sa forge k mille clameurs,

A tout peuple heureux, brave ou sage,

II prend ses lois, ses dieux, ses moeurs,

Dans sa fournaise, pSle-mele,

II fond, transforme et renouvelle

Cette science universelle

Qu'il emprunte k tous les bumains ;

Puis il rejette aux peuples blemes

Leurs sceptres et leurs diadfemes,

Leurs pr^jugds et leurs systfemes,

Tout tordus par ses fortes mains

!

Paris ! radiant star or fire clouded

!

Sad Isis in her veil shrouded

!

Arachne whose great web is crowded

With nations allured by thy light

!

Fountain, whose urns ever well

!

Mother, whose breasts ever swell,

Nourishing the generations well

With thy ever-flowing might

!

When Paris is bent at her labour.

And her thousand-fired forge is in roar.

She seizes from the nations that waver

Their gods and their laws and their lore, -

Refounding and moulding anew,

Till a fabric riseth to view.

Built out of thoughts far brought.

She spurns before peoples affrighted

Their sceptres and diadems blighted,

In her strong bands twisted to nought.
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Ville, qu'un orage enveloppe

!

C'est elle, hflas ! qui, nuit et jour

Reveille le gdant Europe

Avec sa cloche et son tambour

Sans cesse, qu'il veille ou qu'il dorme,

11 entend la citd difforme

Bourdonner stir sa tete 6norme

Oomme un essaim dans la foret.

Toujours Paris s'ecrie et gronde.

Nul ne sait, question profonde

!

Ce que perdrait le bruit du monde
Le jour oil Paris se tairait."

Paris, a great bell-tower sounding the tocsin in the

ears of the slumbering giant Europe !—one of those

large images which our poet loves. Changing the

strain again into slow quatrains, which foretell in

sombre rhythm the decay which will overtake the

great city in the ages to come, he sings the day when

Paris shall send forth sounds neither of war nor of

merry-making, and the noise of riot and revolution

shall rise no more from her street's—when the Seine

shall glide again through murmuring reeds, where her

famous quays and bridges once stood,—the day when

Paris shall take her place by ancient Thebes and Tyre,

City enveloped by the storm

!

Day and night resound her drum and bell,

Waking giant Europe with alarm,

Who, whether he keepeth vigil well,

Or whether in slumber he drowses,

Heareth the tempest that browses,

As when winds in the forest are high.

Paris ever moans as one tossed.

Who can tell how much in the host

Of the world's great sounds will be lost.

When the voice of Paris is at rest ?

"
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and the quiet dead Eome of the Csesars. Then to the

waste city, where some noble monuments of its great-

ness still stand, will come the wanderer of a thousand

years hence, to meditate over her silence and ruins.

Then perchance, in the dusk of evening, will a sudden

gleam light up the summit of the Great Arch, and the

eagle of brass asleep at the top will dress himself and

spread his wings ; and from sculptured arch and column

the soldiers and steeds— soldiers of " quatre-vingt-

seize " and " mU-huit-cent-onze "—will start to life, and

sounding trumpets, charge victoriously as of old ; and

far in the distance, its cross gleaming through the

darkness, N"otre Dame will chant a vague Te Beum.

A wild flight of fancy, no doubt, the romantic vein

with lugubrious fantastic sentiment much in predomi-

nance. But other veins, too, are discernible, running

like fine threads through the dross and ore of looser

imaginations ; the old classic vein, for instance, some-

what transformed, but retaining in its limpid simplicity

of phrase and firm outlines something of the old strain.

Look at this bit of modern classic landscape with which

his poem to Virgil ends :

—

" Nous laisserons fumer, k c6t6 d'un cytise,

Quelque feu qui s'^teint sans patre I'attise,

Et I'oreille tendue & leurs vagues chansons,

Dans I'ombre, au clair de lune, k travers les buissons

Avides, nous pourrions voir k la ddrobde,

Les satyres dansants qu'imite Alphdsibde." i

This complexity of elements is a remarkable feature

^ Voix Int&ieures, 7.
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in Hugo's genius, and renaains with him, but in a

softened and more finely assimilated state, to the end.

A man of wide artistic sympathies, standing in a

retrospective and imitative age, at the end of a long

development of forms and methods of art, chords from

many diverse worlds of poetry pass sounding through

his song. More than most men, he requires time to

fuse the different elements in his talent and reach his

complete note. All the more is this necessary that his

artistic faculty is little under the control of a co-ordi-

nating power of reflection, but seems almost wholly

natural, unconscious, fatal in its inner movement. He
has an eye that takes in with fine observation the

features of things, a command of large and striking

figures, a facile and iaexhaustible invention, " the pole-

star of poetry," the spring of which with him lies less

in logical or reflective connections than in a fine in-

stinct and wide associative power for all analogies of

sentiment, of colour, and form in the world.

For all its beauties, however, the poetry of this

period has still many of the defects which we found

in his work at the outset. His genius is so abundant

that he is somewhat careless in the cultivation of it

on certain sides. He abandons himself too unthink-

ingly to every impulse of fancy, and expands on lines

of thought which please him, without any considera-

tion for their place in the whole : he amasses details,

occasionally without suflicient selection and arrange-

ment; one would say he never rejected a metaphor

that met him on the way, unless, indeed, it were not
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large enough. His powers are great, but his taste is

so doubtful or so catholic that we are reminded of

Schiller's saying

—

" "Warum will sioh Geschmack und Genie so selten vereinen 1

Jener fiirclitet die Kraft, dieses 'verachtet den Zaum."i

He often falls into false sentiment, especially into

the false pathetic ; and once there, spreads and enlarges

himself like a lake. But he puts everywhere beauties

which may well redeem his worst poems. He has

innumerable fine touches, fine lines, fine passages.

His power of characterising things, real or ideal, of

catching the vanishing gleam which this or that light

throws upon their surface, is unrivalled. Look, for

example, at the lines in which he describes one of his

household gods :

—

" Car, ainsi que d'un mont tombent de vives eaux

Le pass^ murmurant sort et coule i ruisseaux

De ton flanc, g^ant Homfere !

"

Or his picture of the Seine in its anticipated desolation :

" Lorsqu'elle coulera la nuit, blanche dans I'ombre,

Heureuse en endormant son flot longtemps trouble

De pouvoir ^couter enfin ces voix sans nombre

Qui passent vagueTnent sous le del ^toiU."

As we have indicated, it is in the art of composition

that his poems are defective. His manner of compo-

sition is large, grandiose even; but there is in the

longer poems of this period an inward looseness of

1 " Why are taate and genius so seldom united ?

Strength frightens the iirst, the other despises the rein."
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structure, a want of leading lines to support the

masses of colour and ornamental detail which his

fertile invention lavishes on every subject. Such

poems are like great edifices, which at a distance

are imposing wholes, with striking variety and origin-

ality of outline, but a little nearer betray conspicuous

faults, until we come quite close, when, in the astonish-

ing amount of fine sculpture in the details—from portal

to finial everywhere the same lavish hand^we over-

look some ungainliness in the proportions. In some

of his shorter pieces, however, there is a wild lyrical

inspiration which courses in one molten current from

end to end. The love-song of Gastibelza, for instance,

is a new Phrygian note, the very breath of ecstasy and

passion, yet combined with crystalline clearness and

delicacy of expression—a rare union of the romantic

imagination of the North with the clear sensuous form

of Southern art :

—

" Gastibelza, I'homme k la carabine

Chantait ainsi

;

Quelqu'un a-t-il vu Dona Sabine,

Quelqu'un d'ici.

Dansez, cbantez, villageois ! la nuit gagne

Le mont Falu

;

Le vent qui vient k travers la montagne

Me rendra fou."

But although we have in these volumes the work

of a great poet, we have nothing that can be called

a great poem—nothing that would fairly outweigh the

contributions of Lamartine and De Musset to poetical

literature. Partly this may have been owing to the
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fact that ill these years his best energies were given

to the drama. But when we find that a few years

after the publication of these poems Hugo's poetic

productivity ceased, or almost so, for a lengthened

period, it is evident that other and more permanent

causes were at work— causes which, as they had

aifected the past, were to determine, in a large

measure at least, the future.
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CHAPTEK XV.

DECAY OF THE ROMANTIC IMPULSE—DEPBCT OF THE EOMANTIC

SCHOOL—THE GREAT EBB—A FALSE POSITION—WEAK SIDE

OF A STRONG CHARACTER—THE POET AND THE "WORLD.

The problem which exists in Hugo's life as to his

apparent loss of creative power about this time does

not stand alone. There can be no doubt that the

impulse which the Komantic movement gave to litera-

ture decayed with singular rapidity. The poetry of

the whole school was weak in what is properly called

thought—that is, a well-organised fund of ideas con-

trolling and fecundating the store of sentiments and

impressions. The element of thought steadies and

supports. An individual can have but a limited

range of impressions and perceptions, and these wear

like other things with use, and require to be con-

tinually renewed and deepened. Here thought, in the

strict sense of the word, comes to help, effecting those

slight changes of centre, of points of view, linking

the progress of perceptions in one region to those in

another, and thus refreshing the entire store. In the

moral and psychological fields especially, a well-organ-

ised thought is one of the essential elements of great
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poetry, and can keep, without much help from actual

surroundings, the world continually new for a Goethe

or a Schiller.

But the Eomantic school, and the poets of this

period in general, whether strictly of the Eomantic

circle or not, lived by sentiment and intuition alone.

Their fund of ideas was insufficient; and when, in

Hugo's phrase, the book of their heart was written on

every page, which was soon done, they had nothing to

do but confess themselves bankrupt—a confession

which may be read in many a fine piece of work from

these " Children of the Century." Here is one of many

from Alfred de Musset :

—

" Jai perdu ma force et ma vie

Et mes amis et ma galt6,

J'ai perdu jusqu'i la fiertd,

Qui faisait oroire k mon g^nie.

Quand j'ai connu la verity

J'ai cru que c'^tait une amie

;

Quand je I'ai comprise et sentie,

J'en ^tais ddja d^gout^.

Et pourtant elle est etemelle

Et ceux qui sont passds d'elle

Ici-bas out tout ignord.

Dieu parle, il faut qu'on lui reponde
;

Le seul bien qui me reste au monde

Est d'avoir quelquefois pleurd." '

'' Here, too, is that of Antony Deschamps, which is not less from

the depths :

—

" Cependant quand je songe k tous mes chers amis,

Quand je vois a trente ans, ma pauvre &me fl^trie, ^
Comma un torrent d'^t^, ma jeunesse tarie, ^
J'entr'ouvre mon linceul et sur moi je gdmis."
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In truth, the young men of that period had devel-

oped early, and were ageing with corresponding rapidity.

Most of them had made names as writers and artists

before they had attained their majority—names to

which many of them added little or nothing in after-

years. A work produced in the first flush of youth

and the first fermentation of the Eomantic movement,

and after that little but lees.

" II combattit vaillant le combat romantique,

Oil sa lyre a fr^mi d'une hdroique ardeur." *

These lines from the epitaph of Antony Deschamps

express the sum-total of many reputations which at

one time promised much more. Even the greater

talents entered upon their career with an access of

enthusiasm and inspiration which did not hold out.

One might say they took wing at a height which they

could not maintain. Sainte-Beuve, whom in earlier

days Hugo had saluted as a brother eagle, abandoned

his pinions, and consented to become famous as a

weekly critic ; Gautier became the journalist that in

other days he had regarded with disdain ; and Alfred

de Musset, although his vein was too genuine to run

quite dry, was only a more gigantic specimen of the

crowd of geniuses, " with a fine career behind them "

—

Deverias, Deschamps, Borels, Gerard de Nervals, Boyers

—whom the ebbing of Eomanticism left stranded.

Even Lamartine in later years seems to be but pain-

' " Bravely he fought the great Romantic fight,

Where his lyre resounded with heroic ardour."
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fully raking amongst the ashes of a fire slowly burning

out :

—

" Un poete mort jeune k qui riiomme survit."

The more solid genius of Hugo alone revived, 'after a

decade of silence, under fresh inspiration, and putting

forth new powers with the years, clarifying and

strengthening its multiform force, shone ever more

brightly to the end.

But it is evident that Hugo, too, felt the drain. "We

have noticed the want of large and procreative thought

in his work. It was not that he quite wanted faculty

in this respect—he has great theorising power—but the

very abundance of his impressions and intuitions has

made him neglect its development. Hence in the

poetry of this time we feel the presence of no deep

synthesis. He has no great combinations, and does

not go beyond the first bound of his thought, or at

most only a series of bounds. Like many of his con-

temporaries, therefore, when he had written off his

earlier impressions, he probably found himself a little

out of work.

A man of Hugo's power, it is true, could have re-

newed and refilled himself, as he afterwards did, by

the studies and discipline of a contemplative life. He
had this advantage over most of his contemporaries,

that his life, energetic and well ordered, was never of

a kind to waste its flame. The sources of a new

growth of sentiment and perception lay uninjured in

him. But, for a high contemplative development, his

circumstances were, in our opinion, rather unfavour-
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able than otherwise. In the very amplitude of life in

this great city there is something retarding to his

highest growth. In many respects Paris has been

serviceable to him. Placed there as in a watch-tower,

in a great centre of European life, where all manner

of men and ideas find a welcome, his was indeed no

narrow environment out of which a gifted nature

instinctively struggles. The difficulty for Hugo lay

rather on the other side, in the immense effort required

to rise above the pressure of a society great enough to

give even its temporary ends and aspects a sort of

grandeur, to overcome the fascinations which life there

presents, with its endless variety of interests, its great

political and social currents, its academical and popu-

lar distinctions, and that fine art of lionising (I'art de

ciUlrer) in which Joseph de Maistre declares the Pari-

sians excel. In short, Paris is not without danger for

Hugo in these days. Its great social and political

life threatens to absorb even his powerful genius, by

drawing it into a sphere of minor and temporary

ends.

This is Hugo's weak side. He is by no means con-

tent to be merely the great artist working in the shade

of the Muses ; he is avid of fame, and will not let the

smallest prize pass him. He would be at once the

disciple of Virgil and Dante, and the rival of Dumas

and Sue on the boulevards. There is more loss than

instruction in the sight of a great poet struggling for

Academical titles, knocking twice, thrice, four times at

the door of the Academy—as if a green border on his
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vestment and a fauteuil even in that weighty assem-

bly could add any real distinction to the author of

'Hernani' and the 'Voix IntMeures.' In Paris, no

doubt, the Academy is a great institution, but does

not cast its shadow far into the outer world; and

Victor Hugo is a citizen of the ages, and ought to

comport himself as such. Since 1836 he has thrice

canvassed for admission to this institution of letters,

and thrice been rejected—first for M. Dupaty, then

for M. Mol^, then for M. Flourens. At length ia 1841

he succeeded in finding votes sufficient to make him

a member. In ' Victor Hugo Eacont^,' a biography

written by his wife, and probably much inspired by

himself, a sort of apology is made for these proceed-

ings, which seem somewhat ignoble in one whose

professed aims were so lofty, and whose real career

lay so far above these Academic rivalries. It is there

stated that his aim was to open a way for himself to

politics, and that in the Academical honour he only

sought the necessary avenue to the Chamber of Peers,

the only parliamentary arena where the electoral law

of France then allowed a man of his means to figure.

It is well to have an explanation in this case ; but

in these matters the whole career of Victor Hugo has

but one tale to tell. The truth seems to be, that in

this man, otherwise strong enough, there is something

akin to a child's love of applause, a child's joyous

expansiveness in the favour and approbation of others,

an undue craving for the outward marks of honour

and esteem. All these have been his so long. From
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childhood upwards almost one long triumph— lo

triurwphe dum jprocedit victor—all the first prizes of

life, the most coveted, the most enjoyed, caught at

a bound. But Nemesis, although slow of foot, is on

the road. Distinction he has won easily. Command,

greatness, being higher things, are sold dearer, and

require new training. Envy is assailing him, he com-

plains. " The mouth of the friend which once smiled

now bites." He is drifting right into the centre of the

mass of struggling ambitions, which, like pent ser-

pents, twine and revolve round each other in this city

of Paris, and he is aggrieved to find that men will

give him no more credit for disinterestedness, for pure

love of the ideal, than they are conscious of in them-

selves—that they see personal ambition in his grand

theories, vanity and egotism in his enthusiasm. Prac-

tical men will smile at him as a visionary, and make

sport of opinions couched in the language and accents

of Isaiah. For there is no wisdom of the serpent in

him ; he exposes his weak side—his foibles—as in-

genuously as he insists on his merits. How naively

in after-years he will complain, in his exile at Jersey,

of being excluded from the public gaze :

—

" Dans une ile en lutte aux eaux sans nombre,

Om Von Tie me voit 'plus, tant je suis couvert d'ombre."

On this side he has no cautious reserves, none of the

decorum other men are careful to observe in the ex-

hibition of their feelings. He is perhaps too conscious

of strength and fundamental sincerity to be careful in

these respects. He trusts with the simplicity of a
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child to the honesty of his meaning, and looks not too

closely for other elements. He clamours with filial

affection that his father's name be inscribed amongst

those of other French veterans on the Arch of

Triumph, where Napoleon had omitted it. In the

meantime he will repair the wrong, he declares, by

inscribing it on the dedicatory leaf of the 'Voix In-

t&ieures
'

; and he closes his poem on the Arch—that

fine tribute to the ideal genius of France—by two lines,

in which he says he regrets nothing before its sublime

wall but "Phidias absent et rnonpire oublU " (the absence

of Phidias and the omission of my father).^ After all, in

that part of the preface where he touches on this sub-

ject, he declares that " he acts as any other one would

act in the same situation. . . . It is merely a duty

he accomplishes, without noise, without anger, without

astonishment. Nor will any one be astonished to see

him do what he does.'' " Fersonne ne s'itonnera non

plus de le voir faire ce qu'il fait."

This self-consciousness of a great poet made hag-

gard, we fear, by the thought of celebrating biogra-

phies and the general gaze of popular environment, is

a characteristic spectacle of our century. Everything

that touches him is raised into undue prominence, and

receives a significance which time alone confers or

denies in such cases. He is constantly expounding

and theorising himself; and his expositions in this

kind have not the same excuse as Goethe's, which

were made in old age, and are cool and instructive

' The father's name has since been inscribed.

K
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analyses of his motives and methods, the work of a

scientiiic student of life, who takes his own work only

as the most convenient object for experiment and

illustration. In those prefaces which are so prominent

a feature in this part of Hugo's life, we are apt at last

to tire of this continual assertion of the purity and

greatness of his aims, this constant theorising of him-

self on the same line with Homer and ^schylus and

Shakespeare, this grandiose treatment of facts which

have often only a temporary or purely individual

significance. He takes an attitude, and makes a

strong speech on the impulse of the moment : in his

ardour he raises a question of the day into the im-

portance of a world - crisis. How plaintively, for

instance, in his preface to 'Le Eoi s'amuse,' he

reflects on a Government that, by interdicting his

drama, have forced him into a political attitude, have

obliged him to defend his rights by instituting a law

process in the interests of justice and public liberties

!

They have forced him, he cries, into a political rdle,—
" have forced an artist to quit his task—his conscien-

tious, tranquil, sincere, and profound task ; his task of

the past and the future ; his holy task which he would

not have left for an instant, and much against his

will, to mingle, indignant, offended, and severe, amongst

the irreverent and railing crowd that for fifteen years

have regarded, with laughter and hisses, some poor

devils of political hacks who imagine they are building

a social edifice because they trot with memorandums

in their hands between the Tuileries and the Palais
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Bourbon. And who is the man on whom they have

put this injury ? Who is the man whose drama they

have suppressed on a pretended charge of immorality?"

Hugo will tell us. " He is a man of known honour,

tried, proved, and established—a rare and venerable

thing in these times. He is a poet who would be the

first to revolt at any theatrical licence. He is an

artist devoted to art, and who has never sought suc-

cess by unworthy means."

These are Hugo's own expressions. We add noth-

ing. Such language shows a want of balance in

Hugo's life. We have the high-wrought imagination

of the poet, the fantasies of the student of the ideal,

carried into an arena where they must vulgarise them-

selves to be understood. The secret of much that is

indecorous in his speech and life lies here. In general,

the thinker or artist is more suited for the part of a

spectator than that of a partisan. He has the capacity

of living for great ends, which only slowly evolve

themselves from the confusion of temporary interests

and ambitions ; and while he keeps this high ground

of vantage, he can judge securely the men and affairs

of the day. He can work wisely for that which is too

remote and ideal to move other men to action ; but for

that very reason he has rarely their power of making

a temporary profit out of the issues of the hour. The

destinies of humanity work forward in a series of petty

scuffles, where the great principles which lie beneath

the surface are equally ignored by contending parties.

The thinker, whether he be poet or philosopher, who
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gives to these underlying truths their just prominence,

is looked upon as a visionary and dreamer. The cen-

turies wUl probably show he was right, for they carry

Csesar and his fortunes ever safely. But what men,

except in times of unusual enthusiasm, desire, is a

solution' for the hour—a mode of living with some

difficulty which has begun to cry aloud, and by no

means to attempt the hazardous feat of briaging their

life and surroundings into harmony with what they

believe in their hearts. Much rather, and far more

frequently, do they attempt the reverse process, that of

bringing their beliefs round to the interests of their

circumstances; and one has constantly to note the

fatal power of this tendency over men made for nobler

things. Poets and philosophers, then, stand best at

some little distance from the arenas of life, where

they have iaward freedom for the wise survey and

calm judgment which we expect from them. They

alone conduct the strategical movement of the ages,

but they had better leave it to others to lead the

battalions into the fray.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE DECADE OF SILENCE— SEEKING AN ACTIVE CAREER—
SAINTE-BEUVE'S ' CHE0NIQDE8 PARISIENNES ' — PONSARD'S

CLASSIC DRAMA—A NEW EIELD.

The result, however, of the various pressure, inward

and outward, on Hugo's life at this time, was a resolve

to make such a fundamental change in his life as was

implied in seeking a political career. A decade of

ardent and continuous literary work which had placed

him in the front rank of contemporary literature, is

succeeded by a decade which is all hut lost to his

literary life. In the last published volume of his

earlier poetry, ' Les Eayons et Ombres,' there are signs

that he is already contemplating the change. He is

to quit this high vocation of the artist, this " holy task

—task bi the past and future, tranquil, sincere, pro-

found "—to become an orator at the tribune and homme

politique. He has discovered that there is egotism in

the poet who holds himself aloof from the political

arena. Shame, he cries, on the thinker who is content

so to mutilate his life

!
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" Honte au penseur qui se inutile,

Et B'en va chanteur inutile

Par la porte de la citd."^

Is he uot rather the very man, Hugo asks in the pre-

face to the same volume, whose far-seeing vision can

best ^ilot the ship of state through troubled times ?

—

" especially if he be one who has hitherto kept himself

free from all immediate contact with the Government

and the political parties—who has no engagement, no

chain, which might prevent him actiag freely for the

general weal equally with king or people. For such a

poet-politician there might be great work

—

un grand

oeuvre. Following the inspiration of his genius with

a heart full of sympathy and a countenance filled with

peace, he would come alike as a friend by turns to the

spring on the plains, to the prince in the Louvre, to

the proscribed in their prison." In short, Hugo seems

to be forming some ideal of an active career in which

the parts of a poet, a privy councillor, and a sort of

state-prisoner philanthropist might be harmoniously

united,—^an ideal, perhaps, not altogether impossible

for a man to whom long years of great work should

have given a high and undisputed authority as of a

pater patrioe, or father of his country, but not to be

thought of in connection with one whose attitude and

tendencies were still a problem to most, and even to

himself—who had still much to do before his idea of

the world, and his power of unfolding it, could be

thoroughly developed. The very manner of the pro-

^ Rayons et Ombres, I.
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posal, with its effusiveness, its want of prudent re-

serves, is a sufficient augury of the success it would be

likely to have. Like much of this date that belongs

to Hugo, it bears the stamp of a mind sanguine, full

of energy, conscious of great powers, but very far from

having arrived at a true knowledge of itself or of the

conditions under which it may do its best work.

Doubtless, in the state of literature at this time, and

in the growing distaste of the pubhc for his later

dramas, we may also find some explanation of Hugo's

readiness to abandon the field of literature, at least for

a time. Hugo is not a man who would be content to

write for posterity alone ; he must have an immediate

and appreciative audience. When his dramas,—which

had long been his chief stimulus, bringing him as they

did in close contact with an everyday public—a real,

visible public, whose applause could be heard and

understood by all men,—began to lose favour, Hugo

seems to have found no sufficient interest in the

inward organisation of his literary powers. It seems

as if he was weary of the exercise of a mere talent

which, in the absence of an immediate operation on a

Parisian public, had for him no ideas or ends of sig-

nificance in themselves. It could not quite be so,

and yet there can be no doubt that the want of suffi-

cient success at the theatres did much to make Hugo,

a poet whose finest powers were by no means dramatic,

transfer his energies from the Uterary to the political

field. A few notes, therefore, about the fiction-reading,

theatre -frequenting public of Paris at this time

—
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1842-43—drawn mostly from the gossipy ' Chroniques

Parisiennes,' which Sainte-Beuve wrote for the ' Eevue

Suisse,' may not be uninstructive.

Hugo's dramas, as we have said, are on the whole

losing favour with the great public. A curious change

has taken place in the ranks of his supporters. The

boxes, now that his reputation is so far established,

are more favourable than the pit. Actors, managers,

and reviews are now with him, but the ordinary public

is indifferent. ' Euy Bias ' succeeds in a way at the

new Th^ltre de la Eenaissance, but much less than

the new Comic Opera, which is running with it on

alternate nights, and to which the charming Madame

Anna Thillon is drawing all Paris. Hugo determines

to make one great stroke more for the public atten-

tion, and writes ' Les Burgraves.' ' Les Burgi-aves ' is

an entirely new style of drama, of large grandiose

outlines, dealing with the half-legendary times of

baronial wars under Barbarossa. There are great

epic figures of the Emperor, and gigantic patriarchal

counts of the Ehine, difficult to make lifelike to

a Parisian audience. ' Les Burgraves,' represented

March 1843, is not a success. " Beautiful," writes

Jules Janin in the ' D^bats,' which is bound to praise,

" but above all, solemn." " In good French," adds

Sainte-Beuve, commenting on the other's judgment,

" wearisome."

A great actress, too, is making the classic drama

popular again,—Mademoiselle Eachel, whose grand

style kept alive for eighteen years the taste for
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classic tragedy, and was the cause, according to

Gautier, of the failure of the Eomantic school to

develop successfully the new drama in France—an

opinion which is surely not worth noticing, except

as reflecting in a small way the contemporary chatter

of the journals on such subjects. Old French tragedy,

then, is being revived with great success.

About this time, too, a young and unknown man
from the provinces arrives in Paris with a tragedy,

' Lucrfece,' modelled somewhat on the severer style

of the old French dramatists, and without a preface,

as Sainte-Beuve maliciously remarks. ' Lucr^ce ' is

played six weeks after ' Les Burgraves ' with com-

plete success. Every one deserts Hugo for Ponsard,

and the young provincial is dined and feasted every-

where till he is in danger of losing his head.

Corneille come again—Corneille retrouv6—is the

word in the salons; and even Cousin proposes that

the Academy's prize for the best tragedy, a prize

which had been long in abeyance, should be awarded

to the new dramatist. The French esprit exhales

itself in epigrams against the Eomanticists. " G'est

une rentrde dans la langue Frangaise " (a return to

the French language) is the contribution of M. de

Barante. Even Sainte-Beuve, not given to overflow-

ing, judges the new drama to be " a noble return to

the severer muses." E"or, on the other side, are the

Eomanticists behind in witticisms. " G'est du style vielli,"

pronounces De Vigny ;
" il mirite un accessit." Nothing

but Eoman and Greek tragedies wlU take just now
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with a public tired of the extravagances of the new

school, and somewhat debilitated with sensations.

Classic tragedy accordingly conies in floods from

Madame de Girardin, Latour, and others. Some of

the Eomantic writers even attempt a sort of counter-

classicism, a revival of the real old Greek tragedy.

MM. Vacquerie and Meurice, close friends of Hugo,

translate the ' Antigone,' of Sophocles for the theatre,

and have also their fortnight's success. The wind

blows towards Greece for the quarter of the hour,

reports Sainte-Beuve to his Swiss editor. That clear-

judging critic, with his spiritual cynicism, looks some-

what contemptuously at the frothy state of literature

in these days ; and his notices to the ' Eevue Suisse

'

bristle with sarcasms. He dislikes the Eomantic school

for its extravagance and want of measure, and finds

the neo-classics dull and wanting in original force.

" Exoriare aliquis," he sighs, If some one would

arise

!

But the great success in these days is neither Hugo

nor Ponsard, but Eugene Sue, who is at present pub-

lishing his ' Mysteries of_ P^aris.' The ' Mysteries ' have

an immense vogue, not only in Paris but in the pro-

vinces. All literary reputations are for the time over-

shadowed by that of Sue. Parisian society, especially

the feminine part of it, seems to divide its attention

between the feuilleton where Sue's novel appears, and

the great criminal trials, the process Danon-Cadot or

the process Lacoste, the subject-matter in both being

much akin, and the style in the hands of a good
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advocate not dissimilar. " Oil va tout cela ? " asks

Sainte-Beuve. " Wliat is all that to come to ?

"

Such is the temporary enviroument of the literary

man in Paris at this time, in a high degree frothy and

insignificant, as indeed most environments regarded in

their temporary aspects are. Voyaging in such lati-

tudes, Hugo had need of less sensitivity to immediate

public opinion, of more regard for his eternal surround-

ings, and less for those of the hour. Otherwise, what

fate is before him, strong as he is, but to be the prey

of that nausea and relaxation of spirit which have

overtaken all the finer spirits in these times ? Even

Sainte-Beuve, by nature somewhat of a caterer for the

tastes of the hour, and collector of salon criticisms,

has at bottom too good instincts to live without protest

in this atmosphere, and is finally constrained to wrap

himself up in a sort of artistic cynicism or indifference.

His life may go with the current, but his fine judg-

ment and critical candour would look beyond to the

greater horizons.

Hugo, then, yielding to a pressure which came

from various quarters, began to take refuge in the

thought of a political career, supplemented by steady

routine work in his chair at the Academy ; for he

is a man of much energy, and must always be oc-

cupied. He had been made an Academician in 1841,

and four years later Louis Philippe made him a peer

of France, so that the Tribune now lay open to him,

and, as Madame Hugo says in ' Hugo Eacont^' a new

existence.
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CHAPTER I.

LITEKAKY POLITICIANS IN FRANCE—CHATEAUBRIAND—LAMAR-

TINB—HUGO AS POLITICIAN—FATE AND TENDENCY.

In these days the leaders of Prench literature seem to

be smitten with a general craving for political distinc-

tion and the triumphs of the Tribune. The destruction

of the old political fabric by a series of revolutions had

opened up avenues by which men of a popular talent

in oratory or literature might easily reach the highest

of&ces of state, or wield, outside of the ministries,

an immense political power throughout the country.

Things had drifted out of the old grooves before new

channels had been fixed for them. It was a time of

transition, when the barriers mostly of usage and

tradition that separate the different routes of ambition

scarcely existed. More than that, it was a time of

struggle and experimental effort, when every strong

element in the national life seemed called upon to

assist directly in a new unification of political ele-

ments. The old ruling caste had been broken, and the

new class of professional parliamentary politicians had
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not yet an organisation and a body of traditions which

could command the respect of the nation. Hence

every man who had in any path won a distinction

which could give his opinions weight with the people

was of exceptional value to the Government. In the

absence of a strong and purely professional class of

statesmen, the best elements from the legal profession,

from literature, from science, from the university, from

the financial circles, were drawn into the political

world. Thus of the three great names in the literature

of this period—Chateaubriand, Lamartine, and Hugo

—

it was the fate of each to become successively conspic-

uous in the political history of their time.

Chateaubriand had been the first to seek in a grdat

literary talent a means of political advancement—^to

make it, in fact, the basis of a political career. Even

under the first Napoleon it had speedily won for him

a diplomatic position ; but he was not long in discov-

ering that under the military despotism of the First

Empire a literary man had only a very secondary part

to play, and the unjustifiable execution of the Due

d'Enghien gave him an opportunity of deserting with

all the honours. In the very nick of time, when it

was essential to popularise the Eestoration in France,

he had published a pamphlet, ' Bonaparte and the

Bourbons,' in which he exhausted all the resources of

irony and sarcasm in describing the first revolution-

aries, " that mob of half-naked kings, in all the dirt

and debasement of indigence, deformed and distorted

by their work, with no virtue to recommend them but
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the insolence of misery and the pride of rags. But

they at least," he continues, " had the semblance of

noble ends in their cause, of which even the pretension

was wanting to the despotism of Napoleon. . . .

We only accepted the Empire because we were ashamed

to recall the son of St Louis." Louis XVII., judiciously

overlooking previous fugitive pieces from Chateau-

briand in a different strain, pronounced the pamphlet

to be worth an army, and when he ascended the throne

appointed the author ambassador to Sweden. Until

1824, when he was Minister under Charles X., he con-

tinued a pure Eoyalist; but when his restless vanity

and disregard of anything but his own interests as

a figure in the political world made his dismission a

necessity, his attitude through the years that followed

took every shade of political opinion. After the Eev-

olution of July had sent the elder branch of the

Bourbons into exile, while he continued formally to

acknowledge the son of the Duchesse de Berry as his

king, he sought popularity by intimate alliances with

the leaders of Constitutional or even Eepublican and

Democratic parties. He had been successively a sup-

porter of the Empire, an ultra-Monarchist, a Constitu-

tionalist on the side of the king, a Liberal on the side

of the people, and in these times has a sort of illicit

connection with the Democrats, holding mysterious

conclaves with Lamennais and B^ranger. He pays

visits, however, to " his king " in London all the same.

He died a few years later, just at the Eevolution of '48,

a restless, discontented, vainglorious man, who had

L
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dissolved the fine genius within him in a series of bril-

liant but unsubstantial performances. He was, however,

perhaps the best writer of French prose in these later

times,—in his earlier works of a style at once simple

and majestic, mostly surpassing the matter—the mark

of an ill-regulated talent which went to waste with

the years.

Between the career of Chateaubriand and that of

Lamartine there is in general outline a considerable

resemblance. Like the older author, a great work,

' Les Meditations,' produced at the commencement of

his career, and never surpassed by later efforts, had

made his reputation, and gained for him an auspicious-

entrance into the diplomatic world, where his pro-

motion was rapid. Like his predecessor, also, a sort

of satiety of emotions and experiences in European

society seems to have driven him to travels in the

East in search of new colours and forms of Hfe. On

his return he commenced to take a prominent part in

politics, mostly in opposition to the frigid constitu-

tionalism of Guizot, and the policy of repression and

resistance. In these times he is much heard of in

letters and pamphlets, tribune orations and public

addresses—is advocating a great scheme of a journal

of the masses, in whom he at present thinks lies the

true moral power of the nation. He was of a loyal,

generous spirit—extravagant rather in his language

and methods than in his aims—more sincere and

chivalrous in his relations than Chateaubriand, though,

like him, aiming always too much at making a figure
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in grand situations,—a constitutional Monarchist by

principle, but popularly inclined by his sympathies

with a people susceptible to oratory. For Lamartine

is a great orator—perhaps one of the greatest in im-

provising talent. He has a marvellous eloquence,

ready for all occasions—marvellous in its power of

solving or evading for the time all difi&culties, of

soothing all susceptibilities, of holding forth hopes

and flattering ideals, of tracing grand programmes and

ennobling expedients of the day by presenting them

under the outlines of a great policy which is to recon-

cile the ideal with the real, dignity with expediency,

—the utterance of a highly sympathetic nature which

instinctively seeks to satisfy every clamouring and

agitated interest as far as speech can satisfy it.

Drawn rapidly by the popularity he had so long

courted into the Eevolution of 1848, Lamartine went

to bed one day a professed Monarchist, and re-entered

it the next a Eepublican leader. During the stormy

months that followed, he made a conspicuous iigure

as a sort of mob-orator for the Provisional Government.

But his popularity was short-lived, none of the great

parties feeling sure that their particular interests were

safe in his hands ; and after an unsuccessful candida-

ture for the Presidency of the Eepublie in 1851, when

there were but 8000 votes in his favour against the

hundreds of thousands registered for Louis Napoleon,

he withdrew from public affairs, to end his brilliant

career in poverty, and what for him was obhvion.

He had the bitter fate, says a French writer, to see his
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part finish before his life

—

"de finir avant de mourir."

Sainte-Beuve describes these literary politicians wittily,

and not without truth, as " geniuses out of work, who

take to politics when their youth is gone, and become

illustrious citizens for want of something better to do."

" Accordingly," he says, " they seek, before all, emotions

and rdles."

As for Hugo, who, third of the great literary chiefs

of France, entered the political arena, we must keep

in mind that it was only after a long and absorbing

career in literature, and when he seemed to have

worked out and exhausted all the impulses at the

root of his literary activity, that he thought of throw-

ing himself into the war of politics. Years ago, when

Abb^ Fraysinous had sought to engage him on the

side of the Clerical party, his answer had been a clear

and resolute No. " Me vero primuni dulces ante omnia

Musce." If he seeks the other sphere now, it is, as we

have seen, largely owing to that defect in his training

and culture which makes him unable to find new

veins of thought, new ideals for inspiration, unless in

close contact with the actual life around him. The

want of the philosophical element in him had made

him unusually dependent on his surroundings. To the

last his conceptions have difficulty in getting beyond

the currents of Parisian life, the circle of Parisian

thought, Parisian interests, Parisian philosophy of the

world's doings. His work is in great part a large

idealisation of the Arc de Triomphe, of Notre Dame,

of Parisian politics, the salon, and the boulevard
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theatres, and the part he himself plays in all that.

It is fortunate for him that these are mostly important

elements in European civilisation, otherwise we should

have had but chronicles of the parish.

For the career of an active politician, however,

Hugo's qualifications were evidently not of the best.

He appears not to have sufficiently considered the dif-

ference between the audience which listens, in its calm

and reflective moods, to the written speech of the poet,

and that which, racked by contending interests, and

fully alive only to the immediate and practical issues

of questions, awaits the orator at the tribune or public

platform. Paris was not the best place to teach him the

distinction between the silent but profound approbation

of the one, and the tumultuary applause of the other.

There have been poets who would have been able

statesmen, because they could have readUy altered their

speech and methods, and even shifted the plane of

their thoughts, to suit the difference of their situation.

But Hugo carries into the one arena all the arts and

methods wliich he has learned in the other. He be-

comes involved in the ordinary ambitions and interests

of the day, but he still speaks with the accents of one

delivering oracles, and believes liimself inviolable as a

priest of Apollo. He has nothing of that prudent re-

serve in which ordinary men, who deal with others as

antagonists and rivals, learn to intrench themselves

;

he has nothing of their hardly learned science in pur-

suing ends by the indirect line that leads safely through

the conflicting interests, the jealousy and opposition, of
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others. That unguarded style of self-dilation which

he has acquired in literature, may be pardoned in the

poet, but becomes foolishness in the politician. He
wants patience, and is eminently incapable of seeing

things from any point of view but his own—and his

own is generally of that aspiring kind which needs

skilful presentation before a practical assembly. He
had, it is true, those great qualities which will gain for

their possessor distinction and even authority any-

where. Intellectual resources of an uncommon kind,

sincerity, fidelity to his principles, and indomitable

persistency, were his ; but, for the arena which he had

chosen, his defects outweighed his virtues—and Hugo

was never able to make any figure as a practical poli-

tician. For such a man there may be a field in poli-

tics, but it is assuredly not the parliamentary one. It

is a higher. He may, as Mazzini did, keep alive in

times of depression the better traditions of his coun-

try: from his independent station he may influence

and raise its destinies more securely than if he were

in the trammels of office; but he will never govern

Ministries or political assemblies.

Such, indeed, in the end, was the destiny in store for

Hugo. His life, which at present hangs problematical

between conflicting tendencies,—almost, we might say,

without a central impulse or aspiration strong enough

to make it productive,—found, after ten long years of

waiting, a work which called forth all its reserves of

strength and capacity—which reconciled its diverse

and apparently incompatible demands, and set it in a
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great light before all Europe. The events of 1851,

which tested so severely all the elements of French

society, found Hugo ready to cast in his lot with the

persecuted remnant that for the time represented

what of truth and courage was left in France. He
had his reward. From the time that he chose his

side, his genius took a higher wing. His new position

sundered him at once from all the weaker and worse

influences of the Parisian world. It concentrated his

energies and his ambition. It gave him the stimu-

lus and supplied him with the materials which he

required; and in the later period of his career he

became, by the simple fact of his having followed the

truth without compromise, the poet, not of Paris or

France alone, but of popular effort and aspiration all

over Europe. In such matters there is a guidance by

faith and intuition, which is at least as good as the

guidance by reason. Had he calculated the effect on

his life of his adhesion to the party of protest against

the Second Empire as deeply as Goethe would have

done in the same situation, he could assuredly have

done nothing that would have contributed more to his

development or to the satisfaction of his highest am-

bitions ; and he might very probably have done that

which would have contributed less:

—

omroTe Tav Aios ap^iovCav

OvaTwv Trapeiiacri BovXat.
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CHAPTER 11.

POLITICAL SURVEY—THE BOURGEOISIE AND SOCIAL PEOBLEMS

—HUGO'S ATTITUDE.

At this stage in Hugo's life, where it is evidently

drifting rapidly towards the troubled waters of poli-

tics, it may be well to glance at the historical sequence

of events in France, and note the condition at which

they are arriving.

In the month of July 1830, Hugo had been quietly

working at his novel of ' Notre Dame,' when the

sound of the tocsin and the rumble of artillery-wag-

gons on the streets told him that revolution was once

more abroad in Paris. For a day his house was

blockaded by the military arrangements of the com-

batants. On the next the soldiers retired before the

revolutionaries, and Charles X. slowly and reluctantly

took his way into exile, while the representative of

the younger branch of the Bourbons was preparing to

take his seat on the vacant throne.

The rough work of that revolution had been done

by the democratic bands from the faubourgs, but the
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fruits were gathered by the leaders of the bourgeoisie.

These latter had been incensed enough by the aristo-

cratic domination of M. de Villele to give the rising

their support, but on its successful termination they

were somewhat alarmed at the inauspicious ease with

which a revolution could be effected. They had beaten

the aristocrats, but they felt they had given the demo-

crats a lesson and an example in revolution. " Moi

aussi," said M. Eoyer-Collard, "je suis des victorieux,

triste parmi les victorieux." They were therefore

more than ever determined to maintain the charter

under which the elder dynasty had ruled, and the

balance of political power which it made between the

various classes in the State, with as little change as

possible. They had no love for Eepublican ideals.

They were mostly men who, like Eoyer-Collard and

Guizot, admired the constitution of England, and the

balance of political power wliich held its ground there.

In calling Louis Philippe to the throne, they did not

appeal to the popular suffrage—a step which would

have given the new monarchy a character which they

particularly wished to avoid—but arbitrarily selected

him by agreement amongst themselves. The policy

of their Ministries therefore became, especially under

Casimir P^rier and Guizot, a policy of resistance and

repression, as it was called—that is, of resistance to

all ideas of social and political development, and of

severe repression of any movements in favour of the

same,—a policy of immobility.

The contest which terminated in the Eevolution of
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July had been one between the interests and pride of

the aristocracy and the interests and pride of the

bourgeoisie ; and when the latter had won the victory,

they were not disposed to make any changes which

would encroach on their political power as a class.

pCo develop an educational system outside of priestly

influence ; to secure for the various middle-class pro-

fessions—for lawyers, journalists, and merchants—the

leading part in the government of the nation ; to foster

the interests of the great commercial circles from

which they drew the majority of their supporters ; to

develop and liberalise the university, the legal pro-

fession, the Bourse, and all other great seminaria of

their class,—these were the natural and in themselves

laudable instincts of the bourgeoisie Ministries. But

these form but a single plane of the national interests.

Within, there was the question of social development,

bringing with it many other questions affecting the

economical and industrial interests of the country,

and seriously threatening in particular the favourite

middle-class doctrine of unlimited competition. With-

out, there was the great question of international rela-

tions, of the attitude which France was to take amongst

the nations of Europe, and where she was to throw

the weight of her sympathy, her diplomatic influence,

and, if need were, her military power, amidst the

conflicting interests of dynasties, races struggling for

unity, insurgent populations. Monarchical and Eepub-

lican parties. Both of these were questions with

which a Government which saw all things from the
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standpoint of the interests of the bourgeoisie was ill

fitted to deal. The first it met by a blind policy of

resistance and repression ; to evade the second, it in-

vented or borrowed the principle of non-intervention,

which was merely a cover for a loose and somewhat

timid opportunism in foreign affairs. In the higher

sphere of statesmanship the bourgeoisie Governments

—which, after all, are the best we can have in these

times—have not yet got beyond a disguised material-

ism. They lack principle and character. They initi-

ate nothing, but are ready to make compromises with

everything that establishes itself.

For a time our poet seems to have conceived high

hopes of the new Government. In the poem to

" Young France,'' written a fortnight after the events

of the Three Days, he hails "un siiclepur et pacifique"—
a pure and peaceful age—and a magnificent future for

France, as the leader of political and social develop-

ment in Europe. But these illusions were soon to

pass away. What Eepublican writers call the narrow

views, the selfish instincts, the policy at once timorous

and tyrannical of the new Government, soon became

apparent, and in 1832 we find Hugo saying that "it

is profoundly sad to see how the Government of July

is ending

—

niulier formosa swperne." From that utter-

ance, however, something is to be deducted, it having

been made in a moment of irritation caused by the

suppression of 'Le Eoi s'amuse.' But throughout

Hugo's writings other evidences of dissatisfaction are

not wanting. In the war of factions and party in-
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terests
—

" a chaos without rays," as he describes them

—he does not find reason to side heartily with any.

He sees the blindness of the ruling politicians, the

inutility of their constitutional cries, in face of the

greater social problems that seek solution. In the

preface to his 'Philosophical Eeflections,' written in

1834, he touches the centre of the matter when he

says, if he were a politician he would commence by

demanding one thing, the substitution of social for

political questions. He marks the selfishness of the

governing class, absorbed in amassing riches—of their

leaders, lost in a struggle of personal ambitions and

rivalries.

" Givers of place," he cries, " receivers of place,

petitioners for place, and retainers of place. ... It is

a pity to see all these people who put a tricoloured

cockade round their domestic pot. Hazard and in-

intrigue, coterie and lottery." They are doing little,

he thinks, to meet the needs of the ever-increasing

masses in the way of education, discipline, and a bet-

ter social life. To the brilliant assembly that dances

away the midnight hours at the State balls of the

Hotel de Ville he recalls the other face of Parisian

life, the dark faubourgs lying forgotten in their

indigence and misery.

But neither is he an uncompromising supporter of

the clubs and the democrats. He fears the fierce

excesses of that hydra of the dens of Paris, were it to

raise its hundred heads again in the streets. He
dreads to hear amidst these continual struggles the
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drum of the dmeutier, the insurrectionist, sounding

through the city, to be surely answered by the volleys

of the Ministry's cannon. The doubtful elements in

the democratic party make as yet a strong impression

on his mind. Among its representatives there are

still some foolish enough to speak as if they were

equally hostile to culture and morality in general as

they are to Pope and King, and who seem to make of

it, as Hugo somewhat bitterly said in one of his earlier

writings, " a war of all those who have neither money,

nor ideas, nor virtue, against all who have any of the

three." The time he considers to be one of transition,

of preparation for a repubhc which shall be a defin-

ite social construction, and not a mere political form.

In the meantime he "conscientiously accepts Louis

Philippe as his king."^

Hugo may thus be considered at this date as a sort

of constitutional Monarchist, such as there are at

present many in France,—a constitutional Monarchist

until some better form become possible.

^ Vide 'Hugo Racont^' and 'Journal d'un R^volutionnaire.'
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CHAPTEE in.

THE MONARCHY OF LOUIS PHILIPPE—GUIZOT

—

BOURGEOISIE

DOMINATION.

From the beginning it was improbable that the

monarchy of Louis Philippe should take any deep

root in the national life. A king who was formally

presented to his people by Lafayette as the best form of

a republic (voici la meilleure ripuhlique !), and apolo-

gised for by Thiers as a " roi qui r^gne mais ne gouverne

pas" (a king who reigns but does not govern), must

have seemed somewhat of a mockery even to himself.

It was a monarchy poised between contending factions

and classes in the State. It could not look for support

to the ancient traditions of kingship, now iudeed well-

nigh extinct ; and the conduct of its political advisers,

so far from strengthening or extending the popular

element in it, drew it into bitter conilict with all the

ideas represented by the progressive and Eepublican

parties. It stood for no great principle or tendency

with which the French nation could identify itself.

Its theory and its practice were steadily opposed even
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to the most moderate opinions of the party whose

energetic action had paved the way for its establish-

ment. The workmen who fought in the Eevolution of

July at the Porte St Denis and the Marchd des Inno-

cents; were led by journalists and politicians who

taught them to cry " Vive la Charte ! " but they under-

stood little of the issues that lay in that cry. It was

the sight of the tricolour, the old pride of imperial

France, and the vague hope of better times, that

brought the Faubourg St Antoine to the help of the

alarmed middle class whose interests were in danger

;

and when the men in blouses had done their work,

they were sent back to their dens, and a great era of

trade and finance, of colossal fortunes and parlia-

mentary rule for the middle class, began.

The weakness of the origin and position of the new

Government was felt equally in its home and foreign

policy. In the latter, the action of the Ministers was

dictated by dynastic considerations which pressed hard

upon Louis Philippe. He had to purchase, by diplo-

matic concessions, the support of England, and to

manage the scarcely veiled hostility of the autocratic

Powers. Hence, to a nation which regarded itself as

having a mission to support the sacred ideas of Liberty

and Progress wherever they appeared in Europe, the

timorous foreign policy of the Government, and its

rather ignoble application of the principle of non-

intervention, were disappointing. The EepubHcans

chafed angrily at Belgium lost to French influence

and to the roll of European republics; at the treat-
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ment of the Spanish insurgents ; at the abandonment

of Italy—delivered, said Garnier Pag^s, expiring to a

congress of diplomatists ; and Frenchmen of all parties

felt humbled when Poland fell, unsupported in her last

desperate struggle against the Eussian autocrat. Por,

in spite of all her errors, the support of Prance, even

if it go no further than sympathy, is a strength to

every suffering cause in Europe ; and in one way or

other that fact has always found an expression in the

best Prenchmen. "Dors, ma Pologne,',' Lamennais

sang in his dithyrambic prose, " en ce qn'ils appellent ta

tonibe! Moi,je sais que c'est ton herceau."^

The task of governing Prance was indeed at this

time a difficult one, and the ablest statesman might

have failed to satisfy the democratic party in the

matter of government and reform ; but the man who

in the last years of Louis Philippe's reign guided the

policy of the State, was not in the least disposed to

try. In Guizot the policy of resistance and repression

found its ablest representative. Of grave and sober

character, given to serious studies of the constitutional

historical kind, and disposed always to appeal to the

practical and moderate instincts in men, the char-

acter of Guizot has an appearance of solidity which

contrasts favourably with the excitement and ex-

travagance of many of the men around him. But

beneath an exterior ordinarily calm and prudently

disposed, there lay more egotism and vanity, and a

1 " Sleep, my Poland, in what they call thy tomb
;

But I, I know it is thy cradle."
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more bitter depth of prejudice, than are often found in

demonstrative types of men. The prejudices and pas-

sions which were not allowed to colour his style and

language, sat none the less enthroned in his heart, and

directed his thought and action. With inflexible dog-

matism he was bent upon working out one kind of

balance of forces in the State, when the real centre of

social power demanded another. His intellect—^keen,

clear, and precise— could distinguish the external

political aspects of things, and classify them with

great ability, but was feeble in dealing with the more

undefined moral and social forces which underlie them.

Hence he was a better commentator on remote ages

than those nearer his own. His knowledge of pohtical

solutions and equilibriums in the history of the past,

seems to have helped to make him slight ideas which

were not fully represented there. In these trying

times he sits intrenched behind a fortress of historical

learning, like the Professor of History that he was,

blind to new needs, impregnable to new demands,—

a

man of integrity, capacity, and culture beyond most

politicians, but hopelessly out of sympathy with the

great forces around him. Sceptical Sainte-Beuve and

republican Caussidi^re alike pronounce him the Minis-

ter the most antipathetic to the national spirit that

France has ever had.

Does the cry go that France is in danger of a hour-

geoisie domination ? Guizot searches his historical re-

pertory, and comes forward with his reply. It needs, he

reasons, a conquest of force or faith to found a dominant

M
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class : the history of all times and peoples proves it.

But the bourgeoisie is capable of neither kind of con-

quest; therefore it cannot found a dominant class.

In short, the reasoning here is simply, to use his

own formula, " I'histoire n'offre pas d'example '' (history

has no instance of such). But what shall we say of

the power of money and monetary interests—of the

careful infiltration into the nation, through bourgeois

professors, jurisconsults, litUrateurs, of economical

and social ideas, which are certainly not distinctive

either of the aristocracy, or the Church, or the pro-

letariat in France, but in many ways opposed, or

believed to be opposed, to the interests of each of

these ? In whose hands does the electoral law of

1817 put the political power ? Whose interests rule

in all these great institutions which form and guide

the public opinion? Indeed, at this time France is

governed mainly by three professors—Guizot, VUle-

main, and Cousin. The university, the colleges, the

Academy—philosophy and grave literature—internal

and external departments of State—are all much

under their influence, and partly under their actual

sway. Where does the centre of all that power, be it

neither a conquest of force nor of faith, lie? What

occult power is it that excludes on the one side men

like Lacordaire and Eavignan, and on the other men

like Lamennais and Comte, from all titular authority

in the education of the nation, and makes them

wandering, and in the case of the latter irresponsi-

ble, disseminators of thought? It is doubtless an
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opinion that their teaching goes beyond the safe line

of a public instructor. Guizot speaks in severe lan-

guage of the immorality of Comte's ideas on the

occasion of the latter having come to him to propose

a public chair for a general history of the sciences.^

But the opinion that excludes men of all these types is

distinctive neither of the aristocracy who would readily

install the one class, nor of the lower classes who would

readily install the other. It is really a mark of the

fact that middle-class ideas and ends rule in our

educational system and institutions, as they rule in

the legal and financial worlds—and to such an extent

that we can scarcely now conceive of these as exist-

ing under other ideas. It was not a middle-class

Government that made Goethe a Privy Councillor, or

gave Fichte a Chair, or offered one to Spinoza. A
middle-class Government would be incapable of such

doings. The domination of the bourgeoisie has its good

side—civilisation owes much to it; but it is none

the less a domination more subtle and far-reaching

than the domination of either kings or aristocracies

has ever been in Western Europe.

^ Guizot's Memoirs, vol. iii.
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CHAPTEE IV.

THE CHURCH AND THE CONSERVATIVE BOURGEOISIE—PROGRESSIVE

POLITICIANS—PARLIAMENTARY DIPFICDLTIES—THE REPUB-

LICAN AND RADICAL FORCES—BLANQUI, PROUDHON, LAMEN-

NAIS, ETC.

In the France of this time, however, rule according

to the exclusive ideas of a bourgeoisie, as conceived

by Guizot, is not an easy matter. On every side the

Government has to keep at bay hostile forces, which

represent ideals more or less at variance with the

policy of the juste milieu, or " golden mean," favoured

by the Ministers. Catholicism in its hierarchy holds

somewhat aloof, and sells its neutrality dear. It has

no great esteem for the official religion of Cousin, and

protests in a quiet but persistent way against the

limitations which the doctrinaires would put upon its

authority. At heart it looks upon them as a milder

species of free-thinkers. Lacordaire, in his letters to

Madame Swetchine, expresses the higher Catholic

opinion when he describes them as "a Government

whose men and principles are ambiguous, and mingle

a drop of poison in almost everything." Legitimism
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also, led by the eloquent Berryer—one of those

orators whom God sends to console a lost cause, says

a Eepublican writer—^has not quite forgiven its defeat,

and makes dashes now and again, though without

real hope of victory.

But the chief danger lay in the growing strength of

the Eadical parties,—parties who could scarcely be said

to agree in much else than in their common doctrine

of the " sovereignty of the people," as it was called, in

contrast to the theory of the doctrinaires that the

king's right rested on dynastic inheritance, and al-

though limited by constitutional rights, owed notlxing

of its legality to popular election or sufferance.

Within the Chamber these progressive parties were

represented by a strong cote gauche, or Left Side, led by

Odillon Barrot, Lafitte, and others ; and also by a more

advanced section of Eepublicans, headed by G-arnier

Pagfe and Arago. Between these and the Govern-

ment, the Centre proper, there was the centre gauche, or

Left Centre, where M. Thiers was usually found,—

a

party not differing much in its principles from that of

the Government, but more inclined to make conces-

sions to popular demands, and coalescing sometimes

to the right hand, sometimes to the left. The various

moods of Conservatism ranged themselves on the right

side (cdt4 droit), extending from a section that gave

the Ministry a cordial support, into ever darker shades

of inflexibility and opposition.

That section of the Left wliich really represented

the opinions of the bourgeoisie—the section headed by
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Barrot and Lafitte—were at heart in favour of consti-

tutional government under a monarchy, but they

sought a better representation of popular ideals and

tendencies than Guizot and his party were inclined to

grant. They had not, at least at iirst, shown them-

selves violently disposed against the new rigi'me, but

had been content with demanding from the king a

policy of conciliation

—

"politique de confiance!' This

Louis Philippe, it must be admitted, had done his best

to give them; but the subdivision of the bourgeoisie and

their leaders into different sections, warring more for

place and power than for principles, frustrated all his

efforts. He had tried in vain every kind of Ministry

and every kind of combination, in order to make a

Grovernment strong enough to secure respect. In 1837

he had tried a policy of concession, represented by the

Ministry of M. MoM ; but a coahtion, in which all the

great rival politicians—Guizot, then in the Pdght Cen-

tre, Thiers of the Left Centre, Barrot of the Left Side,

Gamier Pag^s of the Eepublicans, and Berryer of the

Legitimists—were united, had overthrown the Ministry.

Then, after various combinations of Left Centre and

Centre proper, of Left Centre and Left Side, all unable

to make themselves permanent, he tried a Cabinet of

mediocrities under Soult—a Cabinet in which all the

greater politicians were left out, their rivalries (grands

amours propre), as Louis Philippe sadly remarked,

beginning to make all Ministries impossible. This

forlorn expedient could Ul succeed, even temporarily

;

and after trying for a short time a Ministry under M.
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Thiers, with the Left Side as its basis, he again fell

into the hands of M. Guizot—after all, the strongest

man he could get—who at least conducted him with

dignity and a sort of sublime obstinacy to his fall.

In such a condition of parliamentary politics there

was no good augury of stable government for France :

a Chamber majority kept together by fears and tem-

porary interests, by bribes and political shuffling—the

whole a broken crust which the first strong impulse

from below would throw into confusion.

For years the Eepublican party, of little note under

Charles X., had been steadily increasing in numbers

and power. Its force was but poorly represented in

the Chambers ; but outside it comprised men of all

ranks and callings—men of letters, men of science,

journalists, artists, political philosophers, professional

agitators, artisans, and workmen. Above the lowest

revolutionary stratum of the faubourgs, that want and

misery, more than anything else, induced to rise at the

call of the demagogues, there was a mass of higher

workmen, mechanics, artisans, and suchlike, men of

some education and iatelligence, interested in litera-

ture and the sciences, cultured enough to appreciate

and covet the refinements of life which they saw in

the higher grades of society, and inclined, therefore, to

join any movement which they thought would bring

these more easily within their reach—a class danger-

ous to the Government by its mobility and suscepti-

bility, as weU as by the intelligence which it brought

to the rank and file of the advanced Eepublicans.
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Amongst these, too, were to be found men who medi-

tated much on political and social ideals, and whose

action had, as its mainspring, noble even if impracti-

cable ideas of progress and higher civilisation ; and in

their ranks socialistic philosophers of all types—Fou-

rier, Leroux, Proudhon, Louis Blanc—found devoted

followers. Besides these, there lay in another stratum

of society a strong contingent to the Eepubhcan cause,

a miscellaneous host of journalists, professional men,

club-leaders, and practical organisers of all shades and

gradations of political opinion, from fine Eepublicans

like Armand Carrel and Marrast, to Communists and

club-orators like Cabet and Barb^s,—such a collection

of quick-brained, excitable, intelligent political enthu-

siasts as only Paris could produce—men to whom, as

Louis Blanc says, the brilliant intellect, the cynical

wit, and chivalrous contempt of danger which had dis-

tinguished the old French aristocracy, seemed to have

descended. Some there were, however, of grimmer

aspect—the terrible Blanqui, for instance, darkest of

revolutionaries in the eyes of industrious Parisians, a

possible Catiline, hanging, with innumerable forces of

desperadoes from the faubourgs, like a thunder-cloud

over their heads : not so bad as he seems, however,

according to the testimony of more moderate men like

Lamartine.

Above the general mass of revolutionaries, partly

stimulating and controlling it, but occasionally carried

along by its impulsive movement, were men of such

European note as Proudhon, violent in language and
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doctrine, the author of fierce sentences seasoned for

the democratic palate, a disciple after his manner of

the new German logic, the sworn foe of sentiment and

poetry, a thoroughly characteristic type of the earlier

stages of democratic philosophy ; Louis Blanc, of more

culture and training, high-souled, mingling the ideal

with the practical, earnest on the question of the

organisation of labour, and bitter against the doctrine

of unrestricted competition. Here, too, we may count

our old friend Abb6 Lamennais, now become the

apostle of the proletaries. He has grown ever sterner

in his language towards all the dignitaries of the world,

whether they derive from Pope or King—has lost belief

in all the kinds of rule and rulers he sees about him

—

and in these times is especially severe on the plausible

eclecticism of Cousin and the kindred politics of Guizot;

he has lost faith in everything indeed, except in an in-

destructible fund of virtue in " the people,"—a virtue

which he ascribes not to any exceptional humanity in

them, but simply to their position. " Classe exploitante

et classe exploited " he cries, as he looks upon the social

organisation. So thought Luther as he rode through

the forests atWartburg: " Hounds and hares ! " But

Luther did not attempt to make that synthesis of the

doctrines of Christianity and social organisation, the

want of which Lamennais regards as the main defect

in the constitutions of Europe, and has set himself to

supply.

Such were the nature and extent of the forces which

made the Eevolution of 1848 possible. The Govern-
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ment of the Conservative hourgeoisie, wanting the sup-

port both of the ideas of the Church and the aristocracy,

and those of the Liberal and progressive parties, had no

foundation in the national life; and when the emergency

came, it naturally lacked that confidence in itself and

its principles which alone can inspire a representative

Government to vigorous and decisive measures. On the

one side is a blind, and latterly vacillating, policy of

resistance; on the other, a combination of interests

which, opposite as they were, had been equally vexed

and irritated ; and below all, an impulsive democracy

working up gradually for a storm under the winds of

wild doctrine, which orators of all kinds, from Lamen-

nais to Blanqui, are letting loose upon it. Yet Guizot

still thinks that if the 'bourgeois and the gentilshommes

—the middle class and the nobility—could unite their

forces, there were an end of revolutions, but has to

admit that the jealousy of his ordinary bourgeois

followers is too great to make that combination

possible.^

^ See Guizot's Memoirs.
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CHAPTER V.

REVOLUTION OF PBBRUAEY— THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT
AND THE "patriots"— LAMARTINE'S ELOQUENCE—' L'^V^-

NEMENT.'

In February 1848 the storm which prescient eyes had

seen gathering burst suddenly enough upon the Or-

leans dynasty, and the monarchy of Louis Philippe,

which had had the support of none of the great forces

that give long life to institutions, went almost unde-

fended to the ground. As in the Eevolution of July

1830, the work at the barricades was done by the lower

masses of Eepublicans ; and now, as then, when the

victory was gained, that portion of the bourgeoisie

which had united its forces with the Democrats found

themselves in a somewhat embarrassing situation.

But this time the Republicans were more on the alert

to secure the fruits of victory ; and Thiers, Barrot, and

other leaders of the constitutional opposition, who at

first thought, when Guizot resigned, that they had over-

thrown the Ministry while preserving the constitution,

found that the democratic forces were beyond their

control. Paris continued barricading, and the spirit of
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the insurgents increased, till all hope of saving the

dynasty was at an end ; and the Eoyal family, with the

terrible traditions of the first Eevolution in their minds,

fled the country—Louis Philippe to England, and the

Duchess of Orleans with her children across the Ehine

to Ems. A Provisional Government was then estab-

lished, in which Lamartine and Gamier Pages, Ledru-

EoUin and Caussidifere, represented various shades of

Eepublican opinion. Then in its turn the new Govern-

ment began to experience the difficulty of satisfying

the often extravagant and impracticable hopes which

the success of the insurrection had excited amongst the

extreme parties. The club-leaders aspired to rule the

situation; democratic and socialistic agitators, from

all parts of France, hurried to the capital to reinforce,

by their presence and harangues, the elements of insur-

rection— stormy petrels shrieking in the wind, and

dipping their wings joyously in the rising billows of

revolution. Patriots and apostles of liberty from every

country of Europe—Germans, Poles, Italians, Irishmen

—appeared in Paris to supportthe claims of their respec-

tive nations. Excited deputations from the clubs and

the workmen come to harangue the members of the

Government in the midst of their official work ; occa-

sionally, too, ragged St Antoine itself, distrustful of all

leadership, streams through the streets, fiercely and

iuarticulately tumultuous, to do its own mission to the

statesmen at the Hotel de Ville. It was in these days

that Lamartine became, for a short time, a conspicuous

figure in political history. As Minister of Foreign
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Affairs in the Provisional Government, he had the

difficult task of soothing the distressed patriots from

.oppressed nationalities, and their sympathising friends

in France, on the subject of the international relations

between the new representatives of France and the

other Governments of Europe. In general, indeed, his

eloquence was the only weapon which the Provisional

Government in its earlier days possessed to disarm the

tumultuous congregations of Democrats that daily

threatened to disturb the security of the new order

of things. But the steadier forces of the nation soon

began to make their power felt. The National Guard

rallied firmly to the support of the moderate party,

and order was maintained till the general election for

the National Assembly on 27th April, when the vast

majority of deputies of moderate and constitutional

opinions put an end to all hopes of domination on the

part of the Socialists and advanced Democrats.

The condition of affairs in 1848 seemed to Hugo a

fit occasion for securing a more prominent position in

politics. He had been elected to the National Assem-

bly as one of the deputies from the department of the

Seine. His votes in that Assembly were those of a

moderate but Liberal politician. His advice to rulers

had constantly been to occupy themselves more with

the actual social condition and requirements of the

masses,—" that great and laborious class where there is

so much courage, so much intelligence, so much patriot-

ism—where there are so many useful germs, and at the

same time such dangerous fermentations." But he
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was opposed to the socialistic programmes for the

organisation of labour, to the national workshops, and

he supported measures against the Eadical clubs. He

did not consider the time ripe for the schemes of the

socialistic reformers ; and while intimating that he had

sympathy with their ideas of progression, and especially

with their championship of oppressed nationalities, he

generally gave his support to the anti - democratic

party, except in such questions as the laws for the

regulation of the press and the abolition of the penalty

of death, on which he had long held advanced opinions.

"With the view of extending his influence, he also

at this time founded a journal (' L'^^v^nement ')

—

amongst the editors of which were his two sons,

Charles and Franqois-Victor ; so that now his polit-

ical opinions had a double expression, at the tribune

and in the press. But notwithstanding his popular-

ity at the elections, Hugo found that he had little

influence with practical politicians. In vain did

' L'Ev6nement ' preach the comprehensive doctrine

that the poet, as a man of the highest faculty, was

equal to all demands, and at least as capable of polit-

ical functions as successful merchants and lawyers.

Hugo was too little of a party man to win the con-

fidence of leaders or followers. But Prance was on

the eve of another revolution, and events were taking

a course which drew him into close alliance with a

party towards whom he had hitherto held an attitude

of reserve, if still of sympathy— the party of the

Democrats. .
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CHAPTEE VI.

louis napoleon made president—the president's ambitions
—Hugo's alliance with the left— orations at the
tribune—the president's allies—preparations—the
COUP D'tTAT.

In 1848, Louis Napoleon, the heir to the traditions of

the Imperial throne, had, under the protection of the

newly founded Eepublic, re-entered France. He had

made a Eepublican profession of faith, and had been

elected to the first Assembly. In a time of doubt and

disorder, the number of his adherents had rapidly in-

creased ; and when the Assembly resolved that a

general vote of the people should substitute a regular

President as head of the Eepublic in place of the tem-

porary dictatorship of Cavaignac, he was one of the

candidates. General Cavaignac and Lamartine were

two of the others. The result of the vote was an im-

mense majority in favour of Louis Napoleon. Lamar-

tine, in particular, seemed to be forgotten, and retired

from public life to console himself by writing a history

of the Eevolution of '48, and the part he played therein,

in a strain of sentimental eloquence and egotism, and
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a somewhat watery vein of patriotism, which make it

a very fair picture of the time and the man.

Louis Napoleon had not been long in office when it

became apparent that his ambitions went beyond a

mere Presidency. A Second Empire began to be spoken

of in certain circles. The political appointments in

Paris and the provinces were filled by Bonapartists

—

a party which till then had made no figure whatever

in politics, but which was being rapidly recruited- by

ambitious and place-hunting politicians of aU kinds.

But the hopes of Napoleon had a sounder basis. In

the provinces and in the army the traditions still

associated with the name counted for something in

his favour; and of still greater value to his cause

were the associations of disorder and anarchy con-

nected with the name of the first Eepublic—^associa-

tions which the injudicious demands of the wilder

Democrats helped to reinforce, and which the Govern-

ment used to discredit the whole body of Republicans.

The hourgeoisie, who feared any tampering with their

trading and financial interests, were inclined to look

sympathetically on the rapidity with which Louis

Napoleon, once seated in the President's chair, had

changed his friendly attitude towards the advanced

Eepublicans into one of determined hostility. They

knew that their immediate interests, at least, would

be safe under his rule ; that the Bourse would be

steadier at the proclamation of the Empire than in

the early days of a Eepublic—which had not quite

got itself into shape. Many, perhaps, would have
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been pleased to see the name of the Eepublic pre-

served ; but it is evident that most were not unwilling

to escape from the difficulties and hazards which

attended its continuation. To such the new Empire

was as much of a compromise as the monarchy of

Louis Philippe had been.

The danger drew all sections of resolute Eepublicans

together. Hugo, who at first—moved probably by

some sentiment of those Napoleonic traditions he had

so often celebrated in song—^had been friendly to the

President, now took his place as one of the most out-

spoken orators of the Left, and unmasked, with all

the resources of his energetic and highly coloured

languagB, the designs entertained by the head of the

Government. The idea of France under such domina-

tion as that of the hero of the Strasbourg adventure

was intolerable to him. The despotism of a really

strong man—of a Frederick the Great or the first

Napoleon—^has always at least something that repays

a nation, because it is strong enough to be real and

sincere in its conduct of the national interests ; but

the despotism of the mediocre, supported by incessant

intrigue and con-uption, is simply a series of degrada-

tions. Hugo's opposition, accordingly, became ever

more bitter ; and his attitude tended to identify him

more and more with the advanced Democrats, who

were the only party in irreconcilable opposition to

the President. In July 1851 his son Charles was

sentenced to six months' imprisonment for advocating

the aboHtion of the penalty of death. In the same
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month the Assembly debated a revision of the con-

stitution, with the view of prolonging the tenure of

the President's office. On that occasion Hugo spoke

for four hours at the tribune. "We give a few pas-

sages from this speech, in which, leaving the narrower

aspects of the question, Hugo combats the real end of

the proposal, and labours to destroy the associations

of Imperial glory which operated so powerfully in

favour of a Second Empire.

"But journals of another colour, which express unquestion-

ably the opinions of the Government, for they are sold in the

streets by privilege to the exclusion of all others—these journals

cry to lis :
' You are right : Legitimacy is impossible—the mon-

archy of divine right and of principle is dead ; but the other,

the monarchy of glory, of empire—that is not only possible, but

necessary.' Such is the language held to us. Let us see. Where

is your glory 1 I seek for it. I look for it around me. Of what

is it composed ?

" M. Lepic. Ask your father.

" Hugo. What are its elements 1 What is it that we have be-

fore our eyes 1 All our liberties waylaid, one after the other,

and garotted ; the universal suffrage betrayed, abandoned, muti-

lated ; socialistic programmes ending in a policy of Jesuits ; for

government an immense intrigue. History will say a conspir-

acy—(lively sensation)—and I know not what underhand under-

standing, which is preparing to manufacture an empire out of a

republic, and which makes five hundred thousand officials a sort

of Bonapartist freemasonry in the midst of the nation ! every

reform adjourned or mocked at; disproportionate taxes, which

burden the people, maintained or re-established ; a state of siege

weighing on five departments ; Paris 'and Lyons put under sur-

veillance ; amnesty refused, transportation aggravated ; groans in

the prisons of Bone, tortures at Belle-Isle ; cells where one would

not leave mattresses to rot, but where men are let rot ; the press

gagged; the jury packed; not enough justice, and far too much
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police; misery below, and anarchy above ; absolutism, repression,

iniquity ! Outside, the corpse of the Koman republic. . . .

The gallows—that is, Austria—erected over Hungary, over Lom-

bardy, over MUan, over Venice ; Sicily given over to fusilades

;

the hope that nationalities had in France destroyed ; the friendly

bond of peoples broken ; everywhere right trampled under foot,

in the north as in the south, at Cassel as at Palermo; a secret

coalition of kings waiting their opportunity; our diplomacy mute,

I will not say in the plot ; one who is always cowardly before

one who is always insolent ; Turkey left without support against

the Czar, and forced to abandon the proscribed ; Kossuth in the

agony of a prison in Asia Minor. That is where we are ! France

hangs her head. Napoleon shivers with shame in his tomb, and

five or six thousand scoundrels cry, Vive I'Empereur/ Is that

what you call your glory, perchance 2 (Sensation and interrup-

tion.)

" No one is thinking of an empire, you cry. I have a habit

of tearing off masks. No one is thinking of an empire, you say.

What do these hired cries of Vive I'Empereur mean then ? Just

a question
—
"Who pays them ? What mean, then, those allusions

to General Changarnier, to pretorians in debauch, which you

applaud ? What do these words of M. Thiers, so applauded by

you, mean

—

The empire is made ? What is the meaning of this

ridiculous and mean soliciting of a prolongation of power ? What
is this prolongation, if you please 1 It is the consulship for life.

And to what does the consulship for life lead ? To the Empire.

There is an intrigue here !—an intrigue, I tell you ! I have the

right to look into it. I will search into it. Come, let us have

light on all that

!

" We must not have France taken by surprise some fine morn-

ing, and finding herself with an emperor without knowing why.
" An emperor ! Let us discuss the pretension a little.

" What ! because there has been a man who gained the battle

of Marengo and who has reigned, you wish to reign, you who
have gained only the sham fight at Sartory ! . . .

"What! after Augustus, Augustulus ! What! because we have

had Napoleon the Great, we must have Napoleon the Little !

"(Left applauds, Eight clamours; inexpressible tumult.)"
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In such manner did Hugo and some determined

deputies of the Left strive against the forces of Ceesar-

ism, which, installed in name of the Eepublic, were

already working for its overthrow. But mere oratori-

cal protests could do little to balance the combination

of interests which the President and his agents were

cleverly bringing into play on the other side. The

support of the high financial circles, the favour of the

army, the command of a host of officials all over the

country, who are, as usual, made the instruments of a

quiet but effective repression of all hostile opinions

and movements—against all that, the Democrats were

not even able to form an alliance with any of the

moderate or Liberal parties. The moneyed classes had

been too much alarmed by the programmes of recon-

struction which the leaders of the advanced party had

promulgated during their short reign, and were per-

haps willing to risk something in the way of Imperial-

ism. Solid periodicals like the 'Eevue des Deux

Mondes,' while hinting their distaste for the " barbar-

ous rule of absolutism," are determined to see no dan-

ger of that in the President's conduct, and are loud in

their praises of the President's good faith : in his new

attitude of extreme opposition to the democratic pro-

grammes, and in his declaration that he will adhere to

the constitution of the Eepublic, the ' Eeview ' finds

" the perfume of a good conscience." Cleverly also did

Louis Bonaparte, while flattering the army at great

reviews, meant to recall the Imperial traditions, soothe,

on the other hand, the susceptibilities of the hourgeoisie
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by occasionally disclaiming the significance of these

Imperial parades, and by showing more than usual

solicitude for the commercial interests. His adherents

were careful to keep alive the " detestable souvenirs

"

of the first Eevolution, and filled the journals with

their expositions. In reality, whatever danger there

had been of a rule of Louis Blanc and the socialists,

had long passed away ; and these attacks, so frequent

in the periodical literature of the time, are merely

meant to scare the bourgeoisie, and serve as covers for

the assault which the President is preparing to make

upon the constitution of the Kepublic. The danger is

now quite of another kind.

Amongst the interests which conceived themselves

endangered by a Eepublican regime, and were therefore

disposed to favour the cause of Imperialism, the Church

held an important place. The Catholic party, and

especially the Jesuits, who, notwithstanding Guizot's

efforts, had been gradually extending their power

under the reign of Louis Philippe, found their influ-

ence seriously threatened by the Eevolution of 1848

;

and a large section of the Catholic clergy and laymen,

readily abandoning the principle of liberty which had

been their watchword under the previous Government,

now gave their support to despotism, with the idea

that its force would be exerted to maintain the waning

influence of the priesthood. On this subject we quote

the words of Montalembert, himself a devoted son of

the Church, and a politician who had long supported her

claims in the long struggle with the secular power :

—
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" The clergy," he says, " and those Catholics who had so long

applauded the independence of his [Lacordaire's] voice, sudden-

ly fell a prey to an unpardonable illusion, and to a prostration

uneKampled in the history of the Church. Names which had

figured in those memorable manifestoes, in which Christian free-

dom was invoked under the shadow of public liberty, suddenly

appeared at the foot of orations and pastorals, which borrowed

the forms of Byzantine adulation in order to greet the mad
dream of an orthodox absolutism. All the cynicism of political

apostasy was acted over again and outdone by the shameful

ranting of the principal organs of public opinion in the press.

. . . They were to be seen crying down all the rights of polit-

ical liberty, loudly calling in force to the assistance of faith,

affirming that the law of God must be forced upon all—lauding

and regretting the Inquisition, declaring the ideal principles of

liberty to be anti-Christian, even civil tolerance to be a crime." ^

Such were the forces which, skilfully managed by

Louis Bonaparte and a group of unscrupulous poli-

ticians, became the foundation of the Second Empire.

But for all the support he received from alarmed

interests, the coup d'6tat was too daring a violation of

the national honour, of the prestige to which France

aspired as the vanguard of liberal ideas in Europe, to

be accomplished with even the semblance of legality.

At the 'very most, the man who had but a short time

ago sworn to protect the constitution of the Eepublic,

could count only on the sombre acquiescence of the

men of conscience and principle who were driven by

the fear of worse disorder to his side.

The President's measures for the overthrow of the

constitution were cunningly taken. The whole enter-

prise was planned and carried out in a thoroughgoing

' Montalembert, ' Vie de Lacordaire.'
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spirit of political cynicism and contempt for the most

ordinary civil rights. Its three leading ideas were :

the corruption of the soldiery, many of the ofBicers

being bought over with money and with promotion at

the expense of their less yielding superiors; the for-

cible repression of the more resolute leaders of the

lourgeoisie, till the time for constitutional opposition

was past; the utter destruction of the Eepublican

party, the only one that was capable of organising

an armed opposition. In one night— that of 2d

December 1851, the anniversary of Austerlitz—the

chiefs of the Democratic and Eoyalist parties, as well

as a number of deputies representing moderate opin-

ions, such as Thiers, Changarnier,i and Cavaignac, were

arrested, and in the morning a decree of the President

declared the National Assembly dissolved. The journals

were suppressed or gagged ; the printing-offices occupied

by soldiers, so that neither protest nor proclamation

on the part of opponents could reach the people. Two

hundred and twenty deputies, mostly members of the

Eight, who gathered in haste at the Mairie of the 10th

Arrondissement to protest, and who decreed unani-

mously the dismission of the President, were dispersed

by soldiers. Eesistance everywhere in Paris and the

provinces was put down in blood. Frenchmen were

transported wholesale as convicts to Cayenne and

Algeria for the crime of defending a constitution which

the President had sworn to uphold. Arbitrary com-

missions of his adherents judged and confiscated, with-

out even a pretence of the ordinary forms of legal
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procedure or authority. The hero of the coup d!itat

had evidently laid to heart Machiavelli's advice to a

usurper, to do all the crimes he had to do at one blow,

so that he might not need to begin anew every day

;

and broke at once—while a crime more or less was of

little consequence—every power that was hostile to

him. A domination equal for a time to that of Sulla

commenced in a country which had considered itself

the freest in Europe: for twenty years, it has been

said, there was no such thing as public opinion in

France.
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CHAPTEE VII.

THE OPPOSITION TO THE COUP D'ETAT—' HISTOIRE D'DN CRIME'

—THE PEELING IN THE FAUBOURGS—THE STRUGGLE—RE-

PRESSION OP THE OPPOSITION—HDGO'S PLIGHT.

The opposition which the coup d'etat had to encoun-

ter was never of a very formidable kind. Of the

representatives, all the generals, the most influential

of the bourgeoisie leaders, the most active of the

Eepublican party, and, in addition, every possible

chief of barricades, had been seized and incarcerated.

The task of organising an active resistance thus fell

upon those members of the Opposition who were left at

liberty because the advisers of the coup d'Staf did not

think it necessary to incur the odium of the imprison-

ment of those who were either not pronounced poli-

ticians, or not known as men of action and capable

organisers. Amongst these, Hugo was one of the

most active, and his name speedily became prominent

at the foot of protests and proclamations which con-

tinued to incite the people to resistance. He has

himself written the history of the struggle in a book,

' L'Histoire d'un Crime,' which is a masterpiece of that
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French prose style which came in with the Eevolution

and the bulletins of Napoleon,—a style somewhat in-

fected with rhetoric and rodomontade, in which the

sublime and the eloquent depend too much upon an

artificial arrangement of pauses and line-spaces, and

the thought is drawn out of shape to pack itself up in

phrases,—a style in which trivial events are recounted

with an emphasis which might become the achieve-

ments of a great army. But a depraved style may

have its merits, especially in such vigorous hands as

those of Hugo. Nay, more—it has generally some

quite peculiar power of representing certain facts and

modes of feeling which are characteristic of the time,

or of some powerful and original mind like that of

Tacitus orCarlyle. The depraved style need be neither

a weak nor a conventional one, and in its artistic re-

sources and power of expression may rank far above

styles which come nearer to the classical standard.

Without going so far, however, as to say that Hugo's

style in ' L'Histoire d'un Crime ' is altogether free from

that conventional depravity which is fatal, we may

yet consider the book as of remarkable merit—a clear

and brilliant account of events,—the narrative, the

action, conversation, and character of the various

figures beiag all given with a light dramatic vivacity,

a dramatic mixture of clearness and tumult, which

render excellently the hasty movement and impro-

vised attitudes of the actors in the struggle of the

couf d'itat.

The hopes of aU those who were opposed to the
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coup d'dtat were placed on a general rising of the

masses. " Will the faubourgis rise ?
" the men of the

Eight demanded of the men of the Left,—the ques-

tion itself betraying something of the hopeless sever-

ance of interests and sympathies between the different

classes which made Louis Bonaparte's enterprise pos-

sible. So, too, many of the iourgeoisie gave up their

arms to bands of workmen assembled for resistance,

and cried Vive la Ripuhlique ! but kept for the most

part prudently within their houses. To stir the fau-

bourgs, then, into action, committees of the most

active members of the Left—on which were Edgar

Quinet, Jules Favre, Victor Hugo, Pelletier, De
Bourges, and others—were formed. In spite of the

vigUance of police agents, a class who seemed to de-

vote themselves very heartily to the service of the

coup d'itat, placards denoimcing the violation of the

constitution, and calling the people to arms, were

posted in the streets. Hugo himself, with character-

istic energy, hurried from quarter to quarter where

barricades were being erected, inspecting, advising,

and encouraging. But from the beginning there was

a general lack of enthusiasm amongst the masses for

this struggle. " Calme profand dans les faubourgs," re-

ports De Bourgesi St Antoine is silent, St Marceau

inert. A few barricades are resolutely defended ; some

notable deaths are recorded—that of Deputy Baudoin

at the barricade Ste Marguerite, and at some other

that of Denis Dussoubs, while heroically haranguing

the soldiery on the opposite side. But in general, the
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history of these affairs is swift dispersion of the barri-

caders before bayonet-charges and grape-shot. At few

barricades is there sufficient preparation either in num-

bers or arms for defence. Hugo visits one where there

are only two men, because, as one of them told him,

there were only two muskets. The faubourgs, it was

clear, were not in a fighting mood, and Hugo has to

confess that, " for the first time in sixty years, Paris,

the city of intelligence, did not seem to understand."

Perhaps it is not wonderful that they did not " un-

derstand." The workmen were still of the same gener-

ation that, three years before, had been shot down in

hundreds " for the sake of public security." You wUl

not readily get a generation to make its crusade twice.

And after all, it was not plain to the workmen where

their actual interests were involved. They heard that

the Eoyalist members were dispersed by military, as

those who hear that a blow has been struck at their

enemies. They heard that Cavaignac, Thiers, Changar-

nier were imprisoned ; but were these not the men wh6

had ruthlessly repressed them in other times ? Be-

sides, did not the placards of Bonaparte tell them that

their electoral disabilities were removed, and universal

suffrage re-established ? It was no wonder then, if, not-

withstanding some private doubts, the groups of work-

men that stood for a while to read the proclamations

of the President, mostly passed silently on their way

without any signs of dissatisfaction. If one in a hun-

dred spoke, says a Eepublican scout, it was to say,

Good!
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From the first, the cooler heads amongst the Eepub-

licans had seen that the situation was a hopeless one.

" You are nursing illusions," said Proudhon to Hugo,

whom he met on the street ;
" the people are taken in,

and will not stir. Bonaparte wiU win. That fudge,

the re-establishment of universal suffrage, has caught

the ninnies. Bonaparte passes for a socialist." Where-

upon follows a dialogue in the later prose style :

—

"{Proudhon.) ' What do you hope for 1
'

' Nothing,' I said.

'And what will you do ?

'

' Everything.'

'Adieu,' he said." 1

Hugo, however, with characteristic intensity of will,

continued to hope, or at least to struggle, till the last.

But the last soon came. On the 4th there was the

massacre at the Boulevard Montmartre, in which eight

hundred were slain—men, women, and children. On

the 5th, over three hundred men were taken at the

barricades or in the surrounding houses, and shot with-

out trial, or even so much as a note taken of their

names. They were buried in Montmartre Cemetery

with their heads above ground, says Hugo (" et qu'on

y enterra la tite dehors"), that their relatives might

know them. The Committee of Insurrection, hunted

from house to house, scarcely knew where they could

assemble. Hugo in particular was a marked man, and

the subject of special consultations at the ifilys^e. On

the 6th the leaders met for the last time, and then

' Histoire d'un Crime.
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dispersed, each to find his way across the frontier as

lie best could. Hugo, indeed, having word of some

intended movement to take place in Belleville, waited

tUl the 12th. But nothing stirred,

—

''rien ne reTnua"

;

and on the 14th he succeeded, not without trouble, in

reaching Brussels, to begin those years of exile which

ended only with the fall of Louis Napoleon.

The retrospect of the struggle which he gives in

' L'Histoire d'un Crime ' is not without its pathos :

—

" Le 3 tout venait a nous, le 5 tout se retira de nous. Ce fut

comme une mer immense qui s'en va. . . . Sombre mardes

du peuple. . . . Le peuple recula. II recula le 5, le 6 il dis-

parut. II n'y eut plus rien a I'horizon, qu'une sorte de vaste

nuit commengante. Cette nuit a etd l'empire."i

^ " On the 3d all came to us, on the 5th all withdrew from us. It

was like the ebb of an immense sea. . . . Inscrutable tides of the

people. . . . The people drew back—drew back on the 5th ; on the

6th disappeared. There was nothing then on the horizon but a sort

of vast night coming on. That night has been the Empire."—Histoire

d'un Crime.
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CHAPTEE I.

THE REFUGEES AT BRUSSELS— HUGO's SITUATION—A LONG
SILENCE BROKEN.

At Brussels, as a near city of refuge, a mass of fugi-

tives from the cowp d'dtat had collected—expatriated

Frenchmen of aU ranks, for the most part of Republican

opinion, but including also many notable men from the

Eoyalist party, the whole causing no small solicitude to

M. Baron le Hody and his subordinates of the Belgian

police. Such a tide of broken Eepublicanism as was

then pouring over the frontier into Belgian terri-

tory—its numbers estimated by some at about seven

thousand— was looked upon by the authorities as

little better than an invasion of galley-slaves. The

Government, naturally Conservative in its sympathies,

—corrupt, say the sterner Democrats,—and standing

besides in some awe of the new ruler of France, deals

harshly enough with many of the fugitives—imprisons

some, expels others, and puts the rest under police

surveillance.

Of the vast number thus turned adrift on the world
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to find new relations and modes of subsistence, some

will sink and some will swim, but for the most part

with obscure destinies which history is not concerned

to follow. Of the more remarkable we learn some-

thing from Charles Hugo's book, ' Les Hommes d'Exil '

:

CamUle Berru, once editor of the ' ^v^nement,' forced

by want to turn " professor of swimming " at a bathing

establishment in Brussels, becoming finally, however,

a successful man on the editorial staff of ' L'lnd^pend-

ance Beige
'

; Barb^s, a Eepublican of the old stamp,

living, a solitary valetudinarian, at La Haye, amidst

" the immense indifference of men " ; EibeyroUes, rep-

resentative of feverish, militant, democratic journalism,

latterly an emigrant to Brazil, where he died of yellow

fever and the heart-sickness of the exile. Cournet,

Schoelcher, General Lamorici^re, a Eoyalist soldier, and

others have their various histories, with the lights and

shadows of an exile's life. Amongst those of more

settled careers— physicians, lawyers, professors, en-

gineers, and merchants— many, like Dufraisse, La-

brousse, and Gambon, establish themselves with

success, and gain a new repute in the land of their

adoption. But the general lot is doubtless a hard one,

and those who survive are, as the younger Hugo says,

those who are stronger than misfortune.

Victor Hugo also, on the merely material side of

his existence, had been sharply stricken by the cowp

d'itat. The foundation of a comfortable fortune—the

fruit of many years of hard labour—had given way

under him at a time when it must have been doubtful
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to him where and how he was to recommence.^ It is

true, as we look back now upon his long career, we

may easily find that the greater part of his work—the

part the most remarkable for its thought and the

richest in artistic developments—belongs to those years

of exile. But everything in his conduct shows that

all that lay as yet latent and unconscious in him, even

unsuspected by himself. For many years he had been

prompted to no great literary work. Except for

some occasional poems, afterwards published in ' Les

Contemplations,' his genius had lain dormant. The

fiery inspiration that runs through the long roll of

' The Legend of the Centuries,' or the massive blocks

of thought that are'tumbled about in ' The Four Winds

of the Spirit,' are not of a kind to take definite shape

in discourses at the Academy or orations at the tri-

bune. They were in him, indeed, these mighty con-

ceptions, but as yet only in the form of a haughty

energy, an indomitable wUl, and in the vague, and

what we should have called, had he never justified it,

vaunting sense of power with which he confronted

the victorious coup d'6tat.

To Hugo, too, the loss of Parisian society—separa-

tion from " the city of intelligence," as he fondly calls

it—seemed no slight misfortune. All the pleasant

habitudes of his daily life were lost. The Parisian

salons of art and politics, the chair at the Academy,

1 •' Dans la grand chute de tout qui survient alors, le commencement

d'aisance ^bauoh^ par sou travail s'&roule; D faudra qu'il recommence.''

—Mes FUs, Victor Hugo's Preface to ' Les Hommes d'Exil.'
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the autumns at M. Bertin's country house, all the

circles where he was a familiar yet distinguished

figure, the great public that was ever pointing with

its finger,—from all that he had been violently removed,

thrust out of sight into what seemed at times, espe-

cially after his removal to Jersey, something like

obscurity—" oin Von ne me voit plus, tant je suis convert

d'ombre."

In the end, indeed, it was better for him ; and Hugo

himself, coming to recognise this, speaks with all the

naive wonder of one whose powers had hitherto been

somewhat dissipated in the excitements of Parisian

life, of the " strange wisdom which isolation develops

in profound souls,"—akin to antique diviuation, he

thinks, carrying the idea, as he does everything, by

preference to the mysterious pole of the universe,

rather than to where science and philosophy cross

their sparse lights over the secrets of life. The great

lines of thought which had moved with confusion and

impropriety enough in the confined space of addresses

to the theatre public or the Academy public of Paris,

now took their natural shape, and, in their own dimen-

sions like themselves, stood out in the solitude of

exile with its greater affinities.

But this did not happen all at once. The first

works which he sent forth from his refuge at Brussels

are little more than a violent protest against the men
and measures of the new regime. There, at his resi-

dence in the Grande Place de I'Hotel de ViUe, No. 27,

he is busily employed recalling his own experiences,
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making memoranda, and gathering materials from the

wandering exiles that daily visit him, for those venge-

ful works 'Napoleon le Petit' and 'L'Histoire d'lm

Crime.' There too, after many silent years, the poet

took up his lyre again, to which time had added a

powerful brazen cord, and the thunders of ' Les Ch^ti-

ments ' broke fiercely about the hero of the ccm'p d'itat

and his servitors.
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CHAPTER II.

' LES CHItIMENTS '— THE SATIEE IN ' LES ChItIMENTS '— THE

NEW, BtGIMS—LE BON BOURGEOIS—HUGO 'JiS, A SATIRIST^

THE LYRICAL OVERFLOW.

The first point which the satire of ' Les Chatiments

'

fastens on is the baseness of the men and means by

which the coup d'itat was accomplished. The secret

conspiracy against the liberties of the nation ; the cor-

ruption of the soldiery ; the hizarre alliance of the

priesthood in a cause at least doubtful, and established

by measures which showed a contempt for the ordi-

nary principles of justice ; the betrayal of the great

traditions of the nation in the very name of these tradi-

tions,—all these in turn are scathingly exposed. The

Second Empire had been founded by a group of obscure

and intriguing politicians,—men eminent neither in

war nor in State councils, who had no' particular po-

litical principles, and saw in the coup d'itat only an

excellent chance of getting at the treasury and official

dignities of a great nation. The corruption of a nation

generally descends from its governors, and Hugo was

quick to see how an empire thus founded would be
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continued. From the first his satire struck heavily at

the social and political corruption which, it is now

widely acknowledged, were eminently characteristic

of the Second Empire:

—

" Victoire, il ^tait temps, prince, que tu parusses !

^

Les fiUes d'opdra manquaient de princes russes.

L'argent devient rare aux tripots ; les journaux

Faisaient le vide autour des confessionaux

;

Le Sacr^-Cceur, mourant de sa mort naturelle,

Maigrissait ; les protSts, tourbillonnant en grele,

Drus et noirs, aveuglaient le portier de Magnan

;

On riait aux sermons de I'abb^ Ravignan

;

Plus de pur-sang piaffant aux portes des donzelles
;

L'hydre de I'anarcliie apparaissait aux belles

Sous la forme efl'royable et triste d'uu cbeval

De fiacre les tralnant pour trente sous au bal.

La desolation dtait sur Babylone.

Mais tu surgis, bras fort ; tu. te dresses, colonne

:

Tous renait, tout revit, tout est sauv^. Pour lors

Les figurantes vont r^colter des milords

:

' All hail, my prince ! thy star arose in time
;

The opera girls had felt affairs decline.

The strines lacked gifts, and the priest in his chair,

Forsaken by penitents, sat in empty air

;

And the Holy-Heart, by nature's decay o'erta'en,

Grew thin ; and protests, falling on aU sides like rain,

Blinded the porter that keeps Magnan 's door.

They laughed at Ravignan's sermons and lore. ^
No more of blood-royal mounting the damsel's stair.

The hydra of anarchy was seen by the fair

In the melancholy shape of a sixpenny hire,
{

That dragged them to the ball in their evening attire.

Desolation on Babylon had laid her hand
;

Then didst thou arise like a pillar in the land.

All revived and came to life—all is saved ; once more

The ballet girls have their harvests of milords.
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Tous Bont contents, soudarda, franc viveurs, gent ddvote

;

Tons chantent, monseigneur I'archevSque, et Javotte." *

That is Hugo's reply to the " Prince's " pretension of

having " saved society." VengefuUy personal, too, is

his description of the chief actor:

—

" Alors il vint, casa^ de debauches, I'ceil teme,

Furtif, les traits pfflia,

Et ce volenr de nuit alluma sa lanterns

An soleil d'Austerlitz !
" ^

Not without scathe either is " le Ion bourgeois " let

pass—the decent citizen, who prefers his comforts and

a steady Bourse to ideals of liberty and politics—an

acquiescent rather than an active element in the affair,

and not much worth making historical in the eyes of

such enraged lions as Hugo and Lacordaire,—the latter

of whom scornfully sums him up in the famous " thirty

millions of men who do not know how to stand by any-

thing, and who have lost the political sentiment of re-

ligion and right." There is not less scorn in Hugo's

notice of him, as acquiescent, dully acquiescent, in the

disastrous event :

—

" 11 est certains bourgeois, pretres du dieu Boutig^ue ^

Plus voisina de Chryses que de Caton d'Utique,

/ 1 All are pleased—monks, police, libertines, the devout

;

All sing, his Grace and Betty lead the shout."

\' I "
" Then he came, whose fire debauch had damped,

Pale, furtive in look and speech
;

And this brigand of the night lit his lamp
At the sun of Austerlitz !

"

' " You know the decent trader, sworn priest of god shop,

Little of a stoic, and something of a fop.
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Mettant par-dessus tout la rente et le coupon,

Qui voguant k la Bourse et tenant un harpon,

Honnetes gens d'ailleurs, mais de la grosse espece.

lis ont vote. Demain ils voteront encor.

Que voulez-vous ? la Bourse allait mal ; on craignait

La r^publique rouge, et mSme un peu la rose ;

II fallait bien finir par faire quelqiie chose ;

On trouve ce coqiiin, on le fait empereur.

Or quand on dit du mal de ce gouvernement,

Je me sens chatouill^ d^sagrdablement.

Qu'on foviaille avec raison cet homme, c'est possible ;

Mais c'est m'insinuer k moi, bourgeois paisible

Qui fit ce scfl^rat empereur ou consul,

Que j'ai dit oui par peur et vivat par calcul."

There is much vigorous satire of this kind in ' Les

Chatiments,' but its satirical side is not its strongest.

For the true typical portraiture which makes the

satirist's work at once so powerful and instructive,

Hugo has little faculty. Often we have nothing but a

The first place in his thoughts for coupons and per cent,

With a rake in his hands he scours the Bourse intent,

—

An honest fellow, too, though somewhat grossly made,—
He has voted 'Yes.'

What else was there to do ? Bates were falling on 'Change
;

The Red Republic was before us, so they said.

We had to end, in short, by mating some one the head :

We found this rogue at hand, and made him emperor.

Now any one I hear miscalling this man's rule,

I have an idea he is calling me a fool.

About him they may be right,—possibly enough
;

But 'tis to say that I, a peaceful trader, am a muff.

And in making this scoundrel an emperor was fain

To vote Tes for fear, and cry Hurrah for gain."

—

Les Chdtiments {Le ton bourgeois dans sa maison).
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flow of magnificent invective, a string of names—

-

Morny, Magnan, Sibour, Troplong, Maupas—with op-

probrious epithets attached to them. In his satire

there is a want of that universal element which mixes

with the individual features, and gives us assurance of

the satirist's insight and of the general truth of his

view.

Neither the life nor the character of Hugo was of a

kind likely to produce a great satire, in the ordinary

sense of the word. His impetuous exuberant tempera-

ment was not a good soil for that sort of growth. His

intellect found its own way rapidly and intuitively

into things, and he took the less note of the fine diver-

sities and reservations which influence the action of

others, that he himself always chose the short and

open road to his ends. He saw and judged results

better than processes. His life, too, had been hitherto,

in the best sense of the words, one of enjoyment and

fruition. Even the coup d'itat could not all at once

make a satirist out of one who had been for twenty

years the popular poet in France, and the worshipped

king of the young literary world. It is an indurated,

not simply a deeply wounded heart, out of which the

satire of Juvenal comes. He had not been long silent

like the Eoman satirist, nor long scorched in the fire

like Dante. It is his first great defeat—his first fatal

encounter with the gods, who have at length hurled

this Titan from his eminence to the lonely isle where

he rages at a distance. But there is no great depth

of bitterness in his words. There is indignation of a
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flaming kind, expressing itself in fierce, direct, personal

invective, but not the quiet molten surface of iron that

has begun to flow.

But it is not, after all, as satire chiefly that we should

look on this volume of ' Les Ch§,timents/—at least not

as the satire the traditional form and limits of which

have descended to us from the ancients. It is the

satire of the nineteenth century, which has enlarged,

some will say mixed and confounded, the various forms

of art. It is less perfect, because it has a wider range

of feeling. To rest on a single note is alien to the

modern spirit. AU its great works abound in lyrical,

dramatic, and epic elements, more or less completely

fused. Its history has become a dithyramb, the

severer kind of critic growls ; and it loves to mingle

the lyrical cry with the austere voice of satire. Its

favourite form of art is the novel, which gives most

play to this thirst for variety and change of note.

Hugo's work is a remarkable, example of these vari-

ous tendencies. Look at the lyrical overflow in such

a line as this :

—

" Vents quijadis meniez THh-e vers Caprie,"—
a line which, nevertheless, occurs in one of the severer

passages of the book. The presence of such rhythms

means that 'Les Ch^timents' is not simply a satire. It

is more than that : it is a song of consolation for the

exiled ; a requiem for the fallen brave of the Eepublic

;

a monument—a brazen tablet of history to face the

corruption of men and records ; a prophetic chant and

a cry of defiance !
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What a defiant breath, for instance, there is in the

following, with its impetuous rhythm, and the wild

melancholy of its sentiment !

—

" Pour les bannis opiniatres ^

La France est loin, la tombe eat prfes.

Prince, preside aux jeux folStres,

Chasse anx femmes dans les the&tres,

Cbasse aux cbevreuils dans les forets ;

Rome te briile le cinname,

Les roia te disent : men cousin.

Sonne aujourd'lim le glas, bourdon de Notre-Dame,

Et demain le tocsin !

Les formats batiaaent le phare

Trainants leurs fera au bord des flots !

Hallali ! Hallali ! fanfare !

Le cor sonne, le bois s'elfare,

La lune argente les bouleaux
;

A I'eau les cbiens ! le cerf qui brame

Se perd dana I'ombre du baasin.

Sonne aujourd'hui le glas, bourdon de Notre-Dame,

Et demain le tocain !

' " For the exiles who yield not to fate, \

France is far, the tomb is near.

Prince, preside at thy orgies in state, fi

Hunt in the theatres for thy mate.

And follow in the forests the deer. _ V

For thee Rome burns the balm.

The monarohs salute thee in turn.

Sound the knell to-day, great bell of Notre-Dame,

And to-morrow, sound.the storm. -

Wearily at work on the mound,
The convicts drag their chains by the seas.

Hallalee ! the horn is wound,

Hallalee ! the woods resound.

The moonlight silvers the trees.
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La Guyane, cachot fouruaise,

Tue aujourd'hui conime jadis
;

Couche-toi, joyeux et plein d'aise,

Au lit oh. coucha Louis seize,

Puis I'Empereur, puis Charles dix
;

Endors-toi, pendant qu'on t'acclame,

La tSte sur leur traversin.

Sonne aujourd'hui le glas, bourdon de Notre-Dame,

Et demain le tocsin !

"

As we have said, the note in ' Les Chltiments ' is

often varied. It is pleasant to find the fierce floods

of angry rhythm softening at times into the medita-

tive quiet and tenderness of such lines as these, taken

from tlie poem " Aux Morts du 4 D^cembre " :

—

" Jouissez du repos que voua donne le maltre,'

Vous ^tiez autrefois des coBurs troubles peut-etre,

Qu'un vain songe poursuit;

Hear the stag-bell, the hounds follow well,

To the shade of the bay he doth turn.

Sound the knell to-day, Notre-Dame's great bell,

And to-morrow, sound the storm !

Guiana, that dungeon well fired,

Kills to-day as well as of yore.

Couch thyself, then, joyous, admired,

Where the sixteenth Louis retired,

Where the Emperor, where Charles slept before,

—

Slumbering, loud acclaims round thee swell,

Thy head on the pillow they have worn.

Then great bell of Notre-Dame, to-day sound the knell,

And to-morrow, sound the storm !

"

—Les Chdtvments.

1 '• Eejoioe in the rest that the master has given.

Troubled soula you were, perhaps, once sorely driven,

Pursued by vain dreams

;
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L'erreur vous tourmentait, ou la haine ou I'envie

;

Voa bouches, d'ou sortait la vapeur de la vie,

fitaient pleines de bruit."

Some error racked your lives, some envy or hate

;

Your mouths, with the vapour of life all inflate,

Gave forth noises and gleams."
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CHAPTER III.

HISTORY IN ' LES CHAtIMENTS '—THE FIEST AND THE SECOND EM-

PIRE— "l'oB&SSANCE passive" and " l'eXPIATION "— DE-

VELOPMENT OF HUGO'S LYRICAL TALENT.

One of the main ideas in ' Les Chatiments,' and one

which most frequently guides its satirical strokes,

is the contrast which the Second Empire in its origin

and aims makes with the first. Louis Bonaparte had

made his way to the crown by overturning the con-

stitution which he had sworn to protect. He had

worked to undermine the Eepublic while he was yet

its chief magistrate. He had daringly violated the

rights of the representatives of the people, and estab-

lished an empire by extensive corruption of officials

and by slaughter of the citizens. But all this is not

enough: his uncle had done much the same, and

there may be some who see no reason to be ashamed

of the Second Empire, since France seems to have con-

doned the first. It might appear as if the world had

one standard by which to judge great historical crim-

inals, and another for the ordinary offences of men

against society. It is no doubt true that radical
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changes in the constitution of a nation are inevitably

accompanied by some degree of illegality, and perhaps

of injustice to a minority ; but they are not on that

account outside of a great moral order, according to

which men in the long-run will judge them. In esti-

mating the character of Augustiis, no historian lays

a bad stress on the fact that he finally overthrew the

Eepublic—though Brutus is none the less the "last

of the Eomans." So, too, most dominations of Haps-

burgs, Hohenzollerns, or others, have been originally

founded on a large view of equity, demanded by the

circumstances of the time.

In the case of the first Napoleon also, it may be

said that the Empire was then not only the best sol-

ution possible, but, what is more important, with all

its faults it had in the end the inevitable result of

diffusing more widely the ideas of progress and liberty,

of class enfranchisement, and of national as distin-

guished from dynastic rights. It rendered hopelessly

obsolete the political and dynastic ideas associated

with the long-venerated name of Bourbon, and gave

the requisite prestige amongst peoples to the nation

that best represented popular rights and the new con-

sciousness of a people's dignity. As a monarchy

it had been founded mainly on ideal elements which

in epoch after epoch have gathered thousands of in-

vincible enthusiasts round the central light and force

which are found in Alexanders, Mahomets, and Duke

Godfreys. Poets, warriors, and statesmen, as well as

the rude soldiery and denizens of the faubourgs,
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unanimously hailed the first Napoleon emperor.

They feel that the ultimate result of such a man is

ever in favour of truth. His presence calls into play

great ideal forces which slumber unawakened in the

ordinary and conventional round of life. Such forces

gather naturally round him who can give them scope.

Often mistaken in their immediate ends and projects,

sometimes unscrupulous in their means, and allied

with the baser elements never wanting in great move-

ments, they ever, whether they be medieval crusades

or tumultuous uprising of desert Arabs in response to

the visions of the prophet—they ever indicate that

men have burst forth from the narrower bounds of

their existence, and leaving for a time lower aims

behind them, have set their faith in great ideals of

progress and enlightenment. That such great world-

movements should be either frequent or long-contiu-

ued is perhaps not desirable, but they give civilisation

the needful impulse on a higher plane of progress.

Each stands at the commencement of a new and bet-

ter era.

In the history of the foundation of the Second

Empire there are none of these nobler elements.

The mistaken devotion of the peasantry to a great

name which it was Louis l^apoleon's sad destiny to

make iuglorious, the fears of the trading classes, and

the interests of a host of officials and political ad-

venturers—these were the comparatively ignoble forces

on which the rule of Napoleon III. was based. And

after all, there was nothing either in the character or

p
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ability of the man to repay a proud people for the loss

of its liberties and its prestige. For it should be kept

in mind, that to erect a despotism in France at the

very time when the peoples all over Central Europe

were engaged in a struggle with princes for constitu-

tional freedom, was to compromise seriously the cause

of progress, and to deal a deadly blow at the highest

traditions of the nation.

To bring out these very different aspects of the two

Empires is the object of Hugo's greatest efforts in ' Les

Chatiments.' In two poems in particular—" A I'Ob^is-

sance Passive" and " L'Expiation "—his ideas on the

subject are expressed with a force and splendour of

imagination which will do something, together with

events, to fasten in history a two-faced legend of the

Napoleons : the one in whose very fall there is the

immense grandeur of a setting sun ; the other with the

cov/p d'itat at the beginning of his career, and Sedan

—that collapse—at the end.

In these two poems we see Hugo in two different

but very characteristic veins. The first
—

"A I'Obdis-

sance Passive "—is in that wild Phrygian strain, the

very breath of revolutionary fervour, which Hugo

alone could supply with the fiery stream of language

urged into every wild form of metaphor, apostrophe,

and rhythm, and yet with a striking felicity of

phrase and thought even in its extravagance. No
word, no thought, comes amiss to him; all fuses in

the divine fury of his verse:

—
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" Au levant, au couchant, partout, au sud, au p61e,

Avec de vieux fusils sounant sur leiir ^paule,

Passant torrents et monts,

Sans repos, sans sommeil, coudes percds sans vivres,

lis allaient, fiers, joyeux, et soufflant dans les cuivres,

Ainsi que des ddmons

!

Eux, dans I'emportement de leur luttes dpiques,

Ivres, lis savouraient tous les bruits Wroiques,

Le fer heurtant le fer,

La Marseillaise ailde et volant dans les balles,

Les tambours, les obus, les bombes, les cymbales,

Ettonrire, Kl^ber!"i

The other poem which we have mentioned—" L'Expia-

tion"—is in that large, grandiose, somewhat sombre

style of composition which Hugo brought to perfec-

tion in his later years. The conception of the poem

is, as usual with Hugo, highly ideal—a horizon of

fantasy and mysticism, breaking here and there into

curious incongruities when it comes into too close

contact with the actual world, but within this fan-

tastic horizon a very definite and even realistic way of

looking at things. That which keeps those two poles

^ " From east to west, south and north, from zone to zone,

With their ancient muskets on their shoulders thrown,

Passing torrent and height,

Careless of rest or sleep, in tatters and unfed,

Blowing their bugles, they marched merrily ahead,

Like demons of the fight.

It was theirs in these times, these days of epic fights.

To revel high in all heroic sounds and sights.

Steel splintered to the shaft.

The wingfed Marseillaise afloat amongst the balls.

The drums, the shot and shell, the bomb that bursting falls.

And, Kl^ber, thy laugh !

"
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in sympathy is the wonderful imaginative power of

his language—his style, in the narrower sense of the

term. Leave that element out of sight for a moment,

and the conception seems an empty, barren grandi-

osity, the details commonplace and of doubtful taste.

But to do that is a false sort of abstraction into which

the critical intellect is apt to fall. In a work of art

the style harmonises everything and determines the

value of everything, and in Hugo's language there is

an imaginative power which brings all the parts of his

conception into affinity, raising details of actual events

with subtle art into a sort of colossal grandeur, and

bringing his vast fantastic horizon into the sphere of

the real by its command over all the keys of associa-

tion and suggestion. This power does not lie in his

figurative language alone, which has been so often the

subject of remark, with the original splendour of its

images, vast, immense, seeming to lighten across the

horizon like a flash ; it is often the result of the ut-

most simplicity of means, as in his description of the

great exile at St Helena :

—

" Toujours risolement, I'abandon, la prison

;

Un soldat rouge au seuil, la mer k I'liorizon.''

The idea in " L'Expiation " is, that what was guilty

in the despotism of the great Emperor found its ex-

piation, not in the retreat from Moscow, not at Water-

loo, not in the lonely , exile of St Helena—sombre

stages in his career which are painted with great force

—but in the covp d'etat of 2d December, when the
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Emperor in his tomb is awakened by a voice which

tells him that his name is the instrument which a few

intriguers are using to dishonour the land of his

glories. The whole conception is characteristic of

Hugo's contempt for the narrow realistic bounds of

nineteenth - century art. The voice which plays a

highly dramatic part throughout, is quite passable as

long as it is confined to the response "non" ; but when

brought out of its monosyllabic mystery to dissertate

on Fould, Maguan, and the rest, not even Hugo's art

can quite overcome a sense of the incongruous. Other

blots, too, there are with a well-known mark upon

them :

—

" Les aigles qui pasaaient ne le connaissaient pas."

But they are the faults of this large free style, and

often near of kin to its virtues ; and Hugo never stops

to consider whether he has hit or missed.

We give a few lines from the third part, which

shows Napoleon in his last exile :

—

" II est au fond des mers que la brume enveloppe

'

Un roc Mdeux, debris des antiques volcans.

Le Destin prit des clous, un marteau, des carcans,

Saisit, pale et vivant, ce voleur du tonnerre,

Et joyeux, s'en alia sur le pic centenaire

Le clouer, excitant par son rire moqueur

Le vautour Angleterre h, lui ronger le coeux.

^ " Far in the ocean where sea hazes hang alway,

Stands a rock, hideous mark of old volcanic play.

There Fate, with vengeful glee, bore the Titan pale and weak,

And nailed him quivering to its visionary peak.

And set with mocking laugh at the thunderer's vanished art,

The vulture of England to prey upon his heart.
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Evanouissement d'une splendeur immense

!

Du soleil qui se Ifeve k la nuit qui commence,

Toujours I'isolement, I'abandon, la prison;

Un soldat rouge au seuil, la mer k rhorizon.

Des rocliers nus, des bois affreux, I'ennui, I'espace,

Des voUes s'enfuyant comme respoir qui passe.

Toujours le bruit des flots, toujours le bruit des vents

!

Adieu, tente de pourpre aux panaches mouvants

!

Adieu, le cheval blanc que Cesar 4peronne

!

Plus de tambours battant aux champs, plus de couronne."

In general, in comparing the poetry of ' Les Ch§,ti-

ments ' with that of earlier years, we may notice

Hugo's tendency to leave the soft melodious line that

once marked the kinship of his work to the art of

Lamartiue and De Musset, for something stronger and

more emphatic in its structure. Strength and em-

phasis are the deeper elements in him, and those

which in these times he naturally tends to develop.

He had used, as a flexible talent can, the line of soft

elegiac complaint and meditative melancholy which

had been the vogue in other days; but now that he has

all the freedom of the master's matured power, and

the past has in many ways lost its hold upon him, the

native characteristics of his genius come fully out.

Oh, the fading of a splendour that earth could hardly bound

!

From the rise of sun to the night that darkens round,

Isolation, solitude, sadness of the grave,

A red soldier at the door, for horizon the wave.

Bugged rooks and gloomy woods, weariness and space,

A sail traversing ocean, like hope that flies apace.

Nought but the sound of winds, hut the floods that idly sway.

Adieu, the purple tent, the battle-plain's array

!

Adieu, the fair white steed that CaDsar calls his own

!

Gone the drums that beat the charge, the sceptre and the crown.''
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His line is more dramatic than ever in its structure,

full of strong emphases, breaks, cuts, cries, changes of

key. The phrases are short and energetic; there is

less melody, but more rhythmic accent.

Hugo's genius, unlike that of most of his notable

contemporaries, had lived into another age, in which

the passions were deeper and more serious than they

had been in the brilliant days of the Eomantic move-

ment. The old line would not express the weight

and mystery of the universe in which he now lives.

The new line and the new style are its fit embodi-

ment; and Hugo, whose genius sought naturally the

profound and mysterious side of things, develops in

every department a wonderful variety of new artistic

methods and resources. Ehythm and accent, with

their wild suggestiveness, take the place of melody in

his purely lyrical poems. Every dash, hiatus, or break

that can add a shade of significance to the thought, or

give it additional emphasis, is used with the utmost

freedom, and has a value equivalent to that of lan-

guage proper. The management of these elements,

always a remarkable feature in Hugo's versification,

now becomes something marvellous, and with his

command of remote imaginative suggestion, gives his

poetry, especially his chansons, a strong and pecuHar

character of originality. As an example, take the

following verses from a poem in 'Les Chi,timents,'

entitled "Le Chasseur Noir." Notice how the poet

has taken the refrain out of its ordinary rank and

given it an organ -toned grandeur and amphtude.
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which reduce the stanzas to mere piping inter-

ludes :

—

" Qu'est-tu, passant ? Le bois est soinbre,i

Les corbeaux volent en grand nombre,

II va pleuvoir.

—

Je suis oelui qui va dans I'ombre,

Le Chasseur Noir.'

Les feuilles des bois, du vent remudes,

Sifflent. . . . On dirait,

Qu'un sabbat nocturne emplit de budes

Toute la foret

;

Dans une clairifere au sein des nudes,

La lune apparait.

Cbasse le daim, chasse la bicbe,

Cours dans les bois, cours dans la friche,

Voici le soir.

Cbasse le czar, chasse I'Autricbe,

O Chasseur Noir !

' " Who art thou, horseman ? The wood is sombre,

The ravens fly past without number,

There is rain in the sky.

—

I am he that waketh while others slumber,

The Black Horseman I.

The leaves of the wood in the wind drifting,

Rustle. . . . One would say,

The midnight round of the witches shifting

Moves through the forest way

;

And the moon from a gap where the clouds are rifting

Shoots a ghostly ray.

Chase the buck, then, horseman, chase the doe,

Scour the leas and woodlands as you go.

The night is on your track.

Chase the Czar of the North, chase the Austrian foe,

horseman in black !
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Les feuilles des bois, du vent remute,

Sifflent. ... On dirait,

Qu'un sabbat nocturne emplit de hudes,

Toute la foret

;

Dans line clairifere au sein des nu^es,

La lune apparalt."

Such poetry lies near the wilder chords in the human
breast. There is a strain of the worship of Mother

Cybele in it, a clash of invisible cymbals, and a move-

ment of Corybantic impetuosity. A wild unchastened

force like that shown by Byron is at the centre of it

—^though here Celtic softness, as there Saxon sense,

tempers the elements.

But if Hugo likes at times to play in his wonderful

manner on these vague keys of emotion, at others

this wild, almost licentious, movement of imagination

is united with great clearness of expression and sug-

gestion. It is to this union of fantastic freedom in

the thought with a certain lucidity of phrase, that his

work owes part of its peculiar charm. N"o doubt, to

effect the combination, an epithet here and there is

overstrained, or figurative and literal speech curiously

mixed ; but where there is so much imaginative power

and artistic skill, more formal defects are scarcely felt,

and ceasing to be felt, or almost so, cease to be defects.

As a last example from ' Les Chatiments ' we give the

The leaves of the wood in the wind drifting,

Rustle. . . . One would say,

The midnight round of the witches shifting

Moves through the forest way

;

And the moon from a gap where the clouds are rifting

Shoots a ghostly ray."
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"Promenade at Eozel-Tower," which, in addition to

being a fairly good illustration of what we mean, has

the merit of being short enough to be given in full :

—

" Nous nous promenions parmi les ddcombres,!

A Rozel-Tower,

Et nous ecoutions les paroles sombres

Que disait la mer.

L'enorme ocdan—car nous entendlmes

Ses vagues chansons

—

Disait :
' Paraissez, v&itds sublimes

Et bleus horizons

!

'Le monde captif, sans lois et sans rfegles,

Est aux oppresseurs

;

Volez dans les cieux, ailes des grands aigles,

Esprits des penseurs

!

' Naissez, levez-vous sur les flots sonores,

Sur les flots vermeils

;

Faites dans la nuit poindre vos aurores,

Peuples et soleils

!

1 '
' We were wandering amongst the ruins that lie

Around Rozel-Tower,

And the voice of the sea, with its deep sombre cry,

Ascended that hour.

The ocean immense we heard from time to time

Its vague chant renew.

' Appear then,' it said, ' ye verities sublime.

Ye horizons Of blue !

' Without law, without rule, the world evermore

Is a tyrant's cage.

Seek the skies, then, ye wings of great eagles that soar

Ye thoughts of the sage.

' Arise, ascend with the floods sonorous

—

Vermeil floods of dawn.

The night-clouds will fade in your coming auroras,

Suns and races of man !
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' Vous,—laissez passer la foudre et la brume,

Les vents et les cris,

Affrontez I'orage, affrontez I'dcume,

Eocliers et prosorits
!

'
"

' And ye—let the mist and the thunder go past,

The winds and the broils

;

Set your face to the foam, set your face to the blast,

^ Ye rocks and exiles
!

'

"
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CHAPTER IV.

THE THREE PROTESTS— ' NAPOLjfiON LE PETIT '—PERSONAL

AND EPIC-NATIONAL.

Of the three works by which Hugo put an ineffaceable

brand upon the character of the third Napoleon and

his rule, ' Les Ch§,timents ' is the greatest in grandeur

of design and execution. Elsewhere history holds the

man of the 2d December and of Sedan with a rigorous

enough grasp; but there legend has seized him, and

has as it were gibbeted him across the great story of

the uncle. But there is a certain greatness even in

that position. Poetry like that of ' Les Chatiments
'

can scarcely touch an object, however scornfully,

without giving it a sort of grandeur. He is there

on the same line with Tiberius and Sejanus, with

Eichard II. and Philip II., and the other great figures

of criminals whom history forms partly from fact,

partly from legend—the legend perhaps holding more

of the truth. Not that outwardly he much resembles

them ; but allowing for difference of time and circum-

stances, he is in Hugo's eyes equally culpable. The

satire, even while it denies him in so many words the
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right to this " bad eminence," inevitably accords him,

in its style and treatment, great historical dimensions,

by setting him as a chief figure amongst great forces

moving in the light of poetical legend, the traditions

of the first Eepublic, of the Empire, of the army—
" soldats ddnt I'Afrique avait MU la joue.'' Something

of all that grandeur is reflected on him.

In ' Napoleon le Petit ' this poetical element, with

its tendency to heighten the scene, is left out. The

story of the coup d'itat is steadily kept at the level

which, in Hugo's opinion, belongs to the character

and achievements of Louis Bonaparte. The part he

took in the affair personally is the chief subject of

consideration. All the details of his conduct, his

falsehoods, his ruses, his methods -of statecraft, are

numbered and weighed ; and when the injustice and

the crimes that mark every step of Bonaparte's career

at this period have been made clear, in the concluding

chapters of the book Hugo, summing up the indirect

but inevitable consequences of the cowp dJitat for the

national life, makes some of the most eloquent and

powerful appeals ever delivered on behalf of public

justice and morahty to a people. " The spectacle," he

declares, " of a success like that of M. Bonaparte's,

elevated to the chief place in the State, is suflicient of

itself to demoralise a people."

' L'Histoire d'un Crime,' which we have already

mentioned, has also its merit. It is the rounded epic

of the Second Empire from its origin to its faU.

"Written partly from the memoranda which in these
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days of his exile Hugo made at Brussels, it remained

unfinished until, twenty years afterwards, time had

made good the author's auguries, and had proved, even

to the minds of those who judge only by success,

that the leading features in his estimate of the third

Napoleon were correct. Then, when Frenchmen had

begun to understand the logic of history that brought

the coup d'itat and Sedan together in the career of the

same man, ' The History of a Crime ' appeared, with

its rapid, vigorous, dramatic sketches of the opening

events, and the various elements that mix in conflict

there, and the sadly solemn pages of its close, where

a man is seen walking into the gulf, leading a nation

behind him—a book that brings into relief the con-

nection between beginning and end. This was not

revenge on a fallen foe, but stern justice dealt out to

a great criminal who had put himself above the reach

of every other form of it. It is one of Hugo's great

merits that he had at once the power and the wUl to

perform this service for mankind—the strength of will

here really lying, not in any superficial form of re-

sentment, but deep in the very nature of the man.

This trilogy constitutes Hugo's grand accusation of

the Second Empire, and his vindication of the motives

and conduct of those who, in spite of oppression and

calumny, continued to oppose it. To him it was a

sacred labour, the first work of his exile,—after the

accomplishment of which he felt himself free to turn

his attention elsewhere.
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CHAPTER V.

THE EXILES AT JEESEY— ENGLISH SYMPATHIES AND ANTIP-

ATHIES— THE RIOT— BXPtTLSION— HUOO'S RADICALISM—
NEW LITERARY PROJECTS— PHILOSOPHY— " IBO "— PHILO-

SOPHY IN 'LES CONTEMPLATIONS.'

After a short stay at Brussels, from which the pre-

judice of the authorities caused his removal, Hugo

had betaken himself to the island of Jersey. There

he was a conspicuous figure amongst the little band

of exiles, including his two sons Charles and Fran-

Qois-Victor, who had chosen this territory—half French

in the race and nomenclature of its population— as

their residence. To commence with, the exiles had

met with a very general sympathy from the English.

The newspapers had for a time been unanimous ia

their condemnation of the coup d'itat; and the Jersey

proscription, supported by public opinion, and counting

amongst its members some active and talented writ-

ers, kept up in the columns of its journal ' L'Homme,'

in pamphlets, collective protests, funeral orations,

Eepublican anniversaries, and every variety of utter-

ance, a continual assault on the Government of M.
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Bonaparte. For a time things went well with the

refugees. Bazaars, countenanced by the governor of

the island, were organised in their favour; English

newspapers welcomed their contributions; and Hugo's

' ISTapoMon le Petit ' found a ready sale with the Eng-

lish public. But ere long the resources of diplomacy

were brought into play against this menacing phan-

tom of the Jersey emigration. The high State officials

of England, never probably very profound in their

sympathy with the French Eepublicans, began to find

that their interests lay decidedly on the other side.

The Crimean war was on the horizon, and the advan-

tages of an alliance with France threw a veil over the

crimes of its ruler, and disposed the English public to

look with less indulgence on the work of propaganda

carried on by the exiles. The force of prescription,

too, in these matters is inevitable. To the ordinary

English mind, M. Bonaparte—lately crowned Emperor

of the French with a due amount of ecclesiastical and

political solemnities, holding levies, and managing

diplomatic interests and police agencies in the ordi-

nary orthodox way, and dangling, besides, the bait of

an important alliance before its eyes—came to seem

a decidedly more respectable phenomenon than a band

of exiles, mostly of broken fortunes and extreme polit-

ical opinions, and having amongst them, in the soli-

darity of proscription, some men perhaps of doubtful

character. In the natural course of things, then,

their position came to be one of sufferance, requiring

some prudence, and at least ordinary reserve of speech.
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on their part. But to the acerbity not unnatural in

exiles, the Jersey proscription added the loquacity and

vehemence of French Eepublicans, and a French inca-

pacity of understanding the style and modes in which

they might best influence English opinion. Ominous

warnings from the Government, and some petty inter-

ferences on the part of local authorities, were met by

high-sounding protests on behalf of the rights of man,

rhetorical defiances, grandiose announcements of Ee-

pubhcan \"irtue and resolution—all the italage, in short,

of the Frenchman in such circumstances. The explo-

sion soon came. The ostensible cause was a letter

written by F^lix Pyat and two other refugees, in which

the visit of Queen Victoria to the Emperor at Paris

was commented on with considerable freedom of

speech. The letter was published by the Jersey jour-

nal ' L'Homme
'

; and although that paper had little or

no circulation outside of the refugees and their friends,

the result was a riotous attack on the printing-office

of the journal. According to the refugees, the whole

affair had been fomented by the authorities themselves,

in order to have a pretext for adopting severe meas-

m-es. In any case, it is scarcely worth while to

examine the details : a natural antipathy on the part

of the authorities, an ill-ad\'ised and deeply ignorant

patriotism, cunningly stirred up by of&cialdom, on the

one side—and on the other, reckless utterance and a

defiant kind of expostulation, which rather irritated

than calmed those to whom it was addressed. The

matter would have ended with the expulsion of three

Q
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of the exiles who had taken the chief part in the

editing of the paper; but the rest, amongst whom

was Hugo, considered it necessary to join in a public

protest against this violation of the right of asylum,

and, as a consequence, they also received notice to quit

the island. The Jersey proscription thus broken up,

the some six-and-thirty individuals who had composed

it went their different ways—some to London or Bel-

gium, others to the new lands across the Atlantic, where

their conflict with the old political organisations of

Europe would be less likely to prejudice their careers.

Hugo, a refugee now for the third time, transferred

himself to Guernsey, which continued to be his

abode till circumstances again permitted him to enter

France.

From this time we must look upon Hugo as one at

open war with the general political system of Europe

and the traditions upon which it rests. Henceforth

his works, besides their more purely artistic side, form

a sort of critical examination of the ideas which lie at

the root of our social system. They are one long vast

polemic against what is corrupt or false in its social

and ecclesiastical hierarchies, its criminal jurispru-

dence, its diplomacy and war. Most of its leading

features, in short, from its priesthood to its police

agencies, are attacked as being founded on conceptions

contrary to the real interests of humanity. It is not

that the opinions on these subjects differ very much
from those held by modern Liberals and reformers of

the moderate type. There are few or none of his
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views which have not been those of many thinkers,

political philosophers, and State-philanthropists whose

names carry with them no associations of revolution.

It is more the thorough frankness of expression, the

distrust of harsh and repressive methods, and the sin-

cerity of his sympathy with classes universally treated

as dangerous by the wisdom of modern statesmanship,

that have become the notes of a Democrat. It is by

these, rather than by any real difference of beliefs,

political or other, that he is to be distinguished amongst

the general body of those who fight on the side of civil

progress and liberty. But the difference of sympathies

here is all-important. While the ordinary Liberal,

wanting faith in the virtues of the people, readily falls

under the sway of prejudices and traditions inherited

from the political systems of the past, is prone to

compromises and subject to reactions, the Eadical or

Democrat, with more confidence in the popular ele-

ments of the nation, studies how to bring the new and

ever-growing forces into healthy play, and seeks in

readjustment, and not in mere repression, the remedy

for the social disorders that always accompany their

advent. Some such change as this may be admitted

to have taken place in Hugo's attitude—a cliange not

so much from one set of opinions to another, as in the

force with which these opinions are expressed, and in

the extent to which he is prepared to sacrifice other

considerations to them. He had long been a Eepub-

lican in theory and a freethinker of the religious type,

without considering it necessary to attack the prin-
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ciple of monarchy, or that of Church authority in

religion ; but he had never been, and he never became,

an adherent of any of the particular forms of socialism.

The cowp d'Atat, and his experiences siace that

event, had naturally the effect of uniting his fortunes

more closely to those of the Democratic party. They

had become his brethren in misfortune. Like him,

they had been proscribed and culumniated—denomin-

ated a " party of crime " by the successful Eevolution-

aries. His voice is henceforward to be their great

vindication in history; his songs are to cheer them

through years of exile and suffering. He had been

brought iuto more sympathetic contact with the masses,

and had discerned that the terrors which authority in

its various high places is wont to conjure up in -con-

nection with that large portion of mankind, are in a

great degree imaginary. That they are ignorant and

incapable of rule, he knew; but that should only make

their rulers more careful that their cause is not pre-

judiced by their incapacity and errors. That they are

liable to excesses is also true. Hugo has given us some

perfect pictures of the desperate types which want

and neglect can produce amongst them. But these

excesses, he reminds us, come under the ordinary laws

of human nature, and would disappear with proper

treatment ; and, at the worst, it is mere sophistry that

would presume to count their aberrations with the

cruelties which despotisms and autocracies, and even

constitutional Governments, have perpetrated with

comparative impunity. The crimes of those— and
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this is the general sense of Hugo's thought on the

subject—who are miserable and oppressed, are at least

more pardonable than the crimes of the selfish and

pampered classes, and are more easily cured.

Hugo, with his usual energy, was already at work

on his new themes. From Jersey he carried with him

in manuscript the first sheets of ' La L^gende des

Siecles ' and the earlier chapters of ' Les Mis^rables,'—
those two great appeals on behalf of the people which

remain a standing defence of the Democratic idea in

its double aspect. But before the completion of either

of these works a third appeared, which, besides its

intrinsic merits, is of considerable importance to those

who would know how the Parisian dramatist and rival

of Dumas on the boulevards became a competitor with

Goethe in works of epic extent and significance—how

the poet of ' Les Orientales ' and ' FeuUles d'Automne

'

became the poet of ' La L^gende des Siecles ' and ' Les

Quatre Vents de I'Esprit.'

It was thus a double necessity which forced Hugo

to make what may be called his philosophy of life. He
had to transform a lyrical poetry of vague, wandering

impressions—a poetry which was sentimental, sensu-

ously luxurious, or mystic and ideal by turns, which

was optimistic or pessimistic as his mood chanced to

make it—into a poetry every line of which has its place

in a great and well-defined universe of thought. His

theoretical faculty, indeed, had never wanted exercise.

He had put forth almost as many theories of aesthetics

as he had volumes. But his theorising had never been
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anything more than an eloquent exposition of his atti-

tude at the moment, of some question which his personal

interests at the time urged him to consider. A hastily

improvised philosophy of conservatism and religion

had accompanied his early odes ; speculations on orien-

talism, his songs of the East, and theories of the Eo-

mantic principle in art, his dramas. So in his poems,

taken severally, one philosophy of life, or at least some

fragment of a philosophy, emerges after another—as-

ceticism at one time, naturalism at another, and, again,

supernaturalism. In these earlier poems the character

of his thought is not to be fixed, for it shows no fixity.

He has the vice of the age, as he has its virtues. He

throws out a theory on any subject, political or lit-

erary, with a facility which makes his work in that

way rather brilliant than solid; but he supports it

with so much vigour, so much variety of striking anal-

ogies and comparisons, and occasionally with such

just observation, that we find it interesting and instruc-

tive even where we least agree with its conclusions.

In short, his intellect has hitherto been at the service

of his fancy, or even his fantasies ; and these have been

of an unsettled, wandering kind, such as belong to a

nature without ordinary boundaries, of large appetites,

and uncontrolled and often conflicting tendencies. At

one time it is military glory that has caught his imagi-

nation—he has the " cannon-fever," and cries passion-

ately, " Had I not been a poet, I would have been a

soldier
;

" at another, it is the pastoral strain that is

uppermost. He is the frequenter of the divine orches-
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tra, and if he had not been a thinker, lie would have

been a man of the woods.^ Now his ideal of life will

be that of the artist at his quiet solitary task :
" Si noits

pouvions quitter ce Paris triste etfou," he murmurs (if

we could but leave this sad, mad world of Paris, and go

somewhere, no matter where, if there be trees and turf)

;

now it wUl be the roar of public assemblies that entices

him, then the mantle and austere solitude of the pro-

phet : he is John at Patmos, or has fled Paris—" comme

le noir propMte fuyait Tyr "—as the gloomy prophet

fled Tyre.

There is strength in this as well as weakness. It is

but the natural amplitude of human nature which this

man has preserved better than most. The magnificent

abundance of nature here reminds us of the description

which Maurice de Gut^rin's sister gave of him. " What

a man," she writes, " Hugo is ! I have just learnt

something of him : he is divine, he is infernal, he is

wise, he is mad, he is people, he is king ; he is man,

woman, painter, poet, sculptor ; he is everything, has

seen everything, done everything, felt everything ; he

astonishes me, repels me, enchants me."

But the individual is not readily intelligible, and

consequently not effective, under this large aspect. The

time had now come for Hugo to mark more definitely

his attitude in the world, to work out the deeper ten-

dencies in him and suppress the more superficial, to

^ " Je suis I'habitu^ de Forohestre divin

;

Si je n'^tais songeur, j'aurais it6 sylvain."

—Les Contemplations, Bk. i. 27.
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lay new foundations and fix the boundaries of his

thought. A period had come which, if we cannot pro-

perly term it one of transition, was that in which he

arrived at a clear consciousness of the work that lay

before him— of his duty,—and he henceforward went

his way without faltering.

To understand the inward side of Hugo's struggle at

this epoch in his life, we must keep in mind the small

place which either philosophy or philosophical methods

had had in his training. His poetry had hitherto been

a poetry of impressions and intuitions loosely connected

by some subtle play of fancy or feeling. When the

subject is concrete, his poem is clear and full of light

;

when it is not, he wanders into the vague, where his

splendid power of carving out dim impressive shapes

in a manner covers his weakness. The rapid, facile

generalisations of which his prose writings are full,

and which lead him easily to this or that side of a

smaller subject, on a greater or more abstract are easily

seen to lead nowhither, one view after another de-

manding recognition, and the data being as various as

the nature of things.

These were decided defects in the intellect of the

poet who was now advancing to his great epic themes.

What sort of a struggle he had with them we may see

in the later poems of ' Les Contemplations,' the first

volume wliich he published from his Guernsey home

in 1856. In Book VI. there is a poem headed " Ibo
"

(I shall go), of date 1853, in which Hugo announces

in his old confident way his intention of attacking.
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of solving, the great problem of humanity. " I will

penetrate," he says, " to the hidden secrets ; the laws of

our problem, I shall possess them : I will enter into

the tabernacle of the unknown, and go forward to the

threshold of the shadow and the void " :

—

" Jusqu'aux portes visionnaires

Du ciel sacrd :

Et si vous aboyez, tonnerres,

Je rugirai."

In that " Ibo " we see that neither time nor exile

has cured the poet of certain faults. There is the

same vaunting ambition which announces its leap

before it has even considered the height—the same ex-

travagance 6i language, which is just saved from being

ridiculous because the achievement which follows is,

after all, very considerable. Nor can it be said that

Hugo did much in ' Les Contemplations ' to fulfil

these magnificent promises. The philosophical ele-.

ment in that book is of no great value. The promi-

nent feature in his thinking on this ground is a vague

all-embracing principle of unity, which brings things

together at that point where their characteristic dififer-

ences are lost, and remains, therefore, abstract and

empty. To follow him we must rise to that plane of

thought where resemblances count for much and dif-

ferences for little. We must class the daisy with the

sun, for the daisy too has rays
;
plants and animals

have the sentiments and speak the language of

humanity ; the sky is a church, and the rising of Luna

the elevation of the host ; God Himself ofiiciates. His
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generalisEttions bring Virgil and Isaiah, Zoroaster and

Abraham, under the same category. Persius, Archilo-

chus, and Jeremiah "have the same gleam in their

eyes." This cosmic unity is sometimes founded on the

most fantastic analogies, as, for instance, in the poem

entitled " Ce que dit la bouche d'ombre," the last in

the book. And yet the skill he shows in keeping him-

self at the height of his conceptions is remarkable.

The curious range of his illustrations, and his unique

power of characterising things and their relations from

his point of view, give a sort of value to a philosophical

conception which would be worthless in other hands.

His wild imagination has free play in such subjects

—

" Phryn^ meurt, un crapaud saute hors de la fosse
;

Ce scorpion au fond d'une pierre dormant,

C'est Clytemnestre aux bras d'Egysthe son amant."

Looked at in its details, his metaphysic is rambling.

Fragments from all systems find themselves neigh-

bours in his. His faculty for organising ideas on

abstract lines is small; there was always something

loose and imperfect in the structure of his longer

poems, and he is but finding his way as yet. We see

the awkward movement of a vigorous mind in a region

where it has no great landmarks.

The universe he is making for himself is a great one

—fertile veins opening up to him in every direction in

it—but is still in a somewhat chaotic state, requiring

much toil to bring order and light into it. We can

see its foundations are laid deep in a grand naturalism

which discards all conventions and superficial varieties
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of things in order to get at their true tendencies. Nor

does it want spiritual elements of the highest kind in

its conception of humanity, historically and in the in-

dividual consciousness ; and the consciousness of man

is taken as the index of that obscurer life which exists

in the lower forms of the universe. But all tliis has

to be worked out on its concrete side. The vague

metaphysic and philosophy of history which we find

in the later poems of ' Les Contemplations,' are but the

preparatory studies for the stronger work of that kind

in ' La L^gende des Si^cles,' and ' Les Quatre Vents

de I'Esprit.' He is to go

—

Iho—but he has not yet

found the path.
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CHAPTER VI.

' LES CONTEMPLATIONS '—" THEN AND NOW "—HUGO's FEMININE
IDEAL—GROWTH OP NATURALISM— ' PAUCA MEiB ' TENNY-

SON'S 'in MBMORIAM'—ETHICAL PEELING IN HUGO.

In our last chapter we spoke of the philosophical ele-

ment in ' Les Contemplations.' But the merit of the

poet does not lie in his metaphysic. The scholasticism

of Dante and the theology of Milton are not the val-

uable parts of the ' Divina Commedia ' or ' Paradise

Lost,' though they represent a power of synthesis

which in various forms helps to give the work of these

masters its perfection. Hugo had missed the severe

discipline of philosophical studies by which their

minds had been formed. The desultory character of

his education had developed his poetic susceptibility

and the range of his intuitions in excess of the organ-

ising power of his thought. And in view of the work

which he meditates, he has now got to overcome, as

far as he is able, this defect. Not that we are to ex-

pect a completely linked philosophical system from

him. It is not the poet's business to bring such a

system to the surface out of the chaos of things, but
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only to find the essential facts, and to insist on them

with such unity of sentiment and insight as indeed

implies a system, a synthesis, but one which has

neither the merits nor defects of a metaphysic. ' Les

Contemplations ' shows him labouring towards this

end, but its value still lies largely on the other side.

It is still in some measure a poetry of impressions and

intuitions which want placing, or what we may call,

to use a word of philosophic kindred, orientation.

It is time, however, that we should look at some

other sides of this work, which stands so curiously

between Hugo's earlier and his later productions.

Outwardly ' Les Contemplations ' is divided into two

parts, which Hugo has headed respectively " Autrefois
''

and " Aujourd'hui," or "Then and Now," as we may say,

—a title which has a general reference to the changes in

the poet's life, but is also more formally and precisely

connected with the death of his daughter Leopoldine

in 1843. In the preface—which is full of the old elo-

quence, but shorter than it used to be—Hugo gets

gradually discreeter in this respect; he tells us that

there are twenty-five years in the two volumes. They

are, he says, the memoirs of a soul. " They are all the

impressions, all the memories, all the realities, all the

vague phantasms, gleeful or sombre, that a human

consciousness may contain. They are the record of a

human existence in its passage from the cradle to the

grave, from mystery to mystery—of a spirit which

makes its way from gleam to gleam, leaving behind it

in succession youth, love, illusion, struggle, despair,

to
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and which halts in dismay at the threshold of the in-

finite. The beginning is a smile, the continuation a

sob, and the end a blast of the trumpet of the abyss."

These words, which are not too lofty for Hugo's work,

taken in its great cycle from ' Les Orientales ' to ' Les

Quatre Vents,' seem now a little too heavy for ' Les

Contemplations.' The blast of the abyss is not there

;

the time, as we have seen, was not come. Nor, we

may add, is there the smile. If there is, it is but a

very superficial and momentary relaxation of the grave,

even sombre, visage which the mental eye follows from

page to page of ' Les Contemplations.'

Most of the poems in the first volume take us back,

either by their date or contents, to Hugo's life at Paris,

and are very various in their themes. Youthful loves

;

domestic reminiscences; the voice of nature in the

woodlands ; fragments of the great romantic discus-

sion, now wellnigh gone to pieces, or rather dissolved

into a question of wider issues ; dawnings of the

cosmic philosophy before mentioned; hints, too, that

his eye is resting with closer attention on the great

problem of the masses,—these fill up the years between

1830 and 1843.

The great range of Hugo's talent—the variety in his

work—is already an old story. His amorous or g^uasi

amorous poetry, for instance, occupies but a very small

place in the whole
;
yet the poems of this kind in ' Les

Contemplations,'—those headed " Lise," " Vieille chan-

son du jeune temps," " La coccinelle," and some others

of a like strain,—are perfect in their way, fresh and
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delicate in their sentiment, and with a charming

novelty of conception. That picture of young sixteen

masculine, gloomy, embarrassed, awkward, with young

sixteen /emwme, alert, natural, and somewhat malign,

is finely given. The essential moment is, as always

with Hugo in these things, happily seized, and the

whole scene, action, and accessories put before you at

the least expense, with the light suggestive touch

necessary in these things:

—

" Je ne vis qu'elle dtait belle

Qu'en sortant des grands bois sourds.

' Soit ; n'y pensons plus
!

' dit elle.

Depuis, j'y pense toujours." ^

But the sentiment in all of these poems is general

rather than individual. They are all retrospective

—

the songs of a past time, of feelings and situations

which will not return. That sage muse Melancholy

has inspired them. We have but to compare tliis

"Old Song of a Young Time," notwithstanding its

early date, with the passionate lyrism of " Gastibelza,"

to see with what fine judgment the poet reserved the

former for its place in this volume.

One may notice, too, that Hugo's idea of woman in

poems of this kind is decidedly that of the Latin races.

A bright, graceful, susceptible creature—responsive

mainly, if not altogether, on the chord of sentiment

—

is the figure which in various situations appears and

reappears in these idyls of Hugo. It is not that his

sympathies are confined to this type. His poems to

' Vieille chanson du jeune temps, Bk. I. xix.
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Mdlle. Bertin, and other works, sufficiently prove the

contrary ; but this is the type which his art can treat

most successfully. Esmeraldas, Blanches, Lisas, Eosas,

Fatimas—they are all from the same stratum, and

differ only in the accidents of their life and circum-

stances. The portentous Josiane in "L'Homme qui

rit " is an abnormal formation found at the same level.

Even in that fine poem, " Paroles dans I'Ombre,"

where we have what is presumably a glimpse at the

poet's domestic life, the pretty childlike complaint

of the wife—" Je veux qu'on songe a moi "•—is a note

of the same kind. The contrast is certainly fine

between the grave strength of the man, absorbed in

his meditative labour, and the slighter feminine figure

that watches the door and picks up his pen when it

falls; but it would not so readily have occurred to

a poet of Teutonic race to express that by a line like

this :

—

" Vous etes mon lion, je suis votre colombe."

The naturalism of the Latin races has kept this

type in its purest form in their literature. It was

Goethe's great type, too, as we may see in his Clarchen

and Margaret. It is the unalterably poetic type, that

eminent Italian critic De Sanctis contends ; Francesca,

not Beatrice, is the woman of the ' Divina Commedia.'

" The woman whom Dante seeks in Paradise, behold

he has found her here in the infernal region.'' ^

' " Francesca 6 rimasta il tipo onde sono uscite le piu care creature

della fantasia moderna : esaeri delioati, in cui niente h che resiste e

reagisca. . . . Qui h la tragedia della donna, variata da mille
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This is one form of the old quarrel between art and

morality. The strong woman, it is agreed, with her

power of resistance and reaction, is " respectable but

insesthetic." One might almost say that it is only in

the traditions and literature of the Anglo-Saxon race

that we find a steady tendency towards an ideal of

another and surely a higher kind. Naturalism is, in-

deed, the perennial source of great art. Deviation on

conventional lines, however moral and instructive, is

the mark of a second-rate artist, or an inferior depart-

ment of art. But naturalism does not refer to any

stage of nature which is fixed within certain unalter-

able limits. The naturalism of one age or of one race

may contain more or finer elements than that of an-

other age or another race; and the influence of the

Anglo-Saxon, now become one of the most powerful

and widely spread races of the world, will do much

for the evolution of a new universal type in great art.

These things belong to the great march of the ages.

It took centuries to make a Briseis, and centuries more

to make a Gretchen ; and art is as slow in discovering

as nature is in forming them.

As far as Hugo himself is concerned, however, the

predominance of certain types of womanhood has a

incidenti, ma con lo stesso fondo. L'uomo nella sua lotta resists, e

vinto anohe, I'anima rimane indomata e ribelle : il suo tipo fe

Prometeo. L'uomo che resista e vinca, puo in certi casi essere

un personaggio poetico; ma I'aureola della donna h la sua fiac-

chezza ; ne moralista otterr^ mai che la donna invasa e signoreggiata

daUa passione, ove dalla lotta esca vincitrice, sia altro mai che un
personaggio inestetioo, virtuoso, rispettabile, ma inestetico."—Fran-

cesco De Sanctis, Nuovi Saggi Critici.

K
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sufficient reason in the nature of his artistic faculty.

As a poet, his power lies in representing the instinctive

rather than the reflective movement in human nature.

In the one he is true and natural ; his hand is sure,

and his conceptions have the utmost delicacy and sim-

plicity. Who, for instance, has given us pictures of

child-life that will for a moment compare with Vic-

tor Hugo's ? In the other he is not to be trusted, even

in inferior genres, where less power and less know-

ledge are required. It is a question whether he will

turn out a Bishop Myriel or a Barkilphedro. He is

full of violence and exaggeration, forces nature more

than he follows her, and seeks abnormal types and sit-

uations. Work like that of Goethe's ' Tasso ' or ' Wil-

helm Meister' is entirely alien to his genius. We
suspect him of thinking they are poor affairs.

Here, then, we see the tendencies which are mould-

ing the poetry of his later years. While philosophy is

invading it at one end, in its epic subjects, aU. meta-

physical and abstract elements are being thrown out

of it at the other, in its purely lyrical subjects. In

these, now that the medieval and romantic oriental

phases are past, he seeks only themes and sentiments

which are natural, universal. Past, too, is the sickly

elegiac phase—what of it, at least, he was ever affected

by,—the cry of De Musset's " Child of the Century."

The beauty of the flower—the song of the shepherd or

the birds—Lisa, who passes with a flower in her corset,

—these are now his lyrical subjects. And this double

process goes on, till we have at one end the smallest
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and finest of lyrical notes, and at the other the organ-

tones of his great poems. But the impulse at the

centre is one and the same. The truth of nature has

everywhere become his aim. His great poems are

a rectification of philosophy, which has strayed from

her teaching, an attack on the conventions which have

taken the place of her laws ; and his smaller are an

expression of her harmonies and the beauty of her

results.

This kind of naturalism suggests many of the themes

in ' Les Contemplations.' " Aimons toujours ! aimons

encore !" " Ce qu'un prStre ^difie, un pretre le d^truit
;"

" Pourq[uoi ne vas-tu prier dans les ^glises ;" " Si Dieu

n'avait fait la femme, il n'aurait pas fait la fleur;"

" Cette femme a passe;" " Je suis fou ;" " C'est I'histoire;"

" Si nous pouvions quitter ce Paris triste et fou.''

Even the cannon-fever has worn itself out; the

" bravo's art " is seen to be an illusion.

" Moi, je priihre, fontaines

!

Moi, je prdfere, O ruisseaux

!

Au Dieu des grands capitanes

Le Dieu des petits oiseaux
!

" '

This is not, as it might once have been, a passing

mood ; it is part of a thought which is being systema-

tised in this direction.

These are simple subjects; but Hugo's manner of

treating them is profound, deepening our sense of life,

' "As for me, I prefer, fountains ! as for me, I prefer,

streams ! to the God of great captains the God of little birds."—

Book II. xviii.
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and refreshing our impressions of its ordinary joys and

sorrows. The matter is old as the heavens. Love and

death, childhood and old age, in forms which are

familiar to all. Hugo is too strong on this ground to

seek strange situations. Eeading these poems in our

times is like coming to Homer from one of the meta-

physical poets. We are in no cranny of the universe

;

there is air and space and a great sky ahove us.

Books IV. and V. furnish, perhaps, the finest examples.

The death of his daughter gave rise to a series of

poems which are a very complete expression of the in-

evitable tragedy of life—that of living on when those

who made life valuable have passed away. Death is

the great Musagetes, it has been said, and Hugo's

theme here is the same that inspired a fine poem of

Lord Tennyson's, 'In Memoriam.' Both have suc-

ceeded in grouping with wonderful effect the lights

and melodies of existence round this sombre centre

;

but there are notable differences. Instead of the

clever, but somewhat artificial, synthesis by which

Tennyson has made one long poem of this subject,

Hugo has given us a number of shorter ones. This

latter appears to us the better and more natural

method. There is a sort of factitious grandeur in the

other ; but a great poem requires a great subject, and

notwithstanding the English laureate's example, the

demise of a friend will probably continue to be con-

sidered a theme for elegies of more moderate dimen-

sions. On the other hand, if the subject is enlarged,

new keys struck, other scenes introduced, till a sort of
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epic of life, with its situations in an artificial subjective

order, is made to pass before us, then the steady pre-

dominance of the central subject, though producing

here and there certain specious effects, is unnatural

and monotonous. The shadow is where the light

ought to be, and vice versd. The conception does not

allow the poet's grief that freedom and spontaneity

which it should have. He has to take up an extreme

phase at the thirtieth stanza, and a mitigated phase at

the fiftieth ; to have one kind of doubt at this part,

and another at that ; to be manoeuvring transitions

and contrasts throughout a poem which is meant to be

the utterance of one stricken by a great sorrow.

Hugo, as we have said, is more natural. From the

first poem after his daughter's death, " Trois ans apr^s,"

that bitter " cry of the human " in protest against its

inevitable destiny, through all the various forms which

his grief takes of reminiscences, fantasies, speculations

hazarded beyond the region of the known, to the

poems where it has become an undertone, or a sudden

pang of reminiscence, or a shadow seen only by him-

self on the ordinary face of life, everything is natural

and spontaneous. There is a free, not an artificial,

arrangement of light and shade, and each poem has

that which is in harmony with its mood. There is no

attempt to guide grief in the ways of metaphysical

sequence. What logic there is in the order of the

series is the subtle unsystematisable logic of the heart

—

its sorrow gathering force silently amongst one kind of

associations, and relaxing amongst others ; concentrat-
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ing itself into a sharp cry in one scene, and diffused as

a soft veil of melancholy over another. This is the

only way in which a grief of this nature can be made

a fit subject for extended representation. Hugo took

it, because he did not have the idea of making a great

poem, but simply wrote down his grief at the times

and with the intervals which are part of its natural

history.

Every style has its defects and compensations.

We may at times feel the want of a powerful syn-

thesis in Hugo, but the freshness and spontaneity of

utterance in these later lyrics are irresistible. There

is no appearance of external labour on the line—^the

words seem to have leapt at once from the heart.

Look at the commencement of the first poem after

his daughter's death.

" II est temps que je me repose ;

Je suis terrassd par le sort.

Ne me parlez pas d'autre chose

Que des t^nfebres ou Ton dort." '

There is a wild humanity, a Promethean touch in

this poem. The poet seems at first to refuse to bow

his head. Has he not laboured from before the dawn

till the evening, and this is his reward ? Better to

have lived a common lot far from thy face—^to have

been a man who passes in the street holding his child

by the hand. We have said Promethean, but perhaps

there is more of the antique Hebrew strain here,

—

' " It is time that I rest from my labour. I am stricken by fate.

Speak to me of naught but the shades where the dead rest.

"
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acknowledgment of austere inexplicable laws, but the

bitterness of the heart rising into a cry that looks like

revolt, and is reprehensible in the eyes of Bildad the

Shuhite and his friends :

—

" Dieu ! vraiment, as-tu pu croire

Que je prdferais, sous les cieux,

L'effrayant rayon de ta gloire

Aux douces lueurs de ses yeux !

Si j'avals su tes lois moroses,

Et qu'au mgme esprit enchants

Tu ne donnes point ces deux choses,

Le bonheur et la v^rit^,

PlutSt que de lever tes voiles,

Et de chercher, coeur triste et pur,

A te voir au fond des dtoiles,

Dieu sombre d'un monde obscur,

J'eusse aim^ mieux, loin de ta face,

Suivre heureux, un ^troit chemin,

Et n'etre qu'un homme qui passe

Tenant son enfant par le main ! " '

There is a free ethical feeling here, as in many of

these poems, akin to that which we may find in Job

or Isaiah—devout, but very real and human. Hugo

^ " God ! truly, couldst thou believe that under the skies I

should choose the terrible ray of Thy glory, and not the soft beam of

her eyes !

Had I known Thy morose laws, and that to the same spirit intoxi-

cate, Thou givest not these two things, happiness and truth.

Rather than to raise Thy veils and search, a sad heart and pure, for

Thy ways in the depth of the stars, sombre God of an obscure

world

!

I would have sought, far from Thy face, to walk with contentment

in a narrow path, and to be but a man that passes in the street hold-

ing his child by the hand !
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lives in too great a world of thought to weep over the

decay of creeds at such a moment. Is the law of the

universe, then, anything different for us than it was

for Abraham or Zoroaster ? There is a reason why in

the rhythmic beat of his verse there should be some-

thing like the parallelism of ancient Hebrew poetry.

" And now," he says, " I would be left alone ; I have

finished, and fate is the victor."

But that is the first outburst ; calmer moods come.

He is resigned, and recognises that the life of man is

in these things under laws not to be searched out :

—

" II doit voir peu de temps tout ce que ses yeux voient

;

II vieiUit sans soutiens.

Puisque oes choses sont, c'est qu'il faut qu'elles soient,

J'en conviens, j'en conviens !

"

Then we have poems which are sometimes fine reflections

of the way in which the fantasy hovers about the graves

of the dear dead, or sometimes reminiscences of scenes

where their figures were familiar. In both, Hugo is

peculiarly powerful, seizing deftly the vague, sombre

chords of fancy in the one world, and painting with

firm delicacy and tenderness of touch in the other.

The poems " EUe avait pris ce pli dans son age

enfantin"^ and "A Mademoiselle Louise B."^ are

masterpieces of the latter kind.

Of the philosophical poems in ' The Contempla-

tions ' we have already spoken. Those of the most

ambitious kind are to be found in Book VI., " On the

Borders of the Infinite." His philosophy, as we have

1 Book IV. 5. 2 Book V. 5.
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said, is still much in the vague, vast, cosmic, bringing

together the distant ends in nature and in the history

of man, and orienting itself with difficulty in a mass

of great analogies and far-reaching fancies. But the

reason in its highest exercise finds a powerful auxil-

iary in the imagination—the metaphors of Bacon are

philosophical conceptions, the fantasy of Plato is

the precursor of his theories ; and in Hugo's analogies

there is a curious felicity .which is no bad augury for

his later work in this way. That characterisation of

Rabelais, for instance:

—

" Rabelais, que nul ne oomprit

;

II berce Adam pour qu'il s'endorme,

Et son dclat de rire foorme

Est un des gouffres de I'esprit
!

" '

With these philosophical poems, 'The Contempla-

tions,' that bridge between the earlier and later phases

of Hugo's thought, ends.

' " Rabelais, that none understood—he rocks Adam to sleep in his

cradle ; and his burst of enormous laughter is one of the abysses of

the spirit."—Book VI. 23.





BOOK IV.

THE MAGNUM OPUS—THE SOCIAL NOVELS-

PRACTICAL ISSUES—EE-ENTRY.





CHAPTEE I.

THE SECOND EMPIRE—CHANGES IN PARIS—GROWING OLD IN

EXILE— REFUSAL OF THE AMNESTY—THE MAGNUM OPUS.

Meantime the years were passing, and the cause of

the exiles seemed to have become even more desperate.

The third Napoleon had the appearance of prospering.

With the whole power of France concentrated in his

hands, he was playing a pretentious part in European

politics, and for a time with success. The Crimean

war had done something to destroy old national pre-

judices between France and Britain. The campaign

against Austria on behalf of Italian freedom, if it had

cooled the Clerical party had pleased the Eepublicans,

and the victories of Solferino and Magenta had

brought the Empire a degree of military prestige.

These enterprises, it is true, had little or no profitable

result for France, and were but stages on the road to

destruction. The war with Austria, in liberating the

northern States of Italy, had laid the foundations of a

powerful and inevitably antagonistic State on her very

frontiers. And this adventurous policy abroad served,
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as is often the case, to cover corruption and stagnancy

of life at home. Internally, indeed, there was a subtle

and marked decline of force in France. Most of the

great names which had illumined her history since the

Eestoration were those of men now in the grave, or

sinking thither in public neglect and oblivion. Sainte-

Beuve alone of the great race begins in these times to

draw ahead under Imperial patronage, and enjoys a

sort of revenge for the neglect of his old friends the

doctrinaires. He is made, not without some difficulty,

a senator, and holds notable assemblies at his house of a

new generation of literary men—Eenan, Taine, St-Vic-

tor, Sch^rer, and others. These are mostly quiet men

politically, with more erudition and less genius than

their predecessors. On the whole, it is a wonderful

change from the Paris of Lamartine and B^ranger.

The voices of enthusiasm in all its shapes—political,

religious, or romantic—have mostly fallen silent, in the

grave or out of it. Instead of Chateaubriand and

Lamennais, we have the finely attenuated sentiment

of Eenan, and the sombre fatalism of Leconte de Lisle.

A solitary note at intervals, pamphlet or protest from

some wandering exile, is all that breaks the calm of

despotism. Feasts at Compi^gne, military parades,

and the immense luxuries of the Imperial Court, are at

present the chief interests at Paris. All goes well, as

it seems, with the Second Empire. The whole world

has accepted it as it usually accepts an established

fact, without much troubling itself about the character

and significance of the new phenomenon. Louis Bona-
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parte had secured a place amongst the rulers of the

world, " Les rois te disent mon cousin;" and what signi-

fied the protests of a few dreamers and mystics who

had neither political power nor battalions ?

Even Hugo in those days must have felt the weight

of defeat. Eemoved from the brilliancy of surround-

ings at Paris to the solitude of his rocky isle, where

the most familiar voices were the eternal murmur of

ocean and the cry of the chough in the winds, a sense

of deprivation, even in the midst of his great labours

and increasing fame, is often uppermost in him. He
is "in the sinister unity of night." Hugo is not of

those in whom the severe ideal joys of labour tend to

silence the more iastinctive desires of the heart. His

is an ample nature, every side of it healthfully active.

There is something of John of Patmos in him, and

something also of Alexander Dumas. Our traditional

classifications of men break down before this great

natural force of his asserting itself in every direction.

It is not, however, wonderful that occasional com-

plaints escape him. He sees his vigorous manhood

declining into old age in a foreign land. His hair

is becomrag white and his eyes dimmer amongst

strangers, and he who was a notable figure in Parisian

salons, passes solitary days in promenades at the sea-

shore under the hazy skies of the Channel Islands.

At times even, as we may notice in that poem of

' Les Quatre Vents de I'Esprit ' headed " Pati," that

last solution of difficulties, the death of the Eoman

stoic, had, in a meditative mood, crossed the mind of
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the poet. But only as a mere speculation to be re-

jected as an inadequate conclusion, not, however, with-

out some appreciative touches in the lines, showing

what extent of sympathy there was in his energetic

spirit, not naturally strong in patience and endurance,

but strong in courage and faculty, for the proud con-

tempt with which a Brutus or a Cato relinquished a

world become unworthy :

—

" Que leur faisait la vie 1 Est-ce que ces romains

Tenaient k voir passer les chars sur les chemins

Et le vent courber les brins d'lierbes 1"^

Latterly, indeed, it was in his power to have returned

to Prance. In 1859, Napoleon had proclaimed an

amnesty from which Hugo was not excluded. But

he refused, as ten years later he refused in still more

haughty words, to benefit by a grace from an author-

ity he would not acknowledge. In the last poem of

' Les Ch§,timents,' he had declared that he would accept

exile without end, " n'eilt il ni fin ni terme,'' rather than

re-enter France while the Empire existed. If but a

thousand remain to protest, he will be one of them

;

if only ten, he will be the tenth ; and if there rest but

one, it will be he

—

" et s'il n'en reste qu'un, je serai

celui-lA
!
" Perhaps there was some reminiscence here

of that other stern nunquam revertar, which expressed

the determination of the great Florentine exile never

to return unless honourably—only that its form, in the

1 "What was life to them ? Think you these Romans oared to see

the chariots pass on the public ways, and the wind bending the blades

of grass ?

"
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manner of our poet and his time, is somewhat more

expansive.

Hugo's resolve, whatever we may think of his man-

ner of announcing it, was at bottom a wise one. He
was labouring at a great work, or rather a series of

great works, which required the concentration of the

mind at a height far above the level of temporary

social and political interests. For this no home was

more suitable than the one where he was. At

Guernsey, he had a repose of mind and an in-

ternal freedom which he could scarcely have found

in Paris, in the midst of imperial glories, and in

daily contact with the effervescence of party politics.

It was the perennial, not the parliamentary, aspects

of the struggle which had to grow clear to his mind.

The plane of vision in his later works is more that

of the prophet than that of the politician. Eeading

Tacitus and Montluc and the story of the Cid, and

all those great old volumes that know little of abstract

principles, but touch life on the quick, with nothing of

France nearer to him than the haze of Cherbourg, was

excellent preparation for the work of ' The Legend of

the Centuries.'

That work, besides, was of the kind which is

naturally born in exile. Lamennais, condensing pre-

vious observations on the subject, has said of Dante's

poem that it is at once a cradle and a grave ; and ' The

Legend of the Centuries ' also has this double charac-

ter. On the one hand, it is a sombre retrospect of

the past, and evokes a consciousness of it so complete

s
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and just, notwithstanding some minor defects, as to

be a fatal judgment on it, and the principles and ideas

by which it existed. On the other hand, it is only in

the light of a new and better ideal of life that this

view of the past would be justifiable or tolerable. On

this latter side, 'The Legend' is the epopee of the

dawn. Humanity, or more strictly the people, is a

great Titan, whose front has been long soiled in the dirt;

but he has found his way from his den to the light,

and will not be much longer abused. As ' Les Chati-

ments ' was Hugo's protest addressed to Prance against

the coup d'etat, 'La Ldgende' is his protest to the

world against all that makes coups d'Mat or autocratic

imperialisms possible. He has comprehended that it

is not the force of evil in a few Louis Napoleons

or De Mornys or Maupas that carries through a 2d

December, but a gulf of error and ignorance which

lies behind it. He sees, as the years pass, that such

a fact as the imperialism of the third E"apoleon may

for that reason have right to a longer duration than

he at first accorded it, and that his appeal must be to

the future,—to the future of France, it may be, or if

not, to that greater future before which, in all times,

Isaiahs and Dantes, overborne by temporary evil,

have carried with assurance their cause.
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CHAPTEE 11.

'THE LEGEND OF THE CENTURIES '—LEGEND AND REALITY—

A

MODERN CYCLE—GOETHE, SHELLEY, AND HUGO—THE DEMO-

CRATIC LEGEND OP HUMANITY.

It has been said that the legend-making epochs of

man's history are past, and that the marvellous being

now looked for in the real, there is no longer any-

place for that play of imagination which once con-

structed the legendary world. Yet the fact that none

of the great elements of life ever entirely disappear,

but only undergo a change, might suggest that some-

where, and in some form or other, a successor to old

Carlovingian legends and expired Arthurian cycles

may exist. Men are always complaining that ideal-

ism belongs to another age than their own ; but when

a great artist comes, be he a Turner or a Hugo, you

find that the plane of his thought is the ideal. And

naturally, for the real remains as of old, and after all

that positive science has done with it, a very inscruta-

ble fact. Of that part of reality in particular which

finds expression in the life of man, all that has been

done is to note some special formulas for phenomena
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whose relations stretch beyond our philosophy, and

seem to have a sort of infinitude. When a Whig

historian paints Clarendon in shade and Hampden in

light, we say he is right—he would be a still smaller

formulist did he do otherwise ; but if he thinks his

formula is comprehensive, let him try it on Napoleon.

No age, indeed, has had such a variety of distinct and

irreconcilable formulas as the present one—formulas

which, in the numbers and intelligence of their adher-

ents, would seem to show how little has been done

to fix the lines and mark the boundaries of man's

thoughts and fancies in this region. Agnostic for-

mulas, Eomish formulas, Anghcan formulas, Positivist,

Socialistic, or Democratic formulas—the chances for

the general reader are that each new book he takes

up, be it a history or a poem or a novel, reflects or

consciously inculcates a fundamentally' different view

of life. It is true we are not quite without guidance

in the midst of these contending philosophies, were

it only that of observing where men of a certain cul-

ture and capacity stand. The main stream, although

here and there it may be in detour, is where Emerson

and Mr Arnold are, and not where Canon Liddon and

Cardinal Newman are.

But what more concerns us here is, that this twi-

light of opinion, in which fantasy ranges freely round

the horizon of man's hopes and aspirations, is emi-

nently favourable to a play of imagination as free as

that in the old legendary cycles. Our age has here

a fund of ideas, in which fantasies and vague ideals
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mix as harmoniously with the real as legend and

matter of fact in a great epic age ; and in G-oethe's

'Faust,' Shelley's 'Prometheus,' and Hugo's 'Legend

of the Centuries,' we have a series of cyclic poems

which have a subject as real, and yet as full of ideal

and legendary matter to us, as the history of Arthur

or of Charlemagne was to our ancestors. This sub-

ject is the history of mankind viewed as a progressive,

connected, but still, on many sides, unintelligible fact.

In other words, the legend of the nineteenth century

is the legend of humanity, with its blurred pathos, its

grand traditions and heroisms, great gleams of light

traversing a background in deep shade, its constant

passage of men and things hastening to oblivion, and

the obscure reason that guides its destinies. It is a

theme which looks backwards and forwards, and con-

tains as a natural part of itself the matter of all past

legends.

How Goethe treated this subject is well known. Vari-

ous forms of it, indeed, long haunted his mind. Prome-

theus, Mahomet, the Wandering Jew, were subjects

that in different ways showed the whole circumfer-

ence of the human ; but of the first there is only a

prologue—of the second, a fine choral song—and the

last never went beyond the title. G-oethe's 'Faust'

drew into itself all the stores of thought he had on the

subject, and all the resources of his art. But the

weak side of that great poem is no secret. The con-

ception is fundamentally a historic one, with its roots

in the past and its development in the future; and
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Goethe confessedly had not, in a sufficient degree at

least, the historic sense. All of the great epic of hu-

manity that he has been able to seize and embody

with the power of a great master is a dramatic mo-

ment—a stage, the sceptical one, of its history. That

is the first part of 'Faust,' where the movement of

humanity is exposed in the aspect of the individual

struggle. The rest is a philosophical construction, the

value of which h-e himself would have judged by its

obscurity and want of great leading lines. "Bring

me no riddles," he has said ;
" I have enough of my

own."

Goethe himself has told us why he did not possess

the historic sense. He wanted enthusiasm, as he calls

it—that is, he wanted faith, and understood the move-

ment of humanity far better on its side of conscious

construction than on its side of unconscious evolution.

Without that kind of faith, and the insight it brings

with it, a great poet may write the ' Battle of the Frogs

and Mice ' as Leopardi has written it, or the ' Eeineke

Fuchs ' as Goethe, but he will scarcely be the poet

to express the highest conceptions of the nineteenth

century with regard to the history of mankind, or to

satisfy its vague, undefined sense of the destiny that

mixes or rules in that long development. In ' Faust,'

as everywhere, Goethe is a master of wise sentences,

but he lacked the enthusiasm or faith to write the

great epopee of humanity.

Hugo took up the subject just on that side, the

ideal historic, which Goethe had striven to make sub-
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ordinate in his dramatic conception, but the inevitable

presence of which eventually drew his drama out of

shape. The form which the French poet selected was

one eminently adapted to the subject and his power

of treating it. It consists of a series of poems, each

of which, standing artistically independent of the

others, is yet, by its place and content, part of the

fundamental conception which the whole develops.

The parts have a connection, therefore, but not of a

kind which requires a complete philosophical con-

struction. He deals everywhere with the primordial

elements of life, not with the formulas under which

we regard this or that age—scarcely even with the

formulas which were in its consciousness. Hence, if

his work lacks the refined intellectual interest which

belongs to that of a poet whose matter is really modes

of thought, the subjective drama of the consciousness,

it gains in massiveness, simplicity, and poetic colour.

He stands close in his subtlest and most fantastic

moods to the real forms and colours of nature. Much

of his success is owing to the fact that he can find in

these a complete expression for the highly general and

abstract thought of our time.

The subject of ' The Legend of the Centuries ' is

simply the history of humanity regarded from the

only point of view which makes it a connected whole

—the point of view, namely, of its progress. The

oldest legend which embodied this idea was that of

Prometheus, in which, as treated by ^schylus, there

was some obscure expression of the passing of humanity
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from an old law to a new. The growth of the concep-

tion in modern times may be measured by the fact

that, while .^Eschylus hints at a reconciliation between

Prometheus and Jove, Shelley boldly sings the fall of

the oppressor. But Prometheus is essentially an aris-

tocratic figure, and Hugo has put in his place two

figures which more fitly embody the democratic idea

of progress—those of the Satyr and the Titan Phtos.

But while Hugo has made use of these as well as of

most of the old legends which symbolise the struggle

of humanity, they are nothing more than incidental

illustrations of the main theme—the development of

humanity,—not of thought, or art, or science, which

have their special stages, and are best represented by

a few elevated intellects,—but of the life of humanity

as it aiscends through phase after phase of ideals, illu-

sions, and disillusions, towards freedom and light. All

the old legends, old Hebrew stories, classic Titans and

Satyrs, Charlemagne, traditions of the Caliphs, of the

Cid, and the Paladins, find a place in Hugo's concep-

tion, because they have all been moments in its

growth. The truth that there is in all of these is

brought under one point of view, and thus refined and

illumined, is the truth of ' The Legend of the Cen-

turies.' But alongside of this, there still remains to

be noticed what is perhaps the most original part of

Hugo's work—the manner, namely, in which he con-

trives to make actual historic fact enter this atmos-

phere of legend, so as not only not to lose its reality, but

to contribute its significance to the idea of the whole.
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The variety of Hugo's art, and the subtle depth of

thought he can display on such large subjects, are

best seen here. Pictures of Mahomet and Philip the

Second ; songs of Sophocles and the Sea Adventurers

;

characterisations of Shakespeare and Theocritus,—in

them all there is, as the ground, a profound synthesis

new to readers of Husro, and in the form a massive

simplicity, which give them a certain affinity to the

legendary aspects of history.

For the rest we will not say that Hugo has always

been successful in giving the parts of his subject a

clear sequence and development. There are gaps and

inconsequences, explicable or otherwise; occasionally

he seems to linger arbitrarily oter one phase, and

touch another too cursorily. But if we keep in

mind that his main idea is the progress of humanity,

in the democratic sense of the phrase, not its special

philosophic, or artistic, or religious movement, many

of these defects are seen to be more apparent than

real. ' The Legend of the Centuries ' is a work which

shows on one side a vast labour of fantasy, but it is

fantasy which is controlled throughout by^ the great,

sombre, abiding reality of its subject. It is the epopee

of mankind, the great democratic legend which Shelley

would fain have written.



CHAPTER III.

'the legend of the centuries': "jttventus mundi"— A

HEBREW idyl: " BOAZ ASLEEP "— HUGO'S IDEA OP THE

PHILOSOPHER—THE MORAL DECADENCE OF ROME, ETC.

The song begins with the great Hebrew story of the

first pair, with this remarkable difference, however,

that the moment whicli is made the significant one

is not the fall of the woman through partaking of the

fruit of the forbidden tree, but her consecration by the

principle of maternity. Here already Hugo's avoid-

ance of the theological or philosophical aspect, and liis

preference for what may be called the natural side of

the history of the human, are evident. In the " Sacre

de la Femme " there is an attempt to represent the first

vague manifestation of a higher life on the earth.

There is a peculiar quietness in this opening poem, an

absence of high colour, even of definite images. It

represents the rising of a great indefinable light, the un-

analysable consciousness which precedes clear know-

ledge

—

"jour dclairant tout sans rien savoir encored'

Things have not yet asserted their character of differ-

ence, but all—stars and seas, trees and flowers, man
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and animals—^reflect with a sort of primeval fraternity

the early rays of divine light. The characterisations

are of a large, indefinite, yet suggestive kind, very

suitable to the subject :
" La pri&re semblait d, la clarti

miUe." ^ The mystery of sex is but hinted at in tlie

line

—

" Eve qui regardait, Adam qui contemplait " ^

—

and in the strange movements of sympathy which

betray nature's consciousness of the maternity of Eve.

In the second poem, " La Conscience," evil has made

its appearance in the world, and with it has arisen a

moral consciousness new to man

—

conscience, that indi-

cation of a divided nature. Its growth is symbolised

in the person of the murderer Cain fleeing from an eye

which seems ever to regard him from the depth of the

heavens. There is a fine sense shown in the manner

in which the colour of the poem develops with the

subject. Already it is more definite, but still with a

grand simplicity of language and images appropriate

to the undeveloped life and great unpopulated plains

of the early world. The figure of Cain, too, is given in

a large sombre profile, which catches the imagination:

—

" Cain se fut enfui de devant Jehovah.

Comme le soir tombait, I'homme sombre arriva

Au bas d'une montagne en une grande plaine." ^

^ " Prayer seemed mingled with the hght."

2 " Eve regarding, Adam contemplating."

' " Cain fled before Jehovah. As evening descended, the man of

sombre spirit arrived at the base of a mountain in a wide plain.''
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But the eye still regards him from out the shadows of

night, and crying, "I am too close," Cain continues

his flight :

—

" II reveilla ses fils dormant, sa femme lasse,

Et se remit k fuir sinistre dans I'espaoe.

II marclia trente jours, il marcha trente nuits.

II allait, muet, pSle et frdmissant aux bruits,

Furtif, sans regarder derrifere lui, sans trfeve,

Sans repos, sans sommeil ; il atteignit la greve

Des mers dans le pays qui fut depuis Assur.

' Arretons-nous,' dit-il, ' car cet asile est siir.

Restons-y. Nous avons du nionde atteint les homes.'

Et, comma il s'asseyait, il vit dans les cieux mornes

L'oeil k la meme place au fond de I'liorizon." ^

The poem which follows is one of those ingenious

fables in which the mystic religious spirit of the East

embodied its early conceptions of the struggle between

the principles of Good and Evil in the universe. It

is a mere fantasy, representing the minute mosaic in-

genuity of the oriental mind at work on the great

problem.

In the next poem we are again in the large spiritual

universe of the Hebrew, uncomplicated by metaphysical

elements. The subject is Daniel amongst the lions—
not, certainly, the finest of the old Hebrew stories, but

' " He woke up his sons that slept, his wife tired of the way, and

began again his moody flight into space. He marched for thirty days,

he marched for thirty nights. He went on, mute, pallid, and shud-

dering at every sound, furtively, without looking behind him, without

truce, without rest, without sleep ; he reached the strand of the seas

in the country since called Assur. 'Let us stop here,' he said, 'for

this is a sure refuge. Let us stay here. We have reached the limits

of the world. ' And as he sat himself down, he beheld in the sombre

skies the eye in the same place in the depth of the horizon."
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very suitable for Hugo here as having a possible

affinity with his cosmic philosophy. Hence he has

given such an original turn to the story by reading it,

so to speak, from the lions' point of view, that the

whole strikes us with the force of a new creation.

The four lions—the lion of the desert, the lion of the

forest, the lion of the mountains, and the lion of the

coast—are fine instances of Hugo's power of giving a

voice to the voiceless part of creation. The character-

isation of each is as fine and as individual as if they

were human. Indeed Hugo's cosmic philosophy has

its root in this artistic power as much as in any meta-

physical conception.

" Le lion qui jadis, au borJ des flots rodant,

Rugissait aussi haut que I'ocdan grondant,

Parla le quatrifeme, et dit :
' Fils, j'ai coutume,

En voyant la grandeur, d'oublier I'amertume,

Et c'est pourqiioi j'dtais le voisin de la nier.

J'y regardais—laissant les vagues dcumer

—

Apparaitre la lune et le soleil eclore,

Et le sombre inflni sourire dans Taurore

;

Et j'ai pris, 6 lions, dans cette intimite

L'habitude du gouflfre et de I'^ternit^

;

Or, sans savoir le nom dont la terre le nomme,

J'ai YU luire le del dans les yeux. de cet homme

;

Get homme au front serein vient de la part de Dien.' "

'

1 " The lion that of old, crunching his food on the border of the

floods, was wont to roar with a voice powerful as that of the ocean in

wrath, spoke fourth, and said :
' My sous, it is my habit, when I look on

greatness, to forget my bitterness, and for that reason was I neighbour

to the sea. There I beheld—while the waves foamed around—the

moon come out and the sun expand himself, and the sombre infinite

smile in the dawn ; and in this intimacy, lions, I learned the ways

of eternity and the abyss. Now, without knowing the name by which

the earth names him, I have seen the gleam of heaven in the eyes of
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The background, too, of this picture is well managed.

Gur, the great city by the sea, where the masts of

many ships rose like a forest, where the Abyssinian

came to sell his ivory, the Amorrhean his amber, and

the men of Ashur their corn. In these the first streak

of historical reality, shining dimly from that ancient

commerce by the great sea, begins to colour this epic

of the centuries.

The fifth poem, which tells us in four lines how God

chose two artists to decorate the temple, one to sculp-

ture the real and the other the ideal, is a wholesome

reminder, occurring here, of a dualism which is not a

mere phase of art or thought, but eternal in the human

spirit. The poem is at least a pretty analogy, and may

also presage some change of note in the succeeding

poems.^

In " Booz Endormi " which follows, the thicker

legendary haze which hangs over the previous poems

is clearing away, and we get almost full historic colour,

and even a certain richness of detail. The subject is

the ancient story of Euth and Boaz ; and here again

Hugo has set the antique Hebrew idyl in a wonder-

fully new light by simply reversing the position of the

figures in his picture. That which is the background

in the Biblical story is made the foreground in his.

The interest is altogether concentrated on Boaz.

this man. This man of serene countenance comes to us with a mes-

sage from God.
'

"

^ Perhaps it may be only our poet's complacent self-consciouBness
—" Here, gentle reader, we give both real and ideal as the subject

requires ; " perhaps a poet's freak.

—

Guarda e passa.
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Booz s'^tait couch^ de fatigue accabM
;

II avait tout le jour travaill6 dans son aire
;

Puis avait fait son lit k sa place ordinaire ;

Booz dormait auprfes des boisseaux pleins de bid.

Get homme marchait pur loin des sentiers obliques,

Vetu de probite candide et de lin blanc
;

Et toujours du cotd des pauvres ruisselant

Ses sacs de grain semblaient des fontaines publiques.

Booz ^tait bon maitre et fidfele parent

;

II 6tait gendreux, quoiqu'il fut dconome ;

Les femmes regardaient Booz plus qu'un jeune bomme,

Car le jeune bomme est beau, mais le Tieillard est grand.

Le vieillard qui revient vers la source premifere,

Entre aux jours ^ternels et sort des jours cbangeants ;

Et I'on voit de la flamme aux yeux des jeunes gens,

Mais dans I'ceil du vieillard on voit de la lumifere.

Done Booz dormait la nuit parmi les siens,

Pres des meules, qu'on eut prises pour des decombres

;

Les moissonneurs couches faisaient des groupes sombres ;

Et ceoi se passait dans des temps tres-anciens." ^

^ " Boaz had laid himself to sleep overcome by fatigue : all the

day he had laboured on his threshing-floor; then having made his

bed there, as his custom was, Boaz slept amongst his bushels of

barley. . . .

" This man walked uprightly far from crooked ways, clothed about

with spotless probity and in a robe of white linen ; and his sacks of

grain that ran ever freely towards the side of the poor seemed like

pubHc fountains.

"Boaz was a good master, and a, loyal kinsman, and generous

although economical withal ; the eyes of the women looked on Boaz

more than on a youn^ man, for the young man has beauty, but the

old man has greatness.

"The old man who is returning towards the great source, is

entering upon the day that is eternal and leaving the day which is

changing ; it is fire that we see in the eyes of youth, but in the eye

of the old man we see light.

" £oaz then slept the night amidst his men, near the millstones.
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This is a very beautiful kind of pastoral which

Hugo has found in this ancient Hebrew world, curi-

ously different in spirit from that of the Sicilian muses,

where Greek paganism lives immortal with its sun-

shine and piping shepherds. Here, too, there is a rich

pastoral region and the mild air of a sunny land, the

flocks and bees and a waving harvest, but in the midst

of them the profound Hebrew spirit that gives its

deep contemplative hue to all around it. The great

old Hebrew type of man has everywhere a certain

resemblance. Hugo has here chosen, probably for the

sake of the fine local colour, to represent it by Boaz,

a man of primitive times, a wise and temperate master

of flocks, kind to the poor, and, in the language of

his own race, with the fear of God in all his ways.

Subtly enough does Hugo spread over his poem this

antique Hebrew colour of the universe. Boaz sleeps

in the open barn amidst his corn-heaps, his harvesters

lying around him in dark groups that the night has

made indistinct. While he sleeps, a vision from that

Infinite power, the conception of which fills his soul,

descends and prefigures to him a long line of descend-

ants, culminating in the glory of the Messiah. But

Boaz cannot believe :

—

" Une race naitrait de moi ! Comment le croire ?

Comment se pourrait-il que j'eusse des enfants ?

Quand on est jeune on a des matins triomphants ;

Le jour sort de la nuit comme d'une victoire ;

that looked like a shapeless heap in the darkness ; the harvesters lay

in dark groups around him ; and this took place in very ancient

times."
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Mais vieux, on tremble ainsi qu'& I'hiver le bouleau.

Je suis veuf, je suis seul, et sur moi le soir tombe

;

Et je courbe, mon Dieu ! mon Sme vers la tombe,

Comme un bojuf ayant soif penche son front vers I'eau.

Euth songeait et Boaz dormait ; I'herbe etait noire
;

Les grelots des troupeaux palpitaient vaguement

;

Une immense bonte tombait du firmament

;

C'dtait I'heure tranquille ou les lions vont boire." ^

It is evident that in subjects like this Hugo has

found something well suited to his genius. The com-

position, ordinarily his weak side, is finished—^perfect,

we might say. There is fulness, but no superfluity or

loss of clear outlines. Everything is given with a

light but marvellously suggestive touch. The poem

ends with a picture which resumes so finely into itself

all the tones of pastoral peace and antique piety, that,

although we have already quoted so much, we may be

pardoned for giving these few lines more :

—

" Tout reposait dans Ur et dans J^rimadeth :
^

Les astres ^maillaient le ciel profond et sombre ;

Le croissant fin et clair parmi ces fleurs d'ombre

Brillait k I'occident, et Eutb se demandait,

1 " A race arise from me ! How to believe it ? How could it be

that children should be born to me ? In youth our mornings are

triumphant ; the day issues forth from night as from a victory. But

in age we shake like the elm in the winds of winter. I am lone ; I

am widowed, and the evening falls upon me ; and I bend, my God !

my soul towards the tomb, as an ox athirst lowers his front to the

streams. . . . Ruth lay thinking and Boaz slept. The blade was

dark in the night ; the bells of the flock beat faintly. It was the

quiet hour when the lions come to drink."

^ " All was at rest in Ur and Jerimadeth : the stars were enamels

on the sombre depths of the heavens ; the crescent, floating light and

T
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Immobile, ouvrant I'ceil k moitid sous ses voiles,

Quel Dieu, quel moissonneur de I'^temel it6

Avait en s'en allant, negUgemment jet^

Cette faucille d'or dans le champ des etoiles.''

After this, in significant juxtaposition, comes another

old Biblical story, tha-t of Balaam the prophet. Hugo

introduces Balaam here as a type of the philosopher

who, understanding much of God's ways in the world,

can yet see no God therein. In a theme of this kind

our poet, it is almost needless to say, has none of the

mastery which he shows in " Boaz Asleep." Local colour

and the natural aspects of life are here very subordi-

nate elements, because they contain little or nothing

to explain the main conception, and with their insig-

nificance half of Hugo's strength is gone. Of phil-

osophy and its place in the world he evidently knows

nothing, and neither here nor elsewhere in this review

of the centuries is there anything of value on the

subject. Yet even from the legendary side of history,

and even from Hugo's view of it, the names of Plato

and Aristotle, Descartes and Spinoza, might have been

framed in a fitting compartment near those of Virgil,

and Theocritus, and Dante. But that is just the work

which Goethe could do, and in fact did, in these re-

markable characterisations of Plato and Aristotle, and

which Hugo cannot do. This is doubtless one of the

reasons why the idealism of the New Testament is,

clear amongst those flowers of the night, shone in the west, and Ruth
asked herself, as she lay motionless, half raising her eyelids, what
deity, what harvester of the eternal summer, had, in leaving, carelessly

oast that golden sickle in the field of the stars."
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comparatively speaking, so slightly represented by a

single poem, " Christ's first encounter with the Grave."

Hugo's art is on this side a veritable " restoration of

the flesh," and the subtle metaphysical element in

such a poem as Browning's " Death in the Desert " lies

outside of his sphere.

From these themes we pass in the second section of

' La L^gende ' to the decadence of Eome, which at first

one might think was poorly represented by the story

of Androcles and the lion ; and, indeed, the funda-

mental idea, that the general corruption of that age

had placed man on a lower level than the brutes, is

expressed by one of those antithetical conceits which

are amongst the doubtful successes of Hugo :

—

" Pensif tu seoouas ta crinifere sur Rome,

Bt I'homme dtant le monstre, lion, tu fus I'homme."

Eound this centre, however arbitrarily chosen it

might seem, but really in accordance with his- peculiar

talent, Hugo contrives to assemble, with his usual

skill, the essential facts in the demoralisation of the

Empire.

Then away to " Islam," where we have a fine picture

of the aged Mahomet, gathering in his last hours his

people around him to bid them farewell. The legend

of Sheik Omer and St John is inferior.
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CHAPTEE IV.

HUGO AS INTERPRETEK OF IHE PAST IN ' THE LEGEND '—KINGS

AND PALADINS—THE CID—EVIRADNUS—SOME PECULIARI-

TIES DEMOCRATIC CONCEPTION OP HISTORY— THE SATTR
— "song OP THE SEA-ADVENTURERS "— THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY.

The opinion which we may form of Hugo's success in

rendering the physiognomy of the ages will of course

depend on the point of view from which we regard the

past. His pictures, especially in the later centuries,

seem to be arbitrarily chosen. But this is more in

appearance than in fact. After poems which illus-

trate the pious simplicity and security of antique life

in such legends as Jihat of Boaz, he passes to the

kindred simplicity of Arab civilisation. He takes it

at the moment when it has received from the ideal-

ism of Mahomet a high ethical value which his treat-

ment brings skilfully into relief. Eoman civilisation

he has practically passed over, evidently regarding it

as having had no great spiritual elements which might

survive for later ages when its peculiar institutions

had passed away. Hence its significant moment in
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this history, and that which Hugo has selected for

representation is the last stage of its decadence. It

is not within the scope of Hugo's work to give any

prominence to the material and merely formal aspects

of civilisation. The relation, a shadowy enough one,

which exists between Mohammedanism and Christi-

anity, is touched upon in the legend of Sheik Omer,

and the fine superiority in the Christian sphere of the

miraculous indicated.

After this we enter upon the moral and social

aspects of life in the middle ages of Europe. Here

begins a sort of contrast which Hugo works out on a

grand scale. The civilisation of Christendom, superior

in its material aspects, presenting a more complex

organisation to the analysing eye of the constitutional

historian or political economist, shows a certain loss

in direct moral and social resources. The increase of

mechanism presages a great development, but for long

there is an absence of the old spiritual freedom and

light, a forgetfulness of the real ends of life, and in

consequence an artificial perversion of it which would

seem iacredible to us were we not still somewhat

under the influence of its traditions. This perversion

Hugo has treated on one of its sides only, but that one

which has the most immediate and far-reaching effects

on the life of the people—the relation between the

rulers and the ruled. The ruler, instead of being the

wise judge, the spiritual teacher or leader, the man

who, even in his wayward moments, knew most about

the laws of life, and listened readily to the voice of
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God in the mouth of prophet or dervish, has become a

mere bird of prey—a highly unintelligent personage

for whom a fancied superiority of lineage is a fun-

damental law of the universe. Crafty, plundering

Spanish and Italian princes, marauding barons of the

Ehineland and other countries, ambitious and avari-

cious hierarchs, are represented by the Duke Jorge,

Euy le Subtil, the Eatbert and Afranus of these

poems. It is of little import that the personages are

mostly obscurely historical. Hugo is evidently of

opinion that they are fair types of the rulers of their

time ; and on this point many will think that the poet's

arrangement of light and shadow in these centuries is

more in accordance with facts than that of the ordi-

nary historian, whose eye is mostly fixed on some

glancing military aspect of the age, or some great

political evolution or subsidence. Not to speak of

rulers whose names are mere synonyms for evil,

amongst the centuries of buried crime alone that

sleeps honourably in the vaults of the house of

Hapsburg what justification might be found for the

gloomy colour which Hugo here gives to his Song of

the Centuries ! But although such well-known liis-

torical matter guides and supports the poet in his

work, these names do not themselves appear. His

mind seems to dwell rather on the obscure and more

forgotten wrongs of the past. If the crimes are

notorious in the later and better known part of a

dynasty's history, what untold miseries have the

governed had to suffer at the hands of the governors
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in the unfrequented and waste districts of the past

!

How many unrecorded assassinations, how many ob-

scure villages of the early centuries sent up in smoke

and flame to the skies at the caprice of some tyrant,

" man of evil that the night now covers," as Hugo says

of Eatbert ! Many that are known of, more of which

there is no record,—unknown to the historian, whether

he be of the philosophic, constitutional. Whig, or Tory

type—only represented, they and their sad destinies,

by a few shadowy pictures in some such work as this

of Hugo's. From this point of view it is difficult to

find fault with the sombre strain in this part of ' The

Legend of the Centuries.'

Amongst the most interesting of Hugo's creations

in this half-forgotten world of history and romance

are the figures of the great Paladins—Roland, the Cid,

Eviradnus. These are represented as strong-handed

upholders of justice on the earth given over to a riot

of rulers, and in their magnanimity and warlike virtues

we see the kind of force which kept society from utter

corruption. Of somewhat similar import is the tale of

" AymerUlot "—the young squire in the army of Charle-

magne, who takes the town of Narbonne when all the

dukes and counts in the train of the emperor had re-

fused the enterprise. The story is excellently told.

The characterisation of Charlemagne and the great

seigneurs is a fine specimen of Hugo's large, flowing

style in such work, and of his power of reaching

reality in those antique tales. Indeed, if anything

could revive the faded legends of these centuries, it
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would be Hugo's happy descriptive stroke, and the

original manner in which he brings them under the

light of modern ideas.

The highest type of this warring, chivalric man is

Euy Diaz, the Cid. In this volume, however, the Cid

makes no great show, and is taken merely on the side

of the antique piety and directness of his manners.

But in the new series of ' La L^gende,' Hugo enlarges

the ideal element in this figure until it becomes a sort

of great antagonist to the type of violence and iniquity

which is represented by kings and princes. In this

volume the poet's greatest success is undoubtedly

Eviradnus, the Alsatian chevalier. Eviradnus is a

thoroughly original conception, and one which has

also a kind of universal significance. The knight of

La Mancha is melancholy ; but Eviradnus is sombre,

lugubrious

—

luguhre : Hugo has not missed the word in

his description. But this lugubriousness—which be-

longs to most of these cavaliers as a characteristic of

men who feel the weight of their single-handed fight

against a world of injustice—is so finely blended in

Eviradnus with the other elements of his character,

—

with his laconic generosity, with the austere grandeur

of his life, with his old age—and is, moreover, so much

in tone with the sombre, gigantesque character of the

accessories,—that it is no defect, but a merit. It brings

the figure of the chevalier into harmony with the old

keep of Corbus, and the great hall, with high arched

vault and massive pillars, between which are ranged

a long line of iron knights on iron steeds, grim
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effigies of the ancestors of Mahaud, Marchioness of

Lusatia.

In Hugo's style there is that which is as specially

adapted to the peculiar world of these legends, as the

language and versification of Spenser are to that region

of enchanted gardens and magic seas through which

we voyage in the 'Faery Queen.' In these poems,

his world, like that of Spenser, has taken so com-

pletely in every part the peculiar ideal hue of his

imagination, that it seems as if steeped in one colour.

But he has learned to paint in that monochrome as

few could do from a full palette.

In the next section, " Les Trones d'Orient," we are

again in the East, where two powerful poems, " Zim-

Zizimi " and " Sultan Mourad," picture for us the cor-

ruption of Mohammedanism. Of these poems, and

others which treat with strange impressiveness figures

of such remote and legendary antiquity as those of

T^glath-Phaleser, Chrem, Belus, and Nimrod, no suit-

able conception could be given unless by extensive

quotation. Hugo alone has the secret of these im-

mense enumerations in which he delights, and in

which the men and things of some long-forgotten age

are made to pass before us like a train of shadows,

each slightly but distinctly outlined. Take a few lines

from the description of " Sultan Zizimi " :

—

" Les rajahs de Mysore et d'Agra sont ses proches,^

Ainsi qu'Omar qui dit, ' GrS,ce k moi Dieu vaincra.'

Son oncle est Hayraddin, sultan de Bassora.

' " The rajahs of Mysore and of Agra are his kinsmen, as well as
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Les grands cheiks du ddsert sont tous de sa famille,

Le roi d'Oude est son frfere, et I'dp^e est sa fille.

II a domptd Bagdad, Tribizonde et Mossxil,

Que conquit le premier Duilius, ce consul

Qui martthait prec^d^ de Mtes tibicines

;

II a soumis Gophna, les forets abyssines,

L'Arable, oti I'aurore a d'imnienses rongeurs,

Et I'Hedjaz, ou le soir, les treniblants voyageurs,

De la nuit autour d'eux sentant r6der les betes."

It is evident that a poetry like this does not lie

under the strict proprieties of more realistic genres.

Inconsistencies and incongruities are, after all, merely

relative, and tend to disappear as the range of our

sympathy widens with increase of knowledge and

feeling. There is a fusing -point for incongruities

which, at a lower degree of imaginative heat, would

be inadmissible combinations. Hence such strange

mixtures of literal and figurative language as that in

the line

—

" Le roi d'Oude est sonfrere, et I'ip^e est sa fille."

Or his description of Boaz

—

" VStu de jprobiti candide et de lin hlanc."

that Omar who said, ' Thanks to me, God will conquer.' His uncle is

Hayraddin, the Sultan of Bassora. The great sheiks of the desert

are all of his house ; the King of Oude is his brother, and the sword is

his daughter.

He has tamed Bagdad, Trebizonde, and Mossul, that Duilius was

the first to conquer, the consul whose march was headed by a band
of flutes. He has reduced Gophna, the Abyssinian forests, and Arabia,

where are immense red glows on the horizon at dawn ; and Hedjas,

where voyagers in the evening tremble to feel in the waste of night

around them the roaming of savage beasts."
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In the section " Italie-Eatbert," the poet's bitter

conception of the part which kings and priests have

played in the history of the past, receives full expres-

sion. In the confidence of the Marquis Fabricius, in

particular, Hugo has been successful in finding a sub-

ject which, with the colour and details of an ancient

chronicle, has a large amount of real human interest.

In the story of the aged warrior and his little grand-

daughter, a fine pathetic thread is woven through a

gloomy history.

After this we reach the sixteenth century. Here

begins a new era, the character of which is indicated

by the title, " Eenaissance Paganisme." The chief fea-

tures of the sixteenth century, its fine artistic instincts,

its sensuous richness, and the enlargement of its intel-

lectual horizon, are figured to us in the story of a satyr,

who is half brute, half god in his innocent licence and

the plenitude of his sensuous perceptions. Taken to

Olympus for judgment, he astonishes Jupiter and the

gods by a wonderful song, in which, wandering out of

one poetic ecstasy into another, he sings primordial

things—the nature of the animal, of man, and of the

all-nourishing earth which rears them. As he sings,

and his strain rises to a higher mood, he gradually

loses his Silenus-like appearance, and takes a nobler

aspect, until finally, when the gods have begun to

recognise a being greater than themselves, he declares

himself Pan, the spirit that moves through all things.

This theme is one which has tempted most of the

great poets from iEschylus to Schiller to spread their
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wings, but Hugo's conception remains strikingly origi-

nal in its bold allegorical outlines. The curious pro-

priety of his imagery in these peculiar subjects is very

noticeable in this poem. What a magnificent sug-

gestion of space and light for a cosmogonic song there

is in the lines which describe the satyr's appearance in

Olympus !

—

" C'^tait rheure oil sortaient les chevaux du soleil,

Le ciel tout fremissant du glorieux r^veil

Ouvrait les deux battants de sa porte sonore." '

This neo-classic drapery, generally of no great value,

serves as an excellent decoration for this legend of the

Satyr, and the reader will appreciate such descriptions

as that of the threshold of Jove, and that of the four

horses of the sun, the last of which " shook stars be-

hind him into the night." The satyr himself is put

before us with all the vigour which Hugo shows in

dealing with abnormal objects. He lives in a great

wood at the foot of Mount Olympus. His habits are

the traditional ones—chasing Chloe and Lycoris in

their walks, and lying in ambush for the Naiads at

the streams :

—

" II vivait Ih, chassant, revant, parini les branches,

Nuit et jour, poursuivant les vagues formes blanches."

He has the immodest innocence of the early world, the

large thirst of the ancient gods for all that is beauti-

ful. He is, indeed, of kin to the ancient race of fauns,

' " It was the hour when the coursers of the sun came forth, and

the heaven, all quivering with the glorious awakening of day, threw

open the folding-doors of her wide portal."
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some of whom Hugo has introduced into his poem,

and characterised with the same happy familiarity that

he shows with the shades of ancient Egyptian or Bac-

trian kings. But there is a mystery about this faun :

—

" On connaissait Stulcas, faune de Pallantyre

;

G&s, qui le soir, riait sur le M^nale assis

;

Bos, segipan de Crfete ; on entendait Chaysis,

Sylvain du Ptyx que I'liomme appelle Janicule,

Qui jouait de la flflte au fond du crepuscule

;

Anthrops, faune du Pinde, 6tait citi partout

;

Celui-ci, nulle part.''^

The faun, brought to Olympus by Hercules, is made

to sing for the amusement of the gods. Mercury

lends him his pipe with a contemptuous smile. There

is a finely felt pathos in the description of his appear-

ance amongst the Olympians, the symbol of man's first

rude attempts in the divine art ; awkward and fearful

he is yet before the Olympians, the poor ^gipan :

—

" L'humble aegipan, figure k Tombre habituee

Alia s'asseoir reveur derriere une nude,

Comme si moins voisin des rois, il dtait mieux ;

Et se mit k chanter un chant mysterieux.

L'aigle qui seul n'avait pas ri, dressa la tete.

II chanta, calme et triste." 2

^ "Stulcas was known, the faun of Pallantyre, and Ghs, who sat

at evening upon Menelus and laughed ; Bos, the satyr of Crete
;

Chaysis one could hear ; and Sylvan of the Ptyx, which men call

Janiculum, was heard playing his flute in the depths of twilight

;

Anthrops, the faun of Pindus, was spoken of everywhere ; this one,

nowhere."
2 •' The humble satyr, a being accustomed to the shade, went and

sate himself meditatively behind a cloud, as if he felt better at some

little distance from the kings, and began to sing a mysterious song.

The eagle, who alone had not laughed, raised his head.

" He sang, quiet and sad."
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Then, as he sings, on Mount Taygetus, on Mysis, and

Olympus, the beasts and trees are moved. All nature

feels a new influence come into the world. The faun

seems to forget that he is amongst the gods. He sings

the " monstrous earth," and in his prelude the waters

of the sea seem to be traversing sand and beach, grasses

and green reeds. His song is vast. The sap and the

sources, the great plenitude of night, of silence, of soli-

tude ; the mosses and trees, the subterranean combat

of plants, Dodona and Citheeron, and finally, the

animals.

It would be too much to say that Hugo is every-

where at the height of this subject. There is great

imaginative force in the faun's song, but in parts it

has a little too much the character of an immense and

disorderly passage of gigantic images and epithets.

But at times the utterance is of Delphic power and

solemnity :

—

" Les animaux aines de tout sont les ebauohes

De sa fecondit^ comme de ses debauches.

Fussiez-vous dieux, songez en voyant I'animal

!

Car il n'est pas le jour, mais il n'est pas le mal.

Toute la force obscure et vague de la terre

Est dans la brute, larve auguste et solitaire ;

La sibylle au front gris le salt, et les devins

Le savent, ces rodeurs des sauvages ravins
;

Et c'est 14, ce qui fait que la Thessalienne

Prend des touffes de poil aux cuisses de I'byfene,

Et qu'Orphde dcoutait, hagard presque jaloux,

Le chant sombre qui sort du hurlement des loups."^

1 "The animals, eldest of things, are the first rude strokes of

nature's fecundity, as well as of her extravagances. Were you gods
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But the faun's song is not ended. Phoebus offers him

the lyre with respect. The faun tranquilly takes it,

and proceeds to sing mankind—the sombre figure of

humanity slowly emerging from the mists of supersti-

tion, from the yoke of false gods. As the faun sings

the emancipation of man, his stature seems to enlarge.

He becomes greater than Polyphemus, than the Titans

;

greater than Mount Athos. The gods affrighted see

this strange being assume a formless magnitude, while

the tones of the lyre roll and swell like the chant of a

great organ, and the Satyr thunders to the confounded

Olympians :

—

" Place k tout

!

Je suis Pan, Jupiter, h genoux !

"

In this way the antique conception of the satyr has

been finely enlarged by Hugo for the requirements of

modern thought. The poem owes something, too, to

Virgil's beautiful pastoral legend of the surprised

Silenus. There, also, a satyr sings the cosmic beauty

of the universe, and a legendary passage of the cen-

turies. A strong line or two

—

" namque eanehat uti

magnum per inane coacta "—a flight with light and

rapid wing through the ancient myths, Prometheus,

the Saturnian times, and all the traditions which

even, the sight of the animal might set you thinking. For if he is

not the clear day, neither is he wholly the darkness. All the obscure

and vague force of the earth is in the brute, that august and solitary

mask. The grey-fronted sibyl knows that, and the seers know it, that

wander by the wild ravines ; and it is for that that the Thessalian hag

draws tufts of hair from the thighs of the hyena, and that Orpheus

listened, haggard and all but jealous, to the sombre song that comes

from the howl of the wolves."
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Apollo left amongst men; then the song ends with

some sweet pastoral notes which sink away with the

twilight while the shepherds lead their flocks to the

fold: the finest art of moulded lines, perfect clear-

ness and radiancy, but unfertile except in an exquisite

eestheticism, which, it is true, is a perpetual stimulus,

and which keeps the secret of its consciousness with

a tenacity akin to that of nature herself. In his later

poetry Hugo comes nearer to this finely sensuous art

than most moderns, although it is apt to be drawn

out of shape by the greater complexity and turbulence

of modern sentiment.

In the next poem we touch the firm ground of his-

torical fact. In "The Eose of the Infanta" a real

historical figure appears on these legendary walls

of the centuries—that of Philip II., raised to this

bad eminence as a type of misruling kings. The

gloomy figure of the sombre, silent, inscrutable bigot,

whose existence lay like a shadow of evil over Europe,

and the bright innocence of the infant princess, are

woven into a wonderfully finished picture, wrought

out in Eembrandtesque light and shade.

Then, after a bitter grotesque on the same subject

of the bigotry of rulers and priests, entitled " The

Eeasons of Momotombo," the grave sombre strain

of ' La L^gende ' is changed, in the " Song of the Sea-

Adventurers," into a light free strain, happily expres-

sive of the maritime adventure of the sixteenth

century. In the rhythm there seems to be some

curious imitation of the movement of the galley
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oscillating between the lapping water and the sweep

of oars:

—

" En partant du golfe d'Otrante

Nous dtions trente

Mais en arrivant k Cadiz,

Nous etions dix,

Tom Kobin, matelot de Douvre,

Au Pliare nous abandonna

Pour aller voir si I'on d&ouvre

Satan que I'archange enohalna,

Quand un baillement noir entr'ouvre

La gueule rouge de I'Etna.''

In the poem that follows, the mercenaries of the

seventeenth century, who played a considerable part

in fixing the political destinies of peoples, are repre-

sented by " The Swiss Imperial Guard." Then in the

division headed " Maintenant," we are brought to the

present epoch, which will as yet scarcely stand out in

legendary aspect, and is therefore in this respect rather

poorly represented by an incident from the military

career of the elder Hugo, another from Hugo's own

childhood—an idyl of fisher-life, and a reflective poem

on the soldiers of the Eevolution—considerable poems,

especially the fisher idyl, but wanting greatness of

outline for this place.

" Pleine Mer " and " Plein Ciel " represent " vague

mirrors of the future," the twentieth century. But if

it is difficult to seize the legendary side of the pres-

ent time, it is almost impossible to divine the partic-

ular mixture of fantasy and reality which will form

that of the future. We cannot think that Hugo has

u
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__
been fortunate in selecting a merely mechanical devel-

opment in means of locomotion to represent the march

of the centuries, and to suggest the long-expected vic-

tory of humanity over all the forces of ignorance,

superstition, and evil. In the modern world, it is

Arv[e, mechanical and industrial development is the

necessary condition of moral development, hut in

itself it has no value for life ; and Euskin's sarcasm

about carrying fools twenty miles an hour faster than

before is not without its force. Even if all the benefits

certain of the party of progress expect from the inven-

tion of air-locomotives and similar apparatus, were to

be realised—such as the abolition of frontiers, the

cessation of wars, &c.—the inventions themselves are

not the poetic, because they are not the really signi-

ficant and interesting, aspect of development. If the

poet meant to value life on this side, he should have

signalised the invention of printing— nay, of gun-

powder, one of the greatest democratic forces.
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CHAPTEE V.

THE NEW (second) SERIES—MORE CRITICAL AND PHILOSOPHI-

CAL ELEMENTS— VARIETY OF POETIC POWER IN ' THE
LEGEND '—STYLE AND METHODS—FUNCTION OP THE GREAT
POET.

Hugo's great review of the centuries seems, then, to

terminate in the first series in a play of imagination

not very different from the gambols of Jules Verne.

But he returns to complete his work. The second

series, published many years afterwards, is a work in

which the critical and reflective element is more pre-

dominant. In some respects, however, it seems to be

merely supplementary of the first, and supphes some

conspicuous gaps there in the representation of the

critical epoch of Greek history and some aspects of

earlier civilisations. Hence, if the new series wants

something of the sequence and continuity of the first,

and indeed has somewhat the effect of disorganising

the order of the work, it adds immensely to its com-

pleteness in bringing out the religious and aesthetic

side in the development of man which the first series,

mainly occupied with the social aspect, had neglected.
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But it is impossible wholly to separate these sides of

humanity, as it is practically impossible to do them

all justice when united, and ia this lies the intracta-

bUity of Hugo's conception. The subject is too vast

for one man, and even amongst great poets it is only

the magnitude and variety of Hugo's resources that

could have seemed at all adequate. From the large

mythological fresco of the " Satyr " to the profound

cry in the " Song of Sophocles," from the pastoral

sublimity of " Boaz Asleep " to the picturesque medie-

val life in "Aymerillot," or the cunning fantasy of the

" Sea-Adventurers' Song," or the solemn expanses of

thought in the Prologue to the New Series, and the

gloomy splendours of imagination iu the " Epopee of

the Worm," what a masterful hand has everywhere

laid hold of the varied matter of life, and moulded it

in supremely significant forms of art ! Yet throughout

this long work the strong originality of Hugo is not

less apparent in the freshness and power of his con-

ceptions than in his language and style. There is

nothing conventional in his manner of regarding and

describing an object. Look, for instance, at the way

ia which he describes, in the poem of " Aymerillot,"

the barons in the train of Charlemagne. It is not the

classic style of art, nor the romantic chivalric style in

which Chaucer, mingling some fine natural touches,

paints Demetrius of Ind, still less is it the subjective

art of the later poets. It has learned something from

aU these ; but its chief characteristic is a natural pro-

fundity, as of a man who had rubbed away all the
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artificial coatings of things, the garment in which this

or that mode has draped life, and reached the natural

form. Take the reply of Hugo de Contentin to Char-

lemagne as an example.

" Hugo de Cotentin salua I'empereur.^

Sire c'est un manant lieureux qu'un laboureux

!

La drole gratte irn pen la terre brune ou rouge,

Et quand sa tftche est faite, 11 rentre dans son bouge.

Moi j'ai vainou Tryphon, Thessalus, Gaiffer;

Par le cbaud, par le froid, je suia vetu de fer.

Au point de jour, j'entends le clairon pour antienne

;

Je n'ai plus k ma selle une boucle qui tienne

;

Voil& longtemps que j'ai pour unique destin

De m'endormir fort tard pour m'^veiller matin

De recevoir des coups pour vous et pour les votres.

Je suis trfes-fatigu6. Donnez Narbonjie k d'autres."

This is naturalism, but it is the naturalism of a late

age, which has learned all that is to be got from more

artificial styles. But the plain, uncoloured ground of

this style, with its strong and often homely phrase, is

precisely that needed for Hugo's peculiar effects. His

audacious epithets and metaphors no longer struggle

amongst thickets of language, but are condensed, and

pass like flashes over this plain ground. The style of

^ " Hugo de Cotentin made salute to the emperor.
" Sire, a happy clown indeed is the labourer ! The fellow scratches

a little some brown or red earth, and when his task is done, he enters

into his hut again. But I, I have conquered Tryphon, Thessalus,

Gaiffer ; in winter's frost or in summer's sun, I am clad in iron. At
daybreak the anthem I hear is the sound of the war-clarion ; on my
saddle there is scarcely a buckle that holds ; for long it has been my
only fate to go to sleep very late in order to rise very early, to receive

blows for you and your people. I am very fatigued. Give Narbonne

to some other.

"
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these later poems is that of a great master, at bottom

clear and simple, but capable of rendering at a stroke

every turn of the poet's fancy. How easily, in those

passages where he has to describe Eviradnus or the

Marquis Fabrice, it takes on the ideal colour re-

quired ! A single line brings the Marquis before us

in the warlike glory of other days :
" C'itait le temps,"

he says, " oio mon clairon sonnait superbement it, travers

rItalic" 1

The second series also shows Hugo evolving new

methods for overcoming the vast intractability of his

subject. In the poems, which may be read together

as a philosophic series, as, for instance, from "Les

Sept Merveilles " to " Les Chutes," his method consists

in successive enlargements of the intellectual horizon,

according to which the poet first presents to us an im-

perfect one-sided view of things, and then takes us to

higher stages of thought, ia which we find a ground

for reversing the conception of life suggested in what

preceded, or rather of merging it in a greater idea.

This method is very suitable for the scale of Hugo's

work. It gives to each stage of the whole conception

a poetic relief, which would be lost in the philosophic

manner of stating everything in terms which imply

the conclusion. It is a method akin to the natural

development of the mind, and reflects its successive

advance from one point of view to another, the grad-

ual deepening and widening of man's thoughts about

life, the conception of which Hugo ends by carrying

^ " It was the time when my bugle sounded proudly across Italy.
''
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to a high degree of completeness. In one sense, per-

haps, he adds nothing to thought. There is no new

principle brought forward, only a fuller and more

rounded view of the subject given. It is not in

new conclusions, but in the new experience which

they contain, that progress here consists. Some poor

sectary who, in the confusion of things, has blind-

ly built a conclusion on a meagre experience, will

unfruitfully enough preach the same ultimate word

as Hugo in " L'Ablme," that all the glory of the world

rests on God. But the poet seeks to lead the thought

through that cycle of experience which alone makes

the conclusion of any value.

' The Legend of the Centuries ' does not end with

the second series. Another volume at least, accord-

ing to the promise of the poet, may be expected;

and the plan of the work is loose and large enough

to admit of indefinite additions. Perhaps this is

much the same thing as to say there is no precise

plan; and certainly, except in the first series, it is

difficult to find any significant order. In magni-

tude and variety the work truly enough represents

its subject, as far as it can be comprehended by the

mind of one man, or even of one century. Many

phases of human life and thought are brought into

light ; and if many more are left dark, Hugo's poem

still gives us a fuller review of the spiritual develop-

ment of humanity than could be easily got in any

other form: After all, this kind of work is likely

always to be left for the poet, for the great poet.
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His methods are the finest and most suggestive; no

others can hope to compass the vastness of the

materials here. The book of the ordinary universal

historian is little better than a chaos; there is an

appearance of order on the surface, and below a real

confusion of all systems and modes of viewing life,

from Herodotus to Machiavelli. The methods of the

essayist, the biographer, the critic, of the moralising

or generalising historian, do not condense sufficiently.

All require fifty lines where the poet requires one.

Their speech does not require, and cannot indeed

carry, the same quantity of thought. There is only,

besides the poet, the pure metaphysician, whose in-

strument, in its high technical perfection, can deal

effectively with the multiplicity of matter; and he

is esoteric, straining things to an obscure intellec-

tual essence.
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CHAPTEE VI.

THE POLITICO -SOCIAL QUESTION — THE CIVILISATION OP THE
BOURGEOISIE—Hugo's attack on society^" the support
OP empires" 'LES QUATEE vents DE l'eSPRIT'— LATER
POETRY AND SATIRE—THE PRIESTHOOD—THE PENAL CODE.

As far back as the days of the Eevolution of 1830,

Hugo had said, if he were a politician, his first de-

mand would be that social questions should be sub-

stituted for political ones. To do him justice, he had

never lent his name to any of the fantastic and im-

perfect schemes of the extreme sections of the party

of progress. He knew the difficulty and the danger

of carrying through a priori projects of reconstruction,

and he seems to have considered the legislative ma-

chinery in the hands of a constitutional monarchy like

that of Louis Philippe, or a moderate republican gov-

ernment, quite sufficient, if honestly worked, for all the

purposes of social reform. If, at least latterly, he

preferred the republican to the monarchical form, it

was because he saw that, in the end, a reality is better

than a fiction, and that the prejudices and traditions

which impede the social development of the people find
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a stronger rallying-point in the old form than in the

new
;
partly also because he had found that the Eepub-

licans alone could be trusted to oppose actively and

efficiently the reactionary and absolute form of govern-

ment established by Louis Napoleon. But of all men

Hugo, with his original cast of mind, and his habit

of looking straight at things, was least likely to lay

stress upon names and forms when the really needful

thing was a change in the spirit of institutions. Ee-

public or constitutional monarchy, it is evident that

the real governing body remains the same—the great

and energetic class of the bourgeoisie. The ideas

which predominate in the civilisation of ' our time, in

our industry and commerce, in our politics, even in our

arts and letters, are those which specially belong to

this class, and to the kind of culture which widely

diffused wealth, united with constant activity for

practical and money-getting ends, is likely to produce.

The tendencies of this culture have been marked and

criticised by some of the ablest and most clear-sighted

writers of our time. Carlyle has perhaps the most

thoroughly exposed the mechanical and corrupted kind

of energy which its chief motive power, the desire of

wealth, engenders ; Emerson has long preached on the

absence of real moral value in its great activity

;

Euskin and Matthew Arnold on its coarse tastes and

misdirected cultivation of the beautiful. Even its

favourite economical principles, unrestricted competi-

tion, free contract, &c., have to stand the assault of

thinkers who think that the growth of great capitaLists
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is a poor compensation for the general insecurity of life

amongst the working population. Hugo's criticism is

neither so comprehensive nor so fine-searching as that

of the writers we have mentioned. In this particular

sphere the literary traditions of the Latin races are

really inferior to those of Englishmen and Germans.

The former are more in the habit of examining the

logical consistency, the justice or injustice of things

from a given point of view, than in searching out the

subtle relations between morals and life. Amongst

Latin peoples, priestly protection has been fatal to re-

search in this direction.

It is partly for this reason that Hugo's criticisms and

analysis of social elements seem crude and harsh to

those accustomed to the finer moral estimates of Eng-

lish writers
;
partly also that they are the criticisms of

a man engaged in the actual conflict of politics, not

the impartial utterances of a spectator. He does not,

for instance, paint the bourgeois fairly as he is—

a

man encumbered with contrary traditions of conserva-

tism and progress, between which he cannot rightly

decide ; without the aristocrat's respect for precedent,

but incapable of innovation from timidity of spirit and

readily accepting facts when once they have gained a

footing ;
energetic and well trained in the money mar-

ket to develop the mechanical side of civilisation, but

ill prepared for the management of the great social in-

terests which the possession of wealth puts into his

hands ; honest in most cases, or striving to be so, but

lost amid the conventional aspects of life, and conscien-
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tiously supporting all sorts of mummery, in which at

heart he has little belief—his belief being only that

this is the way the world is governed and society pre-

served. Hugo scarcely does justice to this important

personage—now become partly obstructive in the path

of civilisation—in place of the older aristocratic figure,

which has grown decrepit and easily removable. In

" Les Chatiments " the portrait of the ion bourgeois

was somewhat too much in the direction of the ridic-

ulous. Later, in the " Satirical Book " of ' The Four

Winds of the Spirit,' the portrait is that of a darker

type, and has an almost saturnine visage. He is found

there under the title, " The Support of Empires."

" Puisque ce monde existe, il sied qu'on le tolfere.^

Sachions considerer les Stres sans colfere.

Get homme est le bourgeois du sifecle oil nous vivons.

Autrefois il vendait des suifs et des savons,

Maintenant il est riche ; il a pr&, bons, vignobles.

II ddteste le peuple, il n'aiine pas les nobles

;

Etant fils d'un portier, il trouve en ce temps-ci

Inutile qu'on soit fils des Montmorency.

II est sdv&re. II est vertueux. II est membre
Ayant de bons tapis sous les pieds en ddcembre,

Du grand parti de I'ordre et des honnetes gens.

II bait les amoureux et les intelligents

;

^ " Since this world exists, it is well to be tolerant of it. Let us

learn to consider its creatures without anger. This man is the hour-

geois of the century in which we live. In other times he sold soaps

and taUow, now he is rich ; he has meadows, goods, vineyards. He
detests the people ; he does not like the nobility. Being the son of a

porter, he finds that in these times there is no good in being the son

of a Montmorency. He is severe. He is virtuous. He has good

carpets under his feet in December, and therefore he belongs to the

great party of order and honest folks. He hates men who are intel-
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II fait un peu I'aumfine, il fait un peu I'usure.

II dit du progrfes saint, de la libertd pure,

Du droit des nations : Je ne veux pas de ja !

11 a ce gros bon sens du cher Sancho Panza,

Qui laisserait mourir k l'li6pital Cervantes.

II admire Boileau, caresse les servantes,

Et die, apres avoir chiffonnd Jeanneton,

A I'immoralitd de roman feuilleton.

A la messe oii sans faute il va chaque dimanelie,

II porte sous son bras Jdsus dord sur tranche,

Le er&ohe, le calvaire, et le Dies ilia.

—Non qu'entre nous je crois k ces betises-1^,

Nous dit-il.—S'il y va, cela tient k sa gloire
;

C'est que le peuple vil croira, le voyant croire.

C'est qu'il faut abrutir ces gens, car ils ont faim,

C'est qu'un bon Dieu quelconque est ndcessaire enfin.

L^-dessus, rangez-vous, le Suisse frappe, il entre,

II etale au banc d'cEuvre un majestueux ventre,

Fier de sentir qu'il prend dans sa devotion,

Le peuple en laisse et Dieu sous sa protection.''

The book ^ from which we have just quoted, contains

some of Hugo's finest satire on the corrupt elements

ligent and men who love. He does a little in the matter of alms-

giving, and a little in the matter of usury. He says of sacred pro-

gress, of untainted freedom, of the right of peoples,— I want none of

that ! He has the gross common-sense of good Sancho Panza, who
would leave Cervantes to die at the hospital. He admires Boileau,

caresses the servants, and after teasing Jeanneton, cries out about

the immorahty of the newspaper novel. At Mass, where without

fail he goes every Sunday, he carries under his arm engravings of

Jesus, the manger. Calvary, and the Dies lUa.—Not that, he tells

us between us, I believe in all that nonsense.—If he goes, that

belongs to his high function ; the vile populace will beheve, seeing

him believe. These people must be kept degraded, for famine is upon

them ; and, after all, some kind of God is necessary. Take your

place, then ; the porter knocks and our great man enters, and displays

a majestic belly in the pew, proud to feel that in his devotions he

keeps the people in leash, and God under his protection."

1 Published 1873, but written in part long before.
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in modern society. We have already said that for a

satirist his perception of character is not sufficiently

delicate. His judgment is sound, but his analysis

fails somehow to get at the real structure of the sub-

ject. His " Anima Vilis," for instance, is the abortion

of a fine satiric subject, the hireling man of letters, the

modern parasite of Csesar. He confounds in the same

grave sarcasm the literary bravo of Emperor or Pontiff

with the narrow-minded but honest Msard, who moves

about in an obsolete intellectual armour which it would

be as reasonable to ask him to put off as to ask Hugo

to assume. To him they are all alike— Merimfe,

Planche, and Nisard—sufficiently described as " emana-

tions from the ancient spirit of night, and ignorance, and

hate." But in a more general sort of satire—satire

directed against a whole class of things or persons

representing false tendencies which have established

themselves and live, surviving all formal changes,

perennial in our civilisation— such later works of

Hugo as ' Les Quatre Vents ' and ' Eeligion et Eeligi-

ons ' are unequalled for a certain comprehensive depth

of thought and sincerity of speech. On this side his

work in these years has been constantly gaining in

grandeur and clearness of outline. It is true, there

is a terrible magnitude in Hugo's impeachment of

civilisation. It seems to be an impeachment of the

whole history of mankind, and, by inference, of God

Himself :

—

" History is an old story used up as long ago as Herodotus.

God does not remake it, but dotingly repeats Himself. He re-
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casts Tiberius and replates Nero. He blows up war with Us
old clarion, and hands over, with a little variety of details,

Bonaparte to the Russians and Darius to the Scythians. Not a

crime but has been committed a hundred times. He kneads

in a Semiramis to make a Catherine. In short, God has but a

single pattern to make man by. ... I have seen the first

man, and wait now for the second."

'

Words like these do not mean that Hugo is without

hope of improvement in the human race and their

affairs. They rather indicate his perception of a pro-

found change that is needed and may be near. He is

waiting the " second man."

In reading the later works of Hugo, everything

depends upon the nicety with which we touch that

vast horizon of history and philosophy mingled

which is always before him. He is always, prophet-

like, interrogating the gulf. History, the backward

abysm, is for him a sort of dark shoreless sea,

strewn with wrack, over which comes, at long inter-

vals, the light of some great pharos—Isaiah or Tacitus,

Dante or Milton. The rest is but a kind of disguised

obscurity. Philosophy, the forward abysm, is "the

science of being severe, steep, hard of ascent," a science

not quite to be identified with the discursive method

of the "higher reason"— though Kant and "sombre

Hegel" are spoken of with a vague respect—still less

with the narrow logical movement of scholasticism

and " reflexion-philosophies "
; but sometliing for which

the fuU power of the spirit, using at one time the

divining gaze of poet or prophet, at another the con-

' Les Quatre Vents de I'Esprit
—

" Dieu dclabouss^ par Zoile."
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ceptions of reasoned science or metaphysic, is needed.

It is from these abysmal regions that the satire of

Hugo, bitter and contemplative, comes. The thought

which it contains, even where it leaves us with small

logical result, has a power both of expanding and

steadying the mind in these highest regions of specu-

lation. It serves to guide and control the intellect,

apt in the complexity of minor methods to lose sight

of great lights.

Curious enough is the gleam occasionally thrown on

things from these far horizon lights of Hugo's. Take

the following lines on a favourite, if somewhat mystic,

conception of his, the gulf

—

le gouffre

:

—
" Mais n'attends pas du gouffre oti s'effacent les ages,^

N'attends pas du grand tout, farouche, illimite,

Oil flotte I'invisible, oil dans I'obscuritd,

L'aile des tourbillons heurte I'aile des aigles,

Une explication de Dieu selon les rfegles.

Ne confonds pas I'abime avec un clerc ; distingue

Entre Oxford et la nuit, entre I'aube et Goettingue.

De quelle verity la gouffre est-il I'apotre ?

1 " But expect not from the gulf where the ages lose themselves,

Expect not from the grand whole untameahle and boundless,

Where the invisible floats, where in the obscurity

The wing of the whirlwinds hurtles with the wing of the eagles

An explanation of God in fuU form.

Confound not the abyss with a clerk ; distiaguish

Between Oxford and the night, between the dawn and Goettingen.

Of what truth is the gulf the apostle i
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T&clie de le savoir ; mais n'en espere point

Un cours de faculty suivi de point en point.

La lumifere d^vore et le college broute
;

L'enseignement d'en haut ne suit pas I'humble route

Par oil passe en boltant l'enseignement d'en bas.

Le mystfere a ses lois, la Sorbonne a ses bi,ts
;

La science de I'fitre, &pre, esoarpde, ardue. . . .

Je ne te cache point qu'il se peut qu'on Tapprenne-

Dans la profondeur bleue, ineffable et sereine,

Ou dans la p&le borreur des brouillards infemaux,

Autrement qii'k Bologne au college Albornoz.''

This sort of thought is not with Hugo a mere intel-

lectual exercise—phrasing to be taken up in one key

and dropped in another. It is from the very same

heights of truth that he makes practical judgments on

great social structures in such poems as " Les Bonzes
"

or " Au Pr^tre," where he assaUs the priestly class, or

rather its corruptions. Those who know Hugo's pic-

ture of Bishop Myriel in ' Les Mis^rables/ or his poem
" Les Enterrements Civils " in ' The Legend of the

Centuries/ will acquit him of any presumptuous denials

in face of the mystery and unknown infinitude of life,

and of irreverence towards anything that sincerely

Seek to know ; but hope not

An academical course continued from point to point.

The light devours and the college nibbles
;

The higher instruction does not follow the humble path

Where the lower passes limping.

The mystery has its laws, the Sorbonne has its panniers
;

The science of Being, severe, steep, hard of ascent. . . .

I do not hide from thee that it may be one learns

In the blue depths, ineffable and serene.

Or in the pale horror of infernal mists.

Differently than at Bologna, in the college Albornoz."

—Religion et Sdigicns, IX.

X
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represents them. Tew men have more steadily kept in

mind that things Aer« and now may have issues of

unknown magnitude elsewhere and after. But before

the pretensions of the Church to authority and absolute

knowledge on the subject, and especially before the

abuse of the priestly function, he is severe and un-

compromising. He will not have a thinly disguised

worldling, amiable or otherwise, thrust upon him as

the representative of these mysteries : instead of a

mind furnished with the simplicity of truth, to have

a man furious for dogma and careless of truth, fuU of

the diplomatic reserves and worldly stratagems which

even business men in their better moments sigh over

in one another, and running an emulous career with

all those who seek first wealth, and power, and high

social place—this Hugo has come to find ever more

intolerable.

Himself a believer in God and the immortality of

the soul, he refuses to accept a Deity " signed Sanchez,

Trublet, De Maistre, Ignatius," and some of his finest

satiric lines are those in which he exposes the preten-

sions of absolute theologies. " Pas de religion qui ne

blaspMme un pen," ^ he says in his crushing, direct

style of attack. Eeligion is to him as natural a fact

in man as any of his instincts. It is but the circle of

the infinite which he touches with all his facilities

when rightly and freely used. All dogmatic faiths are

mere abortions of the divinity which surrounds man.

Another point in Hugo's arraignment of .society is

^ "No religion but blasphemes a little."

—

Religion et Rdigiona, II.
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its harsh penal code and its rigorous application of the

lex talionis, or law of revenge, especially when that is

carried so far as to impose the penalty of death. In

England this right has never been made a great public

question; but in some Continental countries, France

and Italy in particular, whether from the greater abuse

of this right, or from the more lively repugnance these

emotional peoples have for a formal execution by law,

it has to encounter a formidable and increasing oppo-

sition. Beccaria, the great Italian jurist who advo-

cated its abolition, denied, first, society's right to inflict

this degree of penalty ; and secondly, its efficacy as a

deterrent. Hugo does not discuss these two very debat-

able points. For him these extremities of the penal

code in general involve a social-economical question

between the rich and cultured and the poor and igno-

rant, between "those who have not and those who

have." His view is, that the criminal in these matters

is mostly the product of an unjust social state. Edu-

cate and enlighten, afford a fair chance for a natural

and satisfying life, and the apparent necessity for

Draconic laws will disappear. Nay, until you have

done this, so far from having the right to inflict ex-

treme penalties for crime, you are amongst those

mainly responsible for its existence :

—

" Je dis qu'ils ont le droit, du fond de leur mis&re,i

De se tourner vers vous, k qui le jour sourit,

Et de vous demander compte de leur esprit

;

' " I aay they have the right, from the depths of their misery, to

turn to you for whom the day is bright, and to ask from you an ao-
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Je dis que ce sont eux qui sont les d^pouilles

;

Je dis que les forfaits dont ils se sont souilMs

Ont pour point de depart ce qui n'est pas leur faute."

This movement against the rigours of the penal code

finds most of its support, however, amongst the Eadicals

and advanced Eepublicans. As we see in Hugo, it is

closely connected with certain of their social and eco-

nomical views. For the rest, the penalty of death has

for the whole party of progress the foulest historical

odour. Scaffold, axe, hemlock-cup, or fagot— these

have been the fate of the best of the human race since

there has been any record of its doings. And perhaps

the best still fall. Such a fact need not be without its

weight on the fine balance of the human consciousness.

It is the interests of humanity to disown rights so

frightfully liable to abuse.

count of their spirit. ... I say that they are the ones who have

been despoiled ; I say that the misdeeds vrith which they are stained

have for commencement what is no fault of theirs."
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CHAPTER VII.

THE SOCIAL NOVELS— HUGO AS A NOVELIST— THE " GODDESS

OF limit"—THE NOVEL AS A VEHICLE FOB THINKERS

—

GOETHE, RICHTER, HAWTHORNE, ETC.— GILLIATT (' TOILERS

OF THE SEA ').

' The Legend of the Centuries ' was published in 1859.

In his preface to the work Hugo had promised two

other poems, ' La Fin de Satan ' and ' Dieu,' which

should form a trilogy with the first-mentioned. For most

men thiswould have been occupationenough for the later

years even of a busy life. Such a lifetime of success-

ful work now lay behind him as it is rarely given even

to the most abundant and powerful writers to achieve.

But Hugo is of that great modern race of authors whose

facility in production can be explained only by the

looser forms of modern art and the accumulated stores

of thought and language at the service of a strong

inventive faculty. Something, too, may be due to the

business-like energy of some of our great writers, and

few possess more of this quality than Hugo. Besides

the great poems we have mentioned, he is working

in these years of exile on many poems which appeared
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only in later collections ; and so far from reserving

himself even for such works as 'The Four Winds of

the Spirit,' or those announced in the preface to ' The

Legend of the Centuries/ he has been preparing to enter

into another field of work with equally vast projects.

This new field was the novel. It is true, as a form

of literature it was not new to him. Not to speak of

his youthful attempts in ' Bug-Jargal ' and ' Hans of Ice-

land,' many years before, he had given the world a some-

what famous novel in the ' Hunchback of Notre Dame,'

a work which shows a great deal of Sir "Walter Scott's

manner, although much transformed and disguised by

the strange genius of Hugo. But the ' Hunchback of

Notre Dame ' belongs wholly to that period when he

looked upon his art as mainly an illustration of the

alliance of the sublime and the grotesque. When he

took up the novel form again, it was with the intention

of making it a vehicle for the social ideas which have

a higher but less popular expression in his poetry.

Hugo's recurrence to the novel, indeed, indicates his

strong desire to reach a larger public than that which

would welcome ' The Legend of the Centuries.' He
would like to have the touch of the people, to work

with immediate and palpable effect upon them, and

upon that large class of readers in all ranks who

have learned to read nothing but novels; and per-

haps, also, to hear again those immense acclamations

to which he had been accustomed in the days of his

dramatic successes.

It is curious indeed to observe how naturally the
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principle of the sublime and the grotesque has de-

veloped its political affinities, and shows itself as a

social theory in the Jean Valjean and Gilliatt of

later works, rather than as the aesthetic principle

represented by earlier Triboulets and Quasimodos.

The moral centre of both is a profound compassion

for the evil and ignorance in the world. He is

reluctant to consider them as other than an accident,

a matter of circumstance, of false position, of mis-

understood relations, which a better adjustment of

things would almost eliminate. Goethe, wise as he

was, was surely mistaken in thinking the tendency

of this art a morbid one. It is not likely, indeed,

to produce those beautiful forms which belong to

the serene objectivity of classic art. Its beauties

are of another kind, and are so many victories in

a kingdom of pain and darltness, into which classic

art never sought to penetrate, but which, in these

days, is becoming somewhat of a burden on the con-

science of humanity. This long life-struggle of Hugo

with the existence of evil is not without its sublimity.

Nevertheless the " Goddess of Limit " is still great

;

and it seems to us that the novel is a form really

more unsuitable to Hugo's genius than the drama.

In its ordinary shape, indeed, the novel is a looser

form of the drama, requiring less supreme and con-

densed expression ; supporting itself more, like a tale,

by the aid of description and narration ; and relying

more on the artifice of suspending the reader's in-

terest, and less on the quality of the thought. The
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scene and accessories which must be kept subordinate

in the drama, may in this loose form be raised into a

prominence which relieves the author of what is after

all the prime matter, the exhibition of life and char-

acter. It may be with success a very superficial

picture of manners, or it may be the drapery of a

philosophical theory. It allows digressions, reflec-

tive excursions of all kinds, moral, scientific, or

satirical. Its liberty in dealing with details and

representing all kinds of incidents has no parallel

in other forms of literature. Dickens will lay him-

self out to any extent on the description of a clock-

case, and Hawthorne on a theory of lunacy, and both

will succeed. It might be thought that these are the

conditions of art which would suit a writer who is

full of creative power, and who follows his genius

more than he studies principles of proportion and

harmony. But the case is precisely the contrary.

Just because in the novel the materials are so varied

and so loosely connected, great care is shown by the

masters in this genre to observe certain proportions

and tones, without which the novel becomes a coarse

and inferior form of art. Each has spent a lifetime

in finding the peculiar limits of his art, and how to

work within them. What a quaint fund of observa-

tion, for instance, Hawthorne has to dispose of, but

how skilfully he has learned to place it ! With what

judgment George Eliot arranges her details, and Tour-

genieff holds his hand ! These writers have learned

all the resources of their art. They reach dramatic
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intensity without falling into that dramatic abrupt-

ness unsuitable to the low-pitched tone of the novel

;

they make the dialogue profound without destroy-

ing the easy and familiar style which conversation

should have there; and they have patiently studied

how to give to their scientific and philosophical know-

ledge a form in complete harmony with the general

matter and methods of their art.

In most of these respects Hugo's work is defective.

Technical and scientific matter is taken straight from

the encyclopedia, or the work of the specialist, and

shot down in an artistically raw state anywhere. It

is mostly the same with local habits and peculiarities.

Everything is odd and incredible, because there is no

sufficient preparation for it, and because his style and

language rather accentuate than soften what is strange

in the matter. There is a mixture of a fine ideal

interest with all the sensationalism of incident, and

the artifices for exciting interest, to which we are

accustomed ia a third-rate novel.

Moreover, while it presents irresistible temptations

to what is weak in a spirit like Hugo's—large and

abundant, inclined to a theory of inspiration in art,

and having for device "Poussez le cheval

"

—^it has not

the real freedom of a higher form. There is no room

for the impetuous style in it—it has few places for

those Mans of genius in which Hugo's strength lies.

In its familiar representation of life, great things and

ideas require a veil of commonplace, and appear only

in a sort of incognito—its highest effects are pathetic
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rather than sublime. In short, the novel has all the

marks of an inferior genre, and few of the really great

writers who have been attracted by its facility and

popularity have been able to find satisfaction withiu

its limits. Sir Walter Scott remains its greatest

master. By Goethe it was turned into a sort of philo-

sophical form, in which his genius mixed at will fine

dramatic pictures with philosophical disquisitions,

scientific observations, and notes on everything that

interested him ; and he succeeded in makiag De

Quincey wonder that the countrymen of Miss Austen

and Sir Walter Scott had a thought to bestow on such

a poor specimen of the novel as ' Wilhelm Meister.'

Eichter's strange genius distorted it in giving it poetic

range and exaltation. George Sand struggled valiant-

ly with its impotency—bringing, like Hawthorne, the

gathered art of a lifetime to naturalise in this unraised

form the ideal side of life. Balzac, who neither cared

for nor understood poetry, accepted it heartily with

all its limits and conditions, and left us ' The Human
Comedy,'—next to Scott's the most considerable work

which belongs to this department of literature.

Thus in many ways the real value of Hugo's

thought is, if not quite lost, unpaired, even for the

most sympathetic reader, by the choice of a form

unsuitable to his talent. But, for all, that cannot be

the last word on Victor Hugo's novels. Amidst all

the obscurations which gather thickly about his

genius in this field, such works as ' Les Misdrables

'

and ' Les Travailleurs de la Mer ' show in every page
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the hand of the master. There are potent qualities

in the thought. Notwithstanding a certain specious

epigrammatic brilliancy, due to the habit of dressing

up odds and ends of remarks in unnaturally emphatic

ways, there are below this coruscating surface large

and solid layers of thought. Tlie character of Gilliatt,

for instance, in ' The Toilers of the Sea,' is boldly and

truly conceived—a lonely and unfriended man, whose

undisciplined strength of body and soul is wasted in

an unfruitful struggle with a fate with which he can

nowhere intelligently grapple, and by which he is at

last, in silent wonderment at the world about him,

content to be destroyed,—the story, we judge, of many

a strong unillumined soul in the darker strata of

society—at least typical of much that takes place

there. The one side of Gilliatt's life is well brought

out—the man's heroic energy and noble capacity for

devotion ; but the side which the modern reader

expects to have explained to him—the inward struggle

in this man's soul, the great heart and the limited

intellectual horizon, the confused touch of the con-

ventional side of life—is the side which Hugo leaves

dark. All over the work, it is true, you find evidences

of the fulness and delicacy of the conception; but

these want artistic relief : he mostly settles down on

the outward aspect of his subject, where he works

with such vigour amongst details and accessories of

no great importance, and with such glowing colours,

that many readers see but the coarsely painted canvas

of an inferior artist.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

THE WORLD IN HUGO's NOVELS—HIS SENSE OF REALITY—THE
PSEUDO-SUBLIME—EXAGGERATION AND HIGHER TRUTH—THE
SOCIAL AND PRACTICAL SIDE OF HUGO'S IDEALISM— HIS
" BISHOP MYRIEL."

Foe many, too, a difficulty may exist in the peculiar

constitution of Hugo's universe, and the sort of reality

which he seeks to picture and explain for us. To one

kind of reality we in England are sufficiently accus-

tomed. The well-known types of the professional

man, of the society man, of the political man ; the mild

amours of Anglican curates and the domestic jocular-

ities of deans; the whole withered world of Thackerayan

picture and satire,—are of little import to any one not

bred up on the collects, ecclesiastical and secular, of

Anglicanism. Thackeray's major and Thackeray's

parson, these are too often the grimaces of humanity

immortalised in our English fiction. Our matter is

too conventional, and our best work wants that eleva-

tion of thought and universal interest which are found

in the studies of Balzac or George Sand or TourgeniefF.

When another age more catholic in its feelings and
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ideas has come, it will scarcely care to unearth this

little world of ours.

Of course, in the limited horizon of the English

novel, a sort of superficial likelihood in the order of

things is the great affair. To suggest a man's social

standing or character from the style of his necktie, or

his observance of etiquette, or from the tone which the

duke or the parson assumes towards him, is amongst

its chief secrets. Of this kind of realism there is in

Hugo's works little or nothing. He is about as capable

of understanding it as Plato would have been. Of the

outward aspect of his world—the world at least which

we find in his novels—we have already spoken. That

side is of a coarse, sensational character, abounding in

the marvellous and gigantesque. But this is as much

the counterpart of a profound sense of the life in

things as Cervantes's humorous exaggeration on the

surface of his great work is the counterpart of the

reflective melancholy below. The characteristic of

Hugo's world, on its inward side, is a prodigious faculty

of living which he finds in the human soul, its vast and

mysterious powers of feeling, comprehending, enjoying,

and aspiring—this is the sphere of realism in his novels.

Every faculty in man is the organ of the infinite and

diAdne ; but narrow and ignoble systems of society per-

vert and degrade his use of himself. For the full de-

velopment of his nature requires that he should stand

in true, and not in false or merely conventional rela-

tions to the universe around him. Falsehood is neces-

sarily fatal to the higher life, and would be equally so
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to the lower, did not the conventions of the social state

support and encourage it. There is nothing good or

beautiful outside of what is true ; there is nothing noble

or sacred outside of what is natural.

The reality which we find in Hugo's works is thus

something closely akin to the infinite element in it

—

something in the normal functions of life which, freed

from the reactions and relaxations incident to matter,

would be seen of divine and infinite force. With Hugo

this view has all its logical issues. " Je suis le Utard

d'un archange" he once cried, rounding off a discussion

on the subject.

Life, then, has possibilities which society does not

seek to develop, mysterious depths which society does

not recognise, but carefully covers and refuses to con-

sider as other than unsightly and abnormal ; but all

the same, under the thin crust of conventions the

hidden flood rolls loud and deep, and here and there

the surface has begun to crack ominously. It is very

much because Hugo looks so steadily at this side of

life, and so much neglects the merely conventional, that

we are ready to accuse him of exaggeration and sensa-

tionalism. No doubt, were his art and his methods in

this genre less defective, we should not feel so; no

doubt, also, such charges are occasionally correct—his

idea of the heroic, in particular, has an unfortunate

spectacular element in it. Does it ever occur to him

that a committee of Eadical leaders framing, under the

first impulse of defeat, magnanimous resolutions to die

—or a Gavroche, street Arab of Paris, gaily helping to
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shoot down men from a street barricade, and dying

gallantly there—are not the steadiest and profoundest

kinds of heroism, especially not the kind that has done

the best work in the world ? Are not February and

July revolutions balanced by June massacres and Decem-

her coups d'itafi It is unfortunate for France that

neither in liis life nor his works has Hugo made a

sufficient distinction here. The work is all the heavier

for those who come after him ; and in this respect he

has left the victory to that much - vilified class of

Msards, Planches, Sainte-Beuves, adherents mainly of

the old classical school, representatives " of the ancient

spirit of ignorance and hate" it may be, but repre-

sentatives also of the fine taste, the sober judgment

and self-criticism, that were once the distinctive qual-

ities of French literature. The way of progress, un-

fortunately, lies over much that is estimable.

But when you have said all that is to be said on

this weak side of Hugo, his great merit, the freshness

and moral power in his conception of life, remains.

Those heroes and heroines of his are not made in the

moulds of a temporary social species ; but they are

not simple exaggerations of human nature. They ex-

hibit it under the higher laws of action and passion

which we are content to recognise occasionally in the

life of the artist, or poet, or apostle, but less wUlingly

concede as the birthright of mankind in general. His

characters, his Jean Valjean, Gilliatt, Bishop Myriel,

Josiane, have a greater range of being—greater alan-

dons and greater returns than the conventions of
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society, whether they are fixed in laws and institutions,

or simply in a sort of public opinion, allow for. But

there is no doubt he is right. There is a greater

movement in the soul, both for good and for evil

—

even a greater oscillation between the two than or-

dinary social judgments recognise. We are mostly

both better and worse than we appear to be, for nature

makes us larger than the outward type which we

present to the world, and which ordinary art is con-

tent to copy. We read Shakespeare's Sonnets with

appreciation, in spite of Mr Hallam ; and we have a

certain delight in recognising that Lear and Brutus,

Don Quixote and Mephistopheles, are but our ordi-

nary humanity, thrown by fate and circumstance

outside of the social pressure. In an age of great

mechanical energy, in which materialism passes readily

for the true realism, it may be well to be reminded of

these things.

But this general truth takes a peculiar form in

Hugo's hands. It is the platform from which he

pleads for a more practical recognition of the natural

fraternity in men, a more charitable view of those

who have fallen under the ban of social judgment and

find life difficult or hopeless. As in his dramas, the

heroes of his novels are in one sense or another social

outcasts : in ' Les Mis^rables,' the convict from the

galleys, whom timely aid and kindly treatment have

rescued from the evil surroundings, but who struggles

in vain for the rest of his life against the social and

legal prejudices which bind him to the past ; in ' The
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Toilers of the Sea,' it is Gilliatt, a silent magnanimous

soul, typical of a strength and virtue which finds it

difficult to get the hall-mark, and is easily over-

looked amongst more conventional but inferior forms.

In all cases their fate is the same. The wall of destiny

is too high, and the end is tragic defeat from the

worldly point of view—tragic self-victory from the

eternal. Hugo's later experiences had probably given

him a rich store of information in this direction. He
was intimately acquainted with the history of men like

Barb^s, Blanqui, and many less known democrats

—

men endowed with considerable qualities of heart and

mind, but who had thrown themselves somewhat rashly

against the social world around them. He could esti-

mate better than most what was true and what was

false in the current opinion about them. He could

see what was harsh and arbitrary in the expedients

which authority, frightened into injustice, made use of

against such men. Way, more; he had seen how this

appetite for legislative oppression may lead society to

acquiesce in judicial crimes which, ia any other case,

would be held of the darkest dye. He had seen men

of noble aims and irreproachable lives treated as the

lowest criminals. He had himself been put under

ban, and denominated the leader of a " party of crime."

He is therefore inclined to dwell on the unprofitable

side of too much government by police, and to expose

its tendencies to create criminals rather than to reform

them. In the Police Inspector and the Judge in ' Les

Mis^rables,' he pictures the baneful effect of too great

Y
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devotion to the formalities and machinery of justice.

One of his finest strokes at this tendency of officialdom

to harden men into a sort of greedy feeders of the gal-

lows and the galleys, is to be found in his well-known

portrait of Bishop Myriel in ' Les Mis^rables ':—

-

" He had a strange manner peculiarly liia own of judging

things. I suspect he learned it from the Gospels. He one day

heard in a drawing-room the story of a trial which was shortly

to take place. A wretched man, through love of a woman and a

child he had by her, having exhausted his resources, coined false

money, which at that period was an offence punished by death.

The woman was arrested while issuing the first false piece

manufactured by the man. She was detained, but there was no

proof against her. She alone could charge her lover and ruin

him by confessing. She denied. They pressed her, but she

adhered to her denial. Upon this the royal procureur had an

idea ; he pretended infidelity on the lover's part, and contrived,

by cleverly presenting the woman with fragments of letters, to

persuade her that she had a rival, and that the man was

deceiving her. Then, exasperated by jealousy, she denounced

her lover, confessed everything, proved everything. The man
was ruined, and would shortly be tried with his accomplice at

Aix. The story was told, and everybody was delighted at the

magistrate's cleverness. The Bishop listened to all this in

silence, and when it was ended, he asked, 'Where will this

man and woman be tried V 'At the assizes.' Then he con-

tinued, ' And where will the royal procureur be tried 1 '

"

Here, as elsewhere, the truths which Hugo is bent

upon making prominent, are just those which the easy

optimism of society overlooks, but he has no particu-

lar social system to impress upon you. Let the spirit

and tendency be right, and wonderful results will be

gradually worked out. All the same, it is not neces-

sary to think highly of the wisdom of those who are
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continually enlarging on the difficulties and dangers

of " ideal systems," and the impossibility of human

nature working under them. Is there anything more

wonderful than the way in which human nature has

worked hitherto under systems of polity and religion,

which are at least ideal enough on their theoretical

side, and which, apart from experience of the facts,

would have been pronounced impossible ?
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CHAPTEE IX.

SUCCESS OP ' LES MIS^^RABLES '—THE BANQUET AT BEUSSELS

—

LIBERALISM REVIVING— SAINTE-BEUVE'S COMMENTS RE-

VIVAL OP ' HERNANI ' IN 1869—COMMENCEMENT OP TRIUMPH.

The first of Hugo's great " social novels," ' Les Mis^r-

ables,' appeared in 1863 simultaneously in nine

languages. Its success vras very great. To many

readers, no doubt, it was nothing more than a curious

and wonderfully impressive story, not without ex-

travagance ; but by the mass of Eadieal and Eepublican

politicians it was hailed as a brilliant and popular

manifest of their doctrines. It was dramatised by his

son for the Brussels stage ; and its representation was

made the occasion of a grand banquet there—one of

those great public triumphs of which the career of

Victor Hugo, especially towards the latter end of it,

is full.

The banquet, given by the Belgian editors, Messrs

Lacroix and Verbroeckhoven, was attended by the

principal magistrates of Brussels. Hugo presided,

the burgomaster on his right, and the President of the
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Chamber on his left, and surrounded by many in-

fluential writers and journalists, representing the

Liberal parties of France and Belgium. The speeches

were more complimentary than political, but as a

whole there could be no mistake as to the character of

the manifestation. At the least it was a great public

recognition of the man who represented to the whole

of Europe unbending hostility to the Second Empire,

and to Imperialism in general. It was crowning the

man who had fought to the last against the cowp

d'itat; who had lent the whole force of his genius, and

the weight of a name now the first in Europe, to the

cause of democracy and freedom of thought. Practi-

cally, it was the beginning of ^dctory for Hugo in the

long contest into which he had entered ten years

before. The best victories are those which come forth

slowly but surely from the confusion of things. Louis

ISTapoleon had had his day, but the moment of reaction

—obstructive enough for that which is coming, fatal

for that which is going—had arrived, and the reviving

forces of Liberalism, not yet of much account in the

practical sphere of politics, found a rallying-point in

the life and work of the poet.

Whatever others of the Imperial train might think,

Sainte-Beuve, a prophet still though blessing Barak,

marks the setting in of the tide, and utters a note of

warning to his correspondent. Princess MathUde. " I

am struck," he writes, " by this demonstration of a

menacing and triumphant Coblentz. They (the Court)

think nothing of that at Compifegne, in that isolated
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and gilded world. . . . But what is ridiculous

to-day may not be so to-morrow (Tel est ridicule,

wujowrd'hui qui ne Vest pas deTnain)."

It is true that in these days Sainte-Beuve is making

another change of face. He appears to be getting

cooler towards Imperialism, especially towards the

chief figure of Imperialism, and has repeatedly re-

fused to write an article on the ' Life of Csesar,' com-

posed by the Emperor's own hands. Indeed, Sainte-

Beuve's critical faculty was too real and true to work

otherwise than conscientiously. He was at length, in

1867, nominated to the Senate, where he formed,

almost alone, a sort of opposition, .and was especially

severe on the intrigues of the clerical party {ces

hommes noirs). He had drifted through many phases

of belief into a settled scepticism. " There is no

longer any possibility," he writes, " of believing in the

old histories and the old Bibles. . . . Men re-

main very small, very foolish, and still the same as

before in the times of our old moralists." Yet the

natural history of man's spiritual development has

surely some real import for us still. In this last atti-

tude death took Sainte-Beuve, in October of 1869, just

before the revolution that threw the Bonaparte dynasty

once more out of France. He was buried, according to

his own instructions, without ceremonies, beside his

mother in Montparnasse cemetery, to the last a hard-

working and conscientious critic.

Within France, too, the enthusiasm which attended

the revival of ' Hernani,' during the Paris Exhibition
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of 1869, was another of Hugo's great triumphs. It

could scarcely be otherwise. Hugo was outliving

opposition. The great generation, of whose great-

ness he was no small part, had almost passed away.

Lamennais slept tombless amongst the poor at Pere

Lachaise. Lamartine, too, was gone, and Lacordaire,

the last great representative of the attempt to re-

concile the tendencies of Eadicalism and Eoman

Catholicism. The old Academicians, to whom 'Her-

nani ' had been a mere fantastic novelty, had yielded

up their chairs at the Institute to new ones, to whom
it was at least a great literary tradition. The rising

generation of artists and men of letters were moved

to enthusiasm at the sight of a drama over which

their predecessors had had many a famous contest

forty years before. The poet himself, living in the

isolation of his rocky island -home, had been for

long as much a legend, a name, as an actuality.

Nor was the man unworthy of the halo which in

these later days had gathered about his name. Ee-

moved from the revel of the great city to the sooth-

ing grandeur of the sea -horizons at Guernsey, his

nature seems to have gained in serenity and depth.

In spite of the occasional French emphasis, his later

poetry has for its chief characteristics a quiet depth

and force. His language has got the peculiar per-

fection of great power, lightly and easily wielded.

It is but the slight curl of a wave, perhaps, but

we see that it has come from far, and that the force

behind it that carved it so lightly and yet so firmly
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is that of the great deep. 'The Four "Winds of the

Spirit ' is full of this peculiar charm, the ease and

perfection of the master's hand in his old age.

" Heur^ux les dprouvds ! voil4 ce que je vols ;

Et je m'en vais, fantome, habiter les ddcombres.

Les pgcheurs dont j'entends sur les grfeves la voix

Regardent les flots croltre ; et moi, grandir les ombres.

Je souris au desert; je oontemple etj 'attends;

J'emplis de paix mon coeur qui n'eut jamais d'envie

;

Je tSobe, craignant Dieu, de mMveiller k temps

Du reve monstrueux qu'on appelle la vie.

La mort va m'emmener dans la ser^nit^;

J'entends ses noirs olievaux qui viennent dans I'espace.

Je suis comme celui, qui s'^tant trop Mtd,

Attend sur le chemin que la voiture passe."
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CHAPTER X.

' I WILL ENTER WHEN LIBBBTT ENTERS "— THE REVOLUTION

AND THE SECOND EMPIRE—A PICTURE FROM THE EXILE.

" I WILL enter when liberty enters," Hugo had replied

to friends who urged him to take advantage of the

second general amnesty proclaimed in 1869. Wlien

liberty should enter, or in what guise, were matters

which, in 1869, were still dark to the keenest-sighted

politicians. Hugo, however, was not a man easily

deprived of his hopes; great as his other gifts are,

energy and persistence are amongst his prominent

qualities. Besides, his judgment in these matters

was founded on a larger view of the situation than

that generally taken by professional politicians, who

are mostly too much engaged in manoeuvres to note

the grand tendencies of affairs. The Second Empire,

strong enough in appearance, with its pretorian co-

horts and well-organised bureaucracy, wanted some

of the more solid elements of governments. For the

great body of Frenchmen the ideal of France, though

obscured for the time, remained still that of the
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nation who had taken the lead in the social and

political progress of Europe. In this respect it was

vain to expect that France should deny her past.

The French Eevolution, with all its errors, remains

the date of the emancipation of peoples. "We have

no doubt but that a Teutonic nation would have

achieved it with more temperance, both of action

and speech ; but then, as a matter of fact, they left

it to the French nation to perform with such quali-

ties of strength and weakness as they had. Nothing,

not even coups d'Mat and Sedans, can overlay the

importance of that fact in the history of Western

civilisatiDn. All political progress, constitutions, and

reform bills, must legitimately be deduced from it.

The alternative, then, always remained before the eyes

of the French people, that of choosing between the

greatest pages of their history, or accepting a rule

which, though it had some traditional connection with

the past, was a virtual reversal of it.

No man had done as much as Hugo to keep these

facts before not only France but Europe. On that

side, France has accepted Victor Hugo as the man
who has best represented all that is great in her past.

To Frenchmen he will always be something more than

a great poet ; and amongst them the tradition of his

life will not be allowed to sleep as that of Milton in

England, or be ignored in all but its imperfect aspects.

It has been said that some men represent the con-

science of the nation or society to which they belong,

and Hugo's refusal to enter had almost the value of
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a national protest. Nor was it without sacrifice. He
has felt the exile's weariness in the streets of strange

cities. That soft land of France is unforgettable,

even to the poet whose mind is filled with the mag-

nificent apocalyptic visions of his later poetry. Occa-

sional plaints escape him :

—

" Le mois de mai sans la France,

Ce n'est pas le mois de mai."

We have a picture of his life in this his last year

of exile from the pen of his son Charles. It occurs in

' Les Hommes de I'Exil,' and is entitled " A Visit to

Victor Hugo." There is something of the vigour and

freedom of the father's manner in it, but wanting the

imaginative potency. The matter is rather decorated

than illumined :

—

" I have returned not from Guernsey, but from the back of

my garden. My garden is not large. Ten steps take you from

end to end of it. It is merely an alley, a plot of turf and a

flower-border—just the spot for a mother, a child, or a flight of

birds. At the foot of my garden there is a nondescript build-

ing. All that is visible of it is the roof. The rest of it—the

three windows, the door, and the wooden balcony, are entirely

hidden by an immense curtain of fresh vines. The wall is

foliage, the door verdure, the skylight twigs of vine, the win-

dow shadow. Nothing more wildly rustic than this little house,

full at once of spiders and butterflies. If you were not in the

city you would think yourself in the forest. Imagine the den

of Caliban at Brussels. You mount a staircase—it is a ladder.

You enter a chamber—it is a hayloft. For furniture—a camp-

bed, a table, and a reading-desk. No chairs. The floor is bare,

the walls and ceiling are bare. . . . The- three windows, very

high, but invaded by the green growth, scarcely let the sun

pass. To make up, the roof lets the rain in. It is charming.
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To lodge there is alnaost to lodge under the stars. It is to have

the abode of the owl for one's private room. One must be

athirst for solitude, for poetry, and for foliage, to find pleasure

in this savage retreat, which is not so much a nest as a den.

" Well, it is there, in this cabin, that for two months of the

summer every year I entertain a hermit.

" The hermit is my father. . . .

" My father is sixty-seven years of age. ... He might well be

old, if a life of struggle and work had not kept him young. He
has overtaken age before age has overtaken him. His hair is

white, but his moustache is grey, his eye clear, his foot firm, and

his carriage excellent.

"... He works standing, rises at five in the morning, sum-

mer and winter, plunges as soon as he leaves his bed into a

bath of the temperature of the air, and if it is winter, breaks the

ice of his bath, and makes the' Beresina part of his hygiene.

He awakes pleased, and goes to bed satisfied. He walks, talks,

writes twenty pages and ten letters in the day ; he respires

force, hope, and the certainty of the morrow, and smiles to the

future as to a friend who approaches. He knows how it stands

with the Empire, and how with the Revolution. Furthermore,

he has written ' Les Ch^timents,' and that is enough to keep him

in good spirits. In short, he bears on his face all the appear-

ance of a robust exile, capable of seeing a dynasty interred."

Then the elder Hugo's opinion on the political situa-

tion in France is given :

—

" ' The opposition, if it means work, will henceforth concen-

trate all its efforts in the press and at the tribune on one point

—the abolition of the preliminary oath {serment prSalaUe). The

men who would renounce voluntary exile—that is, the only

exile which is an example to engage in this supreme struggle,

win first wait tiU the frontier is open to their dignity, tiU their

mouth has not to stammer a perjury by way of oath-taking.

To swear faith to the coup d'4tat is to forget the future and

sink the past. . . . Let the radical opposition, then, demand the

abolition of the oath ! The day when the oath disappears, on

this day only may liberty hope and the dictatorship tremble.'
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" I listened to my father speEiking," continues Charles, " and

I seemed to hear in his words at once the cry of a conscience

against the dictatorship, and the sigh of a sonl for its native

land.

" For he would Kke to see it, he too ! For to enter it would

be his fond dream. For now it is eighteen years since he

quitted that tomb of his ancestors and that nest of his loves.

Eighteen years now that he has been absent, and that after

having seen his home destroyed, his family dispersed and in

mourning, the ashes of his hearth thrown to all the winds, he

sees his very work proscribed and his name exiled. "What need

to deny it ? The defeat of December has been for him a great

shipwreck. For forty years he had breathed the stormy and

animating air of Paris. That mysterious collaboration of the

crowd with his thought, of those millions of intelligences with

his will, these vast rays from the outer world, that excited

youth, these successes succeeded by tempests, these breaths and

emanations of a great public, these noises,—all that was what

the book, the theatre, and even the tribune was for him ; and

his whole work up to 1851 is, if you like to call it so, the out-

look of his spirit on the century, but it is also his window

which opens on Paris. At present this window opens on the

ocean, a force still, but scarcely a joy."
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CHAPTER XL

THE NEPHEW SEEKING HIS AUSTEELITZ—THE TWO PORTEAITS

OF -LOUIS NAPOLEON—THE EEVERSE OP THE NAPOLEONIC

LEGEND—SEDAN—THE DUEL BETWEEN POET AND EMPEROR
ENDED—SIGNIFICANCE OP VICTORY.

But in 1869 things were naarching to their end. The

nephew, too, was seeking his Austerlitz. It would

really seem as if Louis Bonaparte, estimating the

great things of the world only on their small side

—

a mistake easy for monarchs—^had confounded the

grand reserves, the well-timed audacity of such men

as Csesar, Cromwell, and Napoleon, with the subter-

fuges and unscrupulousness of a political intriguer,

and lost sight of the great ideal forces—scientific,

philosophical, and moral—which find expression in

them. Life may be a poor affair, as the old proverb

says

—

-flehile ludiiriiom—but not so poor as that. You

cannot intrigue an Austerlitz or a Waterloo with any

number of police agencies and newspaper powers at

your back. As representing what one may hope is

the last attempt to found a European tyranny, the

history of Louis Bonaparte deserves consideration.

What sort of a man it is that would make the attempt
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in our time, and what sort of men and interests, not

always wholly bad, will serve him, military Saint-

Arnauds, literary Mdrim^es, and even Sainte-Beuves,

legal Dupins, De Mornys of ambiguous birth,—all this

it has been part of Hugo's work to drag into the light.

Of the chief actor himself, Hugo has given two

readings, each accenting different elements. In the

one, Louis Bonaparte is presented to us as a man who

had come to regard the world as wholly organised on

hypocrisy and falsehood—as a place in which self-

interest assumed the name of truth or prudence, and in

which immorality was covered with a formal homage

to virtue. Great men were simply those who had the

sense not to let such vain words as truth, honesty, or

justice stand in the way of their interests. The world

was a comedy in which things wandered much at

hazard, and a clever, unscrupulous man might dexter-

ously win the suffrages even of the decorous. Why
should not an Austerlitz fall to his lot as well as to

another's ?

" Je puis vainore la Prusse ; il est aussi malin ^

D'assidger Tortoni que d'assidger Berlin.

L'Angleterre et I'Irlande k grand bruit se querellent

;

D'Espagne sur Cuba les 6oups de fusils grelent

;

Joseph pseudo-C&ar, Wilhelm pretre Attila

S'empoignent aux cheveux
;
je mettrai le hola.

' "I can conquer Prussia; it is quite as clever to lay siege to Caf^

Tortoni as to Berlin. . . . England and Ireland are having high

words. From Spain there comes a hail of musket-shot on Cuba.

Joseph the pseudo-Caesar, and WiUiam a priest-Attila, are at daggers-

drawn. I can take the matter in my own hands. ... I shall have
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Et j'aurai cette gloire, k peu pres sans d^bats,

D'etre le Tout-Puissant et le Tres-Haut d'en bas.

Que faut-il done pour cela ? prier Magne

D'avancer quelque argent k Leboeuf et choisir,

Comme Haroun escorts le soir par son vizir,

L'heure obscure oil I'on dort, oil la rue est d^serte,

Et brusquement tenter I'aventure ; on peut, certe,

Passer le EMn, ayant pass^ le Eubicon.

Saint Arnaud manque,

J'ai Bazaine. Bismarck me semble un saltimbanque ;

Je crois etre aussi bon com^dien que lui.

Jusqu'ici j'ai domptd le hasard dbloui

;

J'en ai fait mon complice, et la fraude est ma femme.

J'ai vaincu, quoique l&che, et brills quoique infftme.

En avant ! j'ai Paris, done j'ai le genre humain.

Tout me sourit, pourquoi m'arreter en cbemin ?

II ne me reste plus k gagner que le quine.

Continuous, la chance ^tant une coquine.

J'escamotai la France, escamotons I'Europe.

Ddoembre est mon manteau, I'ombre est mon enveloppe

;

the glory almost without expense of being the All-Powerful and the

Very Great here below. . . .

" And what is all that is needed for that ? To ask Magne to advance

some money to Lebosuf, and to choose, like Haroun escorted in the

evening by his vizier, the obscure hour when everything is asleep,

when the streets are deserted, and suddenly make the venture ; cer-

tainly, one can pass the Rhine, having passed the Rubicon. . . .

Saint Arnaud is no longer with me, but I have Bazaine. Bismarck

seems to me a mountebank ; I think I am as good a comedian as he.

Hitherto I have tamed chance dazzled at my success. I have made
it my accomplice, and deception is my wife. I have conquered al-

though a coward, and shone although infamous. Forward ! I have

Paris, and with Paris the human race. All smiles on me, why halt

midway ? I have nothing now to gain but the grand throw. Let us

go forward, chance being something of a scamp. ... I tricked

France, let us trick Europe. December is my mantle, the shade is

my covering. The eagles are fled, I have but the falcons ; but no
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Les aigles sont partis, je n'ai que les faucons

;

Mais n'importe ! II fait nuit. J'en profite. Attaquons.

Or U faiaait grand jour. Jour sur Londres, sur Rome,

Sur Vienne, et tous ouvraient les yeux, liormis cet homme,
Et Berlin souriait, et le guettait sans bruit.

Ce suicide prit nos fiers soldats, I'armde

De France devant qui marohait la renommde,

Et sans canons, sans pain, sans chefs, sans gen^raux,

II conduisit au fond du gouffre les heros.

Tranquille il les mena lui-meme dans le pi^ge.

—Oil vas-tu ? dit la tom.be. II r^pondit : que sais-je ?

"

—L'Ann^e Terrible: AoHLt.

In " The Four Winds of the Spirit " Hugo seizes the

other expression on this Imperial visage,—that of a

man eager, not for glory or power to wield powerfully

—rather embarrassed indeed with them than other-

wise—but athirst for the great luxuries of life ; a

mere sensualist, who saw and took a good opportunity

for having his turn in life, but scarcely expected it to

last, having occasionally some vague idea that the

world was full of greater and better forces than those

in him, and aware that the fact must eventually be

known. In Hugo's opinion these two readings com-

prehend the range and oscillation of character in the

hero of the cou]p d'itat.

matter. It is night. I take advantage of it. Let us attack. . .

Now it was broad daylight, daylight on Loudon, on Rome, on Vienna,

and all had their eyes open but this man, and Berlin smiled and

noiselessly lay in wait for him. . . . This suicide took our gallant

soldiers, the army of France, at whose head renown marched, and

without cannons, without bread, without chiefs, without generals, he

led the heroes to the bottom of the gulf. Tranquilly he led them

himself into the snare.—Whither goest thou, said the tomb? He
answered. What know I ?

"

Z
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" Tu savais bien qu'un jour il faudrait choir enfin,

Mais tu n'imaginais ni Sdjan, ni Rufin.

Tu te croyais de ceux que la haine publique

Frappe furtivement d'un coup de foudre oblique ;

Tu t'^taig figure qu'on te renversait

Sans te faire de mal, doucement en secret,

Avec precaution, sans bruit, k la nuit close,

Et prient un ami de te dire la chose,

Ainsi qu'on pose k terre un vase pr^cieux ;

Tu t'^tais fait d'avance, au loin, sous de beaux cieux,

Dans ton palais plus fier que la villa Farnfese,

Un lit voluptueux pour tomber k ton aise.

Point. C'est en plein midi que le peuple a tonn^.

L'horizon dtait bleu, I'dclair I'a sillonn^.

La tonnerre au grand jour, au milieu de la foule,

Est tomh6 sur ton front comme un plafond qui croule

;

Et ceux qui font vu mettre en poudre en un moment,

Se sont dpouvantfe de cet ^ciasement.

Et les sages ont dit, te regardant par terre,

Que les temps sont mauvais, que le pouvoir s'altfere,

Quand un gueux, un gredin, un faquin, un maraud.

Fait pour ramper si bas, pent tomber de si haut." ^

^ " You knew very well that one day there would be a fall, but you
had in your mind neither Sejanus nor Bufinus. You thought

yourself of those whom the public hate strikes slyly as with a

thunderbolt that had glanced aside. You had been imagining that

they would overturn you without hurting you, gently, in secret, with

precaution, without noise, at dead of night, and request one of your

friends to inform you, as one would deposit a precious vase on the

ground. You had made for yourself beforehand, far away, under

beautiful skies, in your palace prouder than the Villa Famese, a soft

bed on which to fall at your ease. Never. It was fuU mid-day

when the people thundered. The horizon was blue when the flash

traversed it. In the great light of day, in the midst of the crowd,

thunder has driven in thy forehead as a scaffolding that gives way

;

and those who have seen you ground to powder in a moment, have
been affrighted at this ruin. And wise men, seeing you stretched

on your back, have said that the times are bad, that authority is

weakened, when a beggarly rascal, a sneak, a knave made to sprawl on
the ground, can fall from such a height."
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Thus this ill-starred Bonaparte, gibbeted lugubrious

in the heavens, balances at the other end of the

centuries the Tiberius of Tacitus, and has become a

sad, but in many ways instructive and even hopeful,

spectacle for humanity. Hopeful we say, for it was

the logic of a false position that drew him inevitably

into the gulf.

When an institution has ceased to represent a real

force in the world, every movement it makes, whether

on this side or on that, shakes it to its fall. When
monarchs go into delirium in these times, the Greeks

have a chance of profiting. King William of Prussia

was probably 'as averse as any one to have a free and

republican France as his neighbour, and to give 'the

last blow to a monarchy which was still a sympathetic

existence for all other autocracies in Europe. " Quelle

idee avez-vous eue de faire cette guerre ? " the Eling is

reported to have said, with contemptuous commisera-

tion, to the Emperor. " What was your idea in making

this war ?

"

Sedan indeed took the measure of many things. It

summed up not only the work of " the man of the 2d

December," but there and then, also, the shadow of the

Hapsburg dynasty left the German horizon, and the

imperial power passed into the hands of a line which,

though possessed of narrow and obsolete opinions, had

preserved whatever of the virtues of kingship might

still linger into these times.

Thus was one work of Hugo's carried to a triumph-

ant end. The twenty years' duel between the poet
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and the Emperor had been decided, in appearance, by

the intervention of an indifferent agent. But in

reality, Louis Bonaparte had been pushed into the

abyss, haggard and reluctant, by the necessities of a

false position. It was the end of an Imperialism in

which there were no real imperial qualities. Hugo

proved robust enough, as his son had prophetically

said, to see a dynasty interred. He lived to see the

third Napoleon descend uncrowned into an exile's

tomb; and yet another of the race, the heir to the

sadly shrivelled traditions of Imperialism, perish in

a miserable brawl of colonists and savages. On this

side, the poet's career has a significance of a much

wider kind than that which belongs to the political

movement in France, important as that may be to

Europe generally. The victory of such a man as

Hugo, representing purely spiritual and intellectual

forces, over an arbitrary practical power, with the

immense political resources of absolutism behind it,

enables us to estimate in some degree the march and

the nature of that kind of progress which we call

civilisation. It measures for us the growing power

of high and free thought to work directly on the

chaotic mass of feeling and half-awakened intelligence

of " the people." Such victories as those of a Socrates

and Dante will no longex have the supreme tragic

element in them—will no longer be victories in the

ideal world only, but also conquests in actual life.

This closer relationship between the best thought and

the popular intelligence owes much also to the popular
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developments of art in these later days. The great

thinker does not now depend only on the feeble body-

guard of a select circle of disciples. The hosts that

follow him outnumber great armies, and the chorus of

their voices startles Caesar on his throne. Hence it is

that certain defects as well as certain virtues have

become more prominent in him. There is less patience,

less reserve, more sacrifice for popular effects; but

also a higher courage, a profounder consciousness of

his mission. In this respect both the weakness and

the strength in the spirit of modern civilisation find

perhaps their best representatives in France and Victor

Hugo.
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CHAPTER XII.

HUGO ENTBES FRANCE—PIEST SIGHT OF FRENCH SOLDIERS

—

PARIS UNDER THE SIEGE— HUGO AND THE COMMUNE
THE RIOT AT BRUSSELS— PiBBS - CALIBAN— PRANCE AND
GERMANY.

The news of the capitulation of the French army at

Sedan had been the signal for a revolution, which once

more bore the Bonaparte dynasty out of France. At

last Hugo felt at liberty to enter his native land. The

first news of the French disasters had brought him to

Brussels to await events ; and on the 5th September

1870, the morrow of the proclamation of the Eepublic,

he took his ticket at Brussels station for Paris. The

re-entry was a triumph for him of a solid enough kind

;

but it was a triumph terribly overcast by the condition

in which he found his country. Her last army had

been blindly led into a trap ; her soldiers were demor-

alised by defeat and distrust; one Government had

been swept away in the storm, another was struggling

in the anarchy of revolution to establish itself on the

ruins, and the Germans were marching on Paris.

On his way through France, the poet saw at Lan-
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drecies some of General Vinoy's troops retreating on

Paris— sullen and haggard soldiers, with defeat and

discouragement written in their looks. It was in vain

that the old man, who had lived all his life in the

proud illusion that the French army was iavincible,

shouted encouragingly from his carriage—" Vive la

France ! Vive la patrie ! " The worn and disheartened

groups, resting by the wayside from the pursuit of

Prussian Uhlans, made no response, and looked, says

one who was present, as if they did not comprehend.

The events which followed the surrender at Sedan

are well enough known not to need more than a pass-

ing notice here. The well-ordered and scientific ad-

vance of the Germans on Paris ; the struggles of " the

Government of the National Defence" to make this

great modern city an effective military machine for

offence and defence; the manifestations, promenades,

and orations ; the immense enrolment of civilians in

the National Guard ; the lawyer trottiug to the Courts,

and the merchant to the Exchange, with muskets on

their shoulders, highly delighted with their mihtary

apparel, spectators say; grand projects of balloon

warfare, of infernal machines for destroying the whole

German army, of a levy en masse,—these are the things

that come uppermost in accounts of Paris under the

siege. But httle or nothing comes of it all. The mili-

tary talent at the service of the Government, even if

decent, is evidently not equal to the situation; and

every kind of authority is weakened by defeat and

sudden political changes. Vigorous attacks on the
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enemy are occasionally made, and with success ; but

there is always something wanting to make success

complete or permanent. Places are retaken by the

promptness and fire of the French assault, but lost

again almost immediately, because some general had

not got his forces to the front in time, or because the

soldiers lacked steadiness and discipline, and took no

precautions to hold that which they had won. The

Eadicals and Communists also begin to think they

could do better thaii the Government. Tumultuary

assemblies of ISTational Guards from Montmartre and

BelleviUe march to the Hotel de Ville, and demand a

bolder and more active style of defence—more sorties,

a change of arms, a complete change in the military

system, which they declare still continues to be that

of the Empire. The extreme Eadicals have got the

idea that the officials, both civil and military, are of

the decorous routine type—very serviceable for levy-

ing taxes and marching armies in time of peace, but

very ineffective in this supreme hour of struggle. The

Eadicals were probably right in their opinion; and

it is probable that some final conviction of this fact

spread itself widely enough to make the abortive ex-

periment of the Commune possible. The history of

Eossel shows how a strong-minded man, of clear direct

perceptions, could throw himself, in despair at the

official imbecility around him, into the hands of the

extreme revolutionaries. But the energy of advanced

Eadicalism was too expensive an agent for the Parisian

bourgeois, who would probably have preferred a Prus-
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sian occupation to government by Pyat and Blanqui

;

and the Commune, after having lived long enough to

show its military and financial incapacity, was sup-

pressed in blood.

Hugo's place in this confused world, where two

great classes, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, were

struggling for power, circled round by hostile cannon,

was that of general counsellor and friend to all par-

ties. During the brief rule of the Commune he re-

mained in Paris, and did what he could to moderate

the extreme counsels of the men then in power. On
its suppression his voice was equally impressive in

appeals to the victorious Eepublicans to refrain from

sanguinary reprisals. Indeed the generous ardour

with which he besought mercy for the vanquished

Communists once more tended to identify his name

with their cause, and brought him during this period

of intense excitement into some discredit with the

mass of his countrymen. It was the cause also of

the last of those public conflicts with authority which

are amongst the curiosities of his long and wonderful

career. At Brussels, whither he had come to arrange

the affairs of his son Charles, recently deceased, he

protested openly against the Belgian Government's

refusal to grant the Communists the ordinary right of

asylum as political offenders, and publicly advertised

his own house there as a shelter for any fugitive

soldiers of the Commune. The consequences came

near being of a serious kind for the poet. In Belgium

the priest is still potent ; and on the 27th May 1871,
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a mob of Brussels workmen, instigated, it is said, by

some persons of authority ^ and influence, made a night

attack on the house where Hugo along with his

two grandchildren and their widowed mother were

residing. The rioters did considerable damage to the

house, and were only prevented from proceeding to

extremities by the tardy intervention of the police.

Two days after, Hugo received notice from the Gov-

ernment to quit Belgium immediately.

These affairs, as we have seen in the case of the

Jersey expulsion, happen always in the same manner.

The prejudices of some poor unillumined section of

the plebs are excited by some clever misrepresentation

against the man who has their interests most at heart.

A riot follows, which the optimates foster up to a

certain point, but generally repress where it might

become a grave scandal. Then comes an order de par

le roi to quit the country. Some good words are

thrown to poor plels-Gaiib&n, who retires with the

pleased humour of a savage who has taken a scalp, and

is naturally ready next day, if the fancy takes him, to

assault his master. But the optimates prefer him thus.

It must have caused the great poet of democracy ,

some melancholy reflections as to the amount of edu-

cation the masses still require in the judgment of

men and interests. But Hugo has studied this ill-cut

figure of Caliban with other intentions than those of

1 M. Kervyn de Lettenhove, son of the Minister of the Interior, was

one of the leaders in this affair, according to M. Barbou, a biographer

of Hugo.
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the aristocratic Shakespeare. He knows that there

resides in him, too, a fine Ariel spirit, pent in worse

confinement than that of cloven pines—the confine-

ment of ignorance. Compare those curt but faith-

ful delineations of mob or populace which appear in

some of Shakespeare's plays with the equally pro-

found but more detailed studies of the popular in-

stincts which we find in that wonderful record of a

dark year, Hugo's ' L'Annee Terrible,' and then com-

pute the growth of conscience or consciousness in

humanity. Here, for instance, is a picture of a typical

figure in Parisian revolutions—the Pitroleuse, or some

such unfortunate. It is faithfully painted, but there

are profoundly pitiful touches in it :—
" La prisonnifere passe, elle est blessde. Elle a

'

On ne salt quel aveu sur le front. La voili !

On I'insulte ! Elle a Fair des betes & la chatne.

On la voit h, travers un nuage de haine.

Qu'a-t-elle fait ? Cherchez dans Tombre et dans les cris,

Cherchez dans la fumde affreuse de Paris.

Personne ne le salt. Le sait-elle elle-meme 1

Ce qui pour I'homme est crime est pour I'esprit problfeme.

La faim, quelque conseil ten^breux, un bandit

Si monstrueux qu'on I'aime et qu'on fait tout ce qu'il dit.

' " The prisoner passes, she is wounded. There is

One hardly knows what sort of avowal on her forehead. There

she is !

They insult her. She has the air of a beast on the chain.

Their eyes behold her through a veil of hate.

What has she done ? Seek in the darkness and the tumult.

Seek in the frightful density of Paris.

Nobody know^. Does she know herself, think you 1

What for man is a crime, is a problem for the spirit.

Famine, some dark counsel of ignorance, a bandit.

Such a monster that she loves him, and does all he says.
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C'est asaez pour qu'un etre obscur se denature.

Ce noir plan incline qu'on nomme raventure.

La pente des instincts fauves, le fatal vent

Du malheur en oourroux profond se ddpravant.

. . . Pas de pain sur la table ;

II ne faut rien de plus pour Stre ^pouvantable.

Elle passe au milieu des foules sans piti^.

Quand on a triomphe, quand on a chMie,

Qu.'a-t-on devant les yeux ? la victoire aveuglante.

Tout Versaille est en fete. Elle se tait sanglante.

Le passant lit, I'essaim des enfants la poursuit

De tolas les cris qui peut jeter I'aube k la nuit.

L'amer silence dcume aux deux coins de sa bouche
;

Eien ne fait tressaillir sa surdity farouche ;

Elle a I'air de trouver le soleil ennuyeux

;

Une sorte d'effroi f^roce est dans ses yeux."

On his expulsion from Brussels—his fourth exile, as

he calls it, " Uxil de Beige, pev, de cliose
"—Hugo re-

turned to Paris to play, as delegate, or latterly as

senator, the part of a moderate counsellor between

contending factions in the new Eepublic. In what

Reason enough there for an obscure being to defeature herself.

The dark inclined plane we call accident.

The drift of untamed instincts, the fatal wind

Of misfortune sinking down into bitter wrath.

. . No bread on the table
;

Nothing more is needed to make one terrible.

She passes in the midst of crowds that are pitiless.

When we have finished triumphing and chastising.

What have we before our eyes ? victory wanting vision.

All Versailles is en fUe. Her bleeding mouth keeps silence.

The passer-by laughs ; a swarm of children follow her

With shouts such as the dawn may fling at the night.

Bitter silence with lier ; there is foam at the corners of her mouth.

But nothing can shake that savage deafness of hers

;

She has the air of one to whom the sun is a weariness
;

There is a sort of fierce affright in her eyes."

—L'Annie TerriUe : June. IX.
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are called practical politics, indeed— that is, the

manoeuvres of the parliamentary arena—his voice is

not, any more than it ever was, an influential one.

His influence lies elsewhere, and is of the slow-working

permanent kind that belongs to the thinker, not the

temporary evanescent pressure the ordinary politician

puts upon men and thiags. In one respect, at any

rate, France can scarcely overestimate the value of

Victor Hugo to her. When all was over in the

Franco-Prussian war, and many thought France fin-

ished as a leading Power in Europe, the poet was

amongst the first to raise his head and revive the

broken spirits of his countrymen. We do not indeed

think that he is quite just in his view of the great

conflict which took place between Germany and

France. The steadiness and intellectual power of

the Germans, even if they want the civil courage of

the Englishman and Frenchman, have a right to their

reward. The scales in which the god of battles weighs

nations are not so entirely unjust. The march of the

Germans on Paris was no sin against light and civil-

isation, but really the simplest method of proving, for

us and for after-ages, what kind of force there is in

French society and what kiad there is not, and was,

in all seriousness, a very proper reply to the endless

vaunting of many Frenchmen.

But if Germany has the force of discipline and

steady patient labour, France has the force of great

tendencies, of a sounder and freer development. Time

is with her. She has done something, much even, to
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meet the social and political pressure of the future,

while Germany has done little but perfect a laborious

military organisation, and is drifting on the great

problems of the time with less preparation than any

of the great European nations, and consequently with

more disposition to repress and evade them. Where

Hugo, therefore, has contented himself with reminding

his countrymen of this fact, and illustrating with the

resources of genius these fine truths apt to be lost in

the coarse logic of materialists and politicians of the

day, he has done service of no less value to Europe

than to France. France, he has a right to say, will

conquer in progress "by her light"

—

"Vavenir sera

meilleur."
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CHAPTBE XIII.

GREEK AND HBBEEW ELEMENTS IN CIVILISATION—PROPHET AND
PHILOSOPHER IN ULTIMATE ANTITHESIS—THE LAW OF THE
MEAN—THE INCREMENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS—HUGO'S THEORY
OF ART—DUALISM OP ART.

The life of Western Europe, as represented by its art,

its literature, and its society, takes its immense power

of development from the fact that it is mainly the

product of two very different civilisations—the Hebrew

and the Greek. The highest expression of the one

was the prophet, of the other the philosopher,—the

man who seeks to quicken and in a sense construct

our perception of an infinite natural power in the

universe, having a definite moral tendency, and the

man who seeks to place all things in a system of

which man himself is the centre—the man of mystery

and faith, a believer in the unconscious tendency of

power, and the man of reasoned truths, a believer in

the conscious direction of power, and to whom man

is the measure of all things. The one is constant-

ly seeking to educe, or, we might say, create a new

spiritual consciousness in mankind ; the other is con-
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stantly testing, criticising this increment of conscience,

endeavouring to purify it for the intellect, and to place

it in a system of truths. The antithesis between these

two types, though resolvable in theory and destined

ultimately to disappear, still holds in many different

guises a great place in our life. In the higher fields

of art and thought particularly, it still forms a prac-

tical gulf between men who understand the problem

perfectly on its merely intellectual side. It is a differ-

ence of centre which has often made them unintelli-

gible to each other. Luther and Erasmus, Goethe and

Hugo, Guizot and Lamennais, front each other, eter-

nally different sides of the human spirit—the sign of

disease, says Novalis, speaking of a similar separation

of poet from philosopher, but also the sign of a rich

and fuU development, and that our civilisation has not

nearly reached its close.

Here, however, we have to speak of this antithesis

only as it appears in art, and specially in the art of

Victor Hugo. The mean is the best, was the first and

the last word of the Greeks—an eminently rational

people, struck by the infinitude of desire in man, and

not readily conceiving the possibility of a law for the

movement of nature, except such as man himself might

with full scientific consciousness, and in a somewhat

external manner, impose upon his life. Even Plato

held in fear that tendency to the infinite, which, in the

intellectual sphere, is one of the great merits of his

work. The history of Greece shows us, however, that

for the conduct of life, socially and morally, this law of
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the mean proved insufficient ; and the brilliant fabric

of Greek society, built only on one side of human

nature, was soon dissolved, and a new civilisation,

which represented better, with its infusion of ideal and

ascetic elements, the full nature of man, arose.

But the law of the mean thus formally dethroned as

the highest rule in life, has practically preserved itself

in many things, for the reason that it is the safest,

and perhaps profoundest, law for any combination or

organisation too artificial to contain the law of its own

development. It is the law of Aristotle's morality.

It is the law by which the most superficial aspect of

beauty may be expressed. It may be said to be the

accepted law for social life on its material side, and is

there expressed in the highest virtue of prudence. But

while we are somewhat ashamed to confess that the

principle we have virtually adopted for society is

nothing better than the old pagan law of the mean,

and are careful to profess something higher, there is

one region in which it is defended as the highest

ideal—the grand principle of excellence. This is the

region of art which the Greeks have so filled with their

masterpieces, that the observance of severe proportion,

of restraint in expression, and the general artistic re-

pose which are the marks of their work, have come to

be accepted by many as the unalterable conditions of

the best art.

In one sense, of course, the law of limit is eternal,

but the standards of proportion and expression in

Greek art are not its last expression. The severe

2 A
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proportion and lucidity of the Greek were the natural

outcome of life organised wholly for the finite and

temporary ends of society. He had everything to lose,

and nothing to gain, by relaxing his sense of measure

and pushing the spirit to exaltations which for him

had no deep spiritual significance. In many respects

he had to hold life more firmly than we who handle

life freely, with an additional two thousand years of

well -recorded experience. He had made a narrow

path for himself in an untravelled waste, and did well

to keep to it ; for in his art exaltation or licence of

form represented no new spirit in the matter, but was

simply an indication of decay.

What was natural in him may become artificial in

us. The old French critics, who accepted the strict

proprieties of Greek poetry, and its standard of meas-

ure in expression, lost sight of the difference between

theory and art, and laid too much stress on the scien-

tific side of the latter in supposing that the reason of

creative genius is the same thing, in precisely the same

stage, as the reason of the critic and philosopher. The

reason of the philosopher is but the term for the very

varying power in men of placing their ideas properly

in a system, and thus fixing their value. But the

things which one age can find no reasonable place for,

another age is more successful with; and the more

subtly working and less self-conscious reason of genius

is but the anticipation of the higher reason of a time

coming. We can all theorise Hamlet and Lear now

;

but to the critics of the old French school, men of
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great reasoning power as fairly used as men commonly

use it, these dramas appeared the work at best of a

barbaric genius.

Thus the range of our art increases with the growth

of the general consciousness. "We get larger views of

the relations of things. Our minds are able to make

wider combinations and catch remoter analogies, and

we have a proportionately freer use of metaphor and

comparison—freer transitions from tone to tone, from

topic to topic. Longinus reproaches Plato with a

metaphor which our larger apprehension of humour

would receive without cavil. For us, Lear's fool need

not stand so far apart from Lear as would have been

necessary--in ancient tragedy, though perhaps it is only

a Shakespeare who can make use of that fact. It will

always remain, then, for the great artist, poet or other,

to show us what new liberties are possible. In pro-

portion as our consciousness enlarges and goes more

into the iuner nature of things, our speech will become

freer, and our art acquire larger powers of suggestion.

The critic cannot hope to circumscribe the circle in

which genius is to move. All he can do is to pro-

nounce, after the fact, that such and such combinations

have or have not succeeded, and to this he may add

explanations and theories which are, however, rather

illustrative than absolute.

What Boileau remarks of the Ode, that it makes a

rule of sometimes observing no rules, is in some meas-

ure true of poetry generally. This precept, the great

critic says, is a mystery of art, and it is this side of
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art wMch Hugo emphasises, and which the Eomantic

movement of 1830 brought into credit. He dwells

with more fondness on the instinctive side of poetry

than on its scientific aspect. Indeed, if we judged

him by such later utterances as we find in that strange

but powerful poem, "Le Cheval," which opens 'Les

Chansons des Eues et des Bois,' we might think he had

lost sight of everything but the half-unconscious power

of genius—that is, half-unconscious of itself and its

processes. " Le Cheval " (the Horse) is the new Pega-

sus which Hugo describes as the steed of the abyss,

born of the sea like Astarte, the beat of whose hoofs

is the measure of the verse of ^schylus :—

" II n'est docile, il n'est propice,

Qu'k celni qui, la lyre k la main,

Le pousse dans le precipice,

Au Aelk de I'esprit humain.

Phis d'un sur son dos se d^forme ;

II halt le joug et le collier

;

Sa fonction est d'etre ^norme

Sans s'occuper du cavalier." ^

This is equivalent to a theory of inspiration which,

after all, is but a name for the easy and unconscious

manner in which great power employs all logical and

^ " None can tame or command him fairly,

But the rider who, lyre in hand,

Will spur to the gulf where barely

The human spirit can land.

Not a few look foolish in mounting
;

A bridle and yoke are his fear
;

He is meant to be great without counting

At all on his cavalier."

—Zes Chansons des Hues et des Bois, 1.
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mechanical processes in the expression of itself. It is

the free energy of spirit, the noble outline which a

vast force naturally makes when it moves, something

akin to the carven line of a mountain-range or the curl

of a wave of ocean. There is this character in the

human spirit when it is free and at its best in an

Isaiah or a Shakespeare.

Our two theories of art, then, must stand facing

each other in a sort of intelligible contradiction—Greek

tendencies to the mean, to restraint and proportion,

hanging rather on the one side, and Hebrew tendencies

to the infinite rather on the other. The great workers

will always have much of both, but the one theory

will continue to be the best expression of those who

do most to enlarge, and, so to speak, new-create the

general consciousness ; the other, of those who do most

to refine and steady it. Thus theories of art have to

follow theories of knowing and being into the philoso-

phic gulf of dualism, for the reason that while man

has a consciousness of the whole, he is but a part, and

can view himself either as a free unit or as a shuttle,

weaving with considerable unconsciousness in the

universal plan.
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CHAPTER XIV.

" ON SH FAIT TOUJOUBS LE POSTIQUE DB SON TALENT"—HUGo's

CONCEPTION OF NATUEB AND LIFE THE WOBD.

It was said by Madame de Stael, with her usual power

of packing truths in neat epigrammatic phrase, " On se

fait toujours le poitigue de son talent

"

—we always make

our poetic theory in accordance with our talent. The

slight satirical edge which the French lady puts on

her remark, however, does something to spoil the

meaning for the sake of the form. For, not to speak

of such a case as that of Byron, who, conscious per-

haps of an undisciplined waste of power, had a real

inclination for a theory opposed to his talent, we may

consider that in a weU-developed mind the poetry and

the, poetic theory are equally expressions of the degree

and nature of insight in the man. Through all the

phases of his career, for instance, Hugo's theories of

art go step by step not only with the development of

his talent, but with that of his philosophy and religion,

his conceptions of humanity and nature. Even in his

politics the new side of things which he sees and em-

phasises corresponds exactly with the new expression
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of his art theory. In these matters Hugo moves al-

ways as a whole, like an entirely honest and resolute

man. Hence the later expression of his theory accords

perfectly with the profound sense of the mysterious

in life, which is a prominent feature in his later

works.

For him this mystery lies in the half-hidden nature

of the force that works in things. Most men ac-

custom themselves to look at the working of nature

under some mathematical or logical formula, grown

into common use ; they make or receive calculations of

her coming and going; they note antecedents and

consequents sufficient to fix, or nearly so, the order of

her appearances ; they make psychological divisions of

mind, and seem to track each manifestation of power

to its particular source. In this they do wisely. For

the ordinary purposes of life, and even for the higher

ends of intelligence, the growth of the synthetic con-

ception depends upon the analysis that has preceded.

In this method, however, there lies some danger of

dulling the mind to any other kind of reality than

that expressed in sequence and quantity. Hugo, for

whom the physico-mathematical view of the universe

has no great interest, is constantly seeking to pene-

trate to another and obscurer side of reality. But

behind phenomena, says Goethe, is the void, and it

often seems as if Hugo were interpellating the void.

This is particularly the case when he deals with in-

animate nature. The great natural elements—the

wind and the sea—are used with peculiar efifect as
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the dark exponents of the infinite force which moves

in the universe. Those who have read ' The Toilers of

the Sea,' or ' The Man who Laughs,' will understand

the strange life with which elemental nature is en-

dowed in Hugo's conception of it. We give part of

his description of the struggle of the Basque smugglers

with the storm :

—

" The bellowing of the abyss—nothing is comparable to this.

It is the immense bestial voice of the world. What we call

matter,—that unfathomable organism, that amalgamation of im-

measurable energies wherein one sometimes recognises an im-

perceptible amount of horrifying intention, that cosmos blind

and nocturnal, that Pan incomprehensible,—has a cry—a cry

strange, prolonged, obstinate, continued, which is less than the

word and more than the thunder. This cry is the tempest."

But prose is not a perfectly natural vehicle for

Hugo, and always draws him into a sort of exaggera-

tion. It is in his poetry only that this conception of

nature is expressed with truth and delicacy, iu such a

poem for instance as " Quels sont ces bruits sourds," ^

or in his ' Songs of the Streets and the Woods,' where

he finds a new pastoral note in a peculiar mingling of

ancient and modern idealisms of nature. The mighty

mother lives again in antique freshness and divinity.

One may hear at Nanterre the vague flutes of Haemes

;

and the dance of the fauns turns merrily in the depths

of the forest of Meudon :

—

" Orphee, aux bois du Caystre

Ecoutait, quand I'astre luit,

Le rire obscur et sinistre

Des inconnus de la nuit.

^ Voix Int&ieures, 24.
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Plitas, la sibylle th^baine,

Voyait prfes de PhygaW
Danser des formes d'db&ne

Sur rhorizon 6toild.

Eschyle errait k la brume

En Sicile, et s'enivrait

Des Mtes du clair de lune

Qu'on entend dans la forSt.

Shakespeare, aux aguets derrifere

Le cbene aux rameaux dormants,

Entendait dans la clairifere

De vagues trdpignements.

feuillage, tu m'attires

;

Un dleu t'habite ; et je crois

Que la danse des satyres

Tourne encore au fond des bois." ^

^ " Orpheus in the woods of Cayster

Listened, when the star was bright,

To the laugh, obscure and sinister.

Of the unknown ones of night.

Phtas, the Thehan sibyl,

Watching Pliygalian heights.

Saw the ebon forms dancing

On the far horizon lights.

jEschylus roaming the hazes

Of Sicily, took delight

In the flutes of mellow phrases

That wake in the pale moonlight.

Shakespeare at watch by the old oak.

Its slumbering branches o'erhead,

Heard the patter of fairy folk

Vaguely, where the sunshine played.

foliage, thou'rt dear to me
;

A deity dwells in thy shade
;

And the dance of the satyrs I see,

Still turning round in thy glade."
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His interpretation of the univeree has the same

strain throughout. > Eeality, the mysterious voice,

hardly conscious, hardly intelligible in elemental

nature, reaches a higher stage in the animal:

—

" Et qu' Orph^e dooutait, hagard, presque jaloux,

Le chant sombre qui sort du hurlement des loups."

In man this voice has become the word, le Verbe, a

mysterious spiritual existence that delights to serve

Dante, but will not come at the call of Nero. The

real word will not lend itself to any untruth. True

speech is the faculty only of the pure in heart, the

divine logos, after which all the voices of nature strive,

from the inarticulate wail of matter to the power of

the word in a Shakespeare. In this way does Hugo

seize all truth with the intense intuitive gaze of the

mystic, not explaining things as the philosopher does

by placing them in a system, but stimulating and

awakening a new sense of reality in them.

And what is the power of the word in Victor Hugo ?

It is with great difficulty that a new conception of

life is born into the world and fitly introduced to the

knowledge of men. It needs a new language, with

new accents, new emphasis, new phrases, words new

in all but their letters. These are the external forms

of the inward and unseen reality. Without these it

remains dim and undefined, an impalpable idea of the

higher reason which men can make little use of. But

once fixed in the word, it takes sure possession of the

world. The categories of Aristotle make statute-laws.
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and the metaphors of St Paul become institutions.

Hugo's speech is the fit expression of his universe.

As the language of Goethe is sober and reflective, of

the finest texture and subtle connecting power, turn-

ing flexibly round the many sides an object has for

the mind, the language of Hugo is broken and im-

petuous, bent upon expressing the deep natural throb

in things, the great tendency in them. It is impatient

of systematic explanations, and misses the many philo-

sophical aspects of things. It is stimulating and en-

couraging, flashing sudden lights upon a great waste

of life and again leaving much in darkness

—

"phare

aux feux tournants dans I'ocian des astres."
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CHAPTEE XV.

MINGLING OF RACE-CULTDEE8 IN HUGO—' LBS CHANSONS DBS

EUES ET DES BOIS '—THE GALLIC VEIN—FACULTY AND CHAR-

ACTER—OVATIONS AND TRIUMPHS—HIS OPTIMISM—SUMMARY
OF THE CENTURIES—CONCLUSION.

Hugo is a prophet complicated by a Parisian. The

mingling of races and different national cultures is

beginning to tell on modern types. The mystic

imaginative genius of the Teuton, tending in all

its phases, humorous or serious, beyond the mean,

to something that is gigantic and overshadows the

actual, condensing itself readily into prophetic fervour,

or moving clairvoyant in cloudy regions of mysticism,

—this Teutonic genius is united in Hugo with the more

sensuous, flexible, amiable spirit of the Southern races,

highly sympathetic with the actual and familiar sides

of life, and holding higher truths oftener in the guise

of light irony than pressing them to a conclusion.

Hugo will not let himself be narrowed,; he brings to

full working power all the elements in his nature.

The poet of " Sarah la baigneuse " balances the poet

of ' Hernani ' and ' La Eoi s'amuse '—the Parisian
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orator and Academician, the prophet of Guernsey ; and

if he has written ' La Ldgende des Si^cles,' he has also

written, almost at the same time, ' Les Chansons des

Eues et des Bois.' In these latter, the morose sage,

wandering on the shore of the ocean and meditating

the sombre epic of humanity, seems to have forgotten

his apocalyptic visions and to have transported himself

to some charming suburban wood, where he tunes his

pipe to Suzon and Annette dancing on the green.

" Etre riolie n'est pas Taffaiie
;

Toute I'affaire est de charmer."

Nay, so far at times does the poet carry this vein,

that we might think he had bitten too deeply " in the

apple of Moschus." Very delicate and curious is the

workmanship on these verselets from the woods. What

piquant phrase, what happy caprices, passing all the

elaboration of art ! What quaiat suggestiveness of

speech !
-— " Tin -paysage en latin." How the light

Gallic lyric plays over the abyss !

—

" S^neque, aujourcVhui sur un socle,

Prenait Chloe sous le menton ;

Fils, la sagesse est un binocle

Braqu^ sur Minerve et Goton."

But this sudden emergence of the old Gallic vein,

with its malicious vivacities and sly ingenuousness, is

quite wholesome. There is no musty odour of the

empty amphora here. It is but the smiling return

which a healthy old age may make upon the time of

its youth—the sage gaiety of an old man who par-
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ticipates, with an almost impersonal joy, in the eternal

spring. The result, however, at the first glance, is

somewhat extraordinary. The comic liberties he takes

with language; the sallies of thought, ludicrous on

one side and profound on the other; something of

Plato's idealism and something of the frank laugh of

Villon ; all the overflow of the great veins of thought

and association opened up in ' La L^gende,' running

freely through idyls of Lalage and Jeanneton,—consti-

tute such a union of profundity and lightness as is

only found when a great master, in the fulness of his

power and experience, makes a gambol in his art.

A fit conception of such a man—the fully hatmon-

ised expression of many diverse tendencies—is difiicult

to form. As Victor Hugo once said of Balzac, " He
is a world ; let us speak no more of him !

" There is

something of a gigantic, primordial, untamed force in

him, which has a natural delicacy of its own, but

has run through the whole gamut of action and pas-

sion without the ordinary restrictions. He is a man

of vast ambitions, contracted at last by fate into one,

in which he has achieved success enough to satisfy

even him.

The predominant expression about him, mentally

and physically, is energy. A large, vigorous frame,

surmounted by a head of leonine aspect ; the nose

strong, somewhat Eoman in outline ; keen black eyes,

with vision of such range that he can recognise a

friend on the street from the towers of Notre Dame

;

the brow is a perfect dome, that looks fit to be the
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storehouse of the greatest creative genius since

Goethe. The mental side is to correspond. A quick

and comprehensive intellect—strongest in its intuitive

movement, but by no means deficient in the more

deliberate logical one, only impatient of slow processes,

and apt to omit small connecting links. Tempera-

ment and intellect alike make him direct. He goes

straight to the mark, seizes great tendencies with

surety, and does not calculate detours. For a man

who has speculated so widely, his thinking shows

unusually few traces of the use of any particular

method—inductive, comparative, historical, or other.

His mind does not work in the invisible grasp of a

method always gravitating towards one kind of con-

clusion, but judges things freely as they present tliem-

selves. In this sense his is an original intellect, and

what he says discovers, either in manner or in thought,

a new force for the world.

The imagination and mernory that feed such creat-

ive power as Hugo's are, of course, of the strongest

;

but "the important thiag is their direction, which is

objective, pictorial, fastening on the outward shape

and colour of objects. His imagination is full of

this detail, and whatever he remembers is remem-

bered with place and circumstance. He is a con-

siderable designer, and is capable of illustrating his

own works. In travelling, M. Barbou says, he

sketches everything that strikes him—a detail of a

gate, a cloud-form, an old belfry. For this potent

imagination the most abstract ideas present them-
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selves as if they had shape and colour. " Cato," he

says, "hag this syllable, No, in the reins."

The moral force, it has often been said, is but

another phase of the intellectual. In some cases

it is not so easy to trace them to one root, but in

Hugo they are scarcely distinguishable from each

other. He has none of the hesitations and com-

promises of other men in his speech. He looks

things in the face and says the word. This is the

basis of his intellectual strength, and it makes him

a great moral force, whose instinctive tendencies

cannot be thwarted. He has a prophet's dislike of

nuances and compromises, and describes Sibour and

the bishops, Nisard, Montalembert, and Planehe, as

Isaiah might have described the priesthood and star-

gazers of Babylon.

But these are the mere fragments of a man. Look

again at this robust veteran, eighty years of age, who

still sleeps on the hardest of beds and meditates great

poems, to be finished ere he dies.^ The countenance is

full and massive, but with clear, firm contours, the

type found in men who unite great active and great

contemplative powers. It has the look of a great,

nervous force, much exercised, but well covered and

supported by strength of bone and muscle. In dis-

cussion it is animated, the whole strength of the man

^ In these later years he has published the following works :

—

'L'Art d'etre Grand-pfere' (1877), ' Le Pape' (1878), 'La Piti^

Supreme' (1879), and (1884) the complement of 'La L^gende des

Sifeoles.'
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bursting freely forth in rapid energetic language, with

tremendous jets of expression, emphasised by a firm

ample kind of gesture ; evidently a man who wields

joyfully the power of living, and holds tenaciously to

life with all his faculties. Such immense energy can-

not easily believe in its own decay. In repose it is a

meditative, somewhat sombre face. He has gazed long

at the depths—the gulf, as he calls it—and the abyss

reflects itself there. He has seen so much pass, too

:

Cffisar and Davus, revolutions and consular triumphs,

the men of two generations, Chateaubriand, Charles X.,

B^ranger, Lamartine, Eabbe, Louis Philippe, Lamen-

nais, Gautier, Sainte-Beuve, the Deverias, the Des-

champs, friends and enemies,—he has seen all these

voices go silent in the tomb, and has had the last

word of every one:

—

" J'ai coudoy^ les rois, les grands, le fou, le sage,

Judas, C^sar, Davus,

Job, Tliersite, et je suis efPard du passage

Des hommes que j'ai viis."

'

An exceptional career, even amongst great ones. When

he departs, France will have lost, not a power, for that

lies secure for her in his work, but the most remark-

able monument of a century of her history.

For, thanks to a vigorous constitution and temper-

ate habits, he stiU lives, this old man with white hairs,

who was born " when the century was two years old.'

^ " I have elbowed the great, the fool, and the sage, Judas, Caesar,

Davus, Job, Thersites, and I am affrighted to think of the men I

have seen pass away."—Les Quatre Vents de I'Esprit, 53.

2 B
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He has entered living, as an orator once said, into

immortality. Few men, even amongst statesmen, mon-

archs, and great generals, have had anything like the

immense puhlic triumphs the Parisians have accorded

to Victor Hugo. It is true he has played too great a

part in things not to be the object of much animad-

version even yet, but he has lived down many hatreds

and calumnies ; men of all parties feel they owe much

to the man who represents with such power and

splendour the civilisation of France. These later

years of his life have been filled with ovations both

of a popular and a more select kind. Now it is the

hundredth representation of ' Hernani,' or the golden

wedding of 'Hernani,' with grand banquet from the

press, and odes from all the young poets ; now such

a f&U as that of 27th February 1881, when the poet

stood at the window of his house in the Avenue de

Victor Hugo, receiving from mid-day to twilight the

acclamations of an endless procession of people,

— city magistrates, deputies, artists, men of letters,

students, workmen, colleges, and schools defiling be-

fore him.

Goethe has remarked on the value of optimism in

great men, that posterity will not care to burden itself

with evil prophecies, but will prize that which is

helpful to it. Hugo has this force also amongst others.

Amidst the general decay of hope amongst prophets

and philosophers, and owl-like flight of Cassandras

through the gloom—while our Laureate relegates with

wonderful equanimity the development of humanity
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to the scientific movement of remote ages, and our

chief practical and scientific thinkers see a great

future only on the other side of the Atlantic—it is a

help to find tliis great voice speaking hopefully on

the future of Europe. Is European civilisation, then,

incapable of reaching its full proportions on its native

soil ? "Why ? might we not ask. Does Europe not

grow corn and wine as successfully as America, and

are there not as much vigour of will and higher fac-

ulty here as there ? Many wiLL think more. Or is

it that the parasitic growth on our social structure is

too thick in the opinion of desponding plulosphers ?

Hugo; at any rate, is not amongst the faint-hearted.

Here is one of his latest summaries of our prospects.

It has the usual eccentricity of pause and emphasis,

and wants small logical links, which, however, the

wiser kind of reader will not find it difficult to

supply :—

"We are entering into great centuries. The sixteenth cen-

tury will have been the century of painters, the seventeenth the

century of men of letters, the eighteenth the century of philoso-

phers, the nineteenth the century of apostles and prophets. To

suffice for the nineteenth century, one must be painter as in the

sixteenth, man of letters as in the seventeenth, philosopher as in

the eighteenth ; and besides, one must have, like Louis Blanc,

that religious love of humanity which constitutes apostleship

and makes the future clearly discernible. In the twentieth

century war will be dead, the frontier wiU be dead, the scaffold

will be dead, royalty will be dead, dogmas will be dead ; and

man will survive. There will be overhead of us all but one

great country, the whole earth—and one great hope, the whole

heaven."
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To the last, we see, prose continues a very unfit

medium for this wide-glancing intuitive intellect. In

it his thought has an appearance of fantasy and ex-

aggeration, and sometimes, indeed, the reality of them.

Prose does not lend itself readily to the theory of

inspiration ; it requires coolness and elaboration, and,

worst of all for Hugo, a whole world of power in the

way of suggestion, association, and great lights for

thought vanishes when he leaves poetry for prose.

He has not learned how to supply these, and is forced

into a bad style and exaggerations of all kinds. It is

curious to observe the difference of development in his

prose and his poetry. While the former has become

ever more laden with antitheses, climaxes, exaggera-

tions, the latter, notwithstanding some audacities and

occasional fine fantastic work, has grown steadily in

real simplicity and directness, till in the works of

these later years, such as ' Les Quatre Vents de I'Es-

prit,' or ' Eeligion et Eeligions,' his line has the quiet

and unassuming but profoundly subtle art which we

find in an Epistle of Horace.

To end with, we may say Victor Hugo has, amongst

other things, been the requisite antidote in an age

when everything is so covered with conventional forms

that the ablest find it difficult to speak the truth they

know. If, in his haste to destroy the supports of

social and religious systems which have weighed

oppressively on men, he has seemed to make the

Infinite an almost indefinable, and, consequently,

almost lawless force in the world, the abuse of those
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systems has given such attacks all their weight.

" Pas de religion qui ne ilasphdme un peu," ^ contains

a wholesome warning to those who erect their little

systems under pretence of the Absolute. He is in-

deed the enemy of any attempt to put the Infinite in

formulas ; but in his perception of what is good and

true, and in his manner of holding fast to what he has

so found, there is the essence of all real worship and

all real belief.

^ " No religion but blasphemes a little."—Religion et Religions, II.
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' L'Homme,' contributors to, 239

;

letter in, by Fdlix Pyat, 241;
attack on office of, ib.

' L'Homme qui Rit,' 376.
Life of Victor Hugo, by his wife,

6, 143.

Literary creations, Hugo's, 335.

Literary politicians in France, 159
et seq.

Literary reform in France, 49 etseq.

Literature during the Restoration,

13, 160.

Louis Napoleon, two portraits of,

351.

Louis XVIII., pension to Hugo
from, 45.

' Luoreoe,' the tragedy of, 153.
' Lucrezia Borgia,' success of, 77,
84

;
preface to, quoted, 90.

Madrid, the Hugo family in the
Masserano Palace at, 10.

• Marie Tudor,' 77, 94.
' Marion de Lorme,' suppression of,

70.

Ministries of Louis Philippe, the,

182.

Montalembert as joint-editor of
' L'Avenir,' 20 ; his submission
to papal authority, 21 ; as a sup-
porter of the Church, 197.
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" Mother Saquet," reunions at the
gardens of, 53.

Muse Franij^iise, founding of the, 53.

Musset, Alfred de, 54
;
quoted, 139.

' Mysteries of Paris, ' the, hy Engine
Sue, 153 ; its popularity, ih.

Napoleon I., fall of, 11 ; its effects

on the fortunes of the Hugos,
ih. ; character of his empire, as

compared with that of Napoleon
III., 225.

Napoleon III. , two portraits of, by
Hugo, 351 et seq.

' Napoleon le Petit,' character and
achievements of Louis Bonaparte
portrayed in, 237.

National Assembly, dissolving of,

199.

Naturalism as the source of art,

257.

Nature, Hugo's conception of, 375.

' Odes and Ballads,' the, 32 ; ex-

tracts from, 33 et seq. ; pension
granted on account of, 45.

Paris, Hugo the poet of, 126 ;
gi-eat-

ness of, 128; illustrations of, in

Hugo's poems, 130 et seq. ; his

conceptions confined to, 164; his

life at, delineated in 'Les Con-
templations,' 254; description of,

during the Second Empire, 270

;

under the siege, 359.
" Party of Crime," the, Hugo's vin-

dication of, 244.

"Patriots" in Paris after flight of

Louis Philippe, 18S.

"PaucaMese,"261.
Penal code, Hiigo's condemnation

of the, 323.

Pension Cordier, Victor Hugo at

the, 11.

PStroleJise, portrait of a, 363.

Philippe, Louis, calling of, to the

throne, 169; the monarchy of,

174 ; political parties under, 181;

fall of, 187.
' Philosophical Reflections,' preface

to, quoted, 172.

Philosophy of life, Hugo's concep-

tion of, 245 et seq.

Ponsard, the ' Lucrece ' of, 153.

Priesthood, Hugo's attitude to-

wards the, 322.

"Promenade at Rozel-Tower," the,

quoted, 234.

Proudhon as a politician, 184.
Provisional Government, establish-

ment of the, 188.
Public triumphs to Victor Hugo,

386.

Py.it, Felix, letter by, on visit of

Queen Victoria to French Em-
peror, 241 ; its results, ib.

Rachel, JldUe., 152.

Refugees at Brussels, 210, 362.
' Religion et Religions,' 318, 388.
' Renaissance Paganisme,' the, 299.

Republican party, the, under
Charles X., 183; banding to-

gether of, 193.

Restoration, literature during the,

13, 160.

Revolution, the, of July 1830, 168 ;

changes resulting from, 170; of

February 1848, 187.

Rhythm and accent, use of, in

Hugo's lyrical poems, 231.

Riheyrolles, vicissitudes of, in ex-

ile, 210.

Romantic school, manifesto of the,

65 ; decay of the, 138 ; its defect,

139
'RuyBlas,' 77, 152.

" Sacre de la Femme," the, 282.

Sainte-Beuve, 54 ; his ' Chroniques
Parisiennes,' 152 ; his literary

assemblies during the Second
Empire, 270 ; nominated to the
Senate, 342 ; death of, ib.

.Salon, influence of the, on French
society, 15.

Shakespeare, the grotesque in, 67.

"Song of the Sea-Adventurers,"
the, 304.

Spain, influence of residence in, on
Hugo, 10.

Sue, Eugene, literary success of,

154 ; his ' Mysteries of Paris,' ib.

" Sultan Zizimi," the description of,

297.

Talma and the modem drama, 64.

Tennyson's ' In Memoriam," a con-
trast, 260.

Theatre, Hugo's opinion of import-
ance of the, 90 ; his want of suc-
cess in writing for, 151.
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Theatre Fransais, scene at the, 73
et seq.

"Then and Now," the two parts
of Bxigo's 'Les Contemplations,'
253.

Three Days, events of the, 168 et

seq.

Three Protests, the, against Napo-
leon III., 236 et seq.

• Toilers of the Sea," the, 330, 376

;

character of Gilliatt in, 331.

Tribune, Hugo's orations at the,

194.

' Victor Hugo Eaoonte,' by Hugo's
wife, 6, 143.

'Vie de Lacordaire,' Montalem-
bert's, quoted, 198.

"Visit to Victor Hugo," a, 347.
' Voix Interieures,' the, quoted,
130

;
preface to, 145.

Voltaire, influence of, on French
society in the 18th century, 14,

49.

' West-Ostlicher Divan,' Goethe's,

quoted, 42.

'Wilhelm-Meister,' De Quincey's
review of, 108.

Woman, Hugo's ideal of, 255.

Writers of present day, the, on the

culture of the bourgeoisie, 314.

THE END.

FEINTED BV WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS.
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Robert Burns' Poetical Works, edited by W. Scott
Douglas, with Explanatory Notes, Various Readings, and Glossary,

illustrated with portraits, vignettes, and frontispieces by Sam
Bough, R.S.A., and W. E. Lockhart, R.S.A., 3 vols, royal Svo,

cloth extra (pub £2 2s), i6s 6d. W. Paterson, 1880.

DryderHs Dramatic Works, Library Edition, with Notes
and Life by Sir Walter Scott, Bart., edited by Gec^rge Saints-

bury, portrait and plates, 8 vols, Svo, cloth (pub £/i, 4s), £\ los,

Paterson.

Large Paper Copy—Best Library Edition,

Moliere's Dramatic Works, complete, translated and
edited by Henri Van Laun, with Memoir, Introduction, and
Appendices, wherein are given the Passages borrowed or adapted
from Moliere by English Dramatists, with Explanatory Notes,

illustrated with a portrait and 33 etchings, India proofs, by
Lalauze, 6 magnificent vols, imperial Svo, cloth (pub ^g 9s), £2,

iSs 6d. Wm. Paterson.

The same, 6 vols, half choice morocco, gilt top

(pub £\2 I2s), £/!, iSs 6d.

*' Not only the best translation in existence, but the best to be hoped. It is a

direct and valuable contribution to European scholarship,"

—

AthetuEUjn.

Richardson's {^Samuel) Works, Librafy Edition, with
Biographical Criticism by Leslie Stephen, portrait, 12 vols, Svo,

cloth extra, impression strictly limited to 750 copies (pub £6 6s),

£2 5s. London.
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Choice Illustrated. Works :-

Burnefs Treatise on Painting, illustrated by 130 Etchings
from celebrated pictures of the Italian, Venetian, Flemish, Dutch,
and English Schools, also woodcuts, thick 4to, half morocco, gilt

top (pub ^4 los), £2 2S.

Canova's Works in Sculpture and Modelling, 142 exqui-

site plates, engraved in outline by Henry Moses, with Literary

Descriptions by the Countess Albrizzi, and Biographical Memoir
by Count Escognara, handsome volume, imperial 8vo, half

crimson morocco, gilt top (pub at £fi 12s), reduced to 21s.

Carter's Specimens of Ancient Sculpture and Painting now
Remaining in England, from the Earliest Period to the Reign of

Henry VIII. , edited by Francis Douse, and other eminent anti-

quaries, illustrated with 120 large engravings, many of which are

beautifully coloured, and several highly illuminated with gold,

handsome volume, royal folio, half crimson morocco, top edges
gilt (first pub at ;^I5 15s), now reduced to £'i 3s.

Also uniform in size and binding.

Carter's Ancient Architecture of England, including the
Orders during the British, Roman, Saxon, and Norman Eras,

also under the Reigns of Henry III. and Edward III., illustrated

by 109 large copperplate engravings, comprising upwards of 2000
Specimens shown in Plan, Execution, Section, and Detail, best

edition, illustrated by John Britton (first pub at £,\2 12s), now
reduced to £2, 2S.

Castles ( The") and Mansions of the Lothians, illustrated

in 103 Views, with Historical and Descriptive Accounts, by John
Small, LL.D., Librarian, University, Edinburgh, 2 handsome
vols, folio, cloth (pub £(> 6s), £2 15s. W. Paterson.

Claude Lorrainis Beauties, consisting of Twenty-four of
his Choicest Landscapes, selected from the Liber Veritatis,

beautifully engraved on steel by Brimley, Lupton, and others, in

a folio cloth portfolio (pub £">, 3s), 12s 6d. Cooke.

Marlborough Gems—The Collection of Gems formed by
George Spencer, Third Duke of Marlborough, illustrated by 108
full-page engravings, chiefly by Bartolozzi, with Letterpress

Descriptions in French and Latin by Jacob Bryant, Louis
Dutens, &c., 2 handsome vols, folio, half crimson morocco, gilt

top (selling price £\o IDs), £2 12s 6d. John Murray, 1844.

The most beautiful Work on the "Stately Homes ofEngland.'"

Nash's Mansions of England in the Olden Time, 104
Lithographic Views faithfully reproduced from the originals, with
new and complete history of each Mansion, by Anderson, 4 vols

in 2, imperial 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges (pub £6 6s), £2 los.

Sotheran.

Sent Carriage Free to ajiy part of the United Kingdom on
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rijEA™°„ Choice Illustrated Wor^s—continued:—

Lyndsay {Sir David, of the Mount)—A Facsimile of the
ancient Heraldic Manuscript emblazoned by the celebrated Sir
David Lyndsay of the Mount, Lyon King at Arms in the reign of
James the Fifth, edited by the late David Laing, LL.D., from
the Original MS. in the possession of the Faculty of Advocates,
folio, cloth, gilt top, micut edges (pub £\o los), £">, los.

Impression limited to 250 copies.

Also Uniform.

Scottish Arms, being a Collection oi Armorial Bearings,
A.D. 1 370- 1 678, Reproduced in Facsimile from Contemporary
Manuscripts, with Heraldic and Genealogical Notes, by R. R.
Stodart, of the Lyon Office, 2 vols, folio, cloth extra, gilt tops
(pub £\z I2s), £i^ los.

Impression limited to 300 copies.
Several of the manuscripts from which these Arms are taken have hitherto been

unlcnown to heraldic antiquaries in this country. The Arms of upwards of 600
families are given, all of which are described in upwards of 400 pages of letter-

press by Mr Stodart.
The boolc is uniform with Lindsay's Heraldic Manuscript, and care was taken

not to reproduce any Arms which are in that volume, unless there are variations,
or from older manuscripts,

Strutt's Sylva Britannia et Scotics ; or. Portraits of
Forest Trees Distinguished for their Antiquity, Magnitude, or

Beauty, drawn from Nature, with 50 highly finished etchings,

imp. folio, half morocco extra, gilt top, a handsome volume (pub

£') 9s), ;f2 28.

The Modern Cupid (en Chemin de Fer), by M. Mounet-
Sully, of the Comedie Fran9ais, illustrations by Ch. Daux. A
Bright, Attractive Series ofVerses, illustrative of Love on the Rail,

with dainty drawings reproduced in photogravure plates, and
printed in tints, folio, edition limited to 350 copies, each copy
numbered. Estes & Lauriat.

Proofs on Japan paper, in parchment paper portfolio, only 65
copies printed (pub 63s), £\ Is.

Proofs on India paper, in white vellum cloth portfolio, 65 copies

printed (pub 50s), l6s.

Ordinary copy proofs on vellum paper, in cloth portfolio, 250
copies printed (pub 30s), los 5d.

The Costumes of all Nations, Ancient and Modern,
exhibiting the Dresses and Habits of all Classes, Male and Female,

from the Earliest Historical Records to the Nineteenth Century,

by Albert Kretschmer and Dr Rohrbach, 104 coloured plates

displaying nearly 2000 fuU-Iength figures, complete in one hand-

some volume, 4to, half morocco (pub £i, 4s), 45s. Sotheran.

Walpole's {Horace) Anecdotes of Painting in England,

with some Account of the Principal Artists, enlarged by Rev.

James Dallaway ; and Vertue's Catalogue of Engravers who have

been born or resided in England, last and best edition, revised

with additional notes by Ralph N. Wornum, illustrated with

eighty portraits of the principal artists, and woodcut portraits of

the minor artists, 3 handsome vols, 8vo, cloth (pub 27s), 14s 6d.

Bickers. ,

. The same, 3 vols, half morocco, gilt top, by one
of the best Edinburgh binders (pub 45s), £\ 8s.
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Works on Edinburgh :—

Edinburgh and its Neighbourhood in the Days of our
Grandfathers, a Series of Eighty Illustiations of the more remnrk-
able Old and New Buildings and Picturesque Scenery of Edin-
burgh, as they appeared about 1S30, witli Historical Introduction

and Descriptive Sketches, by James Gowans, royal 8vo, cloth

elegant (pub 12s 6d), 6s. J. C. Nimnio.
" The chapters are brightly and well written, and are all, from first to last,

readable and full of information. The volume is in all respects handsome."

—

Scotsman.

Edinbitrgh University—Account of the Tercentenary Fes-
tival of the University, including the S])eeches and Addresses on
the Occasion, edited l)y \\. Sydney Marsden, crown 8vo, cloth

(pub 3s), IS. Blackwood & Sons.

Historical Notices of Lady Yestet-'s Church and Parish,
by James J. Hunter, revised and corrected by the Rev. Dr Gray,
crown 8vo, cloth (pub 2s 6d), gd.
Of interest to the antiquarian, containing notices of buildings and places now-

fast disappearing.

History of the Queen's Edinburgh Rifle Volunteer Brigade,
with an Account of the City of Edinburgh and Midlothian Rifle

Association, the Scottish Twenty Club, &c. , by Wm. Stephen,
crown 8vo, cloth (pub 5s), 2s. Blackwood & Sons.
" This opportune volume has far more interestfor readers generally than might

have been expected, while to members of the Edinburgh Volunteer Brigade it

cannot fail to be very interesting indeed. "

—

St James's Gazette. • J

Leighton's (Alexander) Mysterious Legends of Edinburgh,
illustrated, crown Svo, boarcls, Is 6d.
Contents :—Lord Kames' Puzzle, Mrs Corbet's Amputated Toe, The Brownie

of the West Bow, The Ancient Bureau, A Legend of Halkerstone's Wynd, Deacon
MacgiUvray's Disappearance, Lord Bra,\field's Case of the Red Night-cap, The
Strange Story of Sarah Gowanlock, and John Cameron's Life Policy.

Steven's (Dr William) History of the High School of
Edinburgh, from the beginning of the Sixteenth Century, based
upon Researches of the Town Council Records and other Authentic
Documents, illustrated with view, also facsimile of a School
Exercise by Sir Walter Scott wheii a pupil in 1783, crown Svo,
cloth, a handsome volume (pub 7s '6d), 2s.

Appended Is a list of the distinguished pupils who have been educated in this
Institution, which has been patronised by Royalty from the days of James VL

The Authorised Library Edition.

Trial of the Directors of the City of Glasgow Bank, before
the Petition for Bail, reported by Charles Tennant Couper,
Advocate, the Speeches and Opinions, revised by the Council and
Judges, and the Charge by the Lord Justice Clerk, illustrated

with lithographic facsimiles of the famous false Balance-sheets
one large volume, royal Svo, cloth (pub 15s), 3s 6d. Edinburgh.

Wilson's {Dr Daniel) Memorials of Edinbitrgh iti the
Olden Time, with numerous fine engravings and woodcuts, 2 vols
4to, cloth (pub £2 2s), i6s 6d.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
receipt of Postal Order for the amouitt.
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Works on the Highlands of Scotland :—
Disruption ll'ort/iics of the Highlands, a Series of Bio-

graphies of Eminent Free (-hurch Ministers who Suffered in the
North of Scotland in 1S43 for the Cause of Religious Liberty,

enlarged edition, with additional Biographies, and an Introduc-
tion liy the Rev. Dr Duff, illustrated with 24 full-page portraits

and facsimiles of the autographs of eminent Free Churchmen,
4to, handsoinely bound in cloth, gilt (pub £\ is), Ss 6d.

Gaelic Nantes of Plants, Scottish and Irish, Collected and
Arranged in Scientific Order, with Notes on the Etymology,
their Uses, Plant Superstitions, &c., among the Cells, with
Copious Gaelic, English, and Scientific Indices, by John Came-
ron, 8vo, cloth (pub 7s 6dj, 3s 6d. Blackwood li Sons.
" It is impossible to withhold a tribute of admiration from a work on which

the author spent ten years of his life, and which necessitated not only voluminous
reading in Gaelic and Irish, but long journey^ through the Highlands in search
of Gaelic names for plants, or rather, in this case, plants for names already
existing. "

—

Scotsman.

Grant [Mrs, of Laggati)—Letters from the Mountains,
edited, with Notes and Additions, by her son, J. P. Grant, best

edition, 2 vols, post 8vo, cloth (pub 21s), 4s 6d. London.
Lord Jeffrey says :

— " Her ' Letters from the Mountains ' are among the

most interesting collections of real letters that have been given to the public :

and being indebted for no part of their interest to the celebrity of the names
they contain, or the importance of the events they narrate, afford, in their suc-

cess, a more honourable testimony of the talents of the author. The great

charm of the correspondence indeed is its perfect independence of artificial

helps, and the air of fearlessness and originality which it has consequently
assumed."

Historical Sketches of the Highland Clans of Scotland,

containing a concise account of the origin, &c., of the Scottish

Clans, with twenty-two illustrative coloured plates of the Tartan
worn by each, post 8vo, cloth, 2s 6d.
" The object of this treatise is to give a concise account of the origin, seat,

and characteristics of the Scottish Clans, together with a representation of the

distinguishing tartan worn by each."

—

Pjr/acc.

Keltic [John S.)—A History of the Scottish Highlands,
Highland Clans, and Highland Regiments, with an Account of

the Gaelic Literature and Music by Dr M'Lauchlan, and an

Essay on Highland Scenery by Professor ^Vilfion, coloured illus-

trations of the Tartans of Scotland, also many steel engravings, 2

vols, imperial Svo, half iiiorocco, gilt top (pub ;^3 los), £1 17s 6d

Mackenzie {Alexatider)— The History of the Highland
Clearances, containing a reprint of Donald Macleod's '" Gloomy
^Memories of the Highlands," "Isle of ,Skye in 1S82," and a

Verbatim Report of the Trial of the Brae Croflers, thick vol,

crown Svo. cloth (pub 7s 6d), 3s 6d. Inverness.
" Some people may ask, Why rake up all this iniquity just now? We answer,

That the same laws which permitted the cruelties, the inhuman atrocities,

described in this book, are still the laws of the country, and any tyrant who may
be indifferent to the healthier public opinion which now prevails, may legally

repeat the same proceedings whenever he may take it into his head to do so."

Stewart's {General David, of Garth) Sketches of the

Character, Institutions, and Customs of the Highlanders of Scot-

land, crown Svo, cloth (pub 5s), 2s. Inverness.

Stewart's sketches of the Highlands and Highland regiments are worthy to

rank beside the Highland works of Sir Walter Scott, or even more worthy, for

facts are stronger than fiction. Every Scottish lad should have the book in his

hands as soon as he is able to read.



John Grant, Bookseller,

Scottish Literature:—

The genial Author of " Nodes Ambrosiante."

Christopher North—A Memoir ofFrofessorJohn Wilson,

compiled from Family Papers and other sources, by his daughter,

Mrs Gordon, new edition, with portrait and illustrations, crown

8vo, cloth (pub 6s), 2s 6d.

" A writer of the most ardent and enthusiastic genius."

—

Henry Hallam,
" The whole literature of England does not contain a more brilliant series of

articles than those with which Wilson has enriched the pages of Blackwoo^s
Magazine"—Sir Archibald Alison.

Cockburn {Henry)—Journals of, being a Continuation of

the Memorials of his Time, 1831-1854, 2 vols, 8vo, cloth (pub

2is), 8s 6d. Edinburgh.

Cochran-Patrick {R. W.)— Records of the Coinage of
Scotland, from the Earliest Period to the Union, numerous
illustrations of coins, 2 vols, 4to, half citron morocco, gilt top,

£i, los. David Douglas.

Also uniform.

Cochran-Patrick {R. W.)—The Medals of Scotland, a
Descriptive Catalogue of the Royal and other Medals relating to

Scotland, 4to, half citron morocco, gilt top, £,2 Ss. David
Douglas.

Also uniform,

Cochran-Patrick {R. W.)—Early Records relating to

Mining in Scotland, 4to, half citron morocco, £,1 7s 6d. David
Douglas.
** The future historians of Scotland will be very fortunate if many parts of

their materials are so carefully worked up for them, and set before them in so
complete and taking a form."

—

AthencBUin.
"We have in these records of the coinage of Scotland not the production of a

dilettante but of a real student, who with rare pains and the most scholarly dili-

gence has set to work and collected into two massive volumes a complete history

of the coinage of Scotland, so far as it can be gathered from ancient records."

—

Academy.
*' Such a book .... revealing as it does the first developments of an

industry which has become the mainspring of the national prosperity, ought to
be specially interesting to all patriotic Scotsmen."

—

Saturday Review.

Crieff: fts Traditions and Characters, with Anecdotes of
Strathearn, Reminiscences of Obsolete Customs, Traditions, and
Superstitions, Humorous Anecdotes of Schoolmasters, Ministers,

and other Public Men, crown 8vo, is.

*'A book which will have considerable value in the eyes of all collectors of
Scottish literature. A gathering up of stories about well-known inhabitants,
memorable local occurrences, and descriptions of manners and customs."

—

Scotsman

Sent Carriage Free to any fart of the United Kingdom on
receipt ofPostal Orderfor the amount.

JOHN &RANT, 25 & 34 George IT. Bridge, EdinMrgt.
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Scottish Literature—co/j^Mwerf;—
Douglas' {Gavin^^ Bishop of Dunkeld^ 14^5-^522) Poetical

Works, edited, with Memoir, Notes, and full Glossary, by John
Small, M.A., F.S.A. Scot.,' illustrated with specimens of manu-
script, title-page, and woodcuts of the early editions in facsimile,

4 vols, beautifully printed on thick paper, post 8vo, cloth (pub

£Z 3s), ^i 2s 6d. W. Paterson.

_" The latter part of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century, a
period almost barren in the annals of English poetry, was marked by a remark:
able series of distinguished poets in Scotland. During this period flourished
Dunbar, Henryson, Mercier, Harry the Minstrel, Gavm Douglas, Bellenden,
Kennedy, and Lyndesay. Of these, although the palm of excellence must beyond
all doubt be awarded to Dunbar,—next to Burns probably the greatest poet of
his country,—the voice of contemporaries, as well as of the age that immediately
followed, pronounced in favour of him who,

' In barbarous age.
Gave rude Scotland Virgil's page,'

—

Gavin Douglas. We may confidently predict that this will long remain the standard
edition of Gavin Douglas ; and we shall be glad to see the works of other of the
old Scottish poets edited with equal sympathy and success."

—

AtkeruBitm.

Lyndsay's {Sir David, of the Mount, 14^0-1568) Poetical
Works

J
best edition, edited, with Life and Glossary, by David

Laing, 3 vols, crown 8vo, cloth (pub 63s), i8s 6d.

Another cheaper edition by the same editor,

2 vols, i2mo, cloth (pub 15s), 5s. W. Paterson.

"When it is said that the revision, including Preface, Memoir, and Notes,
has been executed by Dr David Laing, it is said that all has been done that

is possible by thorough scholarship, good judgment, and conscientiousness."

—

Scotstnan.

Lytteil ( William, M,A,)—Landmarks of Scottish Life
and La7iguage, crown 8vo, cloth (pub 7s 6d), 2s. Edinburgh.

Introductory Observations ; Cumbrae Studies, or an " Alphabet " of Cumbrae
Local Names; Arran Studies, or an "Alphabet" of Arran Local Names;
Lochranza Places ; Sannox Scenes and Sights ; Short Sketches of Notable
Places; A Glance Round Bute ; Symbols; Explanations, &c. &c.

M'Kerlie's {P. H., F.S.A. Scot.) History of the Lands and
their Owners in Galloway, illustrated by woodcuts of Notable

Places and Objects, with a Historical Sketch of the District, 5

handsome vols, crown 8vo, roxburghe style (pub ;^3 15s), 26s 6d.

W. Paterson.

Ramsay (Allan)—The Gentle Shepherd., New Edition,

with Memoir and Glossary, and illustrated with the original

graphic plates by David Allan ; also, all the Original Airs to the

Songs, royal 4to, cloth extra (pub 21s), 5s. W. & A. K.
Johnston.

The finest edition of the celebrated Pastoral ever produced. The paper has

been made expressly for the edition, a large clear type has been selected, and
the printing in black and red is of the highest class. The original plates by
David Allan have been restored, and are here printed in tint. The volume con-

tains a Prologue, which is published for the first time.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
receipt ofPostal Orderfor the amount.

JOHN GEANT,- 25 & 34 George lY. Bridge, EdinlDurgli.



John Grant, Bookseller,

Scottish Literature— continued :—
Th& Earliest known Printed English Ballad.

Scottysche Kynge—A Ballad of the, written by John
Skelton, Poet Laureate to King Henry VIII., reproduced in

facsimile, with an Historical and Biographical Introduction, by
John Ashton, beautifully printed on thick paper, small 410, cloth,

uncut edges (pub i6s), 3s 6d. Elliot Stock.
Southey says of him :

—"The power, the strangeness, the volubility of his

language, the audacity of his satire, and the perfect originality of his manner,
made Skelton one of the most extraordinary writers of any age or country."
This unique ballad was printed by Richard Fawkes, the King's printer, in

1513, immediately after the battle of Flodden Field, wnich is described in it, and
is of great interest.

Every justice has been done to the work in this beautiful volume, the paper,
printing, and binding of which are all alike excellent.

One of the Earliest Presidents of the Court of Session.

Seton {Alexander, Earl of Dunfermline, Chancellor of
Scotland, 1555-1622) — Memoir of, with an Appendix contain-

ing a List of the various Presidents of the Court, and Genealogical

Tables of the Legal Families of Erskine, Hope, Dalrymple, and
Dundas, by George Seton, Advocate, with exquisitely etched

portraits of Chancellor Seton, and George, seventh Lord Seton,

and his family ; also the Chancellor's Signatures, Seals, and Book-
Stamp ; with etchings of Old Dalgety Church, Fyvie Castle, and
Pinkie House, small 410, cloth (pub 21s) 6s 6d. Blackwood & Sons.
*' We have here everything connected with the subject of the book that could

interest the historical student, the herald, the genealogist, and ihe arch^ologist.
The result is a book worthy of its author's high reputation."

—

Nates afui Queries.

Warden's {Alex. J.) History of Angus or Forfarshire, its

Land and People, Descriptive and Historical, illustrated with
maps, facsimiles, &c.

, 5 vols, 4to, cloth (published to subscribers

only at £2 17s 6d), ;^i 17s 6d. Dundee.
Sold separately, vol 2, 3s 6d ; vol 3, 3s 6d ; vols 4 and 5, 7s 6d ;

vol 5, 3s 6d.

A most useful Worli of Reference.

Wilson's Gazetteer of Scotland, demy 8vo (473 pp-),
cloth gilt (pub 7s 6d), 3s. \V. & A. K. Johnston.
This work embraces every town and village in the country of any importance

as existing at the present day, and is portable in form and very moderate in

price. In addition to the usual information as to towns and places, the work
gives the statistics of real property, notices of public works, public buildings,

churches, schools, &c., whilst the natural history and historical incidents con-
nected with particular localities have not been omitted.
The Scotsman says :

—" It entirely provides for a want which has been greatly
felt."

Younger (John, shoemaker, St Boswells, Author of ^^ River
Angling for Salmon and Trout," " Corn Law Rhymes'^ ^c.)—
Autobiography, with portrait, crown 8vo (457 pages), cloth (pub
7s 6d), 2s.
" 'The shoemaker of St Boswells,' as he was designated in all parts of Scot-

land, was an excellent prose writer, a respectable poet, a marvellously gifted
man in conversation. His life will be read with great interest ; the simple heart-
stirring narrative of the life-struggle of a highly-gifted, humble, and honest
mechanic,—a life of care, but also a life of virtue."

—

London Review.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
receipt ofPostal Orderfor ihe amount.
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Grampian Club Publications, of valuable MSS.
and Works of Original Research in Scottish

History, Privately printed for the Members :—

The Diocesan Registers of Glasgoiv—Liber Protocollorum
M. Cuthberti Simonis, notarii et scribce capituU Glasguensis, A.n.

1499-1513; also, Rental Book of the Diocese of Glasgo-iv, a.d.

1 509- 1 570, edited by Joseph Bain and the Rev. Dr Charles
Rogers, with facsimiles, 2 vols, Svo, cl, 1875 (pub £2 2s), 7s 6d.

Rental Book of the Cistercian Abbey of Coufar-Angus,
with the Bvcoiary of the Register, edited by the Rev. Dr Charles

Rogers, with facsimiles of MSS., 2 vols, Svo, cloth, 1879-80 (pub

£1. I2s 6d), los 6d.

The same, vol II., comprising the Register of
Tacks of tlie Abbey of Cufar, Rental of St Marie''s Monastery, and
Appendix, Svo, cloth (pub £1 is), 3s 6d.

Estimate of the Scottish yobility during the Minority of
James K/., edited, with an Intvocluction, from the original MS.
in the Public Record Office, by Dr Charles Rogers, 8vo, cloth

(pub los 6d), IS. 6d.

The reprint of a manuscript discovered in the Public Record Office. The
details are extremely curious.

Genealogical Memoirs of the Families of Colt and Coutts,

by Dr Charles Rogers, Svo, cloth (pub los 6d), 2s 6d.

An old Scotti.sh family, including the eminent bankers of that name, the

Baroness Burdett-Coutts, &c.

Rogers' {Br Charles) Memorials of the Earl of Stirling

and of the House of Alexander, portraits, 2 vols, Svo, cloth (pub

£7, 3s), los 6d. Edinburgh, 1877.

This work embraces not only a history of Sir William Alexander, first Earl of

Stirling, but also a genealogical account of the family of .Alexander in all its

branches ; many interesting historical details connected with Scottish State affairs

in the seventeenth century ; also with the colonisation of America.

Sent Carriage Free to any fart of the United Kingdom on
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John Grant, Bookseller,

Histories of Scotland, complete set in 10 vols
for £3 3s.
This ^rand national series of the Early Chronicles of Scotland, edited by the

most eminent Scottish antiquarian scholars of the present day, is now cornpleted,

and as sets are becoming few in number, early application is necessary in order

to secure them at the reduced price.

The Series comprises :

—

Scoticronicon ofJohn de Fordun, from the Contemporary
MS. (if not the author's autograph) at the end of the Fourteenth

Century, preserved in the Library of Wolfenbiittel, in the Duchy
of Brunswick, collated with other known MSB. of the original

chronicle, edited by W. F. Skene, LL.D., Historiographer-Royal,

2 vols (pub 30s), not sold separately.

The Metrical Chronicle ofAndrew Wyntoun, Prior of St

Serfs Inch at Lochleven, who died about 1426, the work now
printed entire for the first time, from the Royal MS. in the British

Museum, collated with other MSS., edited by the late D. Laing,

LL.D., 3 vols (pub 50s), vols i and 2 not sold separately.

Vol 3 sold separately (pub 2js), los 6d.

Lives of Saint Ninian and St Keniigern, compiled in the
I2th century, and edited from the best MSS. by the late A. P.

Forbes, D.C.L., Bishop of Brechin (pub 15s), not sold separately.

Life ofSaint Columba, founder of Hy, written by Adamnan,
ninth Abbot of that Monastery, edited by Wm. Reeves, D.D.,
M.R.I. A., translated by the late A. P. Forbes, D.C.L., Bishop
of Brechin, with Notes arranged by W. F. Skene, LL.D.
(pub 15s), not sold separately.

The Book of Pluscarden, being unpublished Continuation
of Fordun's Chronicle by M. Buchanan, Treasurer to the Dauphi-
ness of France, edited and translated by Skene, 2 vols (pub 30s),

I2S 6d, sold separately.

A Critical Essay on the Ancient Inhabitants of Scotland,

by Thomas Innes of the Sorbonne, with Memoir of the Author by
George Grubb, LL.D., and Appendix of Original Documents by
Wm. F. Skene, LL.D., illustrated with charts (pub 21s),

los 6d, sold separately
In connection with the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, a uniform series of

the Historians of Scotland, accompanied by English translations, and illustrated

by notes, critical and explanatory, was commenced some years since and has
recently been finished.

So much has recently been done for the history of Scotland, that the necessity
for a more critical edition of the earlier historians has become very apparent.
The history of Scotland, prior to the 15th century, must always be based to a
great extent upon the work of Fordun ; but his original text has been made the
basis of continuations, and has been largely altered and interpolated by his con-
tinuators, whose statements are usually quoted as if they belonged to the original
work of Fordun. An edition discriminating between the original text of Fordun
and the additions and alterations of his continuators, and at the same time trac-

ing out the sources of Fordun's narrative, would obviously be of great importance
to the right understanding of Scotti-sh history.

The complete set forms ten handsome volumes, demy 8vo, illustrated with
facsimiles.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
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Campbell (Colin, Lord Clyde)—Life of, illustrated by
Extracts from his Diary and Correspondence, by Lieut. -Gen.
Shadwell, C.B., with portrait, maps, and plans, i: vols, 8vo,
cloth (pub 36s), 6s 6d. Blackwood & Sons.
"In nil the annals of ' Self-Help,' there is not to be found a life more truly

worthy of study than that of the gallant old soldier. The simple, self-denying,
friend-helping, brave, patriotic soldier stands proclaimed in every line of General
Shadwell's admirable memoir."

—

Blackwoods Magazitu.

De Witt's (John, Grand Pensionary of Holland) Life

,

or. Twenty Years of a Parliamentary Kepidilic, by M. A. Pon-
talis, translated by S. E. Stephenson, 2 vols, Svo, cloth (pub
36s), 6s 6d. Longman.
Uniform with the favourite editions of Motley's " Netherlands" and

*'
John of

Barnveld," &c.

Johnson {Doctor) : His F7-iends and his Critics, by
George Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L., crown Svo, cloth (pub 8s), 2s.

Smith, Elder, & Co.
"The public now reaps the advantage of Dr Hill's researches in a most

readable volume. Seldom has a pleasanter commentary been written on a
literary masterpiece. . . . Throughout the author of this pleasant volume
has spared no pains to enable the present generation to realise more completely
the sphere in which Johnson talked and taught."

—

Saturday Rci'icw.

Mathews {Charles James, the Actor)—Life of, chiefly

Autobiographical, with Selections from his Correspondence and
Speeches, edited by Charles Dickens, portraits, 2 vols, Svo, cloth

(pub 25s), 5s. Macmillan, 1879.
" The book is a charming one from first to last, and Mr Dickens deserves a

full measure of credit for the care and discrimination he has exercised in the

business of editing."

—

Gtobe.

Brazil and Java—The Coffee Culture in America, Asia,

and Africa, by C. F. Van Delden Lavine, illustrated with

numerous plates, maps, and diagrams, thick 8vo, cloth (pub 25s),

3s 6d. Allen.
A useful work to those interested in the production of coffee. The author was

charged with a special mission to Brazil on behalf of the coffee culture and coffee

commerce in the Dutch possessions in India.

Smith (Captain John, 1579-1631)

—

The Adventures and
Discoveries of, sometimePresident of Virginia and Admiral of New
England, newly ordered by John Ashton, with illustrations taken

by him from original sources, post Svo, cloth (pub 55), 2s.

Cassell.
" Full of interesting particulars. Captain John Smith's life was one peculiarly

adventurous, bordering almost on the romantic ; and his adventures are related

by himself with a terse and rugged brevity that is very charming."—Ed.

Philip's Handy General Atlas of America, comprising a

series of 23 beautifully executed coloured maps of the United

States, Canada, &c., with Index and Statistical Notes by John
Bartholomew, F.R.G.S., crown folio, cloth (pub £\ is), 5s.

Philip & Son.
Embraces Alphabetical Indices to the mos^mportant towns of Canada and

Newfoundland, to the counties of Canada, the principal cities and counties of the

United States, and the most important towns in Central America, Mexico, the

West Indies, and South America.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
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John Grant, Bookseller,

LiitMs {/. Stanley) South Africa, a Sketch-Book of Men
and Manners, 2 vols, 8vo, cloth (pub 2is), 3s 6d. Sonnenschein.

Oliphant {Laurence)—The Land of Gilead, with Ex-

cursions in the Lebanon, illustrations and maps, 8vo, cloth (pub

2ls), 8s 6d. Blackwood & Sons.

"A most fascinating book."

—

Observer.
" A singularly agreeable narrative of a journey through regions more replete,

perhaps, with varied and striking associations than any other in the world. The
writing throughout is highly picturesque and effective."

—

AthentEum,
" A most fascinating volume of travel. . . . His remarks on manners, customs,

and superstitions are singularly interesting."

—

Si James's Gazetie.
" The reader will find in this book a vast amount of most curious and valuable

information on the strange races and religions scattered about the country."

—

Saturday Review,
"An admirable work, both as a record of travel and as a contribution to

physical science."

—

Vanity Fair.

Patterson {R. IT.)—The New Golden Age, and Influence

of the Precious Metals upon the War, 2 vols, 8vo, cloth (pub

31s 6d), 6s. Blackwood & Sons.

Contents.

Vol I.

—

The Period of Discovery and Romanck of the New Golden
Age, 1848-513.—The First Tidings—Scientific Fears, and General Enthusiasm—
The Great Emigration—General Effects of the Gold Discoveries upon Commerce
—Position of Great Britain, and First Effects on it of the Gold Discoveries—The
Golden Age in California and Australia—Life at the Mines. A Rf,trospect.—
History and Influence of the Precious Jletals down to the Birth of Modern
Europe—The Silver Age in America—Effects of the Silver Age upon Europe-
Production of the Precious Metals during the Silver Age (1492-1810)—Effects of

the Silver Age upon the Value of Money (1492-1800).

Vol II.

—

Period of Renewed Scarcitv.—Renewed Scarcityof the Precious

Metals, A.D. 1800-30—The Period of Scarcity. Part II.—Effects upon Great

Britain—The Scarcity lessens—Beginnings of a New Gold Supply—General
Distress before the Gold Discoveries. "Cheap" and "Dear" Money—On
the Effects ofChanges in the Quantity and Value of Money. The New Golden
Age.—First Getting of the New Gold— First Diffusion of the New Gold— Indus-

trial Enterprise in Europe—Vast E.xpansion of Trade with the East (a. D. 1855-

75)—Total Amount of the New Gold and Silver—Its Influence upon the World
at large-Close of the Golden Age, 1876-80—Total Production Of Gold and
Silver. Period i4g2-i848.^Productionof Gold and Silver subsequent to 1848—
Changes in the Value of Money subsequent to A.D. 1492. Period a.d. 1848

and .subsequently. Period a.d. 1782-1865.—Illusive Character of the Board of

Trade Returns since 1853—Growth of our National Wealth.

Tunis, Past and Present, with a Narrative of the French
Conquest of the Regency, by A. M. Broadley, Correspondent of

the Times during the War in Tunis, with numerous illustrations

and maps, 2 vols, post 8vo, cloth (pub 2Ss), 6s. Blackwood& Sons.

" Mr Broadley has had peculiar facilities in collecting materials for his

volumes. Possessing a thorough knowledge of Arabic, he has for years acted as

confidential adviser to the Bey. . . . The information which he is able to place

before the reader is novel and amusing. ... A standard Work on Tunis has

been'long required. This deficiency has been admirably supplied by the author."
—Morning Post.

Se7zt Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom
071 receipt of Postal Orderfor the amount.
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Burnet {Bishop)—Histoiy of the Reformation of the
Church of England, with numerous Illustrative Notes and copious
Index, 2 vols, royal 8vo, cloth (pub 20s), los. Reeves & Turner,
18S0.

'_' Burnet, in his immortal History of tile Reformation, lias fixed the Protestant
religion in (his country as long as any religion remains among us. Burnet is,

without doubt, the English Eusebius.' —Dr Ai'Thorpe.

Burnets History of his Oivn Time, from the Restoration
of Charles II. to the Treaty of the Peace of Utrecht, with

Historical and Biographical Notes, and a copious Index, com-
plete in I thick volume, imperial 8vo, portrait, cloth (pub £1 5s),

5s 6d.
"I am reading Burnet's Own Times. Did you ever read that garrulous

pleasant history? full of scandal, which all true history is ; no palliatives, but all

the stark wickedness that actually gave the rnomeniunt to national actors ; none
of that cursed Htimeian indifference, so cold, and unnatural, and inhuman," &c.
—Charles Lamb.

Creasy {Sir Edivard. S.)—History of England, from the
Earliest Times to the End of the Middle Ages, 2 vols (520 pp
each), 8vo, cloth (pub 25s), 6s. Smith, Elder, & Co.

Crime—Pike's {Luke Owen) History of Crime in England,
illustrating the Changes of the Laws in the Progress of Civilisa-

tion from the Roman Invasion to the Present Time, Index, 2

very thick vols, 8vo, cloth (pub 36s) los. Smith, Elder, & Co.

Globe {The) Eticyclopcedia of Useful Information, edited

by John M. Ross, LL.D., with numerous woodcut illustrations, 6

handsome vols, in half-dark persian leather, gilt edges, or in half

calf extra, red edges (pub £1, i6s), ^2 8s. Edinburgh.
"A work of reference well suited for popular use, and may fairly claim to be

the best of the cheap encyclopaedias."

—

Athenteuin.

History of the War of Frederick I. against the Communes
of Lomhardy, by Giovanni B. Testa, translated from the Italian,

and dedicated by the Author to the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone,

(466 pages), 8vo, cloth (pub 15s) 2s. Smith, Elder, & Co.

Freemasonry—Baton's {Brother C. I.) Freetnasonry and
its Jurisprudence, according to the Ancient Landmarks and

Charges, and the Constitution, Laws, and Practices of Lodges

and Grand Lodges, Svo, cloth (pub los 6d), 35 6d. Reeves &
Turner.

Freemason?y, its Symbolism, Religious Nature, and
Law of Perfection, Svo, cloth (pub los 6d), 2s 6d. Reeves &
Turner. .

Freemasonry, its Two Great Doctrines, The Exist-

ence of God, and A Future State ; also, Its Three Masonic

Graces, Faith, Plope, and Charity—in 1 vol, 8vo, cloth (pub los),

2s 6d. Reeves & Turner. ^
^ , ,.

The fact that no such similar works exist, that there is no standard of autho-

rity to which reference can be made, notwithstanding the great and growing

number of Freemasons and Lodges at home, and of those m the British

Colonies and other countries holding Charters from Scotland, or affiliated with

Scottish Lodges, warrants the author to hope that they may prove acceptable to

the Order. All the oldest and best .authorities—the ablest writers, home and

foreign—on the history and principles of Freemasonry have been carefully con-

sulted.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom oit
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14 John Grant, Bookseller,

Arnold's {Cecil) Great Sayings of Shakespeare, a Com-
prehensive Index to Shakespearian Thought, being a Collection

of Allusions, Reflections, Images, Familiar and Descriptive Pas-
sages, and Sentiments from the Poems and Plays of Shakespeare,
Alphabetically Arranged and Classified under Appropriate Head-
ings, one handsome volume of 422 pages, thick 8vo, cloth (pub
7s 6d), 3s. Bickers.
Arranged in a manner similar to Southgate's " Many Thoughts of Many

Minds." This index differs from all other books in being much more com-
prehensive, while care has been taken to follow the most accurate text, and to

cope, in the best manner possible, with the difficulties of correct classification.

The most Beautiful atid Cheapest Birthday Book Published.

Birthday Book—Friendship's Diary for Every Day in the

Year, with an appropriate Verse or Sentence selected from the

great Writers of all Ages and Countries, each page ornamented by
a richly engraved border, illustrated throughout, crown Svo, cloth,

bevelled boards, exquisitely gilt and tooled, gold edges, a perfect

gem (pub 3s 6d), is gd. Hodder & Stoughton.
This book practically has never been published. It only requires to be seen

to be appreciated.

Dobson ( W. T.)—The Classic Poets, their Lives and their

Times, with the Epics Epitomised, 452 pages, crown Svo, cloth

(pub 9s), 2s 6d. Smith, Elder, & Co.
Contents.—Homer's Iliad, The Lay of the Nibelungen, Cid Campeador,

Dante's Divina Commedia, Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, Camoens' Lusiad, Tasso's
Jerusalem Delivered, Spenser's Fairy Queen, Milton's Paradise Lost, Milton's
Paradise Regained.

English Literature : A Study of the Prologue and
Epilogue in English Literature, from Shakespeare to Dryden, by
G. S. B., crown Svo, cloth (pub 5s), is 6d. Kegan Paul, 1SS4.
Will no doubt prove useful to writers undertaking more ambitious researches

into the wider domains of dramatic or social history.

Bibliographer {The), a Magazine of Old-Time Literature,

contains Articles on Subjects interesting to all Lovers of Ancient
and Modern Literature, complete in ^ vols, 4to, antique boards

(pub ;^2 5s), 15s. Elliot Stock.

" It is impossible to open these volumes anywhere without alighting on some
amusing anecdote, or some valuable literary or historical note."

—

Saturday
Review.

Book-Lore, a Magazine devoted to the Study of BibHo-
graphy, complete in 6 vols, 4to, antique boards (pub £,2 5s), 15s.

Elliot Stock.

A vast store of interesting and out-of-the-way information, acceptable to the

lover of books.

Antiquary {The), a Magazine devoted to the Study of
the Past, complete set in 15 vols, 410, antique boards (pub ;^S
I2S 6d), £1 15s. Elliot Stock.

A perfect mine of interesting matter, for the use of the student, of the times of
our forefathers, and their customs and habits.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
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Chaffers' Marks and Monograms on European and
Oriental Pottery and Porcelain, with Historical Notices of each
Manufactory, preceded by an Introductory Essay on the Vasa
Fictilia of the Greek, Romano- British, and Mediseval Eras, 7th
edition, revised and considerably augmented, with upwards of

3000 potters' marks and illustratious, royal 8vo, cloth extra, gilt

top, £1 15s. London.

Civil Costume of England, from the Conquest to the

Present Time, drawn from Tapestries, Monumental Effigies,

Illuminated MSS., by Charles Martin, Portraits, &c., 61 full-page

plates, royal 8vo, cloth (pub los 6d), 3s 6d. Bohn.
In addition there are inserted at the end of the volume 25 plates illustrating

Greek costume by T. Hope.

Dyer (Thomas H., LL.D.)—Imitative Art, its Principles

and Progress, with Preliminary Remarks on Beauty, Sublimity,

and Taste, 8vo, cloth (pub 14s), 2s. Bell & Sons, 1882.

Great Diamonds of the World, their History and
Romance, Collected from Official, Private, and other Sources,

by Edwin W. Streeter, edited and annotated by Joseph Hatton
and A. H. Keane, 8vo, cloth (pub los 6d), 2s 6d. Bell & Sons.

Hamilton's (Lady, the Mistress ofLord Nelson) Attitudes,

illustrating in 25 full-page plates the great Heroes and Heroines of

Antiquity in their proper Costume, forming a useful study for

drawing from correct and chaste models of Grecian and Roman
Sculpture, 4to, cloth (pub £\ is), 3s 6d.

Jewitt {Llewellyn, F.S.A.) — Half-Hours among some
English Antiquities, illustrated with 320 wood engravings, crown
8vo, cloth gilt (pub (5s), 2s. Allen & Co.
Contents :—Cromlechs, Implements of Flint and Stone, Bronze Implements

among the Celts, Roman Roads, Temples, Altars, Sepulchral Inscriptions, An-
cient Pottery, Arms and Armour, Slabs and Brasses, Coins, Church Bells, Glass,

Encaustic Tiles, Tapestry, Personal Ornaments, &c. &c.

King {Rev. C. W.)—Natural History of Gems and
Decorative Stones, fine paper edition, post 8vo, cloth (pub lOs 6d),

4s. Bell & Sons.
*' Contains so much information, and of so varied a nature, as to make the

work ... by far the best treatise on this branch of mineralogy we possess

in this or any other language."

—

AthentEum.

Leech's {John) Children of the Mobility, Drawn from
Nature, a Series of Humorous Sketches of our Young Plebeians,

including portrait of Leech, with Letter on the Author's Genius

by John Ruskin, 4to, cloth, 1841 (pub 7s 6d), 3s 6d. Repro-

duced 1875, Bentley & Son.

Morelli {G.) — Italian Masters in German Galleries,

translated from the German by L. M. Richter, post 8vo, cloth

(pub 8s 6d), 2s. Bell & Sons.
" Signor Morelli has created nothing less than a revolution in art-scholarship,

and both by precept and example has given a remarkable impulse to sound
knowledge and independent ofUi\o-a."—Academy.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
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John Grant, Bookseller.

Exquisitely beautiful Works by SirJ. Noel Paton at a remarkably

lowprice.

Paton's {Noel) Compositions from Shakespeare's Tempest,
a Series of Fifteen Large Outline Engravings illustrating the

Great Drama of our National Poet, with descriptive letterpress,

oblong folio, cloth (pub 2is), 3s. Chapman & Hall.

Uuifonn "with the above.

Patoris {Noel) Compositions from Shelley's Prometheus
Unbotmd^ a Series of Twelve Large Outline Engravings, oblong

folio, cloth (pub 2is), 3s. Chapman & Hall.

Smith {/. Moyr)—Ancient Greek Female Costume, illus-

trated by 112 fine outline engravings and numerous smaller

illustrations, with Explanatory Letterpress, and Descriptive

Passages from the Works of Homer, Hesiod, Herodotus, ^schy-
lus, Euripides, and other Greek Authors, printed in brown, crown
8vo, cloth elegant, red edges (pub 7s 6d), 3s. Sampson Low.

Bacon {Francis, Lord)— Works, both English and Latin,

with an Introductory Essay, Biographical and Critical, and
copious Indices, steel portrait, 2 vols, royal 8vo, cloth (originally

pub p^2 2s, ) I2S. 1879.
All his works are, for expression as well as thought, the glory of our nation,

and of all later ages."

—

Sheffield, Duke of Buckinghamshire.
"Lord Bacon was more and more known, and his books more and more

delighted in ; so that those men who had more than ordinary knowledge in

human affairs, esteemed him one of the most capable spirits of that age."

Burn {R. Scott)—The Practical Directory for the Im-
provement of Landed Property, Rural and Suburban, and the

Economic Cultivation of its Farms (the most valuable work on
the subject), plates and woodcuts, 2 vols, 4to, cloth (pub ;^3 3s),

15s. Paterson.

Martineau {Harriet)—The History of British Rule in

India, foolscap 8vo (356 pages), cloth (pub 2s 6d), gd. Smith,

Elder, & Co.
A concise sketch, which will give the ordinary reader a general notion of

what our Indian empire is, liow we came by it, and what has gone forward in it

since it first became connected with England. The book will be found to state

the broad facts of Anglo-Indian history in a clear and enlightening manner ; and
it cannot fail to give valuable information to those readers who have neither time

nor inclination to study the larger works on the subject.

Selkirk {J. Brown) — Ethics and jEsthetics of Modern
Poetry, crown 8vo, cloth gilt (pub 7s), 2s. Smith, Elder, & Co.

Sketches frotn Shady Places, being Sketches from the
Criminal and Lower Classes, by Thor Fredur, crown Svo, cloth

(pub 6s), IS. Smith, Elder, & Co.
*' Descriptions of the criminal and semi-criminal (if such aword maybe coined)

classes, which are full of po\\'er, sometimes of a disagreeable kind."

—

Aikenajtm.

Southey's {Robert) Commonplace Book, the Four Series

complete, edited by his Son-in-Law, J. W. Warter, 4 thick vols,

Svo, cloth (pub 42s), 14s. Longmans.

Warren's {Samuel) Ten Thojesand a Year, early edition,

with Notes, 3 vols, i2mo, cloth (pub i8s), 4s 6d. Blackwood,
1853-

Sent Carriage Free to any part ofthe Uiiited KiJigdoin on
receipt ofPostal Orderfor the amount.
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Jones^ {F7'ofessor T. Rymer) General Outline of the Or-
^i^anization of the Animal Kiugdoni, and Manual of Comparative
Anatomy, illustrated with 571 engravings, thick 8vo, half roan,
gilt top (pub £\ IIS 6d), 6s. Van Voorst.

fones^ (Professor T. Rymer) N'atural History of Animals^
Lectures delivered before the Royal Institution of Great Britain,

209 illustrations, 2 vols, post 8vo, cloth (pub 24s), 3s 6d. Van
Voorst.

Huntc7-^s {Dr Johti) Essays on Natu7'al History^ A^ia-
toniy^ Physiology^ Psychology^ and Geology^ to which are added
Lectures on the Hunterian Collection of Fossil Remains, edited

by Professor Owen, portrait, -> vols, 8vo, cloth (jxib 32s), 5s.

Van Voorst.

Forestiy and Forest Products — Prize Essays of the
Edinburgh International Forestry Exhibition, 1884, edited by
John Rattray, M.A., and Hugh Robert Mill, illustrated with 10

plates and 21 woodcuts, Svo, cloth (pub i6s), 5s. David Douglas.

Comprises :

—

Brace's Formation and Management of Forest Tree Nurseries.

The same, by Thomas Berwick.

Stalker's Formation and Management of Plantations on different Sites,

Altitudes, and Exposures.

The same, by R. E. Hodson.
Milne's Afforesting of Waste Land in Aberdeenshire by Cleans of the Planting

Iron.

MACf-cEAN's Culture of Trees on the Margin of Streams and Lochs in Scotland,

with a View to the Preservation of the Banks and the Conservation of Fish.

Cannon's Economical Pine Planting, with Remarks on Pine Nurseries and on
Insects and Fungi destructive to Pines.

Alexander on the Various Methods of Producing and Harvesting Cinchona
Bark.

Robertson on the Vegetation of Western Australia.

Brace's Formation and Management of Eucalypus Plantations.

Carrick's Present and Prospei.ti\e Sources of the Timber Supplies of Great
Britain.

Oldrieve on the best Method of Maintaining the Supply of Teak, with Remarks
on its Price, Size, and Quality ; and on the Best Substitutes for Building
Purposes.

On the same, by J. C. Kemp.
Alexander's Notes on the Ravages of Tree and Timber Destroying Insects.

Webster's Manufacture and Uses of Charcoal.

Boulger's Bye-Products, Utilisation of Coppice and of Branches and other

Fragments of Forest Produce, with the View of Diminishing Waste.

Stonhill's Paper Pulp from Wood, Straw, and other Fibres in the Past and
Present.

Green's Production of Wood Pulp.

T. Anderson Reid's Preparation of Wood Pulp by the Soda Process.

Cross and Bevan's Report on Wood Pulp Processes.

Yoshida's Lacquer {Urnshi), Description, Cultivation, and Treatment of the
Tree, the Chemistry of its Juice, and its Industrial Applications.

Sent Carriage Free to any fart of the United Kingdo?n on
7'eceipt ofPostal Orderfor the amount.
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John Grant, Bookseller,

Johnston's (W. & A. K.) Instructive Series —
Scientific Industries Explained, showing ho ,v some of the

important Articles of Commerce are made, by Alexander Watt,
F. R. S.S.A. , First Series, containing Articles on Aniline Colours,

Pigments, Soap-making, Candle-making, Paper-making, Gun-
powder, Glass, Alcohol, Beer, Acids, Alkalies, Phosphorus,
Bleaching Powder, Inks, Vinegar-making, Acetic Acid, Fireworks,
Coloured Fires, Gun-cotton, Distillation, &c. &c. , crown 8vo, cloth

(pub 2s 6d), IS.

*' Mr Watt discourses of aniline pigments and dyes ; of candles and paper ; of
gunpowder and glass ; of inks and vinegar : of fireworks and gun-cotton ; . . .

excursions over the whole field of applied science ; . . one of the best is that
on ' gilding watch-movements.' A systematic arrangement of the subjects ha<;

been purposely avoided, in order that the work may be regarded as a means of
intellectual recreation."

—

Academy.

Scientific Industries Explained, Second Series, containing
Articles on Electric Light, Gases, Cheese, Preservation of Food,
Borax, Scientific Agriculture, Oils, Isinglass, Tanning, Nickel-

plating, Cements and Glues, Tartaric Acid, Stained Glass, Arti-

ficial Manures, Vulcanised India-rubber, Ozone, Galvanic Batteries,

Magnesia, The Telephone, Electrotyping, &c. &c., with illustra-

tions, crown 8vo, cloth {pub 2s 5d), Is.

Mechanical Industries Explained, showing how many
useful Arts are practised, with illustrations, by Alexander Watt,
containing articles on Carving Irish Bog-oak, Etching, Galvanised

Iron, Cutlery, Goldbeating, Bookbinding, Lithography, Jewellery,

Crayons, Balloons, Needles, Lapidary, Ironfounding, Pottery and
Porcelain, Typefounding, Bread-making, Bronze-casting, Tile-

making, Ormolu, Papier-mache, &c. &c., crown 8vo, cloth (pub

2s 6d), IS.

" It would form a useful present for any boy with mechanical tastes."

—

Engineer.

Science in a Nui-Shell, in which rational Amusement is

blended with Instruction, with numerous illustrations, by Alex-

ander Watt, crown 8vo, illustrated boards (pub is), 6d.

Contents :—Absorption of Carbonic Acid by Plants. — The Air-Purnp. —
Amalgams.—To Produce Artificial Ices.—Attraction : Capillary Attraction.—
Carbon.—Carmine.—How to Make Charcoal.—To Prepare Chlorine.—Contrac-

tion of Water—Crystallisation.—Distillation.—Effect of Carbonic Acid on Animal
Life.—Electricity.—Evaporation,—Expansion by Heat, &c.—Heat.—Hydrogen
Gas.—Light.—To Prepare Oxygen.—Photographic Printing.—How to Make a
Fountain.—Refractive Power of Liquids.—Refrigeration.—Repulsion.—Solar

Spectrum.—Specific Gravity Explained.—Structure of Crystals ^- Sympathetic
Ink, &c. &c.

Sent Carriage Free to any part of the United Kingdom on
receipt of Postal Orderfor the amount.
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Stewart's {Dugald) Collected Works^ best edition, edited
by Sir William Hamilton, with numerous Notes and Emendations,
II handsome vols, Svo, cloth (pub £6 12s), the few remaining
sets for £z los. T. & T. Clark.

Elejnents of the Philosophy of the Human Mind^ 3 vols,

Svo, cloth (pub £\ i6s), 8s 6d.

Philosophy of the Active Powers^ 2 vols, Svo, cloth (pub
£\ 4s), 6s 6d.

Principles of Political Economy^ 2 vols, Svo, cloth (pub
;^i 4s), Ss.
" As thenamesof Thomas Reid, of Dugald Stewart, and of Sir William Hamil-

ton will be associated hereafter in the history of Philosophy in Scotland, as
closely as those of Xenophanes, Parmenidcs, and Zeno in the School of Elea, it

is a singular fortune that Sir William Hamilton should be the collector and
editor of the works of his predecessors. . . . The chair which he filled

for many years, not otherwise undistinguished, he rendered illustrious."

—

A tficTueuTn.

Dante—The Divina Commedia^ translated into English
Verse by James Ford, A.M., medallion frontispiece, 430 pages,
crown Svo, cloth, bevelled boards (pub 12s), 2s 6d. Smith,
Elder, & Co.
" Mr Ford has succeeded better than might have been expected ; his rhymes

are good, and his translation deserves praise for its accuracy and fidelitj'. We
cannot refrain from acknowledging the many good qualities of Mr Ford's trans-
lation, and his labour of love will not have been in vain, if he is able to induce
those who enjoy true poetry to study once more the masterpiece ofthat literature

from whence the great founders of English poetry drew so much of their sweet-
ness and power."

—

Atketueujti.

PolloKs (Robert) The Course of Time^ a Poem, beauti-
fully printed edition, with portrait and numerous illustrations,

l2mo, 6d. Blackwood & Sons.
" ' The Course of Time ' is a very extraordinary poem, vast in its conception,

vast in its plan, vast in its materials, and vast, if very far from perfect, in its

achievement."—D. M. MoiR.

Monthly Interpreter^ a New Expository Magazine^ edited
by the Rev. Joseph S. Exell, M.A., joint-editor of the "Pulpit
Commentary," &c., complete from the commencement to its close,

4 vols, Svo, cloth (pub i,i ros), los 6d. T. & T. Clark.

Vols. I, 3, 4, separately, 2s each.
The aim of The Monthly Interpreter is to meet in some adequate way the

wants of the present-Jay student of the Bible, by furnishing him in a convenient
and accessible form with what is being said and done by the ablest British, Ameri-
can, and foreign theologians, thinkers, and Biblical critics, in matters Biblical,

theological, scientific, philosophical, and social.

Parker^s {DrJoseph, of the City Temple) Weaver Stephen ;
or. The Odds and Evens of Englislj Religion, Svo, cloth (pub
7s 6d), 3s 6d. Sonnenschein.

'

' Dr Parker is no repeater of old remarks, nor is he a superfluous commentator
His track is his own, and the jewels which he lets fall in his progress are from
his own casks ; this will give a permanent value to his works, when the produc-
tions of copyists will be forgotten."—C. H. Spurgeon.

Skene {IVilliaiJi F., LL.D., Historiographer-Royal for
Scotland)—The Gospel History for the Young, being Lessons on the

Life of Christ, adapted for use in Families and in Sunday Schools,

3 maps, 3 vols, crown Svo, cloth (pub 15s), 6s. Douglas.
" In a spirit altogether unsectarian provides for the young a simple, interest-

ing, and thoroughly charming history of our Lord."

—

Literary World.
" The * Gospel History for the Young ' is one of the most valuable books of

the kind."— The Churckvian.



John Grant, Bookseller, Edinburgh.

By tlie Authoress of " The Land o' the Leal.'" £ s. D.

Nairne's (Baroness) Life and Songs, with a
Memoir, and Poems of Caroline Oliphant the Younger, edited

by Dr Charles Rogers, portrait and other illustrations, crown
8vo, cloth (pub Ss) Griffin 2 6

" This publication is a good service to the memory of an excellent and gifted

lady, and to all lovers of Scottish Song."

—

Scotsman.

Ossian's Poems, translated by Macplierson,
24mo, best red cloth, gilt (pub 2s 6d)

,
o I 6

A dainty pocket edition.

Pertlnshire—Woods, Forests, and Estates of
Perthshire, with Sketches of the Principal Families of the

County, by Thomas Hunter, Editor of the Perthshire Consti-

tutional and Journal, illustrated with 30 wood engravings,

crown 8vo (564 pp), cloth (pub I2s 6d) Perth 046
"Altogether a choice and most valuable addition to the County Histories of

Scotland."

—

Glasgow Daily Mail.

Duncan (John, Scotch Weaver and Botanist)
—Life of, with Sketches of his Friends and Notices of the

Times, by Wm. Jolly, F.R.S.E., H.M. Inspector of Schools,

etchedportrait, crown 8vo, cloth (pub 9s) Kegan Paul 036
"We must refer the reader to the book itself for the many quaint traits of

cliaracter, and the minute personal descriptions, which, taken together, seem to

give a life-like presentation of this humble philosopher. . . . The many inci-

dental notices which the work contains of the weaver caste, the workman's
esprit de corps, and his wanderings about the country, either in the performance
of his work or, when that was slack, taking a'hand at the harvest, form an interest-

ing chapter of social history. The completeness of the work is considerably
enhanced by detailed descriptions of the district he lived in, and of his numerous
friends and acquaintance."

—

AthentEU7n.

Scots (Ancient)—An Examination of the An-
cient History of Ireland and Iceland, in so far as it concerns
the Origin of the Scots ; Ireland not the Hibernia of the

Ancients ; Interpolations in Bede's Ecclesiastical History and
other Ancient Ailnals affecting the Early History' of Scotland
and Ireland—the three Essays in one volume, crown 8vo, cloth

(pub 4s) Edinburgh, 1883 010
The first of the above treatises is mainly taken up with an investigation of the

«arly History of Ireland and Iceland, in order to ascertani which has the better
claim to be considered the original country of the Scots. In the second and
third an attempt is made to show that Iceland was the ancient Hibernia, and
the country from which the Scots came to Scotland ; and further, contain a
review of the evidence furnished by the more genuine of the early British Annals
against the idea that Ireland was the ancient Scoti'i.

Traditional Ballad Airs, chiefly of the North-
Eastern Districts of Scotland, from Copies
gathered in the Counties of Aberdeen, Banff, and Moray, by
Dean Christie, and William Ciiristie, !Monquhitter, with the

Words for .Singing and the Music arranged for the Pianoforte

and Harmonium, illustrated with Notes, giving an Account of
both Words and Music, their Origin, &c. , 2 handsome vols,

4to, half citron morocco, gilt top, originally published at

£i, 4s by Edmonston & Douglas, reduced to I 10
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